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Computer Simulation Study of the 
Operational Effects of Two-Way Left-Turn 
Lanes on Urban Four-Lane Roadways 

JottN L. BALLARD AND PATRICK T. McCoy 

The two-way left-turn lane (TWL TL) is commonly used to solve 
safety and operational problems on four-lane undivided road
ways that result from conflicts between through-traffic and 
drivers making mid-block left turns. Numerous studies of the 
safety effects of TWL TL medians have been conducted, but 
studies of their operational effects have been limited. Conse
quently, attempts to develop guidelines for the use of the TWL TL 
have focused on safety benefits and have not adequately 
accounted for the operational savings it provides. In this study, 
computer simulation was used to determine the operational 
effects of TWL TL medians on urban four-lane roadways. Mul
tiple regression analyses of the results of the simulation runs 
were conducted to determine the relationships between the 
operational effects of TWL TL medians and prevailing roadway 
and traffic conditions. Regression equations were developed 
for predicting the reduction in stops and delay provided by 
TWL TL medians. This paper includes a description of the 
simulation model as well as the procedures, findings, and con
clusions of the study. 

The two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) is commonly used to 
olve safety and operational problems on four-lane undivided 
oadways that result from conflicts between through-traffic 

and drivers making mid-block left turns. As illustrated in 
Figure 1, left turns from a four-lane undivided roadway are 
made from through-traffic lanes, causing through vehicles in 
these lanes to change lanes or be delayed. But on a roadway 
with a TWLTL the deceleration and storage of left-turn vehi
cles are removed from the through-lanes as illustrated in Fig
ure 2. Thus, conflicts between through- and left-turn traffic 
are eliminated, and through-vehicles can pass by left-turn 
vehicles without changing lanes and without delay. 

Although the potential safety and operational effects of 
the TWLTL are recognized by highway engineers, there are 
no generally accepted guidelines that define the circum
stances under which the costs of providing TWL TL medians 
are justified . Numerous before-and-after studies, which 
provide measures of the safety effectiveness of the TWL TL, 
have been conducted. However, empirical data pertinent 
to the assessment of the operational effectiveness of the 

J. L. Ballard, Department of Industrial and Management ystems 
Engineering University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 175 Nebraski1 Hall. 
Lincoln, Neb. 6 588-0518. P. T. Mc oy Department of ivil 
Engineering, University of Nebraska-Lincoln , W348 Nebra ka 
Hall Lincoln, Neb. 68588-0531. 

TWLTL are limited. Therefore, previous attempts to develop 
guidelines for the use of the TWL TL have focused on the 
safety benefits and have not adequately accounted for the 
operational effectiveness of the TWL TL. Consequently, there 
are no definitive guidelines for the cost-effective use of 
TWLTL medians . 

The overall objective of the research was to develop guide
lines for the use of TWL TL medians on urban four-lane road
way · that accomH for the operational as well as the safely 
effects of lhese medians. Specific objectives of the research 
were (1) to evaluate the safety and operational effectiveness 
ofTWLTLrnedians on urban four-lane roadways (2) to develop 
a methodology for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of the 
TWLTL, and (3) to apply this methodology to develop guide
line for cost-effective use of TWLTL medians on urban four
lane roadways. The methodology and guidelines were developed 
to enable the identification of sections of urban four-lane undi
vided roadway on which the costs of installing TWL TL medians 
would be justified. 

Computer simulation was used to determine the effects on 
the efficiency of traffic operations that result from the instal
lation of TWL TL medians on urban four-lane undivided roaCl
ways. The computer simulation study was conducted using 
the Two-Way Left-Turn Lan Computer Simulation Model 
(TWL TL-SIM) developed by Ballard and McCoy at the Uni
versity of Nebraska-Lincoln. This model has been used in 
several published assessments of TWLTL operations (1-4). 
The results of the computer simulation study were incorpo
rated into the co t-effectiveness methodology developed in 
this re ·earch to compute the operational benefits of TWL TL 
medians . Presented in this paper are a description of the 
simulation model and the procedures, findings, and conclu
sions of the study. 

SIMULATION MODEL 

The TWLTL- IM model used in thi study is capable of sim
ulating traffic operations on four types of roadway : (1) two
lane undivided roadways (2) two-lane roadways with TWL TL 
medians, (3) four-Jane undivided roadways , and ( 4) fou r-lane 
roadways with TWL TL medians. The model was written in 
the General Purpose Simulation System Version 1 (GPSS/ 
H) Language, which is a special-purpo e language particularly 
suited to modeling discrete ystems (5, 6). The following dis
cussion pre ents the input 1 gic output and validation of 
the model. 
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FIGURE 1 Four-lane undivided roadway. 
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FIGURE 2 Four-lane roadway with TWLTL median. 

Input 

The input to the model consists of roadway geometrics and 
traffic characteristics data. These data include the following 
information: 

• number of through-lanes 
• presence or absence of a TWL TL 
• length of roadway simulated 
• locations of individual driveways 
• entering traffic volume by lane in each direction, in vehi-

cles per hour (vph) 
• arrival distribution of entering traffic 
• turning movement percentage at individual driveway 
• travel speed in each direction , in miles per hour (mph) 
• random number seeds that serve as the basis for the prob

abilistic generation of entering traffic headways, turning loca
tions, and gap acceptance criteria 

The model can generate nonrandom as well as random 
arrival patterns, so the effects of an upstream traffic signal 
can be simulated. 

Because of the nature of the GPSS/H language, the roadway 
geometry is defined in terms of sections. Each lane on the 
roadway is divided into 20-ft. sections. Driveway locations 
nre d fined by lhe numbers of the sections in which they are 
located. Also, specified for each driveway on a roadway with 
a TWL TL is the section number of the farthest point upstream 
at which a vehicle turning left into the driveway can enter the 
TWL TL. Typically, left-turn vehicles enter the TWL TL at a 
distance of 200 feet upstream from the driveway into which 
.... _ --- ... __ _ _ 
LUCY LUlll. 

l ( l ( 

As an example, the geometry of a 1,000-ft. segment of two
lane roadway with a TWLTL is illustrated in Figure 3. Each 
Jane is divided into fifty 2-ft. sections, which are numbered 
as follows: ' 

• Lane 1: Sections 1-50 
• Lane 2: Sections 51-100 
• TWLTL: Sections 101-150. 

The section numbers of the driveway locations and their 
corresponding TWL TL entry points that would be input to 
the model for the roadway in Figure 3 are shown in Table 1. 
In the case of a 1,000-ft. segment of two-lane undivided road
way, Section Nos. 101-150 would not exist. Therefore, only 
the section numbers of the driveway locations would be input 
to the model, because there would be no TWL TL and no 
TWL TL entry points. 

Logic 

In the TWLTL-SIM model, traffic enters the simulated road
way segment at either end in accordance with the traffic vol
umes and arrival patterns specifit:tl iu lhe input. Three paths 
are possible for any vehicle entenng at either enci uf the 
segment . The vehicle may (1) traverse the entire length of 
the segment without turning and exit at the far end, (2) tra
verse a portion of the segment and exit by turning left at one 
of the driveways , or (3) traverse a portion of the segment and 
exit by turning right at one of the driveways. On entering the 
segment, the path to be taken by each vehicle is determined 
probabilistically in accordance with the turning percentages 
specified in the input . 
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FIGURE 3 Geometry of 1,000-ft. segment of two-lane roadway with TWLTL 
median. 

TABLE 1 SECTION NUMBERS INPUT FOR ROADWAY SEGMENT IN FIGURE 3 

Driveway 

Entere:i 

Driveway From 

A 2 

B 2 

c 2 

D 2 

E 1 

F 1 

G 1 

H 1 

I 1 

In addition to the vehicles entering the roadway segment 
at either end, some vehicles enter the segment by turning 
right onto the roadway from a driveway. All of these vehicles 
traverse the remainder of the segment and exit at the far end. 
The model does not include the capability to simulate left 
turns onto the roadway from driveways. 

Left turns off the roadway may delay following vehicles or 
force them to stop if no TWLTL is present; such delay pro
vides a measure ofTWLTL effectiveness. The right turns onto 
and off the simulated roadway have no direct impact on TWLTL 
effectiveness. However, a right turn off the roadway could 
create a gap through which an opposing vehicle could turn 
left, while a right turn onto the roadway could fill such a gap 
so that it would not be available to opposing left-turn vehicles. 

Vehicles move through each 20-ft. section in the main lanes 
at a constant speed specified in the model input and maintain 
at least 2-second headway. When a 2-second headway cannot 
be maintained behind a vehicle slowing or stopping to make 
a turn, following vehicles will use a uniform deceleration rate 
of 5 ft/sec2 • Then, when system conditions warrant, vehicles 
will accelerate at a uniform rate of 5 ft/sec2 to regain their 

'IWLTL 

Location Entzy Point 

Section No. Section No. 

18 121 

29 133 

38 139 

45 149 

61 139 

72 124 

74 124 

78 121 

86 111 

specified speed. The constant speed assumption means that 
the entering headway distribution is preserved until modified 
by the responses to turning vehicles. The assumptions of a 
constant speed and a constant minimum headway are an over
simplification of driver speed selection and car-following 
behavior on actual highways. However, these assumptions are 
justified in this case since the objective of the model is not 
to estimate the actual travel speed on arterial streets, but 
rather to simulate the left-turn gap acceptance process and 
estimate its impact on traffic operations. 

In a model run with two through-lanes, one in each direc
tion, vehicles entering in one of the through-lanes continue 
in that lane until they turn or exit at the other end of the 
roadway segment. If these vehicles encounter vehicles stopped 
in the through-lane ahead, they must also slow down and stop 
if necessary. They are not allowed to pass to the right of the 
stopped vehicles. 

In a model run with four through-lanes, through-vehicles 
are assigned probabilistically to either the inside or outside 
lane at the entrance point of the simulated roadway. Through
vehicles that are delayed by turning vehicles on a four-lane 
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roadway may change lanes to avoid delay. Vehicles that intend 
to turn right from the roadway are assigned to enter in the 
outside lane and continue in that lane until they reach their 
designated turning point. A vehicle that intends to turn left 
enters the segment in the inside Jane and remains in the inside 
lane until it reaches its turning point. If there is no TWL TL, 
this turning point is the driveway into which it is to turn. If 
there is a TWL TL, this point is the TWL TL entry point of 
the driveway into which it is to turn. In the case of a TWL TL, 
the vehicle begins to decelerate at the TWL TL entry point. 
When it has slowed to a speed of 10 mph, it enters the TWLTL 
and moves ahead in the TWL TL until it reaches the driveway 
into which it is to turn or until it is stopped by vehicles already 
in the TWL TL waiting to turn left. The model continuously 
monitors the TWLTL and adjusts the entry point for left
turning vehicles as queues develop in the TWL TL. 

If a turning vehicle reaches its entry point to the TWL TL 
and finds that the TWL TL section is already occupied by a 
left-turning vehicle from the other direction, it remains in the 
through lane and moves ahead until it (a) finds an unoccupied 
section in the TWL TL upstream from the driveway into which 
it is to turn, (b) reaches the driveway and stops in the through 
lanes, or (c) aborts the turn. In model runs at high flow rates 
both with and without a TWLTL, a vehicle will abort its turn 
and proceed ahead when stopping would cause locked or 
jammed flow. This capability to abort a turn was added to 
the model to prevent it from ceasing operation due to jamming 
under very high flow conditions. 

In all situations, a left-turn vehicle must have a minimum 
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acceptable gap in the opposing traffic stream before it can turn 
left. The required length of gap is determined probabilistically 
in accordance with the left-turn gap acceptance function derived 
by Gerlough and Wagner (7). The cumulative distribution func
tion is shown in Table 2. The gap acceptance distribution based 
on Ger!ough and Wagner was one of several candidates con
sidered for the model. It produced the closest agreement with 
the field data collected for model validation. 

If the left-turn vehicle is at the head of the queue and the 
required gap is available , the vehicle turns left. Otherwise it 
waits for an acceptable gap. However, if a left-turn vehicle 
is not at the head of the queue, it will follow the preceding 
left-turn vehicle across the opposing roadway as long as tie 
available gap is longer than a minimum clearance time (1.5 
seconds to cross one lane, 2.86 seconds to cross two lanes1. 

Output 

The output from the model includes the following data : 

• number of vehicles entering and exiting the segment 
• number of left turns attempted and completed 
• number of stops 
• travel time in the segment 
• stopped-time delay 
• number of lane changes 

The travel time, stops , and delay totals for through-vehiclti, 
left-turning vehicles, and all vehicles are output separately. 

TABLE 2 LEFf-TURN GAP ACCEPTANCE FUNCTION (7) 

Probability of Acx:epting 

Gap(SecorosJ a Shorter Gap 

3.0 o.oo 

3.5 0.15 

4.0 0.32 

4.5 0.52 

5.0 0.69 

5.5 0.82 

6.0 0.90 

6.5 0.95 

7.0 0.97 

7.5 0.986 

8.0 0.993 

8.5 0.997 

9.0 0.998 

9.5 0.999 

10.0 1.000 

a sa.iroe: Reference 7. 
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V lidation 

Time-lap e film of traffic flow on three roadway sections was 
taken in order to validate the model. Two sites were located 
in Omaha, Nebraska, and the third site was located in Lincoln, 
Nebraska. One of the sites in Omaha was a four-lane undi
vided section of roadway. The other site in Omaha and the 
one in Lincoln were four-lane sections with TWLTL medians. 
A total of 6 hours of film was obtained. 

The films were analyzed to determine the volumes, left
turn percentages, travel times, delays, and percentage of vehi
cles stopping on the roadway sections. The model was then 
r.i.";. '.\ ·i:i- th ~ctua l traffic vo\umes, left-turn percentages 
and roadway geometries- a. input data. The re ults of the 
simulation runs were compared with those obtained from the 
films. 

Paired t-tests were conducted to compare the mean stopped
time .delay and mean percentage of vehicles stopping pre
dicted by the model with those computed from the film anal
ysis. As shown in Table 3, there was no statistically significant 
difference at the 0.05 level of significance between the pre
dicted and observed means at the four-lane undivided site. 
Likewise, at the TWLTL sites, there was no statistically sig-
1ificant difference at the 0.05 level of significance between 
the predicted and observed values of mean stopped-time delay. 
However, there was a significant difference at the 0.05 level 
of significance between the predicted and observed values of 
mean percentage of vehicles stopping at the TWLTL sites, 
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although this difference was not significant at the 0.01 level 
of significance. Based on a review of the film analysis, it was 
determined that this difference was attributable to the diffi
culty of the judgments required of the film analysts to distin
guish vehicle stops. Therefore, it was concluded that the model 
was statistically valid. 

In addition to statistical validation, the model has been 
subjected to con iderable face validation. During the past 5 
years, the model ha been u ed to simulate traffic operations 
on several roadway segments with a wide variety of conditions 
(1 - 4). In each case, the model provided reasonable and con
sistent results. 

PROCEDURE 

In order to determine the operational effects ofTWLTL medi
ans on urban four-lane roadways, two sets of computer sim
ulation runs were made with the model. One set of runs was 
made for four-lane undivided roadways without TWLTL 
medians. The second set of runs was made for four-lane road
ways with TWLTL medians. Both sets of runs were made 
over the same ranges of traffic volumes and driveway den
sities. The effects of the TWL TL on stops and delay were 
then determined by pairwise comparisons of the model out
puts for the two sets of runs for identical combinations of 
traffic volumes and driveway densities. Thus, for every com
bination of traffic volumes and driveway density, the effects 

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF MODEL AND OBSERVED RESULTS 

Site 

FcUr-lane urxlivided 

Five-lane with 'IWill'L 

Measure of 

Effectiveness 

Feroent:age of vehicles 

Averaqe stqlped delay 

(veh-min/hr) 

Feroentage of vehicles 

Averaqe stqlped delay 

(veh-min/hr) 

Mean Difference 

(lbiel.-<b;erved) 

30.33 

1.13 

28.00 

0.17 

Std. Dev. of 

Difference t 

24.58 2.14 

2.17 0.65 

7.0 6.93 

4.05 0.07 

astatistical significance at 0.05 level of significance unless other.lise specified. 

bst:atistically significant at the 0.05 level, but not at the 0.01 level of significance. 

Significmrr.a 

No 

No 

No 
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of the TWL TL on stops and delay were computed as the 
differences between the respective outputs of the two runs. 
Multiple regression analyses of the results of the simulation 
runs were conducted to determine the relationship between 
the effects of TWLTL medians and prevailing roadway and 
traffic conditions. As a result of these analyses, regression 
equations were developed for predicting the reductions in 
stops and delay provided by TWLTL medians. 

Simulation Runs 

A series of paired runs were made to simulate traffic oper
ations on a 1,000-ft. section of four-lane roadway while vary
ing the traffic volume, left-turn percentage, and driveway 
density . Six level of traffic volume five level of left- turn 
percentag , and three level of driv way density were used . 
Simulation run wer made for a total of 54 combination of 
those variable levels. The specific combinations that were 
simulated are shown in table 4. For each combination indi-

TABLE 4 CONDITIONS SIMULATED 

Traffic 

Volume a 

(vph) 

100 

300 

500 

650 

900 

1 , 100 

Driveway 

Densityb 

(driveways/ 

mile) 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

2 . 5% 

x 
x 
x 

aTraffic volume in each direction. 
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ca ted a pair of simulation run were made, one run with 1a 

TWLTL and one run without a TWLTL. fn each pair f run " 
the same random number seeds were used , o that the ide1 -
tical traffic stream was used in each run. Three to five pairelJ 
runs were made for each combination indicated in table 4. 
The combinati ns u ed in this study were selected ba ed o~ 
the re ults of previou tudies (J, 2) conducted with the TWL TL-

fM mod I. The combinations focus oo the range of traffic 
operations that i of most practical interest. L wer v lume 
levels would produce very few stops and little delay· whereas 
higher !um · level w uld produc jarnm d condition becau e 
the capacity of the roadway would be exc eded. 

For each ~riveway density imulated , the driv way lp<;it~ 
tions input ~_; rhe model were equally spaced driveways stag
gered on opposite sides of the roadway. Intuitively, the loca
tions of the driveways within the 1,000-ft. section would have 
an effect on the efficiency of traffic operations. But it was 
beyond the scope of this study to investigate these differences 
within driveway density levels. Instead the primary concern 
of the study was to examine the differences between driveway 

Left-Turn Percent agec 

5% 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

7 . 5% 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

10% 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

12 .5% 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

bTotal of driveways on both sides of roadway. 

crcrcentage cf ~um cf trs.ff!c v olumes in both d i rections . 
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density levels. Therefore, only the one configuration of drive
way locations was used for all levels of driveway density. 
· The direction split used in making all simulation runs was 

50150. Preliminary runs made using 60/40 splits indicated that 
more stops and delay resulted using 50/50 splits. More gaps 
in the lower volume direction of a 60/40 split were available 
to accommodate the higher left-turn volume from the other 
direction. Therefore, it was assumed that maximum stops and 
delay occur with a 50/50 split. 

In all simulation runs, a left-turn or right-turn vehicle was 
equally likely to turn into any of the driveways on the side 
of the roadway appropriate for the turn . Thus, all driveways 
had the same turning volumes. Also, all simulation runs were 
made using 10% right turns into driveways and 10% right 
turns out of driveways . As noted above , these right-turn 
maneuvers do not directly impact stops and delay, but they 
do create gaps for left turns and fill gaps that could otherwise 
be used for left turns. 

The travel speeds used approximated the speed-volume 
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relationships on urban arterial roadways (8). A travel speed 
of 40 mph was used for traffic volumes of 650 vph or less. A 
travel speed of 35 mph was used for traffic volumes greater 
than 650 vph. 

Each simulation run was initialized by running the model 
for a few minutes to achieve system stability . Once stability 
was reached, the model was run for one hour of stimulated 
time. Traffic operations data were than output for this hour. 

Data Analysis 

The effects ofTWLTL medians on stops and delay were com
puted for each set of conditions indicated in table 4 from the 
model output for each pair of simulation runs made for the 
particular set of conditions. The reductions in stops and delay 
provided by the TWLTL were computed by subtracting the 
stops and delay output for the run with the TWL TL from the 
stops and delay output for the run without the TWLTL. Once 

TABLE 5 AVERAGE REDUCTIONS IN STOPS" 

Traffic 

Volumeb 

Driveway 

Densityc 

(driveways/ 

mile) 

Left-Turn Percentaged 

(vph) 

100 

300 

500 

650 

900 

1,100 

astops per hour. 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

2.5% 

971 

849 

1,090 

bTraffic volume in each direction. 

5% 

588 

338 

224 

1, 133 

1,314 

1,190 

cTotal of driveways on both sides of roadway. 

7.5% 

1 

1 

1 

14 

3 

3 

34 

30 

26 

129 

96 

106 

896 

449 

305 

933 

1,154 

1,035 

dPercentage of sum of traffic volumes in both directions. 

10% 

1 

1 

1 

13 

8 

10 

51 

41 

42 

154 

137 

143 

844 

466 

482 

12.5% 

0 

3 

2 

13 

9 

9 

66 

45 

61 

182 

167 

139 
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the reductions in stops and delay had been computed for all 
the conditions simulated, multiple regression analyses were 
conducted to determine the relationships between these 
reductions and the various levels of traffic volume, left-turn 
percentage, and driveway density. 

The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) (9) was used to con
duct the multiple linear regression analyses. These analyses 
were performed using a step-wise procedure with both for
ward and backward selection at the 0.05 level of significance. 
The dependent variables used in these analyses were reduc
tion in stops (number per hour) and reduction in delay (sec
onds per hour) . The natural logarithms of these variables were 
also used as dependent variables. The independent variables 
considered were traffic volume (vehicles per hour), left-turn 
volume (vehicles per hour), driveway density (driveways per 
mile), left-turn volume per driveway (vehicles per hour) , and 
product of traffic volume (vehicles per hour) times left-turn 
volume (vehicles per hour). 
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FINDINGS 

The average reductions in stops computed for the combina
tions of traffic volume, left-turn percentage, and driveway 
density for which simulation runs were made are shown in 
table 5. In no case did the TWLTL increase stops . Within 
each level of driveway density, the average reduction in stops 
increased as traffic \COlume was increased . Likewise, within 
each level of driveway density , the average reduction in stops 
usually increased as left-turn percentage was increased, except 
at the highest level of traffic volume. The influence of drive
way density within each level of traffic volume was not con
sistent; however, in most cases , the average reduction in stops 
was highest at 30 driveways per mile. This was because the 
left-turn volume was apportioned equally among the drive
ways. Therefore , the left-turn volume per driveway at 30 
driveways per mile was two and three times greater than it 
was at 60 and 90 driveways per mile, respectively. Conse-

TABLE 6 AVERAGE REDUCTIONS IN DELAY" 

Traffic 

Volumeb 

(vph) 

100 

300 

500 

650 

900 

1 , "" .... , ........ .., 

Driveway 

Densityc 

{driveways/ 

mile) 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

30 

60 

90 

aseconds per hour. 

2.5% 

'.! '~ J 559 

26,290 

24 , 077 

bTraffic volume in each direction . 

Left-Turn 

5% 

B,607 

5,277 

/1I570 

"'" ."5" 
35,449 

29,733 

cTotal of driveways on both sides of roadway. 

Percentaged 

7.5% 10% 

3 4 

3 3 

2 3 

31 44 

26 37 

22 32 

215 333 

180 279 

155 241 

723 1,103 

605 924 

522 796 

14,037 22,893 

6,739 8,607 

5,431 6,455 

)_ 17 . 1 QO 

47,800 

36,718 

dPercentag~ of sum of trs.ff!c voltLmes in hnth directions ,. 

15% 

4 

3 

3 

63 

53 

45 

518 

'434 

374 

1,683 

1,409 

1,215 

\ 

'· 
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TABLE 7 REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTING REDUCTIONS IN STOPS AND DELAY 

Traffic 

(vph) Reduction Equationb R2 

<800 stops in S - 0.00579 Vt + 0.0117 Vi 0.00678D 0.975 

delay in D - 0.00845 Vt + 0.0330 V£ 0.00561D - 0.0000308P 0.978 

;::800 stops in S - 0.00610 Vt + 0.0282 vd 0.996 

delay in D - 0.00898 Vt + 0.0652 vd 0.996 

aTraffic volume in each direction. 

b S - reduction in stops (number per hour per 1,000 ft.) 

D - reduction in delay (seconds per hour per 1,000 ft.) 

Vt average traffic volume per direction (vph) 

V£ - sum of left-turn volumes in both directions (vph) 

Vd - average left-turn volume per driveway (vph per driveway) 

D - driveway density (driveways per mile) 

quently, more queuing of left-tum vehicles would tend to 
occur at 30 driveways per mile. At 60 and 90 driveways per 
mile, vehicles waiting to turn left at several driveways would 
be more likely to turn left through the same gap in the oncom
ing traffic stream. 

The average reductions in delay that were computed from 
the simulation runs are shown in table 6. In all cases, the 
TWLTL provided reductions in delay. The pattern of these 
reductions with respect to traffic volume, left-tum percentage, 
and driveway density was more consistent than that of the 
average reductions in stops. The average reductions in delay 
increased with increases in traffic volume and left-tum 
percentage, and they decreased with increases in driveway 
density. 

As a result of the regression analyses, two sets of regression 
equations were developed for predicting the reductions in 
stops and delay that would result from the installation of a 
TWL TL on a four-lane undivided roadway. One set of equa
tions was for traffic volumes below 800 vph, and the other 
set was for traffic volumes of 800 vph or higher. Each set 
contained two equations. One equation was for predicting the 
reductions in stops, and the other equation was for predicting 
the reductions in delay. 

The regression equations are shown in table 7. For traffic 
volumes below 800 vph, the stops and delay reduction equa
tions were exponential functions of traffic volume, left-tum 
volume, and driveway density and, in cases of delay reduction, 

the product of traffic volume and left-tum volume. These 
equations accounted for more than 97% of the variations in 
the natural logarithms of the reductions in stops and delays. 

For traffic volumes of 800 vph or higher, both the stops 
and delay reduction equations were exponential functions of 
traffic volume and left-tum volume per driveway. These equa
tions account for more than 99% of the variations in the 
natural logarithms of the reductions in stops and delay. 

The independent variables in all four of these regression 
equations were statistically significant at the 0.05 level of 
significance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of the computer simulation study, it was 
concluded that (1) as expected, the installation of TWLTL 
medians on urban four-lane undivided roadways provided 
reductions in stops and delay over a wide range of traffic 
volume, left-tum percentage, and driveway density variables; 
and (2) the magnitudes of these reductions were exponential 
functions of traffic volume, left-tum volume, and driveway 
density. It was also concluded that the stops and delay reduc
tion equations presented in table 7 should be used in the cost
effectiveness methodology developed in this research to com
pute the operational benefits of the TWLTL medians. The 
cost-effectiveness methodology is presented elsewhere (10). 
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Two-Way Left-Turn Lane Guidelines for 
Urban Four-Lane Roadways 

PATRICK T. McCOY, JoHN L. BALLARD, DUANE S. EITEL, AND WALTER E. WITT 

Two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) medians are commonly used 
to solve the safety and operational problems on four-lane undi
vided roadways caused by conflicts between through- and left
turning traffic. Although the potential safety and operational 
effects of TWLTL medians are well-recognized, there are no 
generally accepted guidelines that define the circumstances 
under which the costs of TWLTL medians are justified by the 
benefits they provide. The objectives of the research on which 
this paper was based were (1) to evaluate the safety and oper
ational effects of TWL TL medians on urban four-lane road
ways, (2) to develop a methodology for evaluating their 
cost-effectiveness, and (3) to use this methodology to develop 
guidelines for their cost-effective use. The formulation of the 
cost-effectiveness methodology was based on a benefit-cost 
analysis approach. The benefits were the accident and oper
ational cost savings provided by TWL TL medians. The costs 
were the costs of installing and maintaining them. The cost
effectiveness methodology was used to develop guidelines that 
indicate the average daily traffic levels (ADTs), left-turn per
centages, and driveway densities at which TWL TL medians 
on urban four-lane roadways are cost-effective. Their devel
opment was based on conditions and costs representative of 
those on urban four-lane roadways in Nebraska during 1986. 
Over the range of conditions considered, TWL TL medians 
were cost-effective at lower ADTs on roadways with higher 
left-turn percentages and fewer driveways per mile. The min
imum ADT required for TWL TL medians to be cost-effective 
ranges from 6,200 to 6,600 vehicles per day (vpd), depending 
on the left-turn percentage and driveway density. 

Two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) medians are commonly used 
to solve the safety and operational problems on four-lane 
undivided roadways caused by conflicts between through- and 
mid-block left-turn traffic. Left turns from a four-lane undi
vided roadway are made from through traffic lanes causing 
through vehicles in these lanes to change lanes or be delayed. 
But on a roadway with a TWLTL, the deceleration and stor
age of left-turn vehicles are removed from the through lanes. 
Thus, conflicts between through-and left-turn vehicles are 
eliminated, and through-vehicles can pass left-turn vehicles 
without changing lanes and without delay. 

Although the potential safety and operational effects of the 
TWLTL are recognized by highway engineers, there are no 
generally accepted guidelines that define the circumstances 

P. T. McCoy, Department of Civil Engineering, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, W348 Nebraska Hall, Lincoln, Neb. 68588-
0531. J. L. Ballard, Department of Industrial and Management 
Systems Engineering , University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 175 
Nebraska Hall, Lincoln, Neb. 68588-0518. D. S. Eitel and W. E . 
Witt, Roadway Design Division, Nebraska Department of Roads , 
P.O. Box 94759, Lincoln, Neb. 68509-4759. 

under which the costs of providing TWLTL medians are jus
tified . Numerous before-and-after studies of the safety effec
tiveness of TWL TLs have been conducted. However, empir
ical data pertinent to the assessment of the operational 
effectiveness of the TWLTL are limited . Therefore, previous 
attempts to develop guidelines for the use of the TWL TL 
have focused on the safety benefits and have not adequately 
considered the operational effectiveness of the TWL TL. 

The overall objective of the research on which this paper 
was based was to develop guidelines for the use of TWL TL 
medians that would account for the operational as well as the 
safety effects of these medians . Specific objectives of the 
research were (I) to evaluate the safety and operational effec
tiveness of TWLTL medians on urban four-lane roadways, 
(2) to develop a methodology for evaluating the cost-effec
tiveness of the TWLTL, and (3) to apply this methodology 
to develop guidelines for the cost-effective use of TWLTL 
medians on urban four-lane roadways . The methodology and 
guidelines were developed to enable the identification of sec
tions of urban four-lane undivided roadways on which the 
cost of providing TWL TL medians is justified. 

An analysis of accidents on the urban four-lane sections of 
the state highway system in Nebraska was conducted to assess 
the effectiveness of TWLTL medians in reducing accidents 
on urban four-lane roadways . Computer simulation was used 
to determine the operational effects of TWL TL medians. 
Results of the accident analysis and computer simulation study 
were used in the formulation of the cost-effectiveness meth
odology. Formulation of the cost-effectiveness methodology 
was based on a benefit-cost evaluation of these medians. The 
benefits were the accident and operational cost savings pro
vided by TWL TL medians. The costs were those of installing 
and maintaining TWL TL medians. According to the meth
odology, if the benefits of a TWLTL exceed its costs, the 
TWLTL would be cost-effective. 

Finally, the cost-effectiveness methodology was applied to 
a range of traffic volumes and driveway densities. This was 
done to determine the combinations of traffic volumes and 
driveway densities for which the construction and mainte
nance of TWL TL medians on urban four-lane roadways in 
Nebraska are cost-effective. The total annual cost savings 
provided by the TWL TL medians were evaluated over the 
range of traffic volumes and driveway densities. These savings 
were compared to the annual costs of constructing and main
taining TWLTL medians for the same range. Traffic volumes 
and driveway densities for which the total annual cost savings 
were greater than the annual cost of the TWLTL medians 
were determined to be those conditions for which TWL TL 
medians are cost-effective. The results of the cost-effective-
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ness analysis provided guidelines for the cost-effective use of 
TWL TL medians on urban four-lane roadways in Nebraska. 
The procedure, findings, and conclusions of this analysis are 
presented in this paper. The development of the cost-effec
tiveness methodology and other findings of this research are 
presented elsewhere (J). 

PROCEDURE 

The cost-cffcctiycness analysis was conducted for the addition 
ofTWLTL medians on urban four-lane roadways. The results 
were intended to be representative of conditions on urban 
four-lane roadways in Nebraska during 1986. TWLTL medi
ans were evaluated over the following range of traffic volumes 
and driveway densities: 

• ADT: 5,000 to 25,000 vpd at 5,000-vpd increments 
• Left-turn percentage: 2.5 to 12.5% at 2.5% increments 
• Driveway density: 30 to 90 driveways/mile at 15 drive

ways/mile increments. 

Thus, five levels of each variable were evaluated, which 
amounted to an evaluation of 625 combinations of ADT, left
turn percentage, and driveway density. 

The same truck percentages were used to evaluate each 
combination. The truck percentages used were 2.1 % single 
unit trucks and 1.3% combination trucks. These percentages 
were the average truck percentages reported at the continuous 
traffic count stations maintained by the Nebraska Department 
of Roads (2) on urban arterial streets. 

A brief description of the evaluation procedure relative to 
the calculation of the benefits and costs of TWL TL medians 
follows. 

Accident Cost Savings 

During the 4-year period from January 1, 1980, to January 
1, 1984, the accident rate on urban four-lane roadways with 
TWLTL medians on the state highway system in Nebraska 
was 8.4 accidents per million vehicle miles (1). Urban four
lane undivided sections on the state highway systems, which 
had similar prevailing roadway and traffic conditions as the 
TWLTL sections, had an accident rate of 12.7 accidents per 
million vehicle miles during the same period. Thus, the acci
dent rate on the TWLTL sections was 34% lower than that 
on the four-lane undivided sections. A Poisson comparison 
of means test indicated that the rates were significantly dif
ferent at the 5% level of significance. Also, the observed 34% 
difference was comparable to the TWL TL accident reduction 
factors of 20 to 40%, which were determined from before
and-after accident studies reported in the literature (3-8). 
Therefore, for the purpose of this cost-effectiveness analysis, 
it was concluded that the installation of a TWL TL median on 
an urban four-lane undivided roadway would reduce the acci
dents by 30%. 

Overall, accidents on the TWL TL sections were more severe 
than those on the four-lane undivided sections. On the TWLTL 
sections, 35% of the accidents were fatal and nonfatal injury 
accidents. On the four-lane undivided sections, only 27% of 
the ::iccidents were thM severe. A chi-square test showed this 
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difference to be significant at the 5% level of significance. 
However, previous before-and-after studies (3, 5, 9) have 
found that TWLTL medians reduce, rather than increase, 
accident severity. This suggested that perhaps the compara
tive study used in this analysis confounded the effects of the 
TWL TL medians on accident severity with those of other 
factors not considered. However, the limitations of the avail
able data did not permit further examination of this contra
diction of previous research findings. Therefore, for the pur
pose of this cost-effectiveness analysis, the accident severity 
fur four-lane undivided roadways (i.e., 0.10% fatal, 26.5% 
nonfatal injury, and 73.4% property-damage-only) was used 
to compute the safety benefits of installing TWL TL medians 
on urban four-lane roadways. 

The accident experience to which the 30% reduction factor 
was applied was the mean mid-block accident rate on urban 
four-lane undivided sections of the state highway system in 
Nebraska during the 2-year period from July 1, 1984, to July 1, 
1986. Signalized intersections often have left-turn bays and left
turn phasing even on undivided roadways. In such cases, the 
installation of TWL TL medians would have little effect on safety 
at these intersections. Therefore, the accidents at signalized 
intersections were excluded from the calculation of the accident 
reduction. On the other hand, TWLTL medians would improve 
safety at unsignalized intersections, which usually do not have 
left-turn bays on undivided roadways. However, the available 
mean accident rate data (10) did not distinguish between sig
nalized and unsignalized intersections. Therefore, the mid-block 
accident rate was used to avoid overstating the accident cost 
saving provided by TWL TL medians. 

The mean mid-block accident rate was 6.17 accidents per 
million vehicle miles (10). Application of the 30% reduction 
factor to the mean mid-block accident rate provided an acci
dent reduction of 1.85 accidents per million vehicle miles. 

The 1986 unit accident costs used by the Nebraska Depart
ment of Roads were $220,000 per fatal accident, $9,300 per 
non-fatal injury accident, and $1,190 per property-damage
only accident. Applying these costs to the average severity, 
the average cost of an accident on a four-lane undivided road
way was computed to be $3,560. Thus, the rate of accident 
cost savings used in this analysis was $6,590 per million vehicle 
miles. 

Operational Cost Savings 

The operational cost savings provided by TWL TL medians 
are the savings in road-user stopping and travel time costs 
that result from the reductions in stops and delay provided 
by TWLTL medians. The regression equations in table 1, 
which were determined in the computer simulation study (J), 
are used in the methodology to predict the reductions in stops 
and delay provided by TWLTL medians. 

Stopping Cost Savings 

The savings in stopping costs were computed from the reduc
tions in stops provided by TWLTL medians. The hourly stop
ping cost savings were computed as follows: 

3 

scs = 0.00528 ~ s . L I P,S;M, (1) 
i=1 
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TABLE 1 REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTING REDUCTIONS IN STOPS AND 
DELAY 

Traffic 

Volumea 

(vph) Reduction Equationb 

<800 stops 

delay 

ln S = 0.00579 Vt + 0.0117 V1 - 0.006780 0.975 

0.978 ln 0 = 0.00845 Vt + 0.0330 V1 - 0.005610 - O.OOQ0308P 

~800 stops 

delay 

ln S = 0.00610 Vt + 0.0282 Vd 

ln 0 = 0.00898 Vt + 0.0652 Vd 

0.996 

0.996 

aTraffic volume in each direction. 

b S reduction in stops (number per hour per 1,000 ft.) 

O reduction in delay (seconds per hour per 1,000 ft.) 

Vt average traffic volume per direction (vph) 

V1 sum of left-turn volumes in both directions (vph) 

Vd average left-turn volume per driveway (vph per driveway) 

O = driveway density (driveways per mile) 

P = Vt · V1 

where: 

SCS = stopping cost savings provided by a TWL TL on an 
urban four-lane roadway ($/hour); 

t::..S = reduction in stops from table 1 (number/hour/1,000 
ft); 

L length of roadway section (miles); 
P; proportion of vehicle type i in the traffic stream 

(%/100%); 
S; stopping cost for vehicle type i from table 2 ($/1,000 

stops); and 
M; = updating multiplier for vehicle type i from table 3. 

The stopping costs in table 2 were those published by 
AASHTO (11) for the year 1975. Three vehicle types were 
included: passenger cars, single unit trucks, and 3 - S2 com
bination trucks. The speeds used to determine the stopping 
costs shown for each level of traffic volume are the same 
speeds used in the computer simulation study (1), which 
approximated the speed-volume relationships on urban arte
rial roadways (12). The updating multipliers, in table 3, enable 
the 1975 stopping costs, in table 2, to be updated to the current 
year. These multipliers were computed according to the 
AASHTO (11) procedures based on changes in consumer and 
wholesale price indices (13). For the vehicle mix of 96.6% 
passenger cars, 2.1 % single-unit trucks, and 1.3% 3 - S2 com
bination trucks, the cost per stop was $0.03849 for directional 
volumes of 700 vph or less, and $0.03290 for directional vol
umes above 700 vph. 

Travel Time Cost Savings 

The savings in travel time costs were computed from the 
reductions in delay provided by TWL TL medians. The hourly 
time costs savings were computed as follows: 

CPI 3 

TCS = 0.00147 t::..D · L -
6

- L P;T; 
15 .1 i~l 

where: 

(2) 

TCS = travel time cost savings provided by a TWLTL on 
an urban four-lane roadway ($/hour); 

t::..D = reduction in delay from table 1 (seconds/hour, per 
1,000 feet); 

L = length of roadway section (miles); 
CPI = consumer price index; 

P; = proportion of vehicle type i in the traffic stream 
(%/100%); 

T; = value of time for vehicle type i from table 4. 

The values of time in table 4 were those established by 
AASHTO (11) for the year 1975. However, these values were 
updated to the current year by the ratio (CPI/156.1), which 
is the current consumer price index divided by the 1975 con
sumer price index. The 1986 consumer price index was 326.3 
(13). Thus, for the vehicle mix of 96.6% passenger cars, 2.1 % 
single unit trucks, and 1.3% 3- S2 combination trucks, the 
hourly time cost was $1.23 per hour. 
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TABLE 2 STOPPING COSTS ($/1,000 STOPS)" 

Traffic Volumeb 

Vehicle Type 

Passenger Car 

Single Unit Truck 

3-S2 Combination Truck 

asource: Reference 11. 

bTraffic volume in each direction . 

cspeed - 40 mph. 

dspeed - 35 mph. 

21.00 

48.47 

163.99 

TABLE 3 UPDATING MULTIPLIERS FOR STOPPING COSTS 

Vehicle Type Updatin:J Fornula 

>650 vphd 

17.75 

43 . 88 

151.47 

Passerger car M = 0.0022 CPIF + 0.0001 CPio + 0.0033 CPLr + 0.0001 CPIM + 0.0017 CPio 

Sin:Jle Unit Truck M = 0.0018 WPIF + 0.0031 WPLr + 0.0002 CPIM + 0.0008 WPio 

3-52 Cl::.lliJination Truck M = 0.0008 WPIFD + 0.0047 WPLr + 0.0001 CPIM + 0.0003 WPio 

'Where: 

CPIF - Consumer Prioe Irrlex - Private Transportation, Gasoline Regular and Premium 

CPio - Consumer Prioe Irrlex - Private Transportation, Motor Oil, Premium 

CPLr - Consumer Prioe Irrl.ex - Private Transportation, Tires 

CPIM - Consumer Prioe Irdex - Private Transportation, Auto Repairs and Maintenance 

CPI0 - Consumer Prioe Irrlex - Private Transportation, Aut:cm::tJiles, NeW 

WPIF - Wholesale Prioe Irrl.ex - Regular Gasoline to camercial Users (Code No. 05710203.05) 

WPIFD - Wholesale Prioe Irrl.ex - Diesel Fuel to camercial Users (Code No. 05730301. 06) 

WPLr - Wholesale Prioe Irrl.ex - Truck Tires (Code No. 07120105.07) 

WPio - Wholesale Prioe Irrl.ex - Motor Truck (Code No. 141106) 

asouroe: Refere.nut! 11. 

Annual Operational Cost Savings where: 

The annual operational cost savings provided by TWL TL 
medians were computed by summing the hourly stopping and 
travel time costs savings from Equations 1 and 2 as follows : 

24 

OSC = 365 L (SCS; + TCS;) (3) 
i = 1 

OCS = annual operational cost savings provided by a 
TWLTL on an urban four-lane roadway ($/year); 

SCS; stopping cost savings from Equation 1 for the ith 
hour of an average day ($/hour) ; and 

TCS; travel time cost savings from Equation 2 for the 
ith hour of an average day ($/hour) . 
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TABLE 4 VALUES OF TIME" 

Vehicle Type $/vehicle-hour 

Passenger Car 

Single Unit Truck 7.00 

3-52 Combination Truck 6.00 

asource: Reference 11 . 

bFor low time savings , average trips, and 

1 . 56 adults per vehicle . 

In Equation 3 topping and travel time co t aving were 
computed for each of the 24 hours in an average day . The 
hourly volumes were obtained by applying the hourly distri
bution shown in tab.le 5 to the ADT being considered. This 
distr ibution was the average hourly distribution of daily traffic 
on the urban arterial- treet secti.ons of the state highway ys
tem in Nebra ·ka (2). Saving were not computed for any hours 
with traffic volumes outside the traffic volume range (100 to 
1,100 vph in each direction) of the r gression equations in 
table 1. The stopping and travel time cost saving were assumed 
to be zero for hours with volume les than JOO vph in each 
direction, and case with hourly directional volume above 
1,100 vph were not considered. 
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TWLTL Cost 

The cost of a TWLTL was computed to be the additional 
cost required to construct and maintain a TWL TL on a 
typical four-lane undivided roadway in Nebraska. The first 
cost of the TWLTL was computed as the difference between 
the first costs for a 50-ft. back-to-back section of urban four
lane undivided roadway and a 62-ft. back-to-back section 
of urban four-lane divided roadway with a painted median. 
These typical sections are hown in figure 1. The 1986 first 
costs f these ections were estimated by the Nebra ka 
Departm nt of Road s to be $1, 190 ,000 per mile and 
$1,373,000 per mile, re pectively. Thu , the e· timated fiist 
cost of the TWLTL was $183 ,000 per mile . Thi estimate 
included the following cost items: right-of-way , earthwork, 
concrete pavement , drainage, utilities, and engineering. The 
fir t co ·t was annualized using a 6% intere t rate, 20-yea r 
project life, and zero salvage value. Thu.~, the annualized 
first cost was $15,950 per mile . 

The 1986 annual maintenance cost of the TWLTL was esti
mated by the Nebraska D epartment of Road to be $800 per 
mile. This estimate included the maintenance cost items of 
pavement repair, pavement markings, and snow removal. 
Therefore, the total annual cost of the TWLTL was $16,750. 

In each ca e evaluated the total annual co t avings 
(accident p lus opera tional co t avings) was compared to 
the annual TWL TL co t to determine whether or not the 
TWLTL was cost-effective. The combinations of ADT, 
l.eft-turn percentage , and driveway density, for which the 
savings were greater than the cost, were identified as those 
for which TWLTL medians on urban four-lane roadways 
are cost-effective. 

TABLE 5 AVERAGE HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADT 

Hour %ADT Hour %ADT 

12:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. 1.45 12:00 p .m. - 1:00 p .m. 6.95 

1:00 a . m. - 2:00 a.m. 0 . 96 1:00 p.m . - 2 : 00 p.m . 6.65 

2 :00 a.m. - 3:00 a .m. 0.49 2 :00 p.m . - 3 : 00 p.m . 6.56 

3:00 a .m. - 4:00 a.m. 0.33 3:00 p.m . - 4 : 00 p.m . 7.16 

4:00 a .m. - 5:00 a . m. 0 . 31 4:00 p.m. - 5 : 00 p.m . 6 . 13 

5:00 a.m. - 6:00 a.m . 0 . 66 5 :00 p .m. - 6:00 p.m . 7.64 

6 :00 a .m. - 7 :00 a.m. 2.53 6 :00 p.m. - 7 :00 p.m . 5.69 

7:00 a.m. - 6:00 a.m. 5 . 65 7:00 p.m . - 6:00 p.m . 4.86 

6:00 a . m. - 9:00 a . m. 4 . 60 6 :00 p.m. - 9 : 00 p.m . 4.02 

9:00 a .m. - 10:00 a.m. 4 . 56 9 :00 p .m. - 10 :00 p.m. 3 . 71 

10:00 a .m. - 11:00 a.m . 5 . 15 10:00 p.m . - 11 :00 p.m. 2.62 

11:00 a .m. - 12:00 p.m. 6.09 11:00 p.m . - 12 : 00 p.m. 2.15 
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13' 12' 13' 

a. Four-lane undivided. 

~ 

I 

b. Four-lane divided with painted median. 

FIGURE 1 Typical urban sections. 

FINDINGS 

The results of the cost-effectiveness analysis are presented in 
figure 2. Shown in tbis figur ar th combination. of ADT. 
left-turn percentage, and driveway den ·ity f r which the use 
ofTWLTL medians on urban four- lane roadwa sin Nebra ka 
is cost-effective. For a given driveway density, the combi
nations of ADT and left-turn percentage for which TWLTL 
medians are cost-effective are located to the right of the curve 
that corresponds to the particular driveway density. The com
binations for which TWLT medians are not cost-effective 

;fl. 
z 
a: 

10.0 

~ 7.5 : - . ·- . 90: 
308 

- : I
LL. 
w 
...J 

5.0 .••...• 

are located to the left of the driveway-density curve. For 
example on an urban four-lane roadway w.ith a driveway 
density of 30 driveways per rnjl . a TWL T w uld be cost 
effective over the range of left-turn percentag if the DT 
i above 6 600 vpd. If the ADT is below 6,200 vpd a TWLTL 
would not be cost-effective in any case. 

Thus figure 2 provides guidelin s for the co t-effective use 
of TWL TL m dians on urban four-Jane roadways. It hould 
be noted that the left-turn percentage used in figure 2 is the 
combined percentage of the ADT that turns left from both 
directions. Also, in using figure 2 it must be remembered that 

COST 
EFFEC.TIVE 

NOT "orivew•vs/Mlln 
. COST. 

EFFECTIVE 

2.5 '--~-'---'-'..._'--~-'-~~'--~-'-~~'--~--'-~~'--~-'-~--' 

5,000 10,000 

ADT 

FIGURE 2 Cost-effectiveness of TWLTL bas!'d on total cost savings. 

15,000 
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its development was based on conditions and costs that were 
intended to be representative of those on urban four-lane 
roadways in Nebraska during 1986. This figure is not appli
cable to cases in which the conditions and costs are substan
tially different. In such cases, the cost-effectiveness meth
odology presented elsewhere (1) should be used instead of 
figure 2 to determine the cost-effectiveness of TWLTL 
medians. 

Because of the effects of driveway density found in the 
computer simulation study reported elsewhere (1), TWLTL 
medians are shown in figure 2 to be cost-effective at lower 
ADTs on roadways with lower driveway densities than they 
are on roadways with higher driveway densities. The reduc
tions in stops and delays provided by a TWL TL were all found 
to be lower as driveway density increased. This was because 
in the computer simulation the left-turn volume was appor
tioned equally among the driveways. Therefore, the left-turn 
volume per driveway at 30 driveways per mile was two and 
three times greater than it was at 60 and 90 driveways per 
mile, respectively. Consequently, more queuing of left-turn 
vehicles would tend to occur at 30 driveways per mile; and , 
at 60 and 90 driveways per mile, vehicles waiting to turn left 
at several driveways would be more likely to turn left through 
the same gap in the oncoming traffic stream. 

Assuming equal left-turn volume per driveway may result 
in an understatement of the benefits provided by TWL TL 
medians . If the left-turn volume had not been apportioned 
equally among the driveways, multiple use of gaps would have 
occurred less frequently. Less-frequent multiple use of gaps 
would have increased the stops and delays experienced by 
traffic on the four-lane undivided roadways, which, in turn, 
would have increased the operational cost savings provided 
by TWLTL medians. 
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Operational Cost Savings 

The conditions for which TWLTL medians are cost-effective 
based solely on operational cost savings are shown in fig
ure 3. Over the range of left-turn percentages considered, 
TWLTL medians are not cost-effective under any conditions 
on urban four-lane roadways with ADTs below 10,500. Con
versely, TWLTL medians are cost-effective solely on the basis 
of operational cost savings on urban four-lane roadways with 
ADTs above 16,200. 

TWL TL medians provide greater operational cost savings 
on roadways with higher left-turn volumes . Therefore, as shown 
in figure 3, TWLTL medians are cost effective at lower ADTs 
on roadways with higher left-turn percentages at a given drive
way density . For example, at 30 driveways per mile, the min
imum ADT at which TWLTL medians are cost-effective ranges 
from 10,800 on roadways with 12.5% left turns to 14,400 on 
roadways with only 2.5 % left turns. Also, as explained earlier, 
TWL TL medians provide greater operational cost savings on 
roadways with lower driveway densities. Therefore, as shown 
in figure 3, TWL TL medians are cost-effective at lower ADTs 
on roadways with lower driveway densities, at a given left
turn percentage. For example, at 7.5% left turns, the mini
mum ADT at which TWLTL medians are cost-effective ranges 
from 12,200 on roadways with 30 driveways per mile to 13 ,700 
on roadways with 90 driveways per mile . 

Accident Cost Savings 

The combinations of ADT and left-turn percentage for which 
TWLTL medians on urban four-lane roadways are cost-effec
tive solely on the basis of the accident cost savings are shown 
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FIGURE 3 Cost-effectiveness of TWLTL based on operational cost savings. 
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FIGURE 4 Cost-effectiveness of TWLTL based on accident cost savings. 

in figure 4. Based on accident cost savings alone, TWLTL 
medians are cost-effective at ADTs above 7 , 100 vpd, regard
less of left-tum percentage or driveway density. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of the cost-effectiveness analysis, the 
following conclusion were reached with respect to the pro
vision of TWLTL medians on urban four-lane roadways in 
Nebraska: 

•The ADTs at which TWLTL medians are cost-effective 
depend on the left-turn percentage and driveway density on 
the roadway. TWLTL medians are cost-effective at lower 
ADTs on roadways with higher left-tum percentages and fewer 
driveways per mile. The minimum required ADT ranges from 
6,200 to 6,600 vpd, depending on the left-turn percentage and 
driveway den ity. 

• On the basis of operational cost savings alone, the min
imum ADT requfred for TWLTL medians to be cost-effective 
ranges from 10 500 to 16,200 vpd , depending on the left-turn 
percentage and driveway den ity. 

• On the basis of accident cost savings alone, TWL TL 
medians are cost-effective at ADTs above 7,100 vpd, regard
less of left-tum percentage or driveway density. 

However, in using the guidelines presented in this paper, 
it must be remembered that they were developed based on 
accident experience, traffic conditions, road-user costs, and 
TWL TL costs that were considered representative of urban 
four-lane roadways in Nebraska during 1986. Thus, on urban 
four-lane roadways with higher than average accident rates, 
truck percentages, and/or peak-hour volumes, TWL TL medi
ans would be cost-effective at ADTs lower than those indi
cated by ihese guidelines. Conversely, on urban four-lane 

roadways with lower than average accident rates, truck per
centages, and/or peak-hour volumes, TWLTL medians would 
be cost-effective only at higher ADTs than indicated by these 
guidelines. In addition, the use of different road-user costs 
and TWLTL costs would also change the results of this anal
ysis. Higher road-user costs and lower TWLTL costs would 
reduce the minimum ADTs at which TWL TL medians are 
cost-effective. On the other hand, lower road-user costs and 
higher TWLTL costs would increase these ADTs. Therefore, 
in cases where the conditions and/or costs differ substantially 
from those used in developing these guidelines, the cost-effec
tiveness methodology presented elsewhere (1) should be used 
instead of these guidelines to determine the cost-effectiveness 
of TWLTL medians. 

Finally, it must be remembered that factors other than 
cost-effectiveness must also be considered before making 
the final decision on the installation of TWL TL. Even though 
a TWL TL may be evaluated as being cost-effective, other 
factors may indicate that it is not appropriate in a particular 
situation. Previous research, experience, and opinions of 
others (7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17) have indicated that TWLTL 
medians are not appropriate on streets with the following 
characteristics: (a) little conflict between left-tum and through 
movements (b) major-arterial street classification, (c) low 
driveway density, ( d) short intersection spacing, ( e) poten
tial for interlocking left-tum movements between access 
points, (f) inadequate sight distance, (g) high pedestrian vol
umes, (h) few accidents associated with left-tum maneuvers, 
and (i) adequate indirect left-tum access . Thus, application of 
the guidelines must be tempered with engineering judgment. 
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Safety Effects of Cross-Section Design for 
Two-Lane Roads 

CHARLES V. ZEGEER, DONALD w. REINFURT, JOSEPH HUMMER, LYNNE HERF, AND 

WILLIAM HUNTER 

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect on acci
dents of lane widening, shoulder widening, and shoulder sur
facing. Detailed traffic, accident roadway, and roadside data 
were coJlected on 4,951 miles of two-lane roadway in seven 
states. Statistical testing was used along with an accident pre
diction model to determine the expected accident reductions 
related to various geometric improvements. Accident types 
found to be most related to cross-section features included run
off-road, head-on, and sideswipe (same direction and opposite 
direction) accidents. The roadway variables found to be asso
ciated with a reduced incidence of these related accident types 
(and included in the predictive model) are wider lanes, wider 
shoulder (paved UghtJy afer U1an unpaved), better roadside 
condition flatter terrain, and lower traffic volume. Lane wid
ening was shown to reduce related accidents by 12 percent for 
1 foot of widening (for example, 10-foot lanes to 11-foot lanes), 
23 percent for 2 feet of widening 32 percent for 3 foet of 
widening and 40 percent for 4 feet of widening. The effects 
of shoulder widening on related accidents was determined for 
paved and unpaved shoulders. For shoulder widths between 
zero and 12 feet, the percent reduction in related accidents 
due to adding paved shoulders is 16 percent for 2 feet of wid
ening, 29 percent for 4 feet of widening, and 40 percent for 6 
feet of widening. Accident reductions due to adding unpaved 
shoulders were slightly less than for paved shoulders. 

In the U.S. today, there are an estimated 3.1 million miles 
of rural two-lane highways, which represent 97 percent of the 
rural mileage and 80 percent of all highway miles. Approxi
mately 80 percent of rural two-lane roads have an average 
daily traffic (ADT) of less than 400, while 38 percent have 
an ADT of less than 50. Rolling terrain accounts for 58 .9 
percent of rural two-lane roads, with 31.5 percent on flat 
terrain, and 9.6 percent in mountainous areas. 

For the two-lane rural highway system, 32.5 percent has 
10-foot lane widths, 40.5 percent has 11- to 14-foot lane widths, 
and 27 percent has lane widths of 9 feet or less. Only 16.2 
percent of rural two-lane highways have shoulder widths of 
7 feet or more, with 47.8 percent having shoulder widths of 
3 to 6 fee.t, and 36 .1 percent with shoulders of 2 feet or 
t .... .... ,.. r\ .... I •• 1'l A .... ,.,,,,.""..,,. .... + r...f rnr,..1 h111n_l-:1n~ rn -:i rfc h~ntP n~'1Prf 
.lV.3.3, '-JJ.11.J .1.,,_,,...,. pv.1.....,V.L.lll.. '-.I&.,., ....... ~ .. "''' '-' .,..,. .. .,_. ... ~~-~ · ·- • - r - - -

shoulders (1). 
In recent years, there has been increased concern by high-

C. V. Zegeer, D. W. Reinfurt, and W. Hunter , Highway Safety 
Research Center, University of North Carolina, CB 3430 Craige 
Trailer Park, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514. J. Hummer , Department 
of Civil Engineering, Purdue University , West Lafayette, Ind. 
47907. L. Herf, Traffic Engineering Department , City of South
fieid , Mich. 48076. 

way officials and the public regarding the deterioration of the 
U.S. highway network, particularly on two-lane rural roads. 
Efforts have continued by highway agencies to maintain the 
structural integrity of highways through various improvement 
programs such as 3R (resurfacing, restoration, and rehabili
tation). Considerable controversy has resulted regarding the 
effects of such pavement maintenance activities on highway 
safety and the most appropriate designs for improved 
roadways. 

Faced with upgrading the existing two-lane rural highway 
system, highway officials need accurate information on the 
relationships between accidents and various geometric and 
roadside designs. Previous research studies have reported widely 
differing results, and little is known about the combined effects 
of both geometric and roadside features on accident frequency 
and severity. Thus, there is a need to better quantify the 
effects on accidents of alternative geometric and roadside 
designs. In addition, there is a need to develop a method for 
estimating accident-related benefits that would result from 
various roadway improvements on two-lane rural roads. 

The major objective of this study was to determine the 
effects of lane width , shoulder width, and shoulder type on 
accidents . Then, based on these effects, the safety benefits of 
3R improvements should be quantified relative to improve
ments to lanes and shoulders. This paper was based on a 
research study performed jointly· for the Federal Highway 
Administration and the Transportation Research Board (2) 
and uses data collected in Alabama, Michigan, Montana, North 
Carolina, Utah, Washington, and West Virginia. More details 
of the safety effects of roadside features from that report are 
presented in a companion paper in this Record (3). 

BACKGROUND 

More than thirty articles and reports were critically reviewed 
relative to the safety effects of lane and shoulder width and 
shoulder type. Specific criteria were used to determine the 
major strengths and weaknesses of each source, including data 
sample size, adequate data detail, possible data errors, data 
biases, use of adequate control variables, proper analysis 
assumptions, accident types used (for example , run-off-road , 
head-on) , appropriate analysis techniques, and proper inter
pretation of results. Basic principles outlined in the Federal 
Highway Administration's "Accident Research Manual" (4) 
and a User's Manual on "Highway Safety Evaluation" (5) 
were also considered in the critical review . 

Initial revie\.v cf the literature found major fla'NS in many 
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of the accident studies, and only nine of them survived pre
liminary screening. Of these nine, a study by Rinde (6) dealt 
with shoulder widening, while studies by Dart and Mann (7), 
Shannon and Stanley (8), and Zegeer, Mayes, and Deen (9) 
involved analyses of both lane and shoulder widths. Studies 
by Heimbach, Hunter, and Chao (10), Turner et al. (11), and 
Rogness, et al. (12) involved an analysis of shoulder type, 
while studies by Foody and Long (13) and Jorgensen (14) 
analyzed lane width, shoulder width, and shoulder type . 

The studies by Rinde (6) and Rogness, et al. (12) were 
before-and-after studies of completed shoulder widening pro j
ects in which the authors controlled for external factors. The 
remaining seven studies were comparative analyses that devel
oped accident relationships with one or more geometric vari
ables. Of these seven, three used regression analysis to develop 
predictive accident models. 

To select the most reliable and complete information avail
able, data and information from the nine studies were care
fully analyzed. Data that covered a wide range of lane- and 
shoulder-width and shoulder-type combinations were desired . 
Also, data showing accident experience for the specific acci
dent types most related to lane and shoulder deficiencies were 
considered most useful. 

Although no satisfactory quantitative model was found within 
the published literature relating accident rate to various lane 
and shoulder conditions, prior research has established the 
general effects of these elements on highway accidents. Qual
itatively, these effects can be summarized as follows: 

• Lane and shoulder conditions directly affect run-off-road 
(ROR) and opposite direction (OD) accidents. Other acci
dent types, such as rear-end and angle accidents, are not 
directly affected by these elements. 

• Rates of ROR and OD accidents decrease with increasing 
lane width. However, the marginal effect of lane-width incre
ments is diminished as either the base lane width or base 
shoulder width increases . 

• Rates of ROR and OD accidents decrease with increasing 
shoulder width . However, the marginal effects of shoulder
width increments are diminished as either the base lane width 
or base shoulder width increases. 

• For lane widths of 12 feet or less , each foot of lane wid
ening has a greater effect on accident rates than an equivalent 
amount of shoulder widening . 

• Non-stabilized shoulders, including loose gravel, crushed 
stone, raw earth , and turf, exhibit greater accident rates than 
stabilized (such as tar with gravel) or paved (such as bitu
minous or concrete) shoulders . 

These qualitative relationships served as the basis for devel
oping a quantitative accident model from previous literature, 
as given in detail in a publication by Zegeer and Deacon (15). 

PLANNING AND COLLECTION OF DATA 

Analysis Issues 

Prior to deciding the types and amount of data to be collected , 
a clear understanding was needed of the specific analysis issue 
of concern. The key issue addressed in this study was deter
mining the relationships between accidents and various com-
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binations of lane width, shoulder width and shoulder surface 
types on two-lane roads . In addressing this analysis issue, 
there was a need to first determine what traffic , roadway, and 
roadside variables have a significant influence on accidents. 
Then, appropriate mathematical models could be developed 
to predict accident experience as a function of related traffic 
and roadway variables. Such models would enable estimation 
of the expected accident reduction for improvements on two
lane roads such as lane widening, shoulder widening , and 
shoulder surfacing for various traffic and roadway conditions. 
For this analysis, there was also a need to develop measures, 
ratings, or hazard scales that could be used to quantify road
side characteristics for purposes of data collection, analysis, 
and improvement considerations. 

Study Design 

As discussed previously, the key issue of this study is aimed 
at determining the effects of various combinations of lane 
width, shoulder width, and shoulder surface type on accident 
experience. Two basic analysis approaches were considered 
for addressing this issue: 

1. A before-and-after study with control sites . 
2 . Modeling the relationships between accidents and var

ious combinations of geometric and roadside conditions (to 
control for numerous factors that may affect the results). 

While the before-and-after-with-control-site analysis may 
be used for determining countermeasure effectiveness in some 
cases, numerous problems prevented its use in this study. 
First, sites with each of the cross-sections of interest in this 
study would have to be found for numerous traffic and high
way conditions in each of several states. Furthermore, proj
ects would have to be found for which no other improvements 
were made. This would have been unlikely, since many wid
ening projects, for example, are done in conjunction with 
pavement resurfacing along with such improvements as drain
age, resurfacing, delineation, and/or bridge improvements. 
Also, control sites (in other words, sites similar to the project 
sites for which no improvements were made) are needed to 
minimize data biases . Since suitable control sites and project 
sites would have been difficult to find, the use of the before
and-after-with-control-site analysis was considered to be 
impractical for use in this study. 

The use of mathematical accident predictive models does 
not utilize accident data before and after projects were imple
mented. Instead, they can be used to develop relationships 
between accidents and the traffic and roadway features of 
concern. This type of analysis does not rely on locating suit
able project and control sites but is based instead on a large 
sample of randomly selected roadway sections. However, care 
must be exercised to collect and control for the variables that 
have important effects on accident experience in addition to 
the variables of interest. It should also be mentioned that 
nearly all of the major accident research studies on roadway 
geometrics use some form of accident modelling instead of 
before-and-after-with-control-site experimental designs . For 
this study, accident predictive models were used to determine 
the effects of various geometric and roadside improvements 
on accidents. 
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Selection of Data Variables 

Accident experience on rural highways is a complex function 
of many factors including those associated with physical aspects 
of the roadway, as well as a multitude of other factors related 
to driver, vehicle, traffic, and environmental conditions. One 
1978 study estimated that at least 50 roadway-related features 
could have an effect on accidents (14). However, in typical 
accident analyses, there are often relatively few important 
traffic and roadway variables that individually show significant 
relationships with accidents. 

The selection of variables for use in this study was based 
on a literature search of past research to determine the ones 
that have been shown to be most important on two-lane roads 
in rural, suburban, or urban areas. The collection of every 
possible roadway, traffic, and accident variable would have 
been both unnecessary and impractical. 

For each of the selected roadway sections, the following 
traffic and roadway variables were collected: 

• Section information (section identification, length, pave
ment type, terrain, ditch type , area type, type of development, 
speed limit) 

• Average annual daily traffic (AADT) 
• Speed limit 
• Horizontal curvature (seven different data variables indi

cating percent of the section within curvature groups of > 2.5 
degrees, 2.5 degrees, >5.5 degrees, 7.0degrees, > 14.0 degrees, 
19.0 degrees, and >28.0 degrees). Horizontal curve data were 
not available for some sections. 

ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING OP 1 
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• Vertical grade (four different data variables indicating 
the percent of the section with percent grade of >2.5 percent, 
> 2.5 percent, >4.5 percent, and > 6.5 percent). Vertical grade 
data were not available for some sections . 

• Sideslope ratio (two to one or steeper , three to one, four 
to one, five to one, six to one , or seven to one or flatter). 

• Width of lanes and shoulders and shoulder type (such as 
paved , stabilized , gravel, earth, or grass) . 

• Number of bridges, intersections (by type of sign or signal 
control), overpasses, railroad crossings, driveways (by type 
residential, commercial, recreational, or industrial setting). 

• Type of delineation and on-street parking. 

Since the roadside condition is known to be an important 
factor related to accidents, a roadside hazard scale was devel
oped based on the literature review and the results of a work
shop involving thirteen highway and roadside safety profes
sionals. The roadside hazard rating developed for this study 
was a subjective measure of the hazard associated with the 
roadside environment. The rating values indicated the acci
dent likelihood and damage expected to be sustained by errant 
vehicles on a scale from one (low likelihood of an off-roadway 
collision or overturn) to seven (high likelihood of an accident 
resulting in a fatality or severe injury). The ratings were deter
mined from a seven-point pictorial scale, as illustrated in fig
ure 1 for rural highways. The data collectors chose the rating 
value (one through seven) that most closely matched the road
side hazard level for the roadway section in question . In many 
cases, the roadside hazard along a section varied considerably, 
so the roadside hazard rating should represent a "middle" 

ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING OF 3 

ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING OF 7 

FIGURE 1 Examples of pktoria! ratings from the roadside ha:rnrd rating scale. 
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value (for example, if ratings generally range from four to six 
along a section, a rating of five would best represent the 
roadside hazard rating of the section). In addition to the sub
jective roadside hazard rating, a measure termed "roadside 
recovery distance" was also developed and collected for each 
section along with detailed data on roadside obstacles by type 
and distance from the roadway. Details of these measures and 
the resulting analysis are given elsewhere (2, 3). 

Accident Variables 

For most of the selected roadway sections, accident data were 
collected from the state computer records for a 5-year period. 
For approximately 5 percent of the roadway sections, accident 
data for 2 to 3 years were used, to exclude time periods when 
roadway characteristics changed or when accident data were 
not readily available. Non-uniform variables and definitions 
among the seven states had to be considered in redefining the 
accident variables for the analysis. While dozens of accident 
variables could have been chosen, only those necessary for 
the analysis were selected. 

For each roadway section, the accident information col
lected included number of years of accident data (5 years in 
most cases); total number of accidents on the section; number 
of accidents by severity category (property damage only, 
A-injury, B-injury, C-injury, and fatal); number of people 
injured (by injury level) and killed; number of accidents by 
light condition and pavement condition; number of accidents 
by type (fixed object, rollover, other run-off-road, head-on, 
opposite direction sideswipe, same direction sideswipe, rear 
end, backing or parking, pedestrian or bike or moped, angle 
or turning, train related, animal related, other or unknown); 
and number of accidents by type of fixed obstacle struck. 

Site Selection 

To fulfill the study objectives, sites were desired in states that 
covered a variety of geographic characteristics, climatic con
ditions, roadway designs, terrain conditions, traffic condi
tions, and other factors. Also, states were desired that had 
reasonably low accident reporting thresholds (for example, 
$500 or less per accident) to minimize inconsistencies among 
states in reporting property damage accidents. States were 
also desired that had accurate computer accident data for five 
or more years with accident data items of interest (such as 
accident type, severity, accurate locational information, etc.). 
States must also have accurate and current traffic volume 
(ADT) data, roadway inventory information, and photolog 
film (for collecting roadside and other information). The seven 
states chosen for data collection were Alabama, Michigan, 
Montana, North Carolina, Utah, Washington, and West 
Virginia. 

A sample of 4,951 miles of two-lane roads was selected 
from the seven states, which was considered to be more than 
adequate for meaningful analysis and for accident modeling 
purposes. Only two-lane roadway sites were selected, and 
section lengths ranged from 1 to 10 miles in rural areas and 
from 0.5 to 5 miles in urban areas. Sections were selected that 
were relatively homogeneous throughout the section regard
ing basic geometric and operational features. For example, a 
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section ended when ADT changed moderately, lane width 
changed by 1 foot or more, shoulder width changed by more 
than 3 or 4 feet, or a noticeable change occurred in the road
side condition. 

Selecting from these categories also produced a variety of 
roadside conditions for analysis. Samples were selected only 
on state numbered or U.S. numbered routes, since accident 
data was found to be more accurate and complete on those 
systems than on local road systems. 

Data Collection 

Data Sources 

The data sources for the accident analysis included field data 
collection, photologs, state agency records (such as maps, 
ADT listings, computerized roadway inventories), police acci
dent records (either computer accident tapes or computer 
accident summaries), and the Highway Performance Moni
toring System (HPMS) computer database. Much of the road
side information was extracted from photologs including road
side data for individual obstacles, roadside hazard ratings, 
and measures of roadside recovery distance. 

State records were used as a primary source for ADT data 
and vertical and horizontal curvature data for many of the 
sections (for example, non-HPMS sections). The HPMS data
base was used for initial site selection and also as a secondary 
source for ADT data and horizontal and vertical curvature 
data for much of the rural sample. Police accident records 
were the sources of all accident data in the seven states. 

For many of the most important data elements, two or three 
sources were used for verification. For example, independent 
field measurements and photolog measurements were taken 
of sideslopes, lane width, shoulder widths and types, and 
cross-section design for much of the sample. For many data 
variables, the photolog measurements were the primary data 
source, but verification was carried out using state inventory 
data and/or HPMS data. Inconsistencies in measurements of 
key data variables were resolved and corrected. 

Data Collection Techniques 

Homogeneous roadway sections were identified from the HPMS 
data tape and from computerized state roadway inventories. 
Samples of approximately 500 to 1,000 miles were desired 
from each state. Sections were selected independently of acci
dent data to avoid any accident bias of the database. There
fore, some zero-accident sections resulted. Stratified random 
sampling was used to select an adequate sample of sections 
within certain needed categories of ADT, lane width, and 
shoulder width and type. This was necessary since a database 
of nearly all 11- and 12-foot lanes, for example, would not 
allow for determining the effects of various lane widths (for 
example, 9 to 12 feet) on accidents. 

Detailed roadside data and roadway information were 
recorded from state photologs. The photologs were 35mm 
photographs taken from a moving vehicle in equal distances 
of 100 frames per mile (52.8 feet between frames). Location 
information was given at the bottom of each file frame and 
typically included route number, milepost, county, direction 
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of travel, and date of filming. Teams of technicians viewed 
frames consecutively for preselected sections and recorded 
information directly onto data forms. Three data forms used 
with photolog film included those of basic roadway data, cross
section data, and detailed roadside obstacle data. For data 
involving lane and shoulder widths and lateral placement of 
roadside obstacles, a calibrated grid was placed over the pho
tolog viewing screens for each photolog frame. This process 
allowed for coding of roadside recovery distance for each 0 .1 
mile for each roadway section (both sides of the road). 

Creation of the Database 

Close data quality control was practiced throughout the data 
collection process. All data were double-keyed into a com
puter file. A series of programs was written, which read data 
for each section and checked-

• Each data variable against allowable lower and upper 
limits; 

• The logic of accident totals (for example, total accidents 
had to equal PDO + injury + fatal); 

• The computed accident rates by accident type; and 
• The match of lane width, shoulder width, speed limit, 

area type, and other variables to ensure agreement for all 
data sources (HPMS, photolog, state records, and field 
measurements). 

Data "outliers" were printed and corrected or deleted as 
necessary. The final data file contained 325 data variables for 
each roadway section. With 1,944 records (roadway sections) 
and 868 characters per record, the database consisted of 1.69 
million data characters. 

RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS 

Database Characteristics 

The database contained data for 4,785.14 miles of rural road
way (1,801 sections) and 166.14 miles of urban streets (143 
sections), for a total of 4,951.28 miles (1,944 total sections). 
The average section length was 2.66 miles in rural areas and 
1.16 miles in urban areas, or 2.55 miles overall. Data were 
collected on approximately 1,033 miles of roadway from Ala
bama, 699 miles from Michigan, 547 miles from Montana, 
746 miles from North Carolina, 525 miles from Utah, 737 
miles from Washington, and 665 miles from West Virginia. 

Data were collected entirely on two-lane roads but covered 
a wide range of traffic and geometric conditions. Shoulder 
widths ranged from zero to 12 feet and lane widths varied 
from 8 to 14 feet. In terms of traffic volume, approximately 
half of the mileage (2,392 miles) had an ADT between 1,000 
and 4,000, while only 387.7 miles (7.8 percent) had an ADT 
above 7,500, and 938.4 miles (19 percent) had ADTs of 750 
or less. 

It is clear that this data sample has higher traffic volume 
levels than those of the nationwide two-lane rural highway 
system. This was expected, since our sample was purposely 
taken on state-maintained (in other words, U.S. and state 
numbered routes), \Vhose accident data accuracy \Vas thought 
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to be much better than that on local roads. However, as 
discussed below, this sampling procedure resulted in a data 
sample with accident rates very close to national samples as 
reported by Smith (J). Also, the effect of higher ADTs was 
accounted for in all of the accident predictive models, along 
with the other roadway variables of concern, such as lane 
width, shoulder width and type, and roadside condition. It 
should also be mentioned that the ideal data sample for this 
type of modelling analysis was not one that was truly repre
sentative of national distributions by ADT only, but instead 
covered the full range of traffic and roadway conditions in 
the United States, to the extent practical. 

Of the 4,785 miles of rural highway, 4,119 miles (or 86 
percent) had speed limits of 55 mph; 544.5 miles (11.4 per
cent) had speed limits of between 40 and 50 mph; and 121.6 
miles (2.5 percent) were in built-up rural areas with speed 
limits of 25 to 35 mph. The predominance of 55 mph speed 
limits for sections in the rural databases prevented an in-depth 
analysis of the effects of speed limits on accident experience. 
Data were included from 1,946.7 miles in flat terrain, 2,134.0 
miles in rolling terrain, and 870.5 miles in mountainous areas. 
The database also included sections with wide ranges of road
side conditions, sideslopes, curvature, and other factors. 

General Accident Characteristics 

There were 62,676 total reported accidents on sections in the 
database including 38,857 property-damage-only accidents (62.0 
percent), 22,944 injury accidents (36.6 percent), and 875 fatal 
accidents (1.4 percent). A review of the accident data by type 
revealed that the most frequently reported accidents were 
angle and turning (23.5 percent), followed by rear end (19.8 
percent), run-off-road fixed object (19.3 percent), animal (8.3 
percent) and rollover (6.8 percent). The average accident rate 
was found to be 266.35 accidents per 100 million vehicle miles 
(mvm), or 3.69 accidents per mile of roadway per year. 

Of the 1,944 sample sections in the database, 1,468 were 
from rural areas and the remaining 476 were from urbanized 
areas (areas with populations of 5 ,000 or more). Of those 476 
sections, 143 were classified as having an urban appearance 
(designated as urban sections) by the data collectors and 333 
appeared rural to the data collectors (designated as U/R sec
tions). For purposes of the predictive model, only the "pure" 
rural sections were used (in other words, U/R and urban 
sections were excluded). Detailed analyses of urban sections 
and roadside characteristics are given elsewhere (2). 

A summary of various accident statistics is given for the 
1,801 rural sections and 143 urban sections in table 1. The 
average rate of total accidents was 603.18 per 100 mvm for 
urban sections, and 239.61 per 100 mvm for rural sections. 
There were 13.51 accidents per mile per year in urban areas, 
compared to 2.91 in rural areas. In both cases, the urban rate 
was greater than the rural rate. Higher traffic volumes, more 
frequent intersections, and denser roadside development are 
a few of the possible factors that may cause higher accident 
rates in urban areas than rural areas. 

In terms of accident severity, injury accidents constituted 
37 .5 percent (20,008 of 53,358) of total accidents in rural 
areas, compared to 31.5 percent (2,936 of 9,318) in urban 
areas. Fatal accidents accounted for 1.57 percent of the acci-
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT STATISTICS FOR RURAL AND URBAN 
ROADWAY SECTIONS 

No. of Accidents Accs/100 MVM Aces/Mi/Yr 

Variable Name Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban 

Total Aces. 53,358 9,318 239.61 603.18 2.91 13.51 
PDQ Aces. 32,513 6,344 146.41 432.85 1.81 9.46 
Injury Aces . 20,008 2,936 88.75 168.31 1.06 3.99 
Fatal Aces. 837 38 4.45 2.02 0.04 0.05 

People Injured 32,756* 4,565* 141. 74* 262.53* 1. 74* 6.62* 
People Killed 1,016* 52* 5.26* 3.97* 0.05* 0 . 07* 

Daylight Aces. 31,108 6,294 135.94 430.61 1. 75 9.39 
Dawn or Dusk Aces. 2 , 535 353 11. 31 19.83 0.13 0.47 
Dk. with Lights 1,863 907 6.78 62.49 0 . 12 1.34 
Dk. w/o Lights 17,764 1,732 84.97 86.06 0.90 2. 20 
Unkn. Light Cond. 88 32 0.61 4.18 0.01 0 . 10 

Dry Aces. 35,783 6,174 162.79 408 . 12 1. 96 9.10 
Wet Aces. 11, 294 2,193 47.02 146.96 0 . 64 3 . 27 
Snow/Ice Aces. 5,802 855 27.17 40.52 0 . 29 0 . 97 
Unkn. Pvt. Aces. 479 96 2.63 7.58 0.03 0.16 

ROR - Fixed Object 10,937 1,154 54. 71 60 . 54 0.54 1.44 
ROR - Rollover 4,122 123 25.91 6. 72 0.18 0.14 
ROR - Other 2,621 219 15.36 12 . 28 0.15 0 . 29 
Head-On 1,858 255 8.01 13 . 41 0.10 0.32 
Sideswipe - Opp. Dir. 2,628 369 12.55 19 . 89 0.15 0.50 
Sideswipe - Same Dir . 1,925 363 8.74 29 . 82 0 . 12 0.59 
Rear End 9,593 2,827 30.12 162.95 0.58 3.89 
Parking 922 233 4.51 20.16 0.06 0.39 
Ped./Bike/Moped 516 139 2.12 7.23 0 . 03 0 . 18 
Angle & Turning 11, 415 3,315 41.39 244.44 0 . 68 5.25 
Train 43 4 0.32 0.18 0.002 0.004 
Animal 5,068 144 26.80 7 . 34 0.22 0.19 
Other or Unknown 1, 710 173 9.08 18 . 22 0.10 0.33 

*These variables represent the number of people injured or killed, and not 
the number of accidents . 

rates were higher in rural areas than in urban areas for rol
lover, train, and animal accidents. Urban rates were higher 
for the remaining accident types, and particularly for angle 
and turning, parking, rear-end, and same-direction sideswipe 
accidents. 

A detailed review of the distribution of the variables in the 
database was made to examine the quality of the data. The 
minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation were 
computed for selected variables . Lane widths ranged from 8 
to 14 feet and shoulder widths varied from zero to 12 feet (11 
feet for earth shoulders). There were an average of 2.35 inter
sections per mile (maximum of 11 on one section), 0.20 bridges 
per mile, and 0.21 other structures (such as overpasses) per 
mile. There were 13.77 driveways per mile on the average 
(total of both sides of the road) with a maximum of 81 per 
mile on one section. The number of total accidents per mile 
per year ranged from zero on some low-volume sections to 
71.14 on one particularly high-volume section . There were an 
average of 0.94 single vehicle accidents per mile per year with 
a range from zero to 11.38. Extensive data checking was con
ducted , particularly to confirm the accuracy of the extremes. 
A comparison was made of accident rates between the seven
state database and previous accident studies. The FHWA 
study by Smith et al. of rural roads throughout the United 
States included accident rates and the percent of injury and 

fatal accidents for rural roads in many states by ADT group 
as shown in table 2 (J). Corresponding rates from the seven
state database revealed close similarities. For example, rates 
of total accidents (per 100 mvm) were similar for each ADT 
group, except for ADTs greater than 10,000, where the rate 
of 244 from the seven-state database was lower than the 
rate of 300 from the Smith study. This may be due to the low 
sample size (only 80 sections) in that ADT group in the seven
state database. Percentages of injury and fatal accidents also 
compared quite favorably for each ADT group. 

Another comparison was made with the results of the 1979 
Kentucky study on lane and shoulder widths by Zegeer, as 
shown in table 3 (9). Accident rates are given for total and 
single-vehicle accidents for lane widths of 7 to 13 feet. Total 
and single-vehicle accident rates were similar between the 
studies for the 10-, 11-, and 12-foot lane widths. For less than 
10-foot lanes, the rates were slightly lower for the seven-state 
database for both total accidents and single-vehicle accidents . 
The differences are probably the result of wider shoulders in 
the seven-state database compared to the Kentucky sites for 
sections with 9-foot lanes. For 13-foot lane widths, the Ken
tucky database had a lower rate of single-vehicle accidents 
and a higher rate of total accidents than the seven-state data
base. This may be the result of smaller sample sizes or other 
site differences. 
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TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF RURAL ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE BY ADT GROUP FOR RURAL SEVEN-STATE DATABASE 
AND SMITH STUDY 

Accident Measure 

1-400 401-1,000 

Avg. Total Acc. Rate 288(300)* 246(250) 
(Acc/100 MVM) 

Percent Fatal Aces. 2.4(2.5) 3.1(3 . 0) 

Percent Injury Aces. 38.9(36) 39. 3(37) 

Percent PDO Aces. 58. 7(61.5) 57.6(60) 

*Values in parenthesis are from Smith study. 

While the accident rates agree closely between the seven
state database and other studies, differences did exist in aver
age accident frequencies. For example, an average of 2.91 
total accidents per mile per year was found on rural roads in 
the seven-state database, compared to approximately one 
accident per mile per year reported for rural Kentucky roads 
(9). This difference was the result of considerably higher traffic 
volumes on the seven-state sample compared to the Kentucky 
data. Thus, in the model-building process, ADT was used as 
a control variable and the effects of the other important var
iables were determined as accurately as possible. 

Determination of Important Variables 

The next series of analyses was intended to provide input into 
the selection of variables for use in the model-building pro-

ADT Group 

1,100- 2,501- 5,001-
2,000 5,000 10,000 >10,000 

228(230) 225(220) 257(250) 244(300) 

1.9(3.0) 1.8(2.5) 1.2(2.0) 0.9(2.0) 

38.8(37) 35.8(36) 37. 7(35) 39.4(35) 

59.2(60) 62.4(61.5) 61.1(63) 59.8(63) 

cess. The final selection of variables for inclusion in the model 
was based on (1) which variables were logically related to 
accidents (lane width, shoulder width, shoulder type, and 
roadside conditions), (2) the Chi-square analysis, (3) step
wise linear regression, and ( 4) analysis of variance and 
covariance. 

Accident Variables 

A series of Chi-square analyses were conducted to deter
mine the specific accident types that were most highly cor
related with lane width, shoulder width, shoulder type (paved, 
gravel, or earth) sideslope, and roadside rating. The sig
nificance levels were 0.05 or Jess (95 percent confidence or 
higher) for many of the tests, due primarily to large sample 
sizes but not necessarily to strong correlations. Thus, the 

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF ACCIDENT RATES BETWEEN KENTUCKY STUDY 
AND RURAL SEVEN-STATE DATABASE 

Rate of Single Vehicle Rate of Total Accidents 
Accidents (Acc/100 MVM) (Acc/100 MVM) 

Lane 
Width Kentucky Seven-State Kentucky Seven-State 
(feet) Study Study Study Study 

7 196 - 416 -
(396) (396) 

8 185 174 366 369 
(2,808) (28) (2,808) (28) 

9 155 130 303 283 
(8,249) (711) (8,249) (711) 

--10 127 130 - 29-7- - 300 
(2,537) (907) (2,537) (907) 

'' ~, 

~" nnr n•n .. , .. ,_, .. vv ...u 
(788) (1,438) (788) (1, 438) 

12 63 76 197 211 
(610) (1,406) (610) (l,406) 

13 51 95 217 174 
(38) (294) (38) (294) 

Numbers in parentheses represent mileage of samples in each cell. 
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contingency coefficient (which takes sample sizes into con
sideration) was used as the primary measure of association 
between the geometric elements of concern and the specific 
accident types. A matrix of contingency coefficients was 
produced during the series of Chi-square tests for various 
accident types and roadway features. Contingency coeffi
cients of 0.220 were found to differentiate the upper third 
of the contingency coefficients in this analysis. The accident 
types that consistently appeared to be highly correlated with 
the roadway features of concern were single vehicle (fixed 
object, rollover, and other run-off-road accidents), head
on, and sideswipe (opposite-direction and same-direction) 
accidents. Single-vehicle, total, and some types of multi
vehicle accidents were found to be strongly associated with 
one or more of the roadway variables. On the other hand, 
animal, parking, angle and turning, and other or unknown 
accidents were not highly correlated with the roadway var
iables of concern. Insufficient samples of pedestrian and 
train accidents were available for these analyses. 

Based on the results discussed above and a review of acci
dent rates and trends for various accident types, the accident 
types thus considered to be most appropriate and logical for 
use in a predictive model were-

• Single-vehicle (fixed-object, rollover, and other run-off
road) accidents and 

• Related multi-vehicle (head-on, opposite-direction sides
wipe, and same-direction sideswipe) plus single-vehicle 
accidents. 

Total accidents were found to be a reasonably strong mea
sure of the overall effects of traffic roadway variables. 

Traffic and Roadway Variables 

The most important traffic and roadway variables for use in 
an accident predictive model were determined. Since many 
of the geometric variables in the database were interrelated 
or were derivations of the same variable, only one form of 
each variable was considered for use in the predictive model. 
Relationships were determined between accidents and indi
vidual traffic and roadway variables, as given in the full report 
(2). Accident relationships with individual variables were 
somewhat misleading, due to strong interactions between some 
roadway variables in terms of their combined effect on acci
dents. For example, narrow lanes and high roadside hazards 
were associated with higher accident experience than wide 
lanes or safe roadsides. However, roads with narrow lanes 
were found to often have a high roadside hazard rating as 
well. Also, roads with wide lanes are more likely to have 
reasonably safe roadsides than roads with narrow lanes. Thus, 
a review of the simple relationship between lane width and 
accidents gives a distorted picture, since roadside condition 
and other factors are also interacting to affect accidents unless 
they are controlled for in the analysis. 

Chi-square analysis, stepwise linear regression, and analysis 
of variance and covariance were also conducted to infer acci
dent relationships. The following traffic and roadway varia
bles were found to be most highly related to accident expe
rience and thus were used as candidate independent variables 
for modeling purposes: 
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• Average daily traffic (ADT) 
• Lane width (W) in feet 
• Average paved shoulder width (PA) in feet 
• Average unpaved (gravel/stabilized/earth/grass) shoulder 

width (UP), in feet 
• Median roadside (or hazard) rating (H) 
• Median sideslope rating (SS) 
• Terrain (TER) 
• Percent of sections with >2.5 degree curves (CURV) 
• Percent of sections with >2.5 percent grade (GRAD) 
• Number of driveways per mile (NDR!) 
• Number of intersections per mile (NINT) 
• Certain derived variables (for example, W + PA) 
• Selected interactions 

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF 
PREDICTIVE MODEL 

Guided both by the previous literature (15) and an exami
nation of the relationships of the important independent vari
ables with various accident types, models were fit to the fol
lowing (15): 

• Single-vehicle accidents (AS) including fixed object, run
off-road rollover, and other run-off-road. 

• Single vehicle plus opposite direction head-on, opposite 
direction sideswipe, and same direction sideswipe (AO). 

• Total accidents (AT). 

Of the 32,417 accidents on the 1,362 rural sections, 13,105 
or 40.4 percent were AS (single vehicle) while 17 ,155 or 52.9 
percent were related (AO) accidents. 

Again guided by past work (15), several general model 
forms were investigated, including 

A/M/Y = C0(ADT)C1(C2)W(C3)PA(C4)UP(C5)H 

where: 

(Model 1) 

Co(C1YDT(C2)W(C3)PA(C4)UP(Cs)H 

(Model 2) 

C0 + C1ADT + C2W + C3PA + C4 UP + C5H 

(Model 3) 

C0(ADT)C1(W)C2(P A)c3(UP)c4(H)c5 

(Model 4) 

AIMIY = accidents per-mile-per-year 

A 
L x T 

with: 

A number of accidents on highway section 

L = section length (miles) 

T = number of years of accident data 

C0 , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , and C5 are constants, and ADT, W, PA, 
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UP, and H are as given previously. Model forms consist of 
the basic model equation without numerical coefficients (in 
other words, only C;), whereas the equations will include 
numerical coefficients. The above models were tested using 
AS, AO, and AT accidents per mile per year. In addition to 
models with only main effects, several models with interaction 
terms were also evaluated. These interaction terms included 
(lane width x paved shoulder width) and [(lane width + 
paved shoulder width) x unpaved shoulder width]. In no case 
did the interaction terms noticeably improve upon the main 
effects models, and most often the interaction term coeffi
cients were insignificant. Thus, the final models contain only 
main effects variables. 

In all cases tested, Models 1 and 2 fit the data better than 
Models 3 or 4, and, also, coefficients of Models 1 and 2 
were more reasonable. Although Model 2 seemed to fit the 
data slightly better than Model 1 on the basis of the R2 
values (which indicate the proportion of the total variation 
explained by the model), in some cases the relative effects 
of W, PA, and UP were not as reasonable. For example, 
for single-vehicle accidents using Model 2, the effects of 
PA and UP (paved and unpaved shoulders) are more impor
tant than W (lane width). This finding, in addition to the 
fact that the R 2 values were not much different between 
Models 1 and 2, led to the selection of Model 1 as the 
recommended model form. 

All models utilized ADT as an independent variable because 
it was highly correlated with accidents per mile per year. ADT 
is a measure of exposure that has been shown in the literature 
to have a relatively high correlation with accident frequency 
in most situations. Basic cross-section elements lane width 
(W), paved shoulder width (PA), and unpaved shoulder width 
(UP) were also included in every model, and their individual 
effects were significant. Other primary variables examined 
were median roadside rating (H), median sideslope rating 
(SS), and other measures of roadside condition. In addition, 
certain likely confounding variables were studied including 
terrain (TER), percent of section with 2:2.5 degree curves 
( CURV), percent of section with 2:2.5 percent grades (GRAD), 
number of driveways per mile (NDRI), and number of inter
sections per mile (NINI). 

It should be noted that a variety of models were examined 
that used alternative definitions of the cross-section variables 
(for example, one model using ADT, W, (W + PA), (W + 
PA + UP), and (W + PA + RECC) and another using W2). 
In no case did models with these various alternatives fit the 
data as well as the original model form or provide coefficients 
as intuitively acceptable as those derived for models with 
simpler variables. 

Final Models 

A ~c1ic~ uf 1110Uc:l:o-, wct~ µ1uJuLcJ i..11c:ti. Lc:~i [ii vcuiuu~ dl;LiUt::ui 

types (AS, AO, and AT), using lane width, width of paved 
shoulder, width of unpaved shoulder, ADT, and roadside 
hazard rating. Values of R 2 ranged between 0.39 and 0.46. 
In examining the effects of other potentially confounding var
iables, models incorporating terrain were found to be useful 
in further enhancing the models. 

Thus, although several models were found to be acceptable, 
the final selected model is as follows: 
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AOIMIY = 0.0019 (ADT)0·8824' (0.8786)w (0.9192)PA 

X (0.93l6)UP (1.2365)H (0.8822)TERI 

X (1.3221)TER2 

where TERl = 1 if flat, 0 otherwise; TER2 = 1 if moun
tainous, 0 otherwise and ADT, W, UP, PA, and Hare as 
given previously. The R 2 value for this model was 0.456, or 
45.6 percent of the variation in accidents was explained by 
the traffic and roadway variables. The relative contribution 
of each variable to this explained variation was 70.2 percent 
by ADT, 8.6 percent by W (lane width), 1.7 percent by PA 
(paved shoulder width), 10.5 percent by UP (unpaved shoul
der width), 7.2 percent by H (roadside hazard rating), and 
1.8 percent by TER (terrain). 

This model was selected because (1) it included the accident 
types found to be most related to cross-sectional features 
(head-on, sideswipe, and single-vehicle accidents), (2) the 
coefficients appear to be reasonable and consistent with the 
literature, (3) it had a relatively high R 2 value, and ( 4) terrain 
effects (flat, rolling, or hilly) are incorporated into the model. 
Models using accident rates (such as Accidents/100 mvm or 
single-vehicle accidents per 100 mvm) were calibrated in par
allel to those for accidents per mile, per year. In general, the 
R2 values were considerably lower for models using Accidents/ 
100 mvm. Details of these and other models are given 
elsewhere (2). 

Model validation was performed on single-vehicle accidents 
using 75 percent of the data, which were randomly selected. 
The average deviation between the observed and predicted 
accidents per mile, per year was 0.36. Since the average single
vehicle accident rate for all 1,362 rural sections was 0. 73 acci
dents per mile, per year, the average deviation was just slightly 
less than half the average rate. Considerable efforts were also 
made to examine other confounding variables and multicol
linearity between two or more independent variables, as dis
cussed elsewhere (2). In short, the final model given above 
was considered the best available for expressing relationships 
between accidents and related traffic and roadway features. 

To illustrate the use of the pred~ctive model, consider a 
two-lane rural roadway section 3.4 miles long on a rolling 
terrain, 2,500 ADT, lane width (W) of 10 feet, paved and 
gravel shoulders (PA and UP) of zero feet, and a roadside 
hazard rating (H) of five. An estimate of the number of related 
(AO) accidents per mile, per year would then be 

AO = .0019 (ADT)'8824 (.8786)W (.9192)PA (.93l6)UP 

X (1.2365)H (.8822)TERI (1.3221)TER2 

.0019 (2,500) ·8824 (.8786) 10 (.9192)0 (.9316)0 

x (1.2365)5 
( .8822)0 (1.3221 )0 

1.5 related accidents per mile, per year. 

Fu1 a 3.4-miit: st:diuu, Lilt: t:xpt:dt:u acciut:ms wuuiu ut: (1..J 
related accidents per mile, per year) x 3.4 miles = 5.1 related 
accidents per year. 

Accident Predictive Nomograph 

A nomograph was developed, which represents the relation
ships between selected accidents and the six variables of con-
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FIGURE 2 Accident prediction nomograph. 

cern as illustrated in figure 2. Thus, by knowing the lane 
width, ADT, terrain, roadside hazard rating, and width of 
paved and unpaved shoulder, the expected number of related 
(AO) accidents may be determined for a two-lane highway 
section. 

For example, assume the sample section given previously. 
Enter the nomograph with an ADT of 2,500 and proceed up 
to the terrain curve (rolling, in this case). From that point, 
draw a horizontal line to the roadside hazard rating line (5). 
Draw a line up to the lane width (10 feet) line; and then 
proceed horizontally to the line of the paved shoulder width 
(zero feet) . Next , draw a line up to the unpaved shoulder 
width line (zero feet) and then over to the accident scale. 
Read the value of the predicted number of related (AO) 
accidents per mile per year, which is 1.5 in this case (as found 
using the accident predictive model. Multiplying the section 
length (3.4 miles) by the number of related accidents per mile 
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per year (1.5) yields 5.1 related accidents per year as calcu
lated in the previous section. 

In order to determine the percentage of accident reduction 
that would result from lane or shoulder widening projects, 
accident reduction (AR) factors were developed using the 
model. Values for the factors were determined by computing 
the predicted difference in related accidents between the before 
and after conditions (from the model) and dividing that value 
by the predicted accidents in the before condition. Accident 
reduction factors for lane widening only are shown in table 
4. Table 4 reveals that as the amount of lane widening increases, 
the percent reduction in related accidents also increases. For 
example, widening a road with 10-foot lanes to 12-foot lanes 
(in other words, 2 feet of widening per lane) would be expected 
to result in a 23 percent reduction in related accidents, all 
other factors being equal. Accident reduction factors for 
shoulder widening are shown in table 5. This table reveals 
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TABLE 4 PERCENT ACCIDENT REDUCTION OF RELATED 
ACCIDENT TYPES FOR LANE WIDENING ONLY 

Amount of Lane Percent Reduction in Related 
Widening (ft.) Accident Types 

1 12 

2 23 

3 32 

4 40 

TABLE 5 PERCENT ACCIDENT REDUCTION OF RELATED 
ACCIDENT TYPES FOR SHOULDER WIDENING ONLY 

Amount of Shoulder 
Widening (ft.) per Side 

2 

4 

6 

8 

that wider shoulders are associated with a reduction in related 
(AO) accidents. Widening paved shoulders by 4 feet, for 
example, will be expected to reduce related accidents by 29 
percent. 

AR factors for various combinations of lane and shoulder 
widening and paving are shown in table 6. For example, assume 
a roadway with a 9-foot lane width and a 2-foot gravel shoul
der (before condition) is being considered for widening to 11-
foot lanes with 4-foot paved shoulders. The expected percent 
reduction in related accidents can be obtained from table 6, 
by finding the amount of lane widening (2 feet in this example) 
and the existing shoulder condition at the left of the table (2-
foot unpaved) . Looking to the right, find the cell that cor
responds to a 4-foot paved shoulder. In this example, a 37 
percent reduction in related accidents would be expected to 
result from the proposed improvements. To determine the 
number of related accidents per mile, per year that would be 
avoided by lane and/or shoulder improvements , multiply the 
AR factor by the number of related accidents per mile, per 
year from the nomograph or predictive model. 

To illustrate the use of these tables, assume an existing 3-
mile section of rolling terrain with an ADT of 1,000, a 10-
&,...,...+ 1 .............. ,...,;,.l+h. ...,, '"" rh,-.,nlrla,. ,,.n.4 .-, rn~rJ"';,4,o. h".l7".lr.1 r-=atlno rt.f 
J.V V l. J.U.J.J.V ''J.IL.£~J..I.) l.J.V ~J.J..._,..,. .. .._.....,.._) ......... ~..,. .. .....,..,.. ..... ..., .. ,.._ ........... _ . - .. --'"'"'"0 ..... 

five . This would correspond to 0.68 related accidents per mile , 
per year x three miles = 2.04 related accidents per year in 
the untreated condition. Widening to 12-foot lanes and 6-foot 
gravel (unpaved) shoulders would result in a 50 percent reduc
tion in related accidents, according to table 6. This translates 
to (0.50 x 2.04) = 1.02, or approximately two related acci
dents reduced per year on the 2-mile section. 

Based on the AR factors developed from the model, the 

Percent Reduction in Related 
Accident Types 

Paved Unpaved 

16 13 

29 25 

40 35 

49 43 

same percentage of accidents will be reduced for a specific 
amount of lane or shoulder widening , regardless of the lane 
width or shoulder width in the before condition. For example, 
adding a 4-foot paved shoulder to a 10-foot lane with no 
shoulder would result in the same accident reduction per
centage as adding 4 feet of shoulder to a 12-foot lane with an 
existing 6-foot paved shoulder. However, the actual number 
of related accidents eliminated per mile , per year will be 
greater for adding the 4-foot paved shoulder to the 10-foot 
lane, since the model would also predict a greater number of 
accidents for the section with the 10-foot lane. Greater overall 
benefits would result, then, from adding the 4-foot shoulder 
to the 10-foot lane. 

It is also important to mention that the predictive model 
and nomograph only apply to two-lane, rural roadways with 
lane widths of 8 to 12 feet, shoulder widths of zero to 12 feet 
(paved or unpaved) and traffic volumes of 100 to 10,000. One 
must not assume that these accident reductions apply, for 
example, to lane widths of '5.7 feet or ~13 feet . 

AR factors were also developed to determine the percent
age of related (AO) accidents that would be reduced due to 
sideslope flattening and lowering the roadside hazard ratings , 
<>nrl rlPt<>;lc "f cnrh ,,ff,,.rtc "f rn,.rkirlP imnrnvPmf'nts ;ire clis-
-··- ----·~~ ... - - ---- ---- - -- - - - - -· - -- - J 

cussed elsewhere (2, 3). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study was intended to quantify the benefits expected from 
lane widening, shoulder widening, shoulder surfacing , and 
general roadside improvements. Detailed accident, traffic, 
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TABLE 6 ACCIDENT REDUCTION FACTORS FOR RELATED ACCIDENT TYPES FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF 
LANE AND SHOULDER WIDENING 

Existing Percent Related Accidents Reduced 
Shoulder Condition 

(Before Period) Shoulder Condition in After Period 

Amount 2 ft. Shoulder 4 ft. Shoulder 6 ft. Shoulder 8 ft. Shoulder 
of Lane Shoulder Surface 

Widening (ft) Width Type Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved Paved Unpaved 

0 N/A 43 41 52 49 59 56 65 62 
2 Paved 32 -- 43 -- 52 -- 59 --
2 Unpaved 34 32 44 41 53 49 60 56 
4 Paved -- -- 32 -- 43 -- 52 --

3 4 Unpaved -- -- 36 32 46 41 54 49 
6 Paved -- -- -- -- 32 -- 43 --
6 Unpaved -- -- -- -- 37 32 47 41 
8 Paved -- -- -- -- -- -- 32 --
8 Unpaved -- -- -- -- -- -- 39 32 

0 N/A 35 33 45 42 53 so 61 56 
2 Paved 23 - - 35 -- 45 -- 53 --
2 Unpaved 25 23 37 33 46 42 55 50 
4 Paved -- -- 23 -- 35 -- 45 --

2 4 Unpaved -- -- 27 23 38 33 48 42 
6 Paved -- -- -- -- 23 -- 35 --
6 Unpaved -- -- -- -- 29 23 40 33 
8 Paved -- -- -- -- -- -- 23 --
8 Unpaved -- -- -- -- -- -- 31 23 

0 N/A 26 24 37 34 47 43 55 50 
2 Paved 12 -- 26 -- 37 -- 47 --
2 Unpaved 14 12 28 24 39 34 48 43 
4 Paved -- -- 12 -- 26 -- 37 --

1 4 Unpaved -- -- 17 12 30 24 41 34 
6 Paved -- -- -- -- 12 -- 26 --
6 Unpaved -- -- -- -- 19 12 31 24 
8 Paved -- -- -- -- -- -- 12 --
8 Unpaved -- -- -- -- -- -- 21 12 

These cells are left blank, since they would correspond to projects which would 
decrease shoulder width and/or change paved shoulders to unpaved shoulders. 

roadway , and roadside data from 4,951 miles of two-lane 
roads in seven states were collected and analyzed. An accident 
predictive model and detailed statistical procedures were used 
to determine expected accident reductions related to various 
geometric improvements. The following are the key study 
results: 

1. The types of accidents found to be most related to cross
section features (lane width, shoulder width, shoulder type, 
and roadside characteristics) include 

- Single-vehicle (fixed-object, rollover, or run-off-road 
other) 

- Related multi-vehicle (head-on, opposite-direction 
sideswipe, or same-direction sideswipe) 

- The combination of the accident types listed above 
were termed related accidents (or AO accidents) 

2. The traffic and roadway variables found to be associated 
with a reduced rate of single-vehicle accidents were wider 
lanes, wider shoulders, greater recovery distance, lower road
side hazard rating, and flatter terrain. This effect and the 
accident reductions discussed below are based on the detailed 
analyses and accident predictive model developed for two-

lane rural roads having ADTs between 50 and 10,000; lane 
widths of 8 to 12 feet, and shoulder widths of zero to 12 feet 
(paved or unpaved). 

3. The effects of lane width on related accidents were quan
tified. The first foot of lane widening (2 feet of pavement 
widening) corresponds to a 12 percent reduction in related 
(AO) accidents, 2 feet of widening (widening lanes from 9 to 
11 feet, for example) results in a 23 percent reduction, 3 feet 
results in a 32 percent reduction, and 4 feet of widening results 
in a 40 percent reduction. These reductions apply only for 
lane widths between 8 and 12 feet. 

4. The effects of shoulder widening on related (AO) acci
dents was determined for paved and unpaved shoulders. For 
shoulder widths between zero and 12 feet , the percent reduc
tion in related accidents due to adding paved shoulders is 16 
percent for 2 feet of widening (each side of the road) , 29 
percent for 4 feet of widening, and 40 percent for 6 feet of 
widening. Adding unpaved shoulders would result in 13 per
cent, 25 percent, and 35 percent reductions in related acci
dents for 2, 4, and 6 feet of widening, respectively. Thus, 
paved shoulders are slightly more effective than unpaved 
shoulders in reducing accidents. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study provides a set of accident reduction factors to 
enable computation of estimated accident benefits for a vari
ety of cross-sectional improvements. It is recommended that 
consideration be made for such improvements on all roadway 
sections being considered for 3R-type projects. In fact, an 
informational guide, Two-Lane Road Cross-Section Design, 
has been developed that enables estimation of the safety ben
efits of various roadway and roadside improvements on spe
cific sections of two-lane roads (16). The guide also includes 
a project-cost model, which is based on cost information from 
numerous U.S. states. 

As discussed earlier, many of the rural, two-lane roads in 
the United States are restrictive and substandard in terms of 
lanes, shoulders, roadsides, and other roadway features. 
Unfortunately, budgetary and practical constraints prevent 
widening and other needed roadway improvements on all 
substandard highways at once. One rational approach is to 
establish priorities for cross-sectionai improvements based on 
where the needs are the greatest. The use of the accident 
reduction factors given in this paper along with the step-by
step procedures in the informational guide provide a way of 
computing expected benefits and costs of improvements. This 
rational decision-making process can help identify the types 
of projects that are most desirable and cost-effective in various 
roadway situations. 
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Accident Effects of Sideslope and Other 
Roadside Features on Two-Lane Roads 

CHARLES v. ZEGEER, DONALD w. REINFURT, WILLIAM W. HUNTER, 

JOSEPH HUMMER, RICHARD STEWART, AND LYNNE HERF 

The purposes of this study were to (1) develop one or more 
methods for quantifying roadside hazard, (2) define factors 
that influence run-off-road accidents, and (3) estimate the acci
dent benefits of various roadside improvements. Detailed traffic, 
accident, roadway, and roadside data were collected on 4,951 
miles of two-lane rural roads in seven states. Roadside data 
included development and use of a pictorial seven-point road
side hazard scale, a measure of roadside recovery (clear zone) 
distance, field sideslope measurements, and detailed types of 
and lateral distances to roadside obstacles. Statistical testing 
was used along with log-linear modeling to determine the inter
active effects of roadside and roadway features on accidents. 
Flatter sideslopes of 3:1 to 7:1 were found to be related to 
lower rates of single-vehicle accidents. However, only a 2 per
cent reduction in single-vehicle accidents was found for a 3:1 
sideslope compared to a 2: 1 sideslope. Reductions in related 
accidents due to general roadside improvements were found 
to range from 19 percent to 52 percent, depending on the 
amount of roadside improvement. Trees and utility poles are 
the roadside objects most often struck. Obstacles associated 
with the highest percent of severe accidents include culverts, 
trees, utility and light poles, bridges, rocks, and earth 
embankments. 

Single-vehicle accidents represent a major safety problem and 
account for a majority of accidents on rural two-lane roadways 
with up to 2,000 vehicles per day (J , 2). Many of these acci
dents occur on roadways with steep roadside slopes and 
numerous rigid, fixed objects (such as trees and utility poles) 
close to the roadway edge. Therefore, the need exists for cost
effective improvements to roadside features that will elimi
nate or reduce these unnecessary hazards. 

Numerous types of roadside improvements can reduce the 
frequency and/or severity of run-off-road accidents. These 
include 

• Flatten slopes where accident experience shows a need . 
• Increase horizontal clearance (offset) to obstructions, 

including utility poles. 
• Provide impact attenuators and breakaway devices. 
• Extend culverts . 
• Remove trees and other obstacles near the roadway edge . 

C. V. Zegeer , D . W. Rei.nfurt and W. Hunter, Highway Safety 
Research Center. Unive rsity of North arolina, CB 3430 Craige 
T raile r Park , Chapel Hill . N.C. 275 14. J . Hummer, Departme nt 
of ivil Engineering Purdue Universi ty, We t Lafayette , lnd. 
47907. L. Herf, Traffic Engineering Department, City of South
fie ld , Michigan 48076. 

Although clearing roadsides of obstructions will provide 
more recovery area for run-off-road motorists, little infor
mation is available about the specific effects on accident fre
quency and severity of such improvements under various 
roadway conditions. Thus, highway officials may have diffi
culty justifying roadside improvements, even where there is 
a real need. The benefits of roadside improvements should, 
therefore, be determined so the cost-effectiveness of such 
improvements can be weighed against other types of improve
ments (for example, lane widening, shoulder widening, shoul
der surfacing, and improved roadway delineation). To accom
plish this , it is important to first quantify roadsides in terms 
of clear , concise definitions for highway safety purposes. 

The purposes of this study were to (1) develop one or more 
methods for better quantifying roadside hazards, (2) define 
factors that influence the frequency and severity of run-off
road accidents , and (3) estimate the accident benefits of var
ious improvements to the roadside environment. This study 
included the development of accident relationships and math
ematical models based on numerous traffic, roadway, and 
roadside variables from 4,951 miles of two-lane rural roads 
in seven states. The study resulted in expected accident reduc
tions resulting from sideslope flattening and various other 
roadside improvements . This paper was based on a research 
study performed jointly for the Federal Highway Adminis
tration and the Transportation Research Board. More details 
of the safety effects of roadside and roadway features may be 
found in that research report (3). 

BACKGROUND 

Roadside Features and Accident Frequency 

Studies that have investigated fixed-object accidents by the 
type of object struck include tudie by ewcomb and Negri 
(4) Rinde (5) Foody and Long (6), and Hall , Burton Cop
page, and Dickinson (7) . These studi.es indicate chat uWity 
poles are among the fixed object most frequently involved 
in road ide accidents. Other frequently truck roadside object 
include t-ree , sign po t-, guardrail , ditch embankments and 
bridge structures. 

Other tudies indicate th~t the number of fixed objects and 
their offset influences road ·icle accident frequency. For exam
ple , Zegeer and Parker fo und that utility pole accident · 
increa ed signii icantly with a decrea e in pole off et or an 
increase i.n ADT or pole density (8). Mak and Ma ·on also 
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found that pole density and pole offset had an effect on the 
frequency of pole accidents (9). Jones and Baum found that 
the number of poles and pole spacing was highly related to 
the probability of a utility pole accident (10). 

Hall et a l. reported that mo t of the utility pole accidents 
they examined involved poles that were either within 11.5 feet 
of the roadway or on the outside of horizontal curves (7) . 
Foody and Long reported that 37 percent of all single-vehicle, 
fixed-object accidents involved objects 6 to 12 feel from the 
roadway. Also, approx imately 81 percent of the accidents 
involving road ide feature. occurred within 20 foet of the 
roadway (6) . 

Relationships have also been reported between the degree 
of icleslope and roadside accident frequency. Graham and 
Harwood examined the effect of clear recovery zones and 
different sideslopes and found that steeper sideslopes caused 
an increase in single-vehicle, run-off-road accidents for all 
ADT levels and roadway types (11) . Weaver and Marquis 
simulated various roadside slope designs and discovered that 
vehicles leaving the roadway were less likely to roll if the 
slope was fairly flat (12). Perchonok, Ranney, Baum, Mor
rison and Eppick found that higher landfills and deeper ditches 
caused more vehicle rollovers (13). Roadway geometrics, such 
as horizontal curvature and grade, have been reported by 
Jones and Baum (10), Hall et al. (7) , and Perchonok et al. 
(13) to affect the number of run-off-road and fixed-object 
accidents. 

Roadside Features and Accident Severity 

Jones and Baum found that the types of fixed objects asso
ciated with the most severe accidents include utility poles ( 49 . 7 
percen.t injury) and trees ( 41.8 perce nt) (10). Rollover acci
dents re ulted in 51.4 percent injury and 1.1 percent fatal 
accidents. Other accidents associated with high severity included 
accidents involving bridges, culverts, ditches, and embank
ments. Graf, Boos, and Wentworth found that 47 percent of 
utility pole accidents resulted in a fatality or injury and that 
ditch embankments and utility poles we re also among the most 
hazardous obstacles in terms of accident severity (14) . 

Higher vehicle speed have been found to be as ociated 
with greater accident severity. Mak and Mason invesrigated 
the re lationship between the severity of pole acci,denis and 
veMcle impacl speed (9) . The authors reported that there i 
a 50 percent chance of injury in a pole accident at impact 
speeds as low as 6 mph. The severity of these injurie increased 
dramatically for impact peeds above 30 mph . On the other 
hand , Jones and Baum using the speed limit to approximate 
impact peed of utility pole accidents, e timated that a 50 
percent chance of injury exists in a utility puli:: <tccident when 
the impact . peed i approximately 34 mph (JO). The sizable 
t.:lisr:rr:-:r~nr-y in results between the e two studie could be 
partly due to difficulties in e timating impact speed and/or 
inappropriatenes in using spe d limit to approximate impact 
speeds. 

Roadside Accident Prediction Models 

Several models have been developed to predict the frequency 
andior severity of singie-vd1ide or roadside accidents. Edwards 
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et al. developed what is probably the most widely known 
model for determining hazardous roadside obstacles (15). This 
pr babilistic hazard index model was developed to predict the 
annual number of fatal and nonfatal injury accide nt associ
ated with roadside objects on freeway sections. Glennon and 
Wilton modified the model to include other roadway types, 
including urban arterial streets, rural two-lane highways, and 
rural multi-lane highways (16). However, the model relies on 
accurate estimates of vehicle encroachments, which have been 
a topic of controversy in recent years. 

Cleveland and Kitllmura developed a group of multiplica
tive regression equations to predict the frequency of run-off
road accidents on rural two-lane highways in Michigan (17) . 
Models were developed based on the following factors: (1) 
traffic volume, (2) percentage of road length with passing sight 
restrictions, (3) percentage of road length curved , ( 4) number 
of curves, and (5) percentage of road length with roadside 
objects within 20 feet . A severity model was also developed, 
and key factors included traffic volume, percentage of road 
iength curved, percentage of road length having roadside objects 
within 10 feet, and object stiffness. Reported R2 values for 
the models ranged from 0.26 to 0.49 , but model validation 
revealed less than desired results due to data outliers. 

Zegeer and Parker tested ten different models to predict 
annual utility pole accidents per mile (8). The models were 
based on 2,500 miles of highway in four states, involving 9,500 
utility pole accidents. The multiplicative exponential model 
was selected as optimal because it not only had the highest 
R2 value (0 .63), but it also made intuitive sense. Model val
idation proved quite successful for an independent data set. 
A nomograph was developed that allows easy estimation of 
frequency of utility pole accident based on known levels of 
traffic volume, rhe number of poles per mile, and the lateral 
offset of poles from the travel lane. The model, however, 
applies only to utility pole accidents and not to other roadside 
accident types, such as trees, rollover accidents, etc. 

In summary, considerable research has been conducted on 
the frequency and severity of run-off-road accidents and related 
factors . However, review of the literature also indicated a 
definite need to better quantify roadside hazards and to develop 
a means to accurately predict run-off-road accidents for a 
variety of traffic, roadway, and roadside conditions. This study 
was initiated as a result of those needs. 

PLANNING AND COLLECTION OF DAT A 

Analysis Issues 

The data collection was guided by the need to address the 
following types of issues: 

1. What methods or scales can be used to define and quan
tify roadside hazards? 

2. What is the effect of various traffic, roadway, and road
side factors on run-off-road accidents? 

3. What is the expected accident reduction that will result 
from improvements to the roadside? 

4. What is the effect of sideslope on the rate of single
vehicle and rollover accidents? 

5. What types of roadside obstacles are most often struck, 
and what accident severities are associated with each obstacle 
type? 
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The first issue above was addressed at a workshop of 13 
safety professionals. Hundreds of roadside photographs were 
reviewed at the workshop, which led to the development of 
a "Roadside Hazard Scale" and "Roadside Recovery Dis
tance" as measures of roadside condition . Issues 2 and 3 above 
were addressed after collection and analysis of detailed acci
dent, traffic, and roadway data from 4,951 miles of two-lane 
rural roadways in seven U .S. states and the development of 
accident predictive models. 

Issue 4 (effects of sideslopes) was investigated based on 
field-measured sideslopes on 1,776 miles of roadway in three 
states along with other accident, traffic, and roadway data. 
An accident predictive model was developed for sideslopes 
of 2:1 or steeper, 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, 6:1, and 7:1 or flatter. Issue 
5 was addressed using the 4,951-mile database and other detailed 
accident severity information from three states to better define 
the types of obstacles associated with high accident frequen
cies and severities . 

Selection of Data Variables 

The data variables needed for this study included traffic and 
roadway variables (traffic volume, lane width, shoulder width, 
shoulder type, sideslope), roadside obstacle variables, acci
dent variables, (for example, by type and severity), and other 
traffic and roadway features that have a proven or logical 
relationship with accidents. Variables were selected for use 
in this study based on a literature search of past research to 
determine which ones are important on two-lane roads in 
rural, suburban, or urban areas. The collection of every pos
sible roadway, traffic, and accident variable would have been 
both unnecessary and impossible. 

Traffic and Roadway Variables 

For each of the selected roadway sections, the following traffic 
and roadway variables were collected: 

• Section information (identification number, length , pave
ment type, terrain, ditch type, area type, type of development , 
speed limit) 

• Traffic volume (ADT) 
• Horizontal and vertical curvature of the section (expressed 

in terms of percent of section with various degrees of cur
vature or percent grade) 

• Sideslope length and sideslope ratio (2:1 or steeper, 3:1 , 
4:1, 5:1, 6:1, or 7:1 or flatter, which is expressed as the ratio 
of the lateral distance to the vertical drop of the sideslope). 
For each section, sideslope measures were recorded up to 
four points per mile for each side of the road from field 
measurements and/or photolog techniques and expressed as 
minimum sideslope, maximum sideslope, average sideslope, 
20 percent sideslope value, median sideslope value, and 80 
percent sideslope value. 

• Width of lanes and shoulders and shoulder type (paved, 
stabilized, gravel, earth, or grass) 

• Number of bridges, intersections (by type of sign or signal 
control) , overpasses , railroad crossings, driveways (by type
residential, commercial, recreational or industrial) 

• Type of delineation and on-street parking 
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Roadside Obstacle Variables 

Individual Obstacle Data Data were collected for specific 
types of roadside obstacles and also in terms of overall road
side hazard, as described later. For each roadway section, an 
inventory was taken of every point obstacle within 30 feet of 
the road, as measured from the edge line or the outside edge 
of the travel lane. The inventory involved classifying each 
point object into the appropriate category of distance from 
the travel lane: zero to 1 foot, 2 to 3 feet, 4 to 6 feet, 7 to 10 
feet , 11 to 15 feet , 16 to 20 feet, 21 to 25 feet , and 26 to 30 
feet. In addition to point objects, an inventory was also taken 
of 18 different types of continuous objects, such as guardrails 
and bridge rails for each roadway section in terms of their 
length and offset from the roadway (zero to 1 foot , 2 to 3 
feet, etc.). The inventory of point and continuous objects in 
this manner allowed for matching the frequency, length, and 
placement of specific obstacle types for a section with the 
corresponding types of obstacles struck on each section. A 
detailed discussion of the results of the analyses by obstacle 
type is given in the full research report (3). 

Roadside Hazard Ratings While a detailed inventory was 
conducted of roadside obstacles on each section, there was 
also a need to develop one or more measures of roadside 
hazard that would be representative of the overall roadside 
hazards for the section. However, very little such research 
has been performed to characterize roadside condition. 

A roadside hazard scale was developed based on the lit
erature review and the results of a workshop involving thirteen 
highway and roadside safety professionals. At the workshop, 
hundreds of photographs of roadside situations in both rural 
and urban areas from more than fifteen states were organized 
and shown to workshop participants. The participants rated 
situations in each photograph in terms of potential frequency 
and potential severity of accidents and also in terms of overall 
hazard, for a combined frequency and severity scale. A two
dimensional rating scale, involving a three by three matrix, 
with frequency on the horizontal axis and severity on the 
vertical axis, was tested at the workshop. In general , work
shop participants considered the matrix confusing and difficult 
to use. Further, it was concluded that a two dimensional rating 
scale would make analysis of the rating difficult. 

Three ordinal, seven-point scales were later tested individ
ually by workshop participants. One scale was based on fre
quency and one on severity. The third, referred to as a hazard 
scale, considered both frequency and severity. The purpose 
of the tests was to determine whether the hazard scale or the 
separate frequency and severity scales provided the most con
sistent results. The workshop participants were asked to use 
the scales in the following way: 

Hazard Rate each roadside according to accident damage 
likely for errant vehicles on a scale from one (low likelihood 
of off-road collision or overturn) to seven (high likelihood of 
an accident resulting in fatality or severe injury). 

Frequency Rate each roadside according to the frequency 
with which errant vehicles are likely to become involved in 
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off-roadway accidents (that is, collide with fixed objects or 
overturn) on a scale from one (low likelihood of involvement) 
to seven (high likelihood of involvement). 

Severity Rate each roadside according to the likely severity 
of off-roadway accidents on a scale from one (low likelihood 
of fatality or severe injury) to seven (high likelihood of fatality 
or severe injury). 

The thirteen participants were asked to rate 141 photo
graphs of roadsides in rural areas and seventy-eight photo
graphs of roadsides in urban areas (sixty-four without on
street parking, fourteen with on-street parking) based on the 
above instructions. The ratings were collected and descriptive 
statistics were examined to determine which scale(s) produced 
the most consistent ratings. The standard deviations, ranges 
of the ratings, and other data descriptors for each photograph 
were used to measure rating consistency. 

In summary, the hazard scale was the most desirable scale 
fOi rural areas, while the separate frequency and severity 
scales were slightly better suited for urban areas. For statistical 
analysis purposes (including model development) the hazard 
scale was favored over the other two scales, since it provided 
the capability for expressing the roadside condition in one 
independent variable, which could then be included in an 
accident model along with lane width, shoulder width, and 
other roadway features. Therefore, the seven-point hazard 
scale was selected for this study. Pictorial seven-point roadside 
hazard scales were developed separately for rural and urban 
areas. Sample photographs that were included in the final 

ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING OF 1 

ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING OF 5 
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rural hazard rating scale are provided ·in Fig. 1. In general, 
steep sideslopes and/or large obstacles close to the roadway 
correspond to a hazard rating of seven, and clear, level road
sides represent a hazard rating of one. 

For each highway section in this study, roadside hazard 
ratings were recorded each tenth of a mile on each side of 
the road, for a total of twenty measurements per mile. For 
each roadway section, the following roadside hazard rating 
variables were available for analysis: 

1. Type of scale used for roadside rating; for example, did 
the roadside appear more like the rural scale or urban scale 

2. Number of roadside ratings of each rating level (number 
of ratings of one, two, three, four, five, six, and seven) 

3. Median (50th percentile), 20th percentile, and 80th per
centile roadside ratings 

Roadside Recovery Distance In addition to the subjective 
roadside hazard rating, a measure termed roadside recovery 
distance was also developed. This measure was defined as 
follows: The roadside recovery area is a basically flat, unob
structed, and smooth area adjacent to the outside edge of the 
travel lane (edgeline) within which there is reasonable oppor
tunity for safe recovery of an out-of-control vehicle. The width 
of the roadside recovery area is the lateral distance from the 
edgeline to the nearest of the following: 

• A hinge point where the slope first becomes steeper than 
4:1 

ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING OF 3 

ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING OF 7 

FIGURE 1 Sample photographs of roadside hazard scale. 
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• A longitudinal element such as a guardrail, bridge rail, 
or barrier curb 

• An unyielding and therefore hazardous object 
• The ditch line of a non-traversable side ditch (considering 

as an approximation that a ditch is traversable if both fore
slope and backslope are 4:1 or flatter) 

• Other features such as a rough or irregular surface, loose 
rocks, or a watercourse that pose a threat to errant vehicles 

In this study, the roadside recovery distance was measured 
from the edge line (or outside edge of the lane), although it 
could have been measured from the shoulder edge. Measures 
of roadside recovery distance were taken from photolog film 
at 0.1-mile intervals (every 10th frame of film) for each section 
on both sides of the road, for a total of twenty measurements 
per mile. A series of calibrated grid overlays (with lines of 
lateral distances from the edge of the travel lane) was used 
on the photolog film to measure the clear recovery distance 
at the selected frames. Since an observer could view about 
0.1 mile of the road in each frame and measurements were 
taken every 0.1 mile, the measurements of roadside recovery 
distance represented a nearly 100 percent coverage of road
side on both sides of the road. 

For each section, the roadside recovery distance measure
ments were summarized and the following values were com
puted: minimum, average, maximum, and percentile values 
(for example, 20th, 50th, and 80th percentile). Separate vari
ables were also computed which provide the percentage of 
the section with recovery area of s 5 feet, s 10 feet, s 15 
feet, s 20 feet, s 25 feet, s 29 feet, and 2'.: 30 feet. 

Accident Variables 

For each roadway section, the accident information collected 
included the number of years of accident data ( 5 years in most 
cases); total number of accidents on the section; number of 
accidents by severity category (property damage only, A-injury, 
B-injury, C-injury, and fatal); number of people injured (by 
injury level) or killed; number of accidents by light conditions 
and pavement conditions; number of accidents by type (fixed 

· object, rollover, other run-off-road, head-on, opposite-direc
tion sideswipe, same-direction sideswipe, rear end, backing 
or parking, pedestrian or bike or moped, angle or turning, 
train-related, animal-related, other or unknown); and number 
of accidents by type of fixed obstacle struck. 

Site Selection 

A sample of 4,951 miles of two-lane rural roads (1,944 road
way sections) was selected from the following seven states: 
Alabama , Michigan, Montana, North Carolina, Utah, Wash
ington, and West Virginia. Sites were selected using stratified 
random sampling (that is, sites were randomly selected from 
categories having specified values of lane width, shoulder width, 
shoulder type, and ADT) so the resulting data would cover 
the normal range of these important variables. Only two-lane 
rural and urban-suburban sites were selected, and section 
lengths ranged from 1 to 10 miles in rural areas and from 0.5 
to 5 miles in urban areas. Sections were selected that were 
relatively homogeneous throughout the section with regard 
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to basic geometric and operational features. For example, a 
section ended when moderate changes occurred in ADT, the 
lane width changed by one foot or more, the shoulder width 
changed by more than 3 or 4 feet, or a noticeable change 
occurred in the roadside condition. 

Data Sources and Methods 

The data sources for the accident analysis included field data 
collection, photologs, state agency records (maps, ADT list
ings, computerized roadway inventories), police accident rec
ords (either computer accident tapes or computer accident 
summaries), and the Highway Performance Monitoring Sys
tem (HPMS) computer database. Most of the roadway infor
mation was extracted from photologs, including roadside data 
for individual obstacles, roadside hazard ratings, and mea
sures of roadside recovery distance. 

Detailed roadside data and roadway information were 
recorded from stated photologs. The photologs were 35mm 
photographs taken from a moving vehicle in equal distances 
of 100 frames per mile (52.8 feet between frames). Location 
information was given at the bottom of each frame of film 
and typically included route number, milepost, county, direc
tion of travel , and date of filming. Teams of technicians viewed 
frames consecutively for preselected sections and recorded 
information directly onto data forms. The three data forms 
used with the photolog film included those for basic roadway 
data, cross-section data, and detailed roadside obstacle data. 
For data involving lane and shoulder widths and lateral place
ment of roadside obstacles , a calibrated grid was placed over 
the photolog viewing screens for each photolog frame. Data 
were keyed into a computer file, and extensive data checks 
and corrections were performed before the file was analyzed. 

RESULTS 

To identify the traffic and roadway factors most closely related 
to accident experience, numerous statistical procedures were 
used, including Chi-square analysis, analysis of variance and 
covariance, and stepwise regression. Single-vehicle (AS) acci
dents (includes fixed-object, run-off-road rollovers, and other 
run-off-road accidents) were considered to be of primary 
interest. Head-on, opposite-direction sideswipe, and same
direction sideswipe accidents were also found to be related 
to general roadway design . Thus, those three accident types 
plus the run-off-road accident types combined together were 
termed "related" (or AO) accidents for analysis purposes. 
Total accidents (AT) were also used in the modeling. 

MODEL BUILDING 

Statistical tests for association were used to determine the 
traffic and roadway variables most closely related to accidents 
on two-lane rural roads. Such important variables included 
ADT, lane width, width of paved and unpaved shoulder, 
roadside hazard rating, median recovery distance, sideslope 
steepness, terrain, horizontal curvature, number of driveways 
per mile, and number of intersections per mile. 

The development of accident predictive models involved 
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the use of these variables and variable interactions. The road
side recovery distance was redefined for use in the model to 
represent the measurement from the outside of the shoulder 
and not the edgeline as it was previously defined. The reason 
for the redefinition was that shoulder width was also included 
in the model and was, therefore, already accounted for. Many 
logical model forms were examined with the most important 
candidate data variables, as discussed in detail elsewhere (3). 

The final recommended model using roadside hazard as the 
roadside variable was as follows: 

AO/M/Y = 0.0019 (ADT)0 8824(0.8786)W(0.9192)PA 

X (0. 9316)UP(l .2365)H(0.8822)TERl(l .3221) TER2 

where 

AOIMIY = related accidents (single-vehicle, head-on, 
opposite-direction sideswipe, and same-direc
tion sideswipe accidents) per-mile, per-year, 

ADT = average daily traffic, 
W = lane width, 

PA = average paved shoulder width, 
UP = average unpaved (gravel, stabilized, earth, or 

grass) shoulder width, 
H = median roadside hazard rating, 

TERl = 1 if flat terrain, zero otherwise, and 
TER2 = 1 if mountainous terrain, zero otherwise. 

The R2 value for this model was 0.456, which implies that 
45.6 percent of the variation in AO accidents is explained by 
the traffic and roadway variables included in this model. The 
relative contribution of each variable to this explained vari
ation was 70.2 percent by ADT, 8.6 percent by W, l. 7 percent 
by PA, 10.5 percent by UP, 7.2 percent by H, and 1.8 percent 
by TER. The coefficients were reasonable in terms of the 
relative importance of the variables, and the relationships 
were in basic agreement with much of the current literature. 
In fact, the average rates of total and single-vehicle accidents 
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(by ADT and lane width categories) were found to agree 
closely with other prominent state and national research 
studies. 

A similar model was also developed using average roadside 
recovery distance (RECC) in place of roadside hazard rating. 
This model for related (AO) accidents per mile per year is: 

AO/M/Y = .0076 (ADT) 0·8545 (.8867)W (.8927)PA (.9098)UP 

X (0.9715)RECC (.8182YERI (l.2770YER2 

where 

RECC = the average roadside recovery distance as mea-
sured from the outside edge of the shoulder. 

All other terms are as previously defined. The R2 for this 
model was 0.461, and each term individually had a significant 
effect on related accidents. For this model, ADT accounted 
for 69.4 percent of the explained variation, 8.5 percent by W, 
1.7 percent by PA, 10.4 percent by UP, 7.5 percent by RECC, 
and 2.5 percent by TER. Accident rate models (models using 
accidents per 100 million vehicle miles (mvm)) were also tested, 
but were found to be no better than the selected model forms 
in terms of R2 and standard errors. 

The first selected model described above was used to esti
mate accident reductions (accident reduction factors) expected 
due to roadway improvements such as lane widening, shoulder 
widening, and shoulder surfacing. Details of the effects of 
lane width, shoulder width, and shoulder type from this model 
are given elsewhere (3). The reductions in related (AO) acci
dents from roadside improvements were produced based on 
roadside hazard rating (from model 1) and roadside recovery 
distance (from model 2), as shown in tables 1 and 2, 
respectively. 

Table 1 indicates that a reduction in roadside hazard rating 
of one (from seven to six, six to five, five to four, etc.) due 
to a roadside improvement would be expected to reduce the 
number of related (AO) accidents by 19 percent. Similarly, 

TABLE 1 ACCIDENT REDUCTION FACTORS DUE TO 
REDUCING ROADSIDE HAZARD RATING 

Reduction in Roadside Hazard Reduction in Related 
Rating (Number of Levels) Accidents (%) 

1 19 
2 34 
3 47 
4 52 
5 65 

TABLE 2 ACCIDENT REDUCTION FACTORS DUE TO 
INCREASING ROADSIDE CLEAR RECOVERY DISTANCE 

Amount of Increased 
Roadside Recovery Reduction in Related 

Distance (feet) Accidents (%) 

5 13 
8 21 

10 25 
12 29 
15 35 
20 44 
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larger reductions in roadside hazard ratings will result in larger 
reductions. For example, a reduction in roadside hazard of 
five (such as from seven to two) would be expected to reduce 
related accidents by 65 percent. Such a roadside improvement 
would correspond to correcting an extremely dangerous road
side hazard to a nearly flat sideslope with few obstacles and 
would likely be inordinately expensive. 

The roadside hazard scale is an ordinal scale, so an obstacle 
with a hazard rating of four is not necessarily twice as haz
ardous as an obstacle with a rating of two. Thus, it may be 
difficult to understand how a change in hazard rating of seven 
to five would yield a similar accident reduction (34 percent) 
as a change from three to one (both would reduce the hazard 
rating by two levels). This result is due to the nature of the 
accident model and the equivalent effect on accidents for each 
unit of increase in the roadside hazard scale. It should be 
mentioned, however, that the model will predict a higher 
number of accidents with a rating of seven than for a rating 
of three. Thus, a reduction in hazard rating from seven to 
five will indeed result in greater accident benefits than a reduc
tion from three to one. It should also be mentioned that 
although the roadside hazard scale is subjective in nature, 
because it was developed by a panel based on roadside pho
tographs, its association with accidents was found to be good, 
and it is also easy to apply. 

Accident reduction factors were also computed for various 
increases in roadside recovery distance, as shown in table 2. 
An increase in recovery distance (measured from the outside 
edge of the shoulder) of 5 feet would reduce related (AO) 
accidents by 13 percent. Providing 20 feet of additional road
side recovery distance would reduce related accidents by 44 
percent, according to the model. 

One of the issues of importance in applying accident reduc-
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tion factors in table 1 and 2 above is determining what action 
is needed to increase the recovery distance . Examples of such 
treatments may include tree removal , relocating utility poles, 
burying utility lines, flattening sideslopes and removing obsta
cles, providing traversable culverts, and others. Measures to 
reduce the hazard rating may include all of those cited above 
plus others such as installing a guardrail in front of a steep 
slope or rigid objects, or providing breakaway bases to light 
poles and/or signposts. 

Roadside Conditions and Single-Vehicle Accidents 

In addition to modeling accidents, more information was desired 
on actual rates of single-vehicle accidents for various roadside 
and roadway conditions. Single-vehicle accident rates were 
computed for various combinations of lane width, shoulder 
width, and average roadside recovery distance, as shown in 
table 3. Analysis of covariance procedures, with ADT as the 
covariate, were used to adjust the mean single-vehicle acci
dent rates for differing values of ADT across the cells of the 
table. The adjusted mean accident rates decrease as lane width, 
shoulder width, and roadside recovery distance increase. Of 
particular note was the low rate of single-vehicle accidents for 
most cases of 17- to 30-foot roadside recovery distances. 

Unadjusted single-vehicle accident rates for urban areas are 
given in table 4 for various Jane width categories. Drastic 
reductions in single-vehicle accident rates may be observed 
for increases in average roadside recovery distances, partic
ularly beyond 10 feet. These trends are consistent for all three 
lane width groups. Such summary tables agree with the results 
of the accident predictive models in terms of the beneficial 
effects of roadside improvements. 

TABLE 3 MEAN ADJUSTED SINGLE-VEHICLE ACCIDENTS PER 
100 MVM FOR LANE WIDTH, SHOULDER WIDTH, AND 
AVERAGE ROADSIDE RECOVERY DISTANCE USING RURAL 
SECTIONS 

Average Roadside Recovery 
Distance, ft. 

Lane Shoulder 
Width, ft . Width, ft . 0-8 9-16 17-30 

0 - 3 203 183 87 
(130) (47) (20) 

8 - 10 4 - 5 140 119 70 
(95) (BO) (58) 

6 - 13 144 85 43 
(19) (\04) (67) 

0 - 3 146 133 58 
(100) (95) (92) 

11 - 14 4 - 5 122 77 46 
(92) (121) (86) 

6 - 13 96 74 45 
(50) (301) (244) 

) = Number of sample sections given in parenthesis. 

Note: Controlled for ADT. 
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TABLE 4 SINGLE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT RATE (ACC./100 MVM) BY 
LANE WIDTH AND AVERAGE ROADSIDE RECOVERY DISTANCE 
FOR URBAN SECTIONS IN SEVEN STATES 

Lane Average Roadside Recovery Distance (ft) 
Width 
(ft) 0 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 15 16 to 30 

~ 10 105(14) 76( 11) 24(10) 23(5) 

11 130( 4) 100(15) 54(17) 37(7) 

~ 12 135(15) 97 (ls) 74(19) 56( 11) 

) ~ Numbers of sample sections are given in parenthesis. 

Sideslope Effects 

The next analysis was conducted to determine the effect of 
sideslope on the rate of single-vehicle and rollover accidents. 
The analysis of sideslope effects on accident experience was 
based solely on an analysis of 595 rural roadway sections 
(1,776.85 miles) in three states (Alabama, Michigan, and 
Washington) where field measurements ofsideslope were taken. 
The rural sections were not used where only photolog esti
mates of sideslope were available, since an analysis found that 
sideslope estimates from photologs were of insufficient accu
racy. Thus, even though a reduced sample of rural sections 
was used for this analysis, the greater accuracy of the field 
sideslope measurements was considered desirable and the 
sample size was more than adequate for the detailed analysis 
and accident modelling that was carried out. 

The analysis of sideslope effects on accidents consisted of 
fitting loglinear regression models to two different dependent 
variables: single-vehicle accident rate (AS) and rollover acci
dent rate (AR) . The accident rates for AS and AR were in 
terms of accidents per 100 mvm. Single-vehicle accidents include 
three types: fixed object, rollover, and other runoff-road acci
dents (where each accident was counted only once). 

For each of the 595 sample sections, the median (50th per
centile) sideslope measurement was used as the most repre
sentative sideslope, even though sideslopes may vary consid
erably within a given section. Each section was then classified 
into one of the following six sideslope categories: 2: 1 or steeper; 
3:1; 4:1; 5:1; 6:1; or 7:1 or flatter. 

A series of log-linear models were fit to the single-vehicle 
accident rates, starting with simple models containing only 
sideslope (SS) as an independent variable, then including other 
relevant variables, such as lane width (W), shoulder width 
(SW), roadside recovery distance (RECC), ADT, and road
side hazard rating (H) . Sideslope was included in two different 
fuHJJ~; a~ a cuminuuus variaoie wirh vaiues l, 2, 3, etc. (indi
cating slopes of 1:1,2:1, 3:1, etc.) and as a categorical variable 
with six categories (1:1and2:1), (3 :1). (4:1), (5 :1), (6:1), and 
(7:1 or flatter) . In each model, sideslope was found to have 
a statistically significant effect, where segments with steeper 
sideslopes had higher rates of single-vehicle accidents than 
sections with flatter sideslopes. The best predictive models 
for single-vehicle accidents were found to contain the varia
bles lane width, shoulder width, roadside recovery distance 

(as measured from the outside of the shoulder to the nearest 
roadside hazard), ADT, and sides!ope. Roadside recovery 
distance was measured from the outside of the shoulder because 
the shoulder width is already accounted for in the model. An 
examination of the model forms with sideslope as a categorical 
variable showed that sideslopes of 3:1 or greater had signif
icantly higher single-vehicle accident rates than those of 4: 1 
or flatter. Thus, the resulting model for the single-vehicle 
accident rate (AS) using two categories of sideslope was as 
follows: 

AS = 793 .58(1.191)55(0.845)W(O. 914)RECC 

X (0.99994)ADT(0.908)5W 

R2 = .18 

where 

AS = the rate of single-vehicle accidents (in accidents/ 
100 MVM) 

SS = median (50th percentile) sideslope measure, where 
SS = 1 if sideslope is 3: 1 or steeper, or zero 
otherwise 

ADT = average daily traffic (50'to 10,000) 
W = lane width in feet (8 to 13) 

SW = total shoulder width (paved plus unpaved) in feet 
(0 to 12) 

RECC = median (50th percentile) roadside recovery dis
tance from the outside edge of the shoulder to 
the nearest roadside obstacle or hazard (0 to 30 
feet) 

In the model given above, each of the roadway variables 
was signific;mt (including sideslope), in terms of affecting the 
rate of single-vehicle accidents . Since SS in this model takes 
on only values of zero or one , it follows that having a steep 
(such as .5:1 or steeper) slope 1s associated with a 19 percent 
higher rate of single-vehicle accidents than a flatter slope (such 
as 4:1 or flatter). This is because a factor of l.191(1.1911 = 
1.191) would be multiplied by the remaining terms for a steep 
sideslope, compared to a factor of 1.000 (1.1910 = 1) for a 
sideslope of 4: 1 or flatter. 

While the results of this model are based on significant 
effects of sideslope on single-vehicle accident rate, there was 
a need to further refine the model for more sideslnpe cMe-
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gories. This would, for example, allow for determining the 
incremental effects of sideslopes of 2:1 or steeper, 3:1, 4:1, 
5:1, 6:1, and 7:1 or flatter. The best sideslope model of this 
type was as follows: 

AS = 731.16 (0.839)W (0.99995)ADT (0.975)RECC (0.909)SW 

X (l.373)SSJ (1.349)552 (1.238)553 (1.164)554 (1.091)SSS 

where 

SSl 1 if sideslope = 2:1 or steeper, or zero otherwise , 
SS2 1 if sideslope = 3:1, or zero otherwise, 
SS3 1 if sideslope = 4:1, or zero otherwise, 
SS4 1 if sideslope = 5:1, or zero otherwise, 
SSS 1 if sideslope = 6:1, or zero otherwise. 

For a sideslope of 7:1 or flatter, the last five terms of the 
equation would each become 1.0. For a sideslope of 2: 1 or 
1:1, the last four terms of the equation become 1.0 and the 
term (1.373)551 = (1.373) 1 = 1.373, so the remaining terms 
of the equation are multiplied by a factor of 1.373. Likewise , 
for a sideslope of 3:1, the corresponding factor would be 
1.349, and so on. 

This model indicates that the rate of single-vehicle accidents 
decreases steadily for sideslope categories of 3:1, 4:1, ... to 
7:1 or flatter, as illustrated in figure 2. Figure 2 shows a ratio 
of the single-vehicle accident rate for a given sideslope to the 
single-vehicle accident rate for a sideslope of 7:1 or flatter. 
These values are based on the coefficients from the predictive 
model and using the 7:1 or flatter category as. the basis of 
comparison . A review of figure 2 shows, for example, that 
the single-vehicle accident rate is 1.24 times higher on roads 
with a 4: 1 sideslope than on roads with a sideslope of 7: 1 or 
flatter. Note that little difference is found for sideslopes of 
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3:1, compared to those of 2:1 or steeper. This indicates that 
flattening sideslopes from 2: 1 or steeper to 3: 1 would be of 
little, if any, value in reducing single-vehicle accidents . 

Based on the model results for various sideslopes, table 5 
was developed to show likely reductions in single-vehicle acci
dents due to various sideslope flattening projects. Table 5 
indicates that flattening a sideslope of 2:1 on a two-lane rural 
highway would be expected to reduce single-vehicle accidents 
by two percent if flattened to 3:1, 10 percent if flattened to 
4:1, and 27 percent if flattened to 7:1 or flatter. Similarly, 
flattening a 4:1 sideslope to 7:1 or flatter would be expected 
to yield a 19 percent reduction in single-vehicle accidents. 

The R2 value for the above model was 0.19 , which indicates 
that only 19 percent of the variation in the single-vehicle 
accident rate is explained by the variables in the model. While 
this may appear to be less than desirable, it should be remem
bered that high R2 values rarely result from predictive model
ing of accident experience, due to random accident fluctua
tions, imperfect accident reporting systems, effects of driver 
and vehicle factors on accidents, and other reasons. Also, 
accident rates tend to fluctuate widely, particularly on low 
volume roads. 

In spite of the R2 value, the model was found to be desirable 
in terms of reasonableness of the coefficients, significance of 
the model (at the 0.0001 level), inclusion of important vari
ables (each of which had a significant effect on single-vehicle 
accidents), logical relationships between accidents and other 
variables, and reasonable predictive ability compared with 
real-world data. 

Figure 3 shows the single-vehicle accident rate expected for 
six categories of sideslope and for 9-foot to 12-foot lane widths 
based on the predictive model. All curves are for sections 
with an ADT of 1,000, a shoulder width of 4 feet, and a 10-

0 

Note: Values Include adjustments for ADT, 
lane width, shoulder width, and road1ld9 
recovery distance. 

5:1 6:1 7:1 or 

flatter 

SIDESLOPE RATIO 

FIGURE 2 Plot of single-vehicle accident rate for a given sideslope versus single-vehicle accident rate for 
a sideslope of 7: 1 or flatter . 
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TABLE 5 SUMMARY OF EXPECTED PERCENT REDUCTION IN 
SINGLE-VEHICLE ACCIDENTS DUE TO SIDESLOPE FLATTENING 

Sides lope Sideslope Ratio in After Condition 
Ratio 

in Before 
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Roadside Recovery Distance= 10 Feet 
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6:1 

7:1 or Flatter 

FIGURE 3 Illustration of single-vehicle accident rates for various lane widths and sideslopes. 

foot roadside recovery distance beyond the shoulder edge. 
To illustrate the use of figure 3 for a lane width of 11 feet, 
sideslopes of 3:1, 4:1, and 6:1 would yield expected single
vehicle accident rates (accidents/JOO mvm) of 72, 66, and 58, 
respectively. 

The curves in figure 3 can also be used to determine trade
offs between the effects of lane width and sideslope. For 
example, for a roadway section with 1,000 ADT, 4-foot shoul
ders, 10-foot roadside recovery distance, JO-foot lane width, 
and a 4:1 sideslope, the expected single-vehicle accident rate 
is 79 (accidents/JOO mvm). Widening this roadway to 11 feet 
would reduce the single-vehicle accident rate to 73, even if 
the resulting sideslopes were 2:1. Thus, in this example, one 
foot of lane widening at the expense of a steeper sideslope 
shouid not adverseiy affect foe rate of single-vehicle accidents 

(although the overall accident severity may possibly be affected 
if, for example, more rollover accidents occur as a result of 
steepened sideslopes). While other types of comparisons can 
also be made using figure 3, the use of the predictive equation 
would allow for comparing the effects of sideslope changes 
on the single-vehicle accident rate versus lane and shoulder 
widening and roadside improvements. 

Similar types of log-linear models were fitted using the 
rollover accident rate (AR) as the dependent variable. The 
best model for the rollover accident rate was 

AR = 192.99 (l.319)S5(0.849)W(0.983)RECC 

X (0.99984)ADT(Q.958)SW 

R2 .25 
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where 

AR = rollover accidents per 100 million vehicle miles 
SS = 1 if sideslope is 4: 1 or steeper, or zero otherwise; 

all other terms are as previously defined. 

This model has only two categories of sideslope, since no 
consistent trends were found in rollover rate for more defined 
sideslope groups. Note that in this model , a 4:1 sideslope was 
included with the steep (3:1 and 2:1 or steeper) group. This 
could indicate that sideslopes of 5: 1 are more desirable than 
4:1 slopes in preventing rollover accidents . Another expla
nation is that some vehicle types, such as mini-cars, are having 
a rollover accident problem on 4:1 sideslopes as well as on 
3:1 and 2:1 slopes, which could partly account for the rela
tively high rollover accident rate for 4:1 sideslopes. 

It should also be remembered that for each of the sample 
sections , the value of the sideslope used in the modeling was 
the 50th percentile (median value) of all of the field mea
surements for that section. A section labelled as having a 4:1 
sideslope might actually consist of a range of sideslopes with 
4: 1 as the median value. Thus , in the database , each section 
labelled as 4:1 could have as much as 49 percent of the mea
surements steeper than 4: 1 and the rest 4: 1 or flatter. It is, 
therefore , quite possible that the 4:1 sideslope sections have 
rollover accident rates similar to the 3:1 and steeper category 
because these sections consist of a substantial portion of 3:1 
and 2:1 sideslopes. 

Rollover accidents represent only 23 percent of single-vehi
cle accidents (and only 8 percent of total accidents) in the 
database, so the relatively small samples of rollover accidents 
could have resulted in less reliable models than the models 
using single-vehicle accident rate. Also , the actual density of 
roadside fixed objects (such as trees) is generally greater on 
sections with steeper slopes than on sections with flat slopes. 
Thus, if a vehicle runs off the road onto the sideslope, it may 
hit an obstacle before having a chance to roll. Because of 
such considerations, it was believed that the rate of single
vehicle accidents was a better indication of sideslope effects 
than the rfite of rollover accidents. 

The single-vehicle accident model discussed earlier (and 
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corresponding accident reductions) for various sideslopes pro
vides perhaps the most reliable results currently available of 
sideslope effects on accidents. However, there remains con
siderable uncertainty relative to the precise rollover potential 
of various sideslopes (in conjunction with ditch types, 
height of fill, shoulder dropoff, etc.) for different vehicle 
characteristics. 

Roadside Obstacle Types and Accidents 

Another analysis involved determining the types of roadside 
obstacles that are most commonly struck on roads with various 
traffic volume conditions. The frequency of six types of fixed
object accidents for different ADT categories is summarized 
in table 6, based on data from six of the states in the current 
database. Utah accident data were not included because very 
few obstacle types were recorded in that state's accident file. 
Obstacle types other than trees, signs, utility poles, mailboxes, 
bridge ends, and guardrails were defined or recorded differ
ently in different states , making tabulation of those types 
impossible. 

Overall, the most frequently struck obstacles listed on table 
6 were trees (14.8 percent) and utility poles (14.1 percent) . 
This finding agrees with Jones and Baum (10) who cited these 
two obstacle types as among the most frequently struck fixed 
objects. Guardrail (9.6 percent) , signs (6.5 percent), mail
boxes (4.7 percent), and bridge ends (1.1 percent) were hit 
less frequently. The "other obstacle" category in table 6 includes 
all other obstacle types (including earth embankments) in 
addition to obstacles that were not specifically coded by the 
police officers . 

For roads with ADTs of 4,000 or Jess , trees are the single 
most common type of obstacle struck. This may simply be 
the result of the fact that trees are generally the most common 
type of obstacle along low-volume rural roads. For roads with 
ADTs over 4,000, utility poles are the single most frequent 
type of fixed object struck, which is logical in view of the fact 
that higher volume roads are generally in the urban and sub
urban areas where utility poles are frequently placed near the 
roadway. Guardrail accidents accounted for less than seven 

TABLE 6 FIXED-OBJECT ACCIDENTS BY ADT GROUP AND TYPE OF OBSTACLE STRUCK ON URBAN AND RURAL 
HIGHWAYS 

Number of Accidents (Percent of accidents by ADT class) 

Utility Mail Bridge Guard Other Total 
ADT Group Trees Signs Poles Boxes Ends Rail Obstacles FO Aces. 

50-400 31(24.0) 6( 4. 7) 2( 1. 6) 2(1.6) 1(0.8) 5(3.9) 82(63.6) 129(100.0) 

401-750 92(23.7) 20(5 . 2) 24(6.2) 10(2.6) 5( 1. 3) 20(5.2) 217(55.9) 388(100.0) 

751-1,000 107(22.4) 9(1 . 9) 26(5.4) 6(1.3) 2(0.4) 33(6.9) 295(61. 7) 478(100.0) 

1,001-2,000 278(15. 8) 95(5.4) 118(6.7) 46(2.6) 33(1.9) 192(10.9) 997(56. 7) 1, 759(100.0) 

2,001 - 4,000 467(15.8) 200(6.8) 319(10.8) 144(4.9) 29(1.0) 319(10.8) 1,475(49.9) 2,953(100.0) 

4,001-7,500 483(13. 8) 235(6 . 7) 611(17 .5) 198(5. 7) 31(0.9) 323(9.3) 1,609(46.1) 3,490(100.0) 

> 7,500 275(10.9) 198(7 . 9) 556(22.1) 145(5.8) 31( 1. 2) 239(9.5) 1,070(42.6) 2,514(100.0) 

Total 1, 733(14.8) 763(6.5) 1,656(14.1) 551(4. 7) 132(1.1) 1,131(9.6) 5,745(49.1) 11, 711(100.0) 

Note: The data base includes 1,741 urban and rural sections in six states (excludes Utah). 
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percent of all fixed-object accidents on roads with ADTs of 
1,000 or less, but they account for 9.3 to 10.9 percent of fixed
object hits for roads with ADTs of 1,001 or greater. The values 
in table 6 represent only the frequency of accidents and do 
not account for the placement or frequency (exposure) of 
these roadside objects. 

It was impossible to determine the relative severity of acci
dent types from the seven-state database, since data were 
aggregated by sections. However, accident data from the states 
of Michigan, Utah, and Washington were available for this 
analysis. These data include the rural two-lane roads, urban 
two-lane roads , and/or multi-lane roads. Nonetheless, the 
analysis afforded a reasonable look at the relative severity of 
different fixed-object (FO) accident types. 

The severity of run-off-road fixed-object accidents relative 
to other common accident types was investigated, and the 
results are summarized in· table 7. The percentage of FO 
accidents resulting in injury were 35, 36, and 44 for Michigan, 
Utah, and Washington, respectively. These percentages were 
lower than the percentages for rollover, head-on, and pedes
trian/bicycle accidents; higher than the percentages for sides-
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wipe opposite direction and ·sideswipe same direction ; and 
about the same as the percentages for rear-end and angle 
accidents. The percentages of FO accidents resulting in a 
fatality were 0.8, 2.0, and 1.5 for Michigan, Utah, and Wash
ington, respectively . These percentages again ranked FO acci
dents in the middle of the eight accident types shown in table 
7. In terms of absolute numbers of injury accidents, however, 
FO accidents were the most frequent of the eight accident 
types in Michigan, the second most frequent in Washington, 
and the fourth most frequent in Utah. FO accidents were also 
the accident type most frequently associated with fatalities in 
Michigan and in Washington (fifth in Utah) . In summary, FO 
accidents are both frequent and severe compared to other 
accident types . 

The relative severity of the different types of fixed-object 
accidents is summarized by state in table 8. Fixed-object acci
dents which resulted in injuries generally ranged from 24 to 
64 percent, depending on the type of object struck. Fatalities 
generally ranged from 0.2 to 6.1 percent. Among the objects 
associated with the highest percentage of injury and fatality 
were trees, culverts, bridges (bridge columns and bridge ends), 

TABLE 7 SEVERITY OF COMMON ACCIDENT TYPES IN SEVERAL 
DATABASES 

Percent of accidents within type resulting 
in injury or fatality 

Accident Accident State 
Type Severity 

Michigan Utah Washington 
Run-off-road 
fixed object Injury 3S (10137) 36 (827) 44 (1S902) 

Fatal 0.8 (228) 2.0 (46) l.S (S32) 

Run-off-road 
rollover Injury SS (6S87) SS (1076) S6 (6488) 

Fatal 1.1 (73) 3.2 (63) 2.1 (24S) 

Head on Injury 41 (1922) so (237) 60 (803) 
Fatal 2.7 (127) 11.9 (S6) 20.4 (272) 

Sideswipe 
Opposite dir. Injury 21 (27) 30 (162) 41 (1118)· 

Fatal 2.4 (3) 1. 9 (10) 2.0 (S4) 

Sideswipe 
Same dir. Injury 13 (42) 11 (87) 20 (2012) 

Fatal 1.6 (S) 0.2 (2) 0.2 (20) 

Rear end Injury 27 (2228) 33 (2320) 43 (21239) 
Fatal 0 . 3 (27) 0.2 (11) 0.2 (96) 

Pedestrian or 
bicyc le Injury 86 (1769) 84 (6S4) 90 (2007) 

Fatal 7 . 0 (144) 7.8 (61) 9.8 (218) 

Angle Injury 46 (314S) 31 (2768) 37 (13272) 
Fatal 1.1 (78) 0.1 (SS) o.s (174) 

Note: The Michigan data base consisted of all reported accidents on rural 
roads in 1983. The Utah data base consisted of accidents reported 
from mid-1980 to mid-198S on routes which had portions chosen as 
sections for the seven-state data base (and thus, included limited 
amounts of urban and multi-lane road accidents). The Washington 
data base consisted of all accidents reported in the State from 
1980 thro~gh 1984. 

) = The total nu.~bers of 2ccidents of the given type ~ro in 
parenthesis. 
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TABLE 8 SEVERITY OF COMMON RUN-OFF-ROAD FIXED-OBJECT 
ACCIDENT TYPES IN SEVERAL DATA BASES 

Percent of total accidents resulting 
injury or fatality 

Accident Accident Data Base 
Type Severity 

in 

Michigan Utah Washington 
Utility/Light 

Pole Injury 4S ( 338S) 39 (163) 47 (2282) 
Fatal 0.8 (S8) 1. 2 (S) 1.6 (7S) 

Guardrail Injury 3S (1392) 42 (130) 41 (3403) 
Fatal 0.7 (28) 4.2 (13) 1. 7 (144) 

Sign Injury 2S (1397) 24 (74) 40 (700) 
Fatal 0.4 (22) 1.3 (4) 1.4 (2S) 

Fence Injury 28 (8Sl) 3S (139) 40 (S94) 
Fatal 0.2 (7) 1. 0 (4) 1. 7 (26) 

Tree Injury 47 (4419) S3 (984) 
Fatal 1. 8 (171) 3 .4 (64) 

Culvert Injury 49 (2SO) 64 (277) 
Fatal 3.3 (17) 2.1 (9) 

Bridge Rail Injury 41 (178) 41 (1060) 
Fatal 0.7 (3) 1. 6 (42) 

Bridge Column Injury S4 (S3) 
Fatal 6.1 (6) 

Bridge End Injury S3 (72) 
Fatal S.2 (7) 

Barrier Wall Injury 41 (908) 
Fatal o.s (10) 

Earth Embank- Injury S3 (1793) 
ment Fatal 1.6 (SS) 

Rock Injury 49 (891) 
Fatal 1.1 (21) 

Mailbox Injury 40 (132) 
Fatal 0.0 (0) 

Fire Hydrant Injury 30 (44) 
Fatal 0.7 (1) 

Note: The Mi chigan data base consisted of all repor t ed accidents on rural 
roads in 1983. The Utah data base consisted of accidents reported 
from m.id-1980 to mid-1 98S on r out es which had portions chosen as 
sections for the seven-state data base (and thus, included l i mited 
amounts of urban and multi-lane road accidents). The Washington 
data base consisted of all accidents reported in the !!Tate from 
1980 through 1984. 

( ) ~ The total numbers of accidents of the given type are in 
parenthesis. 
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rocks, utility poles , and earth embankments. Objects asso
ciated with the lowest percentages of injury and fatality were 
signs, mailboxes, fire hydrants , barrier walls, and fences . Trees, 
utility and light poles, guardrails, and earth embankments are 
the objects involved in the most FO injury and fatal accidents . 

traffic, accident, roadway, and roadside data were collected 
on 4,951 miles of two-lane rural roads in seven states. Statis
tical analyses and log-linear modeling were used to determine 
the effects of various roadside and roadway features on single
vehicle and other related accident types . Roadside measures 
used in the analysis included a roadside hazard scale (a seven
point pictorial scale), the roadside recovery distance (clear 
zone distance), and field measurements of roadside side slope. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of 
various roadside features on accident experience. Detailed 

A reduction of one rating value on the seven-point roadside 
hazard scale (such as a five hazard rating to a four rating) due 
to a roadside improvement is estimated to result in a 19 per
cent reduction in related (AO) accidents . A 34 percent reduc-
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tion in related accidents may be expected for a two-point 
reduction in hazard rating, a 47 percent reduction for a three
point decrease in roadside hazard rating, and a 52 percent 
accident reduction for a four-point decrease in hazard rating. 
Similar effects on accidents were found using a different pre
dictive model when roadside recovery distance was increased. 
Reductions in related accidents were found to be 13 percent, 
25 percent, 35 percent, and 44 percent, when the roadside 
recovery distance (as measured from the outside edge of 
shoulder to the nearest roadside obstacles or hazards) was 
increased on a section by an additional five feet, 10 feet, 15 
feet, and 20 feet, respectively. These results were based on 
log-linear models that controlled for the effects of lane width, 
width of paved and unpaved shoulders, traffic volume, and 
terrain. 

The effects of sideslope on accident experience were deter
mined using a sample of 595 rural roadway sections (1,776 
miles) in Alabama, Michigan, and Washington where field 
sideslope measurements were taken. Based on log-linear 
modeling that controlled for the effects of ADT, lane width, 
shoulder width, and roadside recovery distance, increased 
rates of single-vehicle accidents and rollover accidents were 
found for steeper sideslopes. The rate of single-vehicle acci
dents decreased steadily for sideslopes of 3:1to7:1 or flatter. 
However, only a slight reduction (2 percent) in single-vehicle 
accidents was found for a 3: 1 sideslope compared to a side
slope of 2: 1 or steeper. Expected reductions in single-vehicle 
accidents due to sideslope flattening ranged from 2 to 27 
percent, depending on the sideslope in the before and after 
condition. For example, flattening sideslopes of 2: 1 or steeper 
to 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, 6:1, or 7:1 or flatter would be expected to 
result in reductions in single-vehicle accidents of two percent, 
10 percent, 15 percent, 21 percent, and 27 percent, respec
tively. Improvements to existing 3:1 sideslopes would reduce 
single-vehicle accidents by 8 percent, 19 percent, and 26 per
cent due to flattening them to 4:1, 6:1, and 7:1 or flatter, 
respectively. 

Overall, trees and utility poles are the roadside fixed obsta
cles most often struck, while guardrails, signs, mailboxes, and 
bridge ends are less frequently struck. On roads with traffic 
volumes of 4,000 vehicles per day or less, trees are the obsta
cles most often struck, while utility poles are the obstacles 
most frequently struck on roadways with higher volumes. 
Roadside objects associated with the highest percentages of 
severe (injury plus fatal) accidents include culverts, trees, 
utility and light poles, bridges, rocks, and earth embank
ments, while signs, mailboxes, fire hydrants, barrier walls and 
fences were associated with lower percentages of severe 
accidents. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of this study clearly show the importance of road
side conditions on accidents for two-lane roads, and the safety 
effects of improving roadside conditions were quantified. It 
is recommended that highway agency officials use this infor
mation to determine where roadside improvements are jus
tified. For example, on future 3R projects and highway recon
struction projects, the benefits of various roadside 
in1proveinents should be determined using the information 
described in this paper. By estimating the costs for such road-
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side improvements such as sideslope flattening, remm;ing trees, 
and relocating utility poles, the cost effectiveness may be 
determined. 

Agencies could also consider the safety impacts of various 
roadside conditions when designing new highway segments, 
in order to minimize roadside hazards. Highway agencies should 
also be sensitive to highway sections where roadside improve
ments are feasible. In addition, when locations are identified 
which have an unusually high incidence of single-vehicle acci
dents, the accident reduction factors contained in this paper 
may be useful for computing expected accident benefits from 
roadside improvements and thus for weighing various project 
alternatives . 
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Intersection Channelization Guidelines for 
Longer and Wider Trucks 

DANIEL B. FAMBRO, ]OHN M. MASON, JR., AND NANCY STRAUB CLINE 

Turning characteristics of large trucks, such as offtracking 
(the difference in paths of the front-most and rear-most inside 
wheels of a vehicle as it negotiates a turn) and swept-path width 
(the amount of offtracking plus the width of the truck), require 
special consideration in the design of at-grade intersections. 
Five large truck combinations, representative of the longer and 
wider trucks permitted by the Surface Transportation Assist
ance Act of 1982, were selected and their paths computer
simulated traversing different turning radii at several angles 
of turn. The findings were tabulated as guidelines for inter
section channelization designed to accommodate these longer 
and wider trucks. The results include several specific truck 
turning templates; tables containing cross-street width occu
pied and swept-path width for various combinations of design 
vehicle, curb radii, and degree of turn; and recommended 
guidelines that illustrate conditions where channelization is 
feasible when designing for larger trucks. These guidelines 
include the minimum required curb radii to eliminate 
encroachment into either opposing or adjacent traffic lanes on 
the cross-street, the minimum required width of turning road
way, and the approximate size of the space available for chan
nelizing islands. 

The introduction of larger and heavier trucks into the traffic 
stream by recent federal and state legislation has prompted 
research by the Texas State Department of Highways and 
Public Transportation (SDHPT) on how to accommodate these 
vehicles on their highway system. Consequently, the Texas 
Transportation Institute (TTI) and the Center for Transpor
tation Research (CTR) studied the impact of these larger 
vehicles on geometric design, traffic operations, and highway 
safety. The first objective of this study, an annotated bibli
ography summarizing research concerning operational char
acteristics and geometric design implications of longer and 
wider trucks, has been completed and published as TTI 
Research Report 397-1 (1). Another objective, involving the 
development of channelization guidelines to accommodate 
longer and wider trucks at at-grade intersections, is the subject 
of this paper. Related research results are documented in 
other reports (2-4). 

Turning characteristics of large trucks, such as offtracking 
and sweptpath width, require special consideration when 
designing at-grade intersections. If the curb radius is large 
enough for trucks to make right turns without encroaching 
on adjacent lanes, the paved area at the intersection can become 

D. B. Fambro, Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M Uni
versity, College Station, Tex. 77843. J.M. Mason, Jr., Depart
ment of Civil Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University, 
212 Sackett Building, University Park, Pa. 16802. N. S. Cline, 
City of Dallas, 320 East Jefferson, Dallas, Tex. 75203. 

so large that through drivers may not understand where to 
position their vehicles. In such instances, it becomes necessary 
to construct a channelizing island to properly control traffic. 
If the curb radius is so small that trucks cannot make right 
turns without encroaching on adjacent lanes, the truck either 
encroaches and interferes with adjacent traffic, or its rear 
wheels run over and possibly damage the curb and/or shoul
der. In addition, the front overhand of the truck may strike 
traffic control devices located near the outside of its turning 
path, or the right rear trailer tire may strike devices located 
near the inside of its turning path when offtracking. Turning 
characteristics of large trucks in a left-tum maneuver must 
also be considered in the design process; this paper, however, 
presents the findings of an investigation regarding only right
turn maneuvers. 

The objective of the study was to establish a set of guidelines 
for channelization that would accommodate selective longer 
and wider trucks at at-grade intersections. To accomplish this 
objective, the following tasks were performed: 

• Reviewed literature concerning truck turning character
istics and intersection channelization; 

• Determined truck turning characteristics for various com
binations of large design vehicle and intersection geometry; 
and 

• Developed guidelines for design, operation, and chan
nelization of at-grade intersections to accommodate these larger 
vehicles. 

TRUCK TURNING CHARACTERISTICS 

Because of a truck's long wheelbase, its rear wheels do not 
follow the same path as its front wheels when making a turn. 
The differences in these paths is defined by the terms off
tracking and swept path. Offtracking is generally defined as 
the difference in paths of the front-most inside wheel and 
rear-most inside wheel of a vehicle as it negotiates a turn (5). 
The distance may also be measured between the tracking of 
the front and rear outside wheels, or the center of the front 
and rear axles, but its value will be the same. Offtracking is 
known to vary directly with the wheelbase of a unit and inversely 
with the radius of turn. Its magnitude "is affected in combi
nation by the number and location of articulation points, by 
the length of the arc and the type of curve, and by the speed 
and turnability of the wheels" (6, p. 73). 

Swept-path width may be defined as the amount of off
tracking plus the width of the truck. It can also be defined as 
the difference in paths of the front-most outside wheel and 
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FIGURE 1 Swept-path width and offiracking of a truck negotiating a 90-degree turn. 

1 the rear-mo ·t inside wheel of the vehicle a · it negotiates low
!speed Lurns. At higher speeds, negative offtracking may occu.r; 
'that is , the rear-mo t wheel may actuaJly travel utside the 
path of the front-most wheels because of side slippage. In this 
case, swept path would be defined as the difference in paths 
of the front-most inside wheel and rearmost outside wheel of 
the vehicle as it negotiates the turn. With the exception of 
n~gative offtracking, these terms are illustrated in figure 1 
(7). 

FUJI-Scale Tests and Formulas 

Full-scale tests done on test-track curves of known radius were 
on11;: of the first methods used to determine offtracking. The 
tests were extremely accurate because they involved profes
sional drivers and an actual vehicle traversing a measured 
turri. The e te ts, however, were based on the assumption 
tha't other drivers could repeat this optimum performance in 
the; real world . Also, this method of testing was expensive 
ancj the number of truck-turn combinations that would have 
to ,'be tested made it necessary to develop less expensive, yet 
e9.ually reliable methods. 

I . 
S!;:ale Modelmg 

I 

~cale modeling was found to be more efficient than working 
'1"vith the actual vehicles. The Tractix Integrator, an instrument 
1 
i 
i 

·, 

; 

I 

used to simulate actual vehicle offtracking characteristics, has 
been used to develop turning templates for a number of dif
ferent design vehicles (5). The Tractix Integrator provides an 
immediate plot of the truck path and is especially well-suited 
for many roadway design situations. Its use, however, is rel
atively slow and tedious, and special points of interest must 
be manually added to the centerline paths. 

Computer Models 

The first computer model that simulated vehicle offtracking 
was developed by the University of Michigan Transportation 
Research Center (UMTRI). This modeling package was quite 
an advancement in working with vehicle offtracking when 
compared to the previously described methods for studying 
turning characteristics. The program was developed for a 
microcomputer environment and designed to be user-friendly. 
The program output was a scaled plot of the paths followed 
by the vehicle tires in a format that could be overlaid on 
drawings of intersections or other situations involving restric
tive geometry. 

The Truck Offtracking Model (TOM), developed by the 
California Department of Transportation (Caltran ), is most 
frequently used for trucks, although it also simulates the off
tracking characteristics of any vehicle combination when mak
ing a turn (8). TOM evolved from the Apple II personal 
computer offtracking model developed by UMTRI, and the 
simulation portion of the Apple program was adopted by 
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Caltrans' Division of Transportation Planning and placed on 
the state's IBM mainframe computer. TOM was not as user
friendly as the Apple version, but its plotting capacity was 
much greater, resulting in plots of larger scale and higher 
quality. 

INTERSECTION CHANNELIZATION 

At-grade intersection channelization is defined as the sepa
ration or regulation of conflicting traffic movements into def
inite paths of travel by the use of pavement markings, raised 
islands , or other suitable means to facilitate the safe and orderly 
movements of both vehicles and pedestrians (9). Proper chan
nelization increases capacity, improves safety, provides max
imum convenience, and instills driver confidence. Improper 
and/or over-channelization often have the opposite effect and 
should be avoided because of the confusion they can cause 
(10) . Currently, there are no guidelines for intersection chan
nelization when larger trucks are the design vehicles. The 
following literature review highlights several references that 
address channelization at at-grade intersections. 

The Highway Research Board (HRB) sponsored two pub
lications on intersection channelization containing examples 
and critical analyses so that highway and traffic engineers 
might benefit from a review of other works. Special Report 
5 (JO) provided fifty-nine examples of channelized intersec
tions as of 1952. A revision by the same title was published 
in 1962 as Special Report 74 (11) and provided more examples 
of channelization to illustrate design practice as of that date. 
This report also defined the special objectives of intersection 
channelization, which are to assure orderly movement, increase 
capacity, improve safety, and provide maximum convenience. 

The most recent publication dealing with channelization is 
a 1986 version of Special Report 74 (12), which includes illus
trative examples of channelization designs and more detailed 
guidelines than were provided in the earlier reports. In addi
tion , the report covers channelization of both new and recon
structed intersections in urban and rural environments. Its 
contents include typical intersection types such as four-way, 
Y, T , oblique, and multi-leg intersections, as well as freeway 
ramp intersections with surface streets. 

The American Association of State Highway and Trans
portation Official' (AASHTO' ) Policy on the Geometric 
Design of Highway and Sln:~ls-1984 ('Green Doak') con
tain · di cus ion of both of~racking and channelization . The 
book specifie that larger semitrailer combinations should be 
used as design vehicles where truck combinations approxi
mating this size will turn repeatedly. Such designs, particularly 
when used in two or more quadrants of an at-grade intersec
tion, produce large paved areas that may be difficult to con
trol. It is usually desirable to channelize such intersections, 
requiring larger radii (7). 

DESIGN VEHICLES 

The design vehicles selected for this study were two singles, 
two doubles, and one triple. They are typical of the larger 
vehicles currently being operated on the nation's highways. 
One of the vehicles, the WB-50, was the same as one of thP. 
design vehicle configurations defined in the "Green Book" 
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(7) and was used to check the study results for accuracy and 
consistency. The tractor used in each combination had a 16-
foot wheelbase with the cab placed behind the engine. This 
particular tractor was selected because of its longer wheel
base , typical of cab-behind-engine tractors . The five design 
vehicles are described below, and their dimensions are shown 
in table 1. 

Singles 

The first design vehicle, the WB-50, represents the design 
vehicle with the worst turning characteristics of those con
tained in the "Green Book." As of 1984, the WB-50 was 
nearly all-inclusive of the tractor-semitrailer combinations in 
use. The tractor and trailer in the WB-50 have wheelbases of 
16 and 34 feet respectively, with an overall combination length 
of 50 feet from the front-most axle to the rear-most axle. The 
WB-55 , a larger single, was the second design vehicle selected 
for the study. Its tractor has a 16-ft wheelbase, and its 48-ft 
trailer has a 38.5-ft effective wheelbase , for an overall wheel
base of 56 feet from the front-most to rear-most axles . The 
WB-55 represents the longest single trailer vehicle allowed 
by the Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) of 1982. 

Doubles 

The third design vehicle was the WB-70 with a 16-ft tractor, 
two 28-ft trailers, and an overall wheelbase spacing of 70 feet. 
It is sometimes referred to as the "western double" and is 
slightly larger than the WB-60 design vehicle used in the "Green 
Book." The fourth design vehicle, the WB-105, is frequently! 
referred to as the "turnpike double" and represents, in some ~ 
western states, the maximum allowable trailer lengths for'.' 
combination vehicles. It consists of a 16-ft tractor towing twc 
48-ft trailers, for an overall length of 105 feet. The WB-lO:i 
is the most critical of the five design vehicles because, as is 
discussed later, it has the worst turning characteristics of the 
vehicles studied. 

Triple 

The fifth design vehicle , the WB-100, was a tractor-trailer 
combination with three 28-ft trailers behind a 16-ft tractor, 
resulting in an overall length from front-most axle to re:ar
most axle of 100 feet. Because of these relatively short wheel
bases, the WB-100 can turn much sharper radii than the \VB-
105 without encroaching; because of its numerous articulation 
points, however, its swept path is much greater. 

INTERSECTION GEOMETRICS 

In addition to the design vehicle , the other parameters inve s
tigated in this study were curb return radius and degree cJf 
turn. The values for curb return were as specified in table ILI-
19 in the "Green Book." A radius of 25 feet was included f n 
addition to the values in the table of 50, 75, 100, 150, and 
200 feet. These radii were drawn to a scale of 1 inch equals 
20 feet on sheets of clear mylar so that turning paths of tht· ~ 
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TABLE 1 DESIGN VEHICLE DIMENSIONS 

Dimensions (ft) 

-
Overal 1 Overhang 

Design Vehicle Type Symbol Ht. Width Leny th Front RPar W8 1 WBz s T WB 3 s T WB4 
--

Combination Trucks: 

Semitrailer WB-50 13.5 8.5 55 3 2 Hi 34.0 

Large Semitrailer WB-55 13.5 8.5 60 3 2 16 39.1 

Semitrailer-trailer WB-70 13.5 8.5 75 3 2 16 20 2. 5 7.5 23.0 

Large Semitrailer-trailer WB-105 13.5 8.5 110 3 2 16 37.3 6.7 6.3 37.8 

Semitrailer-trailer-trailer WB-100 13.5 8. 5 105 3 2 16 21.9 3.0 6.2 22.3 3.0 6.2 22.3 

WB1, WB2, WB3, WB4 are effective vehicle wheelbases. 
S 1s the distance from the rear effective axle to the hitch point. 
T is the distance from the hitch point to the lead effective axle of the following unit. 

I I 
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design vehicle could be superimposed on an intersection 
layout. 

A 2-ft clearance was desirable between the curb radius and 
the vehicle travel path. Therefore, the actual radii were drawn 
at 27, 52, 77, 102, 152, and 202 feet, respectively. Another 
result of the 2-foot clearance was that the lane lines (normally 
12 feet) were drawn at 10 feet to show the effective lane width. 
Sets of the various radii were drawn for turning angles of 60, 
75, 90, 105, and 120 degrees, as they were considered to be 
representative of typical intersection geometry. In addition 
to the typical angles of turn, a 180-degree turn was simulated 
for completeness and to define the minimum possible turning 
radius for each design vehicle. 

SIMULATION MODEL 

The California Truck Offtracking Model (TOM) (13) origi
nally written for an IBM mainframe computer, was modified 
to run on a VAX 11/750 computer. A brief discussion of 
required input and resulting output follows. 

Inputs 

There are five input cards or lines of data that supply the 
necessary information to the offtracking program. The critical 
path geometry, described below, is input on card 1. The data 
on card 2 is the vehicle configuration, that is, the number of 

BEGIN 
CURVE 

END CURVE 
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units and axle spacing. The simulation parameters, initial 
x- and y-coordinates and distance increments for simulation 
calculations, are input on card 3. Card 4 includes all the plot
ting data necessary to specify the number of paths and addi
tional reference points to be plotted and to define the area 
in which the paths are to be plotted. The title information is 
given on card 5. 

The critical path geometry in the computer input data stream 
is the radius of curvature for the turning vehicle and the angle 
of turn. Computer runs were made for each design vehicle 
making turns of 60, 75, 90, 105, and 120 degrees. These turns 
were made at the minimum radius possible (to within 5 feet) 
and increased at intervals of 10 to 15 feet depending on the 
minimum turning radius of the design vehicle. The minimum 
radius was determined by the method described by AASHTO 
in 1965 (14), which states that "the minimum turning radii 
for the design vehicles (WB-40 and WB-50) was largely deter
mined by the paths of the inner rear wheels." The turning 
path chosen was one that would result in a minimum radius 
of the inner rear wheel track of approximately 19 feet when 
negotiating turns of 90 to 180 degrees. 

Outputs 

The outputs of TOM were printouts detailing the input values, 
a table listing offtracking at the beginning of curve (BC), end 
of curve (EC), the point of maximum offtracking (MOT), and 

PATH OF INSIDE TRAILER TIRE 

CENTER LINE OF REAR TRAILER AXLE 

CENTER LINE OF REAR TRACTOR AXLE 

CENTER LINE or FRONT TRACTOR AXLE 

.PATH OF OUTSIDE TRACTOR TIRE 

FIGURE 2 Example plot from truck offtracking model (WB-55, 75-degree turn, 50-foot radius). 
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the plot of the vehicle turning path (see figure 2) . It was 
necessary to modify the plot routine to work with the HP 
plotter connected to the VAX 111750 computer used in this 
study. For convenience as well as comparative purposes, plots 
were made at a cale of 1 inch equals 20 feet. 

The output of the Truck Offtracking Model was verified 
by preparing a turning template for a vehicle configuration 
that closely matched that of the WB-50 design vehicle shown 
in the Leisch turning templates (15). A second template was 
made and compared to a vehicle modeled using the Tractix 
Integrator (16) . Both templates drawn by the model closely 
matched the Leisch and Tractix Integrator templates. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The optimum turning radius for each curb return was defined 
as the smallest turning radius that the design vehicle could 
negotiate without running over the inside curb, while at the 
same time minimizing cross street encroachment; that is, the 
design vehicle's minimum turning radius until the curb return 
became large enough to allow the vehicle to turn on a longer 
radius. For each vehicle-geometric combination, the following 
design parameter · were determined: 
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Cross Street Width Occupied 

The cross street width occupied was defined as the amount 
of encroachment plus a 12-ft lane width (see figure 3). 
Encroachment was defined as the distance that the vehicle 
trespassed beyond the 12-ft lane stripe in order to complete 
its turn. It was assumed that the vehicle positioned itself to 
the far left of the right-most lane on the approach street and 
only swung wide when on the cross-street; in other words, 
the vehicle remained within the 12-ft lane lines when 
approaching the turn. 

Swept-Path Width 

Swept-path width was defined earlier as the difference in paths 
of the front-most outside wheel and rear-most inside wheel 
of a vehicle as it negotiated a turn (see figure 3). Swept-path 
width could also be defined as the offtracking plus the width 
of the vehicle, and it is important in determining the minimum 
width of turning roadways. The maximum swept-path widths 
measured from the plots generally agreed with the offtracking 
values from the computer printouts . 
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FIGURE 3 Cross street, swept path, and turning roadway width for a truck 
negotiating a 90-degree intersection turn. 
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R = CURB RADIUS + 2 FT. CLEARANCE TO INSIDE 
RIGHT FRONT T IIH: 

10' 

FIGURE 4 Curb radii and minimum island size for a 90-degree intersection turn. 

Channelization 

The critical design consideration in deciding whether or not 
to use channelization was the curb return radius of the inter
section. It was not the same as the turning radius of the 
vehicle. In order to determine where there was enough pave
ment area to justify channelization, the 12-ft lane lines on 
each street were extended until they intersected. An island 
was then drawn with the curb radii that would satisfy the 
preferred criteria in the "Green Book" -3-ft off et from through 
traffic, 3-ft corner radii, and minimum leg lengths of 15 
feet (7) (figure 4). 

In order to determine the values for each vehicle-geometric 
combination, the turning templates were grouped first accord
ing to the design vehicle and then according to the angle of 
turn. For each design vehicle at each angle of Lum, the min
imum turning path (determined from the 180-degree turn ) 
was placed over the 27-ft curb radius at the same angle of 

turn. Wheel paths of the vehicles could lie on the line, offset 
two feet from the curb, because of the allowances previously 
described. The amount of encroachment beyond the 12-ft lane 
line was measured at the end of the turning curve, EC, as 
this was the point where the truck began moving back into 
its Jane . The assumption was made that the vehicle turned 
from the proper lane of the approach street, and, therefore, 
all of the encroachment occurred in the cross-street lane. No 
allowances were made in the simulation for shoulders for the 
truck to encroach upon. 

As the curb radius was increased, the minimum turning 
path became too tight, and it was necessary to go to a larger 
turning path. Preferably, the turning path that encroached 
the least or not at all was the one chosen. If, for example, 
both the 60-ft turning radius and the 75-ft turning radius could 
each turn a 150-ft curb radius without encroaching, then the 
75-ft turning path would be selected because it had a smaller 
swept width. 
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STUDY RESULTS 

Computer simulation runs were made for each of the different 
scenarios, and the resultant output was converted to a more 
comprehensive format. The study results were broken down 
into the following five topic areas: 

Minimum Turning Radii 

The boundaries of the turning paths for a design vehicle mak
ing its sharpest possible turn were established by the paths 
followed by its outer front wheel and inner rear wheel as it 
made the turn. The minimum turning radii of the outside and 
inside wheel paths for each of the five design vehicles are 
given in table 2. The values for the WB-50 vary slightly from 
those in the "Green Book" due to shorter tractor and longer 
trailer axle spacings. The minimum turning radii and the tran
sition lengths shown here and in the "Green Book" are for 
turns made at less than 10 mph. This assumption minimizes 
the effects of driver characteristics (such as the rate at which 
the driver approaches centripetal acceleration) and the slip 
angles of wheels. 

Turning Templates 

Turning templates for each of the five design vehicles were 
developed using their minimum turning paths for various angles 
of turn: 60, 90, 120, and 180 degrees (figures 5-9). For each 
of the four angles of turn, templates were prepared by drawing 
each design vehicle on a sheet of mylar and then tracing its 
turning path onto the same sheet. They were originally drawn 
at a scale of one inch equals 20 feet, and three of them, figures 
4 through 6, were reduced for inclusion in this paper. 

Cross Street Width Occupied 

Table 3 illustrates the effect of the angle of intersection on 
turning paths of various design vehicles on streets without 
parking lanes. It was structured similarly to table IX-3 in the 

TABLE 2 MINIMUM TURNING RADII OF DESIGN VEHICLES 

Desiyn Vehicle Semitrailer Semi tra i I er 
Tyµe Combination Combination 

(Larye) 

Symbol WB-50 WB-55 

Con f i gu ration 3-52 3-S2 

Minimum Turning 45 50 
radius (ft.) 

Minimum Inside 20.5 19 
radius (ft.) 
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"Green Book." Dimensions d1 and d2 were defined as the 
widths occupied by the turning vehicle on the main street and 
cross street, respectively, while negotiating turns through var
ious angles. Both dimensions are measured from the right
hand curb to the point of maximum encroachment on either 
adjacent or opposing lanes (figure 10). These widths generally 
increase with increasing angle of turn and decrease with 
increasing curb radii. The right-turn maneuver modeled in this 
study assumed that the vehicle positioned itself to the far left 
of the right-most lane on the approach street and only swung 
wide when on the cross-street. This assumption results in the 
worst case scenario on the cross-street. Therefore, the dimension 
d1 equals 12 feet, and d2 is the value shown in table 3. 

The values for the WB-50 design vehicle in table IX-3 of 
the "Green Book" should have closely resembled values for 
the WB-50 vehicle used in this study. The values from table 
IX-3 in the "Green Book" indicate that AASHTO WB-50 
has less severe turning characteristics than the WB-50 with a 
slightly shorter tractor wheelbase that was used in this study. 
It should be remembered, however, that a longer semitrailer 
wheelbase is associated with a shorter tractor wheelbase. Since 
offtracking is a function of the sum of the squares of the 
different wheelbase lengths, a decrease in a short wheelbase 
will be more than offset by a corresponding increase in a long 
wheelbase. Thus, the larger values of cross-street width occu
pied are consistent with the theory. 

Assuming a road with two 12-ft lanes in either direction, a 
truck must be able to turn without occupying more than 24 
feet of the cross street width. Referring to table 3, none of 
the vehicles can negotiate any of the turning angles (60 to 120 
degrees) at either a 25-ft or a 50-ft curb radius without occu
pying more than 24 feet of cross street width. At a 75-ft curb 
radius, however, all of the vehicles except the WB-100 (triple) 
and the WB-105 (turnpike double) can make the turns and 
stay within 24 feet of cross-street width. These two larger 
vehicles can make the turn within the stated constraints at 
radii of 100 and 150 feet, respectively. 

If the example were modified and there were a 10-ft shoul
der or parking lane provided on the cross street, the available 
cross street width would be 34 feet. Under these circumstan
ces, the less critical design vehicles (WB-50, WB-55, and WB-
70) could turn at 50-ft curb radii, and the WB-100 could turn 

Semitrailer- Semitrailer- Semitra11er 
Ful I Trailer Full Trailer Ful I Trailer-
Combination Combination Ful I Trailer 

(Luge) Combination 

WB-70 WB-105 WB-100 

3-Sl-2 3-52-4 2-Sl-2-2 

50 65 55 

24.3 25.8 25.6 
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FIGURE 5 Minimum turning paths for WB-50 design vehicle. 

the smaller angle turns at a 75-ft radius and all angles at the 
100-ft curb radii. The most critical design vehicle (WB-105), 
however, can still only turn 150-ft and 200-ft curb radius turns. 
As the angle of turn increases past 90 degrees, the turning 
problems of the WB-105 become much more pronounced, 
especially at a 105-degree, 150-ft curb radius where the other 
four vehicles maneuver well. 

Turning Roadway Width 

Table 4 contains the values for the swept width of the various 
design vehicles shown for various angles of turn and curb radii. 
The swept width is a function of the optimum turning radius 

of the vehicle at a certain angle and curb return. By close 
inspection of table 3, it was possible to determine the point 
at which the minimum turning radius of each design vehicle 
reached the point where it was no longer the optimum, and 
a larger turning radius (with a smaller swept width) could 
negotiate the curb radius equally well, if not better, than the 
minimum. This point was identified by the decrease in the 
swept width for a particular design vehicle at a certain degree 
of turn as the radius increases. The 65-ft minimum radius of 
the turnpike double was never replaced by a greater radius 
as the curb radii increased up to 200 feet. 

The greater the swept width of a vehicle negotiating a turn, 
the greater the width of turning pavement necessary. Although 
the "Green Book" classifies pavement widths for turning 
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FIGURE 6 Minimum turning paths for WB-55 design vehicle. 

Channelization Guidelines 
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roadway for several types of operations Case I- one-lane, 
one-way operation with no provi ion for passing a stalled 
veh icle- is the type of operation that wa con idered in this 
study. 

The WB-105 (turnpike double) had a wheelbase just lightly 
longer than the WB-100 (triple)· its swept path width how
ever , was much grealer due to its greater axle spacings. The 
um of the squares of axle pacings and the number of p ints 

of articulation govern Lhe way a vehicle will offt rack around 
a curve. The number of articulations will affect the shape of 
the curve, while the sum of the squares will determine the 
magnitude of offtracking (5). Because of this, the two 48-ft 
trailers of the turnpike double cause more severe offtracking 
than the 28-foot trailers of the triple. 

The boxed-in area in both tables 3 and 4 are the conditions 
where the curb radius combines with the optimum turning 
radius in such a way as to leave room for an island of at least 
100 square feet in size, the minimum size of channelized island 
recommended by the "Green Book" (7). Conditions where 
channelization is feasible are the larger curb radii and fre
quently the larger degrees of turn. Channelization is recom
mended at a 200-ft curb radius for all of the vehicles except 
the turnpike double at 60- and 70-degree turns. As the curb 
radius decreases, the angle of turn, in combination with the 
design vehicle, influences whether channelization is feasible. 
Overall, as the angle of turn increases beyond 90 degrees, the 
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TABLE 3 CROSS STREET WIDTH OCCUPIED BY TURNING VEHICLE FOR 
VARIO US INTERSECTION ANGLES AND CURB RADII 

Curb Radius 
Angle Design 

of Turn Vehicle 
(Degrees) 25 ft. 50 ft. 75 ft. 100 ft. 150 ft. 200 ft. 

60 WB-50 33.5 24.0 17.0 14.0 12 .o 12.0 
WB-55 40.0 29.8 21.5 17.3 13.0 12.0 
WB-70 38.8 23.7 19.5 15.0 12.0 12.0 
WB-100 46.5 36.2 27 .o 18.0 12.0 12.0 
WB-105 56.0 46.5 37.0 29.0 18.0 12.0 

75 WB-50 37 . 0 26.0 16.5 13.5 12.0 12.0 
WB-55 44.0 34.7 21.5 16.8 12.0 12.0 
WB-70 43.0 34.0 20.0 14.5 12.0 12.0 
WB-100 52.0 41.0 28.5 17.0 12. 0 12.0 
WB-105 65.0 36.0 42.5 30.0 17. 12.0 

90 WB-50 43.0 26.0 17.0 13.0 12. 0 12.0 
WB-55 53.0 37 .o 21.8 17.0 13.0 12.0 
WB-70 53.0 36.0 21.0 14.0 12.0 12.0 
WB-100 66.0 46.5 31.0 17.5 12.0 12.0 
WB-105 81.0 63.0 48.0 33.0 17.3 12.0 

105 WB-50 52 .o 32.0 18.0 13.0 12.0 12 .0 
WB-55 62.0 42.0 23.5 18.0 12.0 12.0 
WB-70 61.5 42.0 23.0 14.0 12.0 12.0 
WB-100 74.0 52.0 32.5 19.0 12.0 12.0 
WB-105 95.0 75.0 55.0 39.0 18.0 12.0 

120 WB-50 59.0 40.0 23.0 14.5 12.0 12.0 
WB-55 80.0 51.0 35.0 21.0 13.5 12.0 
llB-70 72.0 52.0 34.0 17.0 12.0 12.0 
WB-100 84.5 63.0 47.0 13.0 12.0 
WB-105 106.0 85.0 68.5 49.0 21.0 12.0 

Note: Boxed-in areas are conditions with enough room for an island of at least 
100 square feet in size, i.e., they may require channelization. 

skewed intersection angle leaves an open pavement area that, 
when combined with curb radii of 75 to 200 feet and a fairly 
narrow swept width , results in a good-size island area to chan
nelize the right turns . At the 60-degree and 75-degree turns, 
the geometry is such that few of the combinations warrant 
channelization. 

Table 5, similar to table IX-4 in the "Green Book," con
tains minimum designs and channelization guidelines for 
turning roadways. The parameters that govern the design 
are angle of turn, design vehicle, curb radius , width of lane , 
and approximate island size. For each design vehicle, table 
5 lists a suggested island size and width of turning lane at 
each angle of turn that might need channelization, that is, 
those conditions that were boxed-in in tables 3 and 4. As 
the curb return radius increases towards 200 feet, the area 
of the island becomes larger and the width of the turning 
lane decreases. The size of islands for the larger turning 

· angles indicates the otherwise unused and uncontrolled areas 
of pavement that were eliminated by the use of islands. 
Turning roadways for flat-angle turns, less than 75 degrees, 
involve relatively large radii and require designs to fit site 
controls and traffic conditions. 

Because the truck configurations spiral into a curve , it would 
be desirable to fit the edge of the pavement clo ely to the 
minimum path of the design vehicle hy using thr e-centered 
compound curves or simple curves with tapers to minimize 

the amount of unused pavement. The unnecessarily wide turn
lane widths in table 5 (see figure 3) are an indication that 
simple radius curves are not well suited to the turning paths 
of large trucks. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The selection of a design vehicle is a critical decision in inter
section design. It is generally based on the largest standard 
or typical vehicle type that would regularly use the intersec
tion. Where reliable vehicle classification counts are available , 
they can be used to select a design vehicle . More often, selec
tion is based on the area type and functional classification of 
the intersecting highways (12) . 

The adoption of the Truck Offtracking Model that was 
developed by Caltrans for use in this study was advantageous 
for studying truck turning characteristics because it was capa
ble of simulating various truck paths in a relatively short time 
period as compared to other methods. It is a powerful pro
gram once the user is familiar with all of the items which may 
be varied. The procedure used herein could be used for inter
section design where there are high volumes of large or unique 
trucks . The results are of particular value at truck terminals, 
major ramp terminal intersections, and commercial and indus
trial developments . 
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FIGURE 8 Minimum turning paths for WB-100 design vehicle. 
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FIGURE 7 Minimum turning paths for WB-70 design vehicle. 
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PATH OF INNER 
REAR WHEEL 

CASE A 
VEHICLE TURNS FROM 

PROPER LANE AND SWINGS 
WIDE ON CROSS STREET 

~ = 12', d2 IS VARIABLE 

FIGURE 10 Cross street width occupied by 
turning vehicle. 

TABLE 4 SWEPT-PATH WIDTH OCCUPIED BY TURNING VEHICLE FOR 
VARIOUS INTERSECTION ANGLES AND CURB RADII 

Curb Radius 

Angle Design 
of Turn Vehicle 

(Degrees) 25 ft. 50 ft. 75 ft. 100 ft. 150 ft. 200 ft. 

60 WB-50 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 16.5 15.0 
WB-55 20.5 20.5 20.5 20.5 18.8 17.0 
WB-70 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 16.5 15.5 
WB-100 20.7 20.7 20.7 20.7 20.0 17.8 
WB-105 24.9 24.9 24.9 24.9 24.9 24 . 

75 WB-50 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 16 . 0 15.0 
WB-55 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 20.0 18.0 
WB-70 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.5 17.5 16.5 
WB-100 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 
WB-105 27.7 27.7 27.7 27.7 

21.8 I 17.5 
27 . 7 27.7 

90 WB-50 20.5 20 .5 20.5 20.5 16.5 15.0 
WB-55 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 22.2 18.5 
WB-70 21.5 21.5 21.5 21. 5 18.0 16.5 
\iB-100 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 23.1 19.0 
HB-105 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

105 WB-50 21.3 21.3 21.3 21.3 16.5 15.0 
WB-55 25.5 25.5 . 25.5 25.5 23.3 19.0 
WB-70 22.5 22.5 22 . 5 22.5 18.5 16.5 
WB-100 25.5 25.5 5. 2 • 5 24.4 19.5 
WB-105 32.l 32.1 32 .1 32.1 32.l 32. l 

120 WB-50 22.0 22.0 22.0 19 .0 15.0 
WB-55 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.8 26 . 8 22.0 
WB-70 23.5 23 .5 23 .5 2.3. 5 21.0 18.5 
WB-100 26.5 26. 5 26 . 5 26 . 5 26.5 22.0 
WB-105 33.8 33.8 33 . 8 33.8 33.8 22.0 

Note: Boxed-in areas are conditions with enough room for an island of at least 
100 square feet in size, i.e., they may require channelization. 
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TABLE 5 MINIMUM DESIGNS AND CHANNELIZATION GUIDELINES FOR 
TURNING ROADWAYS 

Angle of Design Curb 
Turn Vehicle Radius 

(degrees) (ft.) 

60 WB-50 200 
WB-55 200 
WB-70 200 
WB-100 200 
WB-105 

75 WB-50 150 
WB-55 150 
WB-70 150 
WB-100 200 
WB-105 

90 WB-50 150 
WB-55 200 
WB-70 150 
WB-100 200 
WB-105 200 

105 WB-50 150 
WB-55 150 
WB-70 150 
WB-100 200 
WB-105 200 

120 WB-50 150 
WB-55 200 
WB-70 150 
WB-100 200 
WB-105 200 
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Effects of Turns by Larger Trucks at 
Urban Intersections 

JOSEPH E. HUMMER, CHARLES v. ZEGEER, AND FRED R. HANSCOM 

This paper gives results and conclusions from part of a study 
done for the Federal Highway Administration on the safety 
and operational effects of large truck operations. Computer 
simulation and manual observations at six intersections in Cal
ifornia and New Jersey were used to investigate turns by large 
trucks at urban intersections. The encroachment of a truck 
into adjacent lanes during a turn was studied using the com
puter simulation. The field data examined on a particular truck 
turn included the encroachment, the time to complete the turn, 
and the conflicts with other vehicles In the traffic stream caused 
by the truck. Field observations were made of turning trucks 
in the traffic stream and also of a control truck of known size 
driven repeatedly through a study intersection by a profes
sional driver who knew the purpose of the experiment. The 
results showed that small curb radii, narrow lane widths, and 
narrow total street widths were among the geometric features 
associated with increased operational problems. The results 
also showed that large trucks will have little impact (compared 
with smaller trucks) at most urban intersections of the types 
tested, but some adverse operational effects should be expected 
at some intersections. Trailer length was found to be a more 
critical element to smooth operations than trailer width for the 
trucks tested. Many site, driver, and equipment factors should 
be considered before the decision is made to regulate truck 
traffic in a certain manner. 

The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 (1982 
STAA) required some states to change their restrictions on 
the sizes of trucks operating on their portions of the national 
truck network of interstate and other designated Federal-aid 
highways. Due to the 1982 STAA, states may not impose 
trailer width limits of less than 102 inches. A 96-inch maximum 
trailer width had been in effect in most states prior to the 
1982 STAA. The 1982 STAA also provided that states allow 
tractor-semitrailer combinations with semitrailer lengths of 
up to 48 feet and tractor-semitrailer-trailer combinations with 
semitrailer and trailer lengths of up to 28 feet on the national 
network. Previously, states had the freedom to impose max
imum semitrailer lengths and in some cases had prohibited 
tractor-semitrailer-trailer combinations. 

The interstate and turnpike systems have generally been 
built to very high geometric standards. However, other Fed
eral-aid systems often contain lower standard design features , 
which may impact safety and necessitate limiting operations 
of the large trucks specified in the 1982 STAA. It was, there-

J . E. Hummer, School of Civil Engineering , Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, Ind. 47907. C. V. Zegeer, Highway Safety 
Research Center, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill , N.C. 
27514. F. R. Hanscom , Transportation Research Corporation, 
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fore, timely to evaluate the impacts of large truck operation 
on roads and streets with restrictive geometry and to provide 
insights relative to the selection of routes for the national 
network. 

This paper gives results and conclusions from part of a study 
done for the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) on 
the safety and operational effects of large truck operations 
(J) . Two particular situations were identified for study: truck 
negotiation of winding rural roads and truck turns at urban 
intersections. This paper details only the urban intersection 
portion of the study. 

A review of previous research revealed that some opera
tional problems are expected when large trucks make turns 
at urban intersections, but many questions on the issue remain 
unanswered. An analysis in Texas of the impact of different 
truck sizes on a variety of geometric conditions concluded 
that increases in allowed truck size may warrant highway design 
standard changes (2). A 1982 study conducted in Ontario, 
Canada, showed that large trucks, including tractor-semi
trailer-trailer combinations, offtrack (swing wide during turns) 
farther than smaller trucks (3). A study by the Western High
way Institute showed that longer combinations required extra 
lanes or overlapped into adjacent lanes to negotiate right
angle turns at intersections (4). Tractor-semitrailer-trailer 
combinations were observed in California to use extra lanes, 
traverse curbs and channels, and use excessive time during 
turns at intersection (5). A 1981 field study that attempted to 
correlate increase in truck size with operational problems at 
several sites, including intersections, concluded that increased 
truck lengths were associated with only negligible operational 
traffic effects, however (6) . 

Two investigation methods were employed during the study 
of larger truck turns at urban intersections. A computer sim
ulation technique was used to analyze the offtracking of dif
ferent sizes of trucks during different turning maneuvers . The 
simulation provided information that may be useful in select
ing routes for the national network. In addition, turning trucks 
were observed at actual intersections during the study. The 
field observations allowed comparisons between different truck 
sizes for particular intersections, which may be useful in pre
dicting the impact of large truck operations. 

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF TRUCK TURNS 

The turning characteristics of larger trucks were investigated 
using the Vehicle Offtracking Model and Computer Simula
tion developed by FHW A and the University of Michigan 
Transportation Research Institute. The software package 
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allowed plotting of the positions of the outside edges of the 
tractor and trailer(s) and the positions of the tires as a given 
type of truck completed a turn at an intersection with a given 
configuration. From such a plot, a more useful plot of the 
area covered by the truck during the turn was made and 
analyzed. 

The simulation was run for eight types of larger trucks: a 
tractor-semitrailer combination with a 48-foot semitrailer that 
was 96 inches wide (semi 48), a semi 48 that was 102 inches 
wide (semi 48 wide), a tractor-semitrailer combination with 
a 55-foot semitrailer that was 96 inches wide (semi 55), a semi 
SS which was 102 inches wide (semi 5S wide), a tractor-semi
trailer-trailer combination with 28-foot trailers that were 96 
inches wide (double 28) a double 28 that was 102 inches wide 
(double 28 wide), a tractor-semitrailer-trailer-trailer combi
nation with 28-foot trailers that were 96 inches wide (triple 
28), and a triple 28 that was 102 inches wide (triple 28 wide). 
Each of the eight truck types was run over many combinations 
of angle and radius of turn which are representative of inter
sections in the United States. 

Two measures were used to analyze the offtracking plots 
produced from the simulation runs. The maximum offtracking 
distance was recorded for each plot. This distance represents 
the widest swing of a truck during a turn, as shown in figure 
1. The other measure employed was the lane encroachment 
of the truck during the turn. The lane encroachment was 
defined as the distance between the curb and the farthest edge 
of the truck's path measured at the end of the curvature of 
the curb (at the stop bar of the street onto which the truck 
is turning). The lane encroachment was measured from the 
simulation plot by aligning the point of maximum offtracking 
and the center of the curve of the curb as shown in figure 2. 
The significance of the lane encroachment is seen, for exam
ple, by a truck turning onto a four-lane street with 12-foot 
wide lanes. If the lane encroachment of the truck for the angle 
and radius of turn at the intersection is greater than 24 feet, 
the truck cannot complete the turn without crossing the cen
terline of the street onto which it is turning. If there is a vehicle 

Edges of path of truck 

during turn 

29.5 - Maximum offtracking 

distance (feet) 

........... 
~-----------

FIGURE 1 Illustration of measurement of maximum 
offtracking distance. 

-Truck path 

~-
~-----· 

FIGURE 2 Illustration of measurement of lane 
encroachment. 
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idling next to the centerline at the stop bar of that street, the 
truck cannot complete the turn. 

A summary of the simulation results is given in tables 1 
and 2 for the maximum offtracking distance and the lane 
encroachment measures , respectively. From tables 1 and 2, 
it can be seen that U1e most serious operational problems at 
intersection can be expected (of the eight large truck types 
examined) from the semi S5 wide. Other truck types , in 
descending order of space required, are the emi SS the semi 
48 wide, and semi 48, the triple 28 wide, the triple 28, the 
double 28 wide, and the double 28. 

Tables 1 and 2 also show that, for a given trailer configu
ration and length, 102-inch wide trucks generally exhibited 
greater maximum offtracking distances and greater lane 
encroachments than 96-inch wide trucks, but the difference 
was usually only 0.5 or 1.0 feet. Thus, for the field obser
vations reported later the issue of the widtb of the turning 
trucks was ignored , and the effort was directed at examining 
the effects of different trailer lengths and configurations. 

Table 2 also provides guidance for the selection of truck 
routes. In general , lane encroachment magnitude were large 
(that is, the truck would cro s the centerline on a four-lane 
street) for most larger angles of turn for radii of 22 and 40 
feet. Greater intersection angles did not necessarily mean 
greater lane encroachment values for most truck types , how
ever. Only the semi SS and semi 55 wide displayed generally 
greater lane encroachments with greater inter ection angles. 

The results shown in tables 1 and 2 should be u ed judi
ciously since the imulation was limited in a number of ways. 
Differences between individual truck drivers may be great 
enough to overcome the effects of different-size vehicles, but 
uch variability wa not included in the simulation. The reac

tions of the drivers of other vehicles in the traffic stream and 
the volume of such other vehicles were also omitted from the 
simulation. Finally, the speed of a turn was not an output of 
the simulation. This is a serious limitation since a truck driver 
who slows a great deal in order to complete a turn without 
encroaching on the centerline or curb may cause as great a 



TABLE 1 MAXIMUM OFFTRACKING DISTANCES USING SIMULATION 

Ma~dmurn offtracking distances, in feet, for given angles of intersection in degrees and 
curb radii in feet 

Truck type angle=60 angle=70 angle=90 angle=1 Ct5 angle=120 

R=20 R=40 R=60 R=20 R=40 R=60 R=20 R=40 R=60 R=20 R=40 R=f.O R=20 R=40 R=60 

Semi 48 23.5 21 . 0 .. .. .. .. 31.0 25.5 22. 0 35.0 28. 0 .. 39.0 29.0 .. 
Semi 48 Wide 24. 0 22.0 .. .. .. .. 31.0 25.0 22.5 35.0 28. 0 .. 39.5 29.5 .. 
Semi 55 .. 23.0 21.0 28.0 25. 0 22.5 33.5 28.5 .. 38.0 31. 0 .. 43. 0 33.5 .. 
Semi 55 Wide .. 23 .5 22. 0 29.0 26.0 23.0 34. 0 no 25. 5 38.5 31.5 .. 43.0 34.0 27.5 

Double 28 20.0 17.5 16. 0 21 .. :: 18. 5 16.5 25.0 20.0 .. 28.0 21.0 17. 0 30. 0 22.0 17. 5 

Double 28 Wide .. 18.0 16. 0 22.0 18.5 16.5 25.5 21. (I 18. 0 28.0 21.5 .. 30 . .5 22.5 18.0 

Triple 28 .. 20.5 18.0 25.0 22.0 19. 0 30.0 25.0 .. 33.0 Z5. 0 .. 37. 0 28.0 .. 
Triple 28 Wide .. 21. 0 19.0 26.0 22.5 20.0 31. 0 25.5 21. 5 34.0 27. (I .. 39.0 28.0 .. 
* - No data were recorded. 

TABLE 2 LANE ENCROACHMENT DISTANCES USING SIMULATION 

Lane encroachment distances, in feet, for 9iven angle!:. •)f intersection in degrees and 
curb radii in feet 

Truck type angle=60 angle=70 ang]e=90 angle=105 angle=120 

R=20 R=40 R=60 R=20 R=40 R=60 R=20 R=40 R=60 R=20 R=40 R=60 R=20 R=40 R=60 

Semi 48 22.0 21. 0 .. .. .. ... 27.0 22.0 19.0 27.0 22.5 .. 28.0 21. 5 .. 
Semi 48 Wide 23.5 21 . 5 .. .. .. .. 26. 0 22.0 20.0 27.5 22.5 .. 27.5 22.0 .. 
Semi 55 .. 22.5 19. 0 27.0 24.0 20.5 30. 0 26.0 .. 32.0 27. 0 .. 33.5 26.0 .. 
Semi 55 Wide .. 22.5 19.0 27.5 25.0 21. 0 29.5 ;:·s. o 23. 0 31. 0 26. 0 .. 33.0 25.0 21.0 

Double 28 18.5 16.5 14.0 20.0 17.0 15. 0 20.0 17. 0 .. 21.5 17. 0 .. 20.5 15.5 12.5 

Double 28 \llide .. 17. 0 15.0 20. 5 17. 0 15.0 21.0 17. 0 15. 0 22.0 18.0 .. 21.5 17. 0 14.0 

Triple 28 .. 18.5 16. 5 22.5 20.0 16.5 25. 0 20.5 ... 26.5 21.5 .. 24.5 19.5 .. 
Triple 28 \llide .. 19.0 17.0 24.0 20. 5 16.5 25. 0 21.0 18.0 27.0 22. 0 .. 24.5 20.0 .. 
" - No data were r~C'orded. 
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traffic operation or safety problem as a truck driver who does 
encroach on the centerline or curb. 

FIELD OBSERVATION METHODOLOGY 

The discussion of the field observation methodology and data 
in the following sections is given in terms of a specific turn 
at an intersection, or site. Each site was assigned a two-digit 
number for identification as shown in figure 3. The first digit 
of the site number represents the intersection number (for 
example, 1 through 6, since data were collected at six inter
sections). The second digit of the site number represents the 
specific turn at the intersection. A "l" in the second digit 
represents a right turn onto the leg of the intersection where 
the data collection camera was stationed, a "2" represents a 
right turn from the leg with the camera, a "3" represents a 
left turn onto the leg with the camera, and a "4" represents 
a left turn from the leg with the camera. 

Intersections for the field observation of turning trucks were 
chosen on the basis of a number of criteria. It was desired 

Intersection X 

"Le~ with camera" 
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that the study should include at least two states in different 
regions of the United States , and New Jersey and California 
were chosen . Those states had relatively large samples of large 
trucks operating on non-freeway routes, and officials in those 
states were willing to cooperate with the study. Intersections 
within those states were sought that had large volumes of 
turning truck traffic as well as certain geometric and traffic 
features, such as available observer positions, no channels or 
median barriers, no protected signal phases, no recessed stop 
bars, 90-degree turns, and minimal pedestrian volumes. It was 
desired that other geometric features such as lane widths, 
numbers of lanes, and curb radii vary between the observed 
intersections. Six intersections that were considered to best 
fit these criteria were selected . Some of the geometric features 
that varied among intersections are shown in table 3. The 
intersections range from a major intersection of seven-lane 
and five-lane arteries to a three-legged unsignalized intersec
tion between four-lane and two-lane collector streets. 

Both left and right turns by trucks were observed in the 
field. The measures of effectiveness (MOEs) examined during 
observations of truck turns included encroachments into adj a-

"Site Xl" refers to intersection X, turn 1. 

"Site X2" refers to intersection X, turn 2. 

"Site X3" refers to intersection X, turn 3. 

"Site X4" refers to intersection X, turn 4. 

FIGURE 3 Field observation site numbering system. 
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TABLE 3 FIELD OBSERVATION SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

~ c 1 

State NJ 

Number of legs 4 

Number of lanes, 3 
leg with camera 

Number of lanes, 4 
legs without camera 

Avg. lane width (ft.), 16 
leg with camera 

Avg. lane width (ft.), 12 
legs without camera 

Width of lane from No Turn 
which turn 1 was 
made (ft.) I 
Width of lane from 17 
which turn 2 was 
made (ft.) 

Avg. curb radius (ft.) , No Turn 
turn 1 

Avg. curb radius (ft.), 21 
turn 2 

Signalized? Yes 

Protected turn phases? For 
turn 3 
only 

cent lanes, over the centerline, and over the curb; traffic 
conflict events such as weaving, stopping, and backing by 
vehicles into the traffic stream and by the truck; and the 
clearance time of the truck through the intersection. The 
clearance time was defined for trucks making right turns and 
trucks making rolling left turns (in other words, no impeding 
traffic forced the truck to stop beyond the stop line) as the 
difference between the time the front tires of the truck crossed 
the stop bar of the origin street into the intersection and the 
time the rear tires of the truck crossed the stop bar of the 
destination street. For left-turning trucks delayed by impeding 
traffic when they were beyond the stop bar of the origin street, 
the clearance time was defined as the difference between the 
time the truck began rolling forward and the time the rear 
tires crossed the stop bar on the destination street. Since there 
were very few rolling left turns completed by the trucks at 
most sites, the analyses were not biased by the use of the two 
definitions. 

I I 
2 3 4 5 6 

NJ Calf. Calif. Calif. Calif. 

4 4 4 3 3 

2 7 5 2 4 

4 5 4 4 4 

11 12 10.5 12 10 

10.5 12 10 10 11 

11 13 11 10 12 

I 
11 14 13 12 10 

45 55 32 12 40 

55 55 35 12 32 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

No No No Not No 
appli-
cable 

The hypotheses tested using the field observations were that 
larger trucks did not degrade operations at particular turns 
as measured by the MO Es in comparison to pre-ST AA trucks. 
Larger trucks of interest were the semi 48 and the double 28. 
The semi 55, triple 28 and other larger trucks were not in 
common use at the times and locations of testing so adequate 
samples were not available for observation. Pre-ST AA trucks 
of interest were the tractor-semitrailer combinations with 
semitrailer lengths of 40 feet (semi 40) and 45 feet (semi 45). 

Manual observation was used to collect MOE data on turn
ing trucks. A team of three observers stationed on different 
comers of the intersection examined turning trucks selected 
for study, with each observer recording only those MO Es for 
which he/she had the best view (each observer looked for 
different MOEs, depending on the turn the truck was mak
ing). A fourth observer recorded clearance time, using a stop
watch. A fifth observer photographed each truck selected for 
study. The slides of the photographs, taken from a known 
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distance at ground level, were later projected onto a screen, 
scaled off, and used to obtain the truck dimensions. Other 
clues, such as the number of 4-foot wide panels on the side 
of the trailer and the trailer size printed on the side of the 
trailer, were used to corroborate the scaled estimates of the 
truck dimensions. 

Up to four different turns were observed at each intersec
tion-each turn originating from or destined for the leg of 
the intersection on which the camera was stationed. Trucks 
approaching the intersection apparently ready to make one 
of the four turns were assigned an identification number and 
communication between the observers via walkie-talkie ensured 
that all observers were viewing the same truck. Observations 
were made only during daylight hours with dry pavement 
conditions. 

The manual data collection method proved sensitive and 
accurate . Pretests with several people recording conflict and 
encroachment data at one observer position simultaneously 
and independently showed a high degree of correlation among 
observers. The photographic method of estimating truck size, 
when checked with trucks of known dimensions , proved suf
ficiently accurate to obtain trailer lengths within one foot of 
the actual length. 

During the test period at the two New Jersey intersections 
(intersection numbers 1 and 2), control trucks were used to 
ensu.re adequate samples of certain types of trucks. These 
control trucks (a semi 40, a semi 48, and a double 28) were 
driven through the intersections repeatedly by a professional 
driver who knew the purpose of the testing. 

FIELD OBSERVATION DATA 

Data were collected on a total of 1,151 turning trucks, as 
shown in table 4. The sample included 412 semi 40s (108 
control trucks and 304 trucks in the traffic stream), 443 semi 
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45s (all traffic stream), 177 semi 48s (90 control and 87 traffic 
stream), and 119 double 28s (61 control and 58 traffic stream). 
The samples per intersection ranged from 132 trucks at inter
section 3 to 308 at intersection 1. Small samples of semi 48s 
and double 28s were collected at some intersections. It is not 
assumed that the sample of turning trucks observed is rep
resentative of the states of California and New Jersey· or of 
the United States. Summary data from the field tests are given 
in tables 5, 6, and 7 for turn time, the proportion of trucks 
committing at least one encroachment , and the proportion of 
trucks causing at least one vehicle conflict , respectively . 

COMPARISONS AMONG SITES 

During the analysis of the field observation data, comparisons 
were made among sites to see where the most operational 
problems from large trucks can be expected and to see whether 
the sites were similar enough to warrant pooling the data. 
Pooling the data for different sites would allow larger sample 
sizes of semi 48 and double 28 observations to be formed 
which would allow more powerful testing among truck types . 

Turn times for the traffic stream semi 45 (for which obser
vations were plentiful at most sites) were compared for each 
pair of right turns at signalized intersections using the t-test. 
The tests revealed that the right turns from the leg with the 
camera at intersections 1 and 3 (sites 12 and 32) had signifi
cantly faster turn times (at the 0.05 level) than several other 
sites. These differences were not surprising, since table 3 shows 
that those sites had a relatively wide turn lane and a relatively 
long curb radius , respectively. Thus, the data from the remaining 
signalized right turn sites were pooled for comparisons of turn 
times between different truck types . In a similar series of t
tests using semi 45 turn times on signalized left turn sites, the 
left turn to the leg with the camera at intersection 1 and both 
left turns at intersection 4 (sites 13 , 43, and 44, respectively) 

TABLE 4 SAMPLE SIZES OF TRUCK TYPES AT INTERSECTIONS 

Number of trucks observed at intersection 

Truck type 

1 2 3 4 5 6 All int.er-
sections 

Control - Semi 40 48 50 0 0 0 0 108 

Control - Semi 48 60 30 0 0 0 0 90 

Control - Double 28 29 32 0 0 0 0 51 

Traffic - Semi 40 63 30 44 42 67 58 304 

Traffic - Semi 45 94 57 42 55 121 54 443 

Traffic - Semi 48 14 g 17 21 6 20 87 

Traffic - Double 28 0 0 29 17 2 10 58 

All truck types 308 228 132 145 196 142 1151 
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TABLE 5 FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF TURN TIME 

Inter- Hean turn time (seconds) with sample size 
in parentheses 

section Truck type Right Turn Left Turn 
number 

Turn 1 

1 (0) 
Control - Semi 40 

2 (0) 

Control - Semi 48 
1 (0) 
2 (0) 

1 (0) 
Control - Double 28 

2 (0) 

1 (0) 

z 7. 76 (15) 

3 8.42 (4) 
Traffic - Semi 40 

4 12.63 (16) 

5 8.87 (5) 

6 6. 22 (24) 

1 (0) 

2 10. 17 (19) 

Traffic - Semi 45 3 7. 79 (9) 

4 10. 40 (22) 

5 10.40 (6) 

6 8.62 (20) 

1 (0) 
2 6. 77 (4) 

3 9.36 (3) 
Traffic - Semi 48 

12. 42 (8) 4 

5 (0) 

6 7.31 (4) 

3 6.66 (4) 

4 9.22 (6) 
Traffic - Double 26 

5 (0) 

6 6.67 (3) 

exhibited significantly different turn times (at the 0.05 level) 
than other sites. Site 13 had lower turn times, probably due 
to the protected turn signal phase for that turn. Sites 43 and 
44 had higher turn times, due perhaps to the combination of 
narrow turn lanes and narrow destination streets. Data from 
the remaining signalized left turn sites were pooled in com
parisons between truck types using turn times. 

The proportion of semi 40s, semi 45s, and double 28s that 
committed at least one encroachment was compared for each 
pair of sites using the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis of 
Variance test. Significant differences were found to exist (at 
the 0.05 level) between each site and at least three other sites. 
Individual site characteristics apparently play a large role in 
the incidence of encroachments by turning trucks . A similar 
statistical analysis using vehicle conflict MOEs was not pos
sible due to small numbers of conflicts at most sites, but 
inspection of the data does suggest variations in rates of con-

Turn 2 Turn 3 Turn 4 

7.56 (24) 7.21 (24) (0) 

6.52 (30) 7.BO (30) (0) 

7.96 (31) 9. 15 (27) (0) 
B.41 (15) B. 23 (14) (0) 

8.58 ( 16) 7.95 (16) (0) 

8.22 (16) 9. 16 (16) (0) 

7.93 (26) 7. 48 (16) 8. 16(21) 

6.35 (5) 6.85 (6) 10.95 (4) 

6.27 (14) 8.51 (13) 7. 70 (13) 

11. 88 (6) 11. 70 (10) 10.32 (10) 

8.82 (23) 9.36 (36) 9.54 (2) 

7. 79 (1) 6.65 ( 11) 9.60 (22) 

8. 75 (42) 7.91 (34) 8. 76 (18) 

6.66 (13) 9.06 (23) 10.31 ( 12) 

7.38 ( 15) 9. 73 (12) 7.62 (6) 

11. 96 (10) 10. 51 (18) 10. 76 ( 15) 

10.30 (49) 8. 76 (63) 9.60 (3) 

6. 73 ( 1) 9.39 (5) 9. 13 (28) 

6. 14 (6) 7.65 (5) 11. 18 ( 1) 
7.67 (2) 8.93 ( 1) 13. 19 (2) 

7. 14 (4) 7.44 (4) 7.07 (6) 

15. 71 ( 1) 9.03 (6) 11 . 72 (6) 

9.67 (4) 7.68 (2) (0) 

5.95 ( 1) 9.86 (1) 9. 46 (14) 

6.34 ( 1) 9.66 (12) 11.62 (12) 

8.45 (1) (0) 12.09 (8) 

(0) 9.24 (2) (0) 

17. 69 (1) (0) 9. 18 (6) 

flict between sites. Thus, the conflict and encroachment data 
from different sites were not pooled. 

A combination of several site characteristics appear to affect 
the encroachment rates, including lane widths, curb radii, stop 
bar location, and the number of Janes. Encroachment rates 
were relatively high at the right turn onto the leg with the 
camera at intersections 4 and 6 (sites 41 and 61, respectively) 
which has narrower turn Janes and narrower widths on the 
destination street than some other sites. Conversely, there 
was a relatively low proportion of encroachments at the right 
turn onto the leg with the camera at intersection 3 (site 31) 
where there was a wide turn lane and a long curb radius. 
Encroachment rates were relatively high at the left turn onto 
the leg with the camera at intersections 1 and 5 (sites 13 and 
53, respectively), with only one Jane on the target streets and 
stop bars set close to the intersection, and at the left turn 
from the leg with the camera at intersection 4 (site 44) with 
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TABLE 6 ENCROACHMENT DATA FROM FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

Number of trucks with one or more encroachments/Observed 
total of trucks 

Site 

number Control Control Control 
Semi 40 Semi 48 Dbl. 28 

12 7/24 31/31 5/14 

13 3/24 25/29 5/15 

14 

21 

22 0/30 15/15 15/16 

23 0/30 11/15 2115 

24 

31 

32 

33 

34 

41 

42 

43 

44 

51 

52 

53 

54 

bl 

62 

63 

64 

Total 10 85 encroachments 

Total number 108 90 of trucks 

a very narrow turn lane. Both left turns at intersection 3 sites 
(33 and 34), however, with relatively wide left turn lanes and 
wide destination streets, had virtually no encroachments. 

COMPARISONS AMONG TRUCK TYPES 

Comparisons were made among the data for control and for 
traffic-stream trucks of a given size at a given site, with a view 
toward pooling those observations . In general, t-tests on turn 
times for sites with sufficient sample sizes showed few differ
ences between control and traffic-stream trucks. However, 
Z-tests on proportions of conflicts and encroachments for sites 
with sufficient samples showed many differences between con
trol and traffic-stream trucks. This is reasonable, since the 
drivers of the control trucks were aware of the experiment 
and repeated the same turns many times. These drivers were 
familiar with each site and were likely to exercise special care 

27 
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Truck type 

Traffic Traffic Traffic Traffic 
Semi 40 Semi 45 Semi 48 Dbl. 28 

19/26 29/42 7/8 

14/16 28/34 5/5 

7121 7117 0/1 

13/15 19/19 4/4 

515 13/13 212 

1/6 8/23 0/1 

214 11/12 212 

0/4 4/9 1/3 2/4 

6/14 8/15 4/4 0/1 

0/13 0/12 0/4 0/12 

1/13 4/6 0/6 3/12 

15/15 22122 8/8 8/8 

6/6 10/10 1/1 1/1 

5/10 9/18 4/6 

7/10 13/15 6/6 4/8 

6/6 6/6 

22123 48/49 3/4 

16/36 41/63 212 112 

212 3/3 

23/24 19/20 4/4 3/3 

1/1 1/1 1 /1 1/1 

0/11 0/5 0/1 

8122 13/28 6/14 1/6 

179 316 60 24 

303 442 87 58 

in making turns, particularly trying to avoid encroaching curbs 
or centerlines. Thus, in the comparisons among different truck 
types, the control and traffic-stream observations for a par
ticular truck size at a particular site were not pooled. 

The tum-time data were analyzed statistically using the t
test to compare two truck types for a particular site or pool 
of sites whenever there were at least five observations for 
each truck type. The !-test results, summarized in table 8, 
show that there were insufficient samples of turning trucks at 
many sites to conduct t-tests. For sites with sufficient samples, 
the test most often supported the hypothesis that there was 
no difference between truck types. The hypothesis was rejected 
for two important cases, however. First, in comparisons between 
semi 40 and semi 48 control trucks at two different sites, one 
right turn and one left turn, the semi 40 completed turns 
significantly faster. In both of those comparisons, the mean 
time for the semi 40 turn was about seven seconds while the 
mean time for the semi 48 was about nine seconds. It is not 
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TABLE 7 VEHICLE CONFLICT DATA FROM FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

Number of trucks which caused one or more vehicle conflicts/ 
Observed total of trucks 

Site Truck type 

number Control Control Control Traffic Traffic Traffic Traffic 
Semi 40 Semi 48 Dbl. 28 Semi 40 Semi 45 Semi 48 Dbl. 28 

12 0124 9/31 

13 7/24 9/29 

14 

21 

22 0/30 0/15 

23 4/30 5/15 

24 
- ·--·""' -·-

31 

32 

33 

34 

41 

42 

43 

44 

51 

52 

53 

54 

61 

62 

63 

64 

Total 
11 23 

conflicts 

Total number 108 90 
of trucks 

clear why two sites showed differences while at two other sites 
the comparison of control truck turn times for the semi 40 
and semi 48 had no differences. Second, the double 28 proved 
significantly slower in one comparison of right turn time (a 
control truck comparison with the semi 40 at site 22) and in 
four comparisons of left turn time (a control truck comparison 
with the semi 40 at site 23 and traffic stream comparisons for 
the pooled data with the semi 40, semi 45, and semi 48). The 
differences in mean turn times for these comparisons were 
usually 1.5 to 2.5 seconds. It appears that the double 28 gen
erally had longer turn times where the intersection charac
teristics were less restrictive, since site 22 had a long curb 
radius, site 23 had a recessed stop bar, and the pooled data 
were heavily influenced by data from intersection 3 with less 
restrictive geometry. 

The data in table 6 show that there were differences in the 
proportions of trucks committing at least one encroachment 
between truck types at some sites. The differences for the 

0/14 

3/15 

0/16 

6/16 

9 

62 

2126 1/42 1/8 

2/16 11/34 1/5 

3/21 0/18 0/1 

2/15 7/19 2/4 

0/5 0/13 0/2 

1/6 6/23 1/1 

0/4 0/12 012 

1/4 1/9 1/3 0/4 

2/14 0/15 014 0/1 

1/13 0112 1/4 0/12 

1/13 0/5 1/6 0/12 

3/16 4122 4/B O/B 

1/6 2/10 0/1 1/1 

0/10 1/18 1/6 

2/10 7115 2/6 3/8 

0/6 3/6 

1/23 5/49 1/4 

8/36 10/63 012 112 

012 1/3 

1124 3120 0/4 0/3 

0/1 0/1 0/1 1 /1 

0/11 0/5 0/1 

1122 3/28 0/14 0/6 

32 65 16 () 

304 443 87 58 

control trucks are large. The semi 48 committed encroach
ments significantly more often (at the 0.05 level) than the 
semi 40 at all four sites observed and significantly more often 
(at the 0.05 level) than the double 28 at sites 12, 13, and 23. 
The control double 28 committed encroachments at a signif
icantly greater rate (at the 0.05 level) than the semi 40 at site 
22 and marginally more often (not statistically significant at 
the 0.05 level) at sites 13 and 23. The differences between 
truck types were less apparent for the traffic-stream trucks 
than for the control trucks, due to smaller samples of the semi 
48 and double 28 or to the effects of differences among indi
vidual truck drivers who were unaware of the purposes of the 
observers. Statistical tests were inappropriate for most pos
sible comparisons due to the small samples of semi 48s and 
double 28s. 

Table 7 shows that the proportions of trucks causing a con
flict did not vary much at particular intersections between 
truck types. For control trucks, the Semi 48 caused conflicts 
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TABLE 8 SUMMARY OF t-TESTS ON TURN TIME DATA 

Right turn sites Left turn sites 
Truck type comparison 

12 22 

Semi 40 vs. 
Semi 48 • Semi 40 vs . 

Double 28 
Control • trucks 

Semi 48 vs. 
Double 28 • 

32 41 5 1 Site* 
Group A 13 14 23 53 64 Site* 

Group B 

• •• Semi 40 vs. 
Semi 45 • •••• • •• Semi 40 vs. 
Semi 48 • • • • • • 

Traffic 
Semi 40 vs. 

Double 28 • + • • • Semi 45 vs . 
Ser.ii 48 • • trucks • • • Semi 45 vs . 

Double 28 • t • • Semi 48 vs. 
Double 28 • • • t 

Note: Sites not shown had insufficient samples for t-test or no data collected for all comparisons. 

* - Site Group A includes sites 21, 22, 31, 41, and 42; B includes sites 14, 23, 33, 34, 53, and 64. 

[] - Insufficient sample size for t-test. 

[SSl - No data collected . 

• - No significant (0. 05 level) difference in average turn time . 

• - Significant (0. 05 level) increase in mean turn time for second truck type. 

marginally more often than the semi 40 and the double 28 at 
site 12, and the semi 48 and double 28 caused conflicts mar
ginally more often than the semi 40 at site 23. Among traffic
stream trucks, a marginal difference among truck types was 
apparent only at site 41 between the semi 48 and the other 
truck types. Statistical tests again were generally inappro
priate due to the small samples. 

Until this point in the report, the fact that many semi 48s 
have moveable rear axles has not been mentioned. The com
puter simulation was performed with the rear axles of the 
semi 48 and semi 55 placed as far to the rear of the semitrailer 
as possible, and the control truck was also set up in this way. 
However, for the sample of semi 48s observed in the field, 
there was a noticeable variety in the position of the rear axles. 
The photographs of the turning semi 48s were thus examined 
for rear axle position. Of the 87 traffic-stream semi 48s, 43 
had axles placed forward (six to nine feet from the center of 
the rear set of wheels to the rear of the semitrailer), 36 had 
axles placed back (three to six feet from the center of the rear 
set of wheels to the rear of the semitrailer), and eight had 
axle placements that could not be measured from the pho
tographs. Since the rear axle placement affects offtracking 
and could affect truck performance on turns in terms of the 
MOEs studied in the field, the data for semi 48s were exam
ined for the effects of different axle placements. The turn 
times for the pooled right turns and the pooled left turns were 
used to compare the semi 48 with axles forward to axles back. 
For the right turns, the trucks with axles back had a mean 
time of 11.3 seconds, compared to a mean of 7.3 seconds for 
the trucks with axles forward. This difference was statistically 

significant at the 0.05 level using the t-test with 16 degrees of 
freedom. For left turns, the difference in mean turn times 
was negligible and statistically insignificant. Insufficient sam
ples were available to analyze encroachments or conflicts for 
the axle positions. 

The final step of the data analysis involved a look at the 
effect of the presence of a vehicle near the turning truck. 
There was concern that a given truck turned differently 
depending on whether there was a vehicle beside the truck 
before the turn or waiting at the stop bar in the center lane 
of the destination street (in other words, the truck was not 
free to swing wide during the turn) and that this bias was 
reflected in the turn time and encroachment results given 
previously. In addition, there was concern that analysis of the 
conflict data was biased against high-volume intersections, 
since low-volume intersections would have a greater propor
tion of turning trucks with no chance of conflicts (no other 
vehicles present to conflict with the truck). However, a dupli
cation of the analyses described above using only the data 
recorded when there were other vehicles present ( approxi
mately four-fifths of all observations) showed that no impor
tant changes in the results already reported were necessary. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In reviewing the study results, the limitations of the study 
methods must be kept in mind. The simulation was limited 
because the differences among individual truck drivers, the 
reactions of the drivers of other vehicles in the traffic stream, 
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and the speed of the turn were not modeled. The field obser
vations were limited because they were based partially on a 
control truck with a professional driver knowledgeable of the 
purpose of the observations and because of the small samples 
of traffic-stream truck data gathered at some sites. The results 
and conclusions should not be generalized to cover truck types 
or types of intersections that were not specifically tested. 

No blanket regulations on truck routes should be based on 
this study. Many site, driver, and equipment variables must 
be examined before the decision to regulate truck traffic in a 
certain manner can be made . The computer simulation and 
field observation results showed that different types of trucks 
perform differently at different intersections and that small 
curb radii, narrow lane widths, and narrow destination road
ways were among the geometric factors associated with 
increased operational problems. 

Semi 48s and double 28s will have little impact on traffic 
operations at most intersections like those tested, but limited 
operational problems should be expected at some intersec
tions. The simulation demonstrated that trailer width is not 
as critical to smooth operations as trailer length, over the 
ranges of trucks and intersections simulated. Among the larger 
trucks simulated, the semi 55 would be expected to cause the 
most operational problems at a given intersection, followed 
by the semi 48, the triple 28, and the double 28. In field tests, 
the semi 48 sometimes turned slower, committed more 
encroachments, and caused more conflicts than the semi 40. 
The double 28 sometimes turned slower, committed more 
encroachments, and caused more conflicts than the semi 40, 
but committed fewer encroachments and caused fewer con
flicts than the semi 48. The axle position of the semi 48 made 
a difference in right turn time, with the larger offtracking of 
the truck when the axles are back causing a longer turning 
time, but did not make a difference in left turn time. 

Tests in this research were conducted under ideal condi
tions. Many of the important field test results were based on 
an experienced driver operating a truck in good condition 
through a familiar intersection with dry pavement during the 
day. There remains a need for study of large truck operations 
under less-than-ideal conditions. Future examinations of large 
truck operation should include problems associated with inex-
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perienced or impaired drivers, faulty equipment, and wet 
pavement, for instance. 
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Abridgment 

Magnitude and Severity of Drainage
Structure-Related Highway Accidents 

H. DOUGLAS ROBERTSON 

The Federal Highway Administration sponsored a study to 
determine the nature and magnitude of accidents related to 
roadside drainage structures. Accident data from national and 
state databases for the years 1981-1984 were analyzed with 
respect to their relationship to drainage structures. The find
ings revealed that drainage structures were involved in approx
imately 9 percent of all accidents on Federal-aid roads and 
were the first object struck in approximately 4.5 percent of all 
accidents. A high incidence of fatalities and serious injuries 
were associated with these accidents. Most of the accidents 
involved a single vehicle that struck a curb, ditch, embank
ment, or culvert. Drainage-structure-related accidents pre
dominantly involved a single vehicle and occurred in a higher 
proportion at night and in adverse weather compared to the 
same characteristics for all accidents. Based on the findings 
related to roadway characteristics, drainage-structure acci
dents were over-represented on Federal-aid secondary roads, 
at non-junctions, in curves and on grades, and on wet surfaces. 
This paper contains a brief summary of the study results. A 
complete documentation of the methodology and findings may 
be found in FHWA Report DTFH61-85-C-00065. 

Safety enhancement is a high priority on federally funded 3R 
and 4R (resurfacing, restoration, rehabilitation, and recon
struction) programs. Much effort has been directed at reduc
ing roadside hazards through removing, relocating, or pro
tecting fixed objects from errant vehicles. In spite of these 
improvements, fixed objects were the most harmful event in 
47.1 percent of the fatal single-vehicle accidents in 1983. 

Research to date has focused largely on improvements to 
utility poles, sign supports, guardrails, median barriers, and 
bridge rails. Concern has been expressed that drainage struc
tures may also pose significant safety hazards in run-off-road 
accidents. Thus the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) 
sponsored a study to determine the nature and magnitude of 
accidents in which drainage structures were involved. 

To identify the nature and magnitude of hazardous con
ditions that are associated with drainage structures is neither 
a straightforward nor an easy task . While there is a tremen
dous amount of data available on highway accidents, there 
are no known accident databases that either uniformly or 
directly code accidents involving vehicles that strike the var
ious types of drainage structures. The information contained 
in those databases that code drainage structures is limited and 
generic in nature . 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Civil Engineering 
Department, Charlotte, N.C. 28223. 

FINDINGS 

The following discussion is based on the results of an analysis 
of the 1982, 1983, and 1984 National Accident Sampling Sys
tem (NASS) raw data files and the 1983 NASS weighted data 
file, which contains an estimate of total accidents and their 
characteristics. The NASS data are for Federal-aid roads only 
and represent police-reported accidents where the first harm
ful event was coded as a collision with a drainage structure. 
In addition, the NASS raw data files contain information on 
situations where one or more of the first four objects con
tacted by any vehicle involved in the accident was a drainage 
structure. 

Computer printouts of one-way and two-way variable tables 
were obtained from the 1983 NASS weighted data file for 
both drainage-structure-related accidents and for all accidents 
on Federal-aid roads. The following discussion summarizes 
the key findings from an analysis of those tables. 

The first question addressed was, "What is the magnitude 
of drainage-structure-related accidents?" The answer is sum
marized in table 1. Drainage-structure-related accidents, as 
defined by first harmful event, constitute approximately 4.5 
percent of annual accidents on Federal-aid roads in the United 
States, or 176, 120 of the 3 ,934,006 police-reported accidents. 
Accidents involving curbs are the most frequently occurring, 
representing 31.5 percent of drainage-structure-related acci
dents and 1.4 percent of all accidents. 

The question that came to mind, however, was just how 
well did the first-harmful-event criterion serve as an indicator 
of drainage-structure-related accidents? To answer that ques
tion, further analyses were performed, using first the 1983 
NASS raw data file. 

A search of the vehicle file revealed 664 cases in which one 
or more of the up to four objects struck was either a culvert, 
ditch, curb, or soft embankment. A cross check of these same 
cases in the accident file revealed that in 333 of the 664 cases 
(50 percent) the first harmful event was either a culvert, ditch, 
curb, or soft embankment. The immediate conclusion, then, 
was that first harmful event underestimated the number of 
drainage-structure-related accidents by a factor of two. 

To ensure that this was not an anomaly in the 1983 data, 
a similar analysis was performed on the 1982 and the just
completed 1984 NASS data files . In both cases, drainage 
structure first harmful events occurred in 51 percent of the 
cases where a drainage structure was coded as one or more 
of the objects struck in the vehicle file. Thus, it was concluded 
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TABLE 1 DRAINAGE STRUCTURE ACCIDENTS BY FIRST 
HARMFUL EVENT 

% 0 Tota 
Object Struck Freguenc~ Percent Accidents* 

Curb 55,440 31.5 1.41 

Ditch 37,282 21.2 0.95 

Embankment (soft) 33,313 18.9 0.85 

Culvert 24,885 14.1 0.63 

Wa 11 20,790 11.8 0.53 

Embankment (hard) 4,410 2.5 0.11 

Total 176,120 100.0 4.48 

* 1983 NASS estimate of 3,934,006 pol ice-reported accidents on 
Federa 1-aid roads. 

TABLE 2 SEVERITY OF DRAINAGE STRUCTURE ACCIDENTS 

% Of Total % Of Total Accidents 
Injury-Severity Freguency Percent Accidents* w/ Same Severity 

Fata 1 2,136 1.2 0.06 9.3 

Incapacitating 18,152 10.5 0.47 7.2 

Non-incapacitating 26,327 15.3 0.69 5.0 

Possible 39,470 23.0 1.03 6.8 

None 85,753 50.0 2.24 3.5 

*1983 NASS weighted estimate of 3,831,841 accidents on Federa 1-
aid roads with known accident severity. 

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF THE SEVERITY OF DRAINAGE
STRUCTURE ACCIDENTS TO THE SEVERITY OF ALL 
ACCIDENTS (IN PERCENT) 

Injury Severity Drainage Structure A 11 Accidents 

Fatal 1.2 0.6 

Incapacitating 10.5 6.6 

Non-incapacitating 15.3 13.8 

Possible 23.0 15.0 

None 50.0 64.0 

Tota 1 100.0 100.0 

that drainage-structure-related accidents are involved in 
approximately 8 to 9 percent of all police-reported accidents 
on Federal-aid roads. 

drainage-structure-related accidents represent 9.3 percent of 
all fatal accidents and 7 .2 percent of all incapacitating injury 
accidents on Federal-aid roads. On the other hand, they rep
resent only 3.5 percent of the accidents with no injuries. In addition to occurrence, it is important to assess the sever

ity of these accidents. Table 2 shows that one or more fatalities 
occurred in 1.2 percent of and incapacitating injuries occurred 
in 10.5 percent of the drainage-structure-related accidents based 
on the first-harmful-event criterion from the 1983 NASS 
weighted data file. In terms of all accidents, fatal accidents 
represented 0.06 percent and incapacitating injuries repre
sented 0.47 percent. The last column of table 2 indicates that 

To provide yet another perspective and a basis of compar
ison, table 3 shows the distribution of all accidents and reveals 
that drainage accidents are almost twice as severe, in terms 
of fatalities and incapacitating injuries, as all accidents. One
half of all drainage-structure accidents involve injuries com
pared to 38 percent of all accidents. 

Table 4 characterizes the relative severity of the accidents 
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TABLE 4 SEVERE (FATAL OR INCAPACITATING INJURY) 
ACCIDENTS BY TYPE OF DRAINAGE OBJECT STRUCK 

Object Struck Freguenc~ Percent of Trne Object 

Embankment (hard) 1,349 30.6 

Embankment (soft) 4,425 13.3 

Curb 7 ,324 13.2 

Ditch 3,694 9.9 

Wa 11 1,805 8.7 

Culvert 1,691 6.8 

TABLE 5 COMPARISON OF LIGHT CONDITIONS (IN 
PERCENT) 

Light Condition Drainage Structure Accidents All Accidents 

Daylight 44.5 62.2 

Dark 28.1 11.0 

Dark, Lighted 22.8 22.4 

Dawn 1.8 1.0 

Dusk 2.8 3.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 

TABLE 6 COMPARISON OF WEATHER CONDITIONS (IN 
PERCENT) 

Weather Drainage Structure Accidents A 11 Accidents 

No Adverse 

Rain 

Sleet 

Snow 

Fog 

Other 

Total 

involving each of the drainage-structure types. It shows the 
number of fatal or incapacitating-injury accidents for each 
object type and the percent they represent of the total acci
dents of that type . For example , 30.6 percent (1,349) of the 
total hard embankment accidents ( 4,410 from table 1) involve 
fatalities or incapacitating injuries. While hard embankments 
exhibit the highest proportion of severe accidents, they occur 
with the lowest frequency. 

It must be remembered that this analysis does not account 
for exposure. For example, there are more miles of soft 
embankment than hard ones; therefore, the rate of occurrence 
(per vehicle miles traveled) might not be the lowest. From 
table 4, it appears that curb-related accidents are severe and 
occur with the greatest frequency of all the drainage structure 
categories. 

69.3 

18.2 

1.6 

3.7 

6.6 

0.6 

100.0 

78.4 

14.8 

0.3 

5.7 

0.6 

0.2 

100.0 

The remaining findings are based on selected general acci
dent characteristics of drainage accidents compared and con
trasted to the same characteristics of all accidents from the 
1983 NASS weighted data file. These findings in part describe 
the nature of drainage-structure-related accidents. 

Drainage structure accidents occur at a higher proportion 
in the dark than all accidents, 28 percent compared to 11 
percent (table 5). Table 6 indicates that a higher proportion 
of drainage-structure accidents occurs in adverse weather than 
is the case for all accidents. 

The incidence of drainage-structure accidents in curves and 
on grades is twice that of all accidents (tables 7 and 8). Finally, 
table 9 shows that a higher proportion of drainage structure 
accidents occurs on a wet road surface than is the case for all 
accidents. 
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TABLE 7 COMPARISON OF ROADWAY ALIGNMENT (IN 
PERCENT) 

A 1 ignment Drainage Struc tu re Accidents A 11 Accidents 

Straight 

Curved 

Total 

62.1 

37 .0 

100.0 

83.0 

17 .0 

100.0 

TABLE 8 COMPARISON OF ROADWAY PROFILE (IN PERCENT) 

Grade Drainage Structure Accidents A 11 Accidents 

Level 57 .7 75.1 

Grade (-2%) 40.3 23.0 

Hi 11 crest 0.8 1.0 

Sag 1.2 0.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 

TABLE 9 COMPARISON OF ROADWAY SURFACE CONDITION 
(IN PERCENT) 

Surface Condit ion Drainage 

Dry 

Wet 

Snow or Slush 

Ice 

Total 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the findings of the NASS accident data analysis, 
drainage-structure-related accidents represent eight to nine 
percent of the total highway safety problem on Federal-aid 
roadways. These accidents are quite severe. In terms of all 
accidents, those involving curbs occur most frequently, while 
in terms of accident severity, hard embankments are the most 
dangerous. The review of scene photographs suggests that 
curb design improvements and, in some cases, curb removal 
would have reduced the severity, if not the occurrence, of 
mapy of the curb accidents reviewed. 

Drainage-structure-related accidents occur in a higher pro
port'ion at night and in adverse weather compared to the same 
characteristics for all accidents. Based on the findings related 

Structure Accidents A 11 Accidents 

64.8 70.2 

27 .8 21.5 

3.0 4.5 

4.4 3.8 

100.0 100.0 

to roadway characteristics, drainage-structure accidents are 
overrepresented in curves, on grades, and on wet surfaces. 
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Effective Use of Passing Lanes on 
Two-Lane Highways 

DOUGLAS w. HARWOOD, CHRIS J. HOBAN, AND DAVEY L. WARREN 

Passing lanes have been found to be effective in improving 
overall traffic operations on two-lane highways. Many of the 
traffic operation problems on rural two-lane highways result 
from the lack of passing opportunities due to limited sight 
distance and heavy oncoming traffic volumes. Passing lanes 
can provide an effective method for improving traffic opera
tions on two-lane highways at a lower cost than required for 
constructing a four-lane highway. The paper presents guide
lines for effectively locating, designing, signing, and marking 
passing lanes to improve traffic operations. A procedure for 
estimating the operational effectiveness of passing lanes in terms 
of improved service is presented. The paper also presents an 
evaluation of the effectiveness of passing lanes in reducing 
accidents on two-lane highways. 

A passing lane is an added lane provided in one or both 
directions of travel on a conventional two-lane highway to 
improve passing opportunities. This definition includes pass
ing lanes in level or rolling terrain, climbing lanes on grades, 
and short four-lane sections. The length of the added lane 
can vary from 1,000 feet to as much as three miles. Figure 1 
illustrates a plan view of a typical passing lane section. 

Many of the traffic operational problems on rural two-lane 
highways result from the lack of passing opportunities due to 
limited sight distance and heavy oncoming traffic volumes. 
Passing lanes provide an effective method for improving traffic 
operations on two-lane highways by providing additional pass
ing opportunities at a lower cost than required for constructing 
a four-lane highway. This lower-cost approach is appropriate 
because there is a growing backlog of rural roads requiring 
improvement, and the funds are simply not available to four
lane every two-lane highway that experiences poor levels of 
service. 

FUNCTIONS OF PASSING LANES 

Passing lanes have two important functions on two-lane rural 
roads: 

• To reduce delays at specific bottleneck locations, such as 
steep upgrades where slow-moving vehicles are present and 

• To improve overall traffic operations on two-lane high-

D. W. Harwood, Midwest Research Institute, 425 Volker Bou
levard, Kansas City, Mo. 64110. C. J. Hoban, Australian Road 
Research Board, 500 Burwood Highway, Vermont South 3133, 
Victoria, Australia. D. L. Warren, Federal Highway Adminis
tration, 6300 Georgetown Pike, McLean, Va. 22101. 

ways by breaking up traffic platoons and reducing delays caused 
by inadequate passing opportunities over substantial lengths 
of highway 

The first function, to reduce delays at bottleneck locations, 
has been recognized for some time, and guidelines for the 
provision of climbing lanes on grades have been established. 
The second function, to improve overall traffic operations, 
has evolved more recently, particularly as a result of the lack 
of funds for major road improvements. In practice, many 
passing lanes perform both functions, and it is often difficult 
to make a clear operational distinction between the two. The 
distinction is important, however, in planning and design. The 
evaluation of a climbing lane considers only the bottleneck 
location, with the objective of improving traffic operations at 
the bottleneck to at least the same quality of service as adja
cent road sections. For passing improvements, on the other 
hand, the evaluation should consider traffic operations for 
an extended road length, typically 5 to 50 miles. Furthermore, 
the location of the passing improvement can be varied and 
selecting an appropriate location is an important design decision. 

LOCATION AND CONFIGURATION 

When passing lanes are provided at an isolated location, their 
function is generally to reduce delays at a specific bottleneck, 
and the location of the passing lane is dictated by the needs 
of the specific traffic problem encountered. Climbing lane 
design guidelines, for example, usually call for the added lane 
to begin before speeds are reduced to unacceptable levels 
and, where possible, to continue over the crest of the grade 
so that slower vehicles can regain some speed before merging. 
Requirements for sight distance and taper lengths further define 
the location of such lanes. In some cases, construction of a 
climbing lane over the full length of a grade may be too 
expensive, and the use of shorter lanes over part of the grade 
may be considered. Recent research at the University of Cal
ifornia (J) suggests that single short climbing lanes of approx
imately 1,500 feet near the midpoint of the grade, or two such 
lanes at the one-third and two-thirds points, are cost-effective 
methods for providing passing opportunities on long sustained 
grades. The location of a climbing lane drop on an upgrade 
section has been found to produce no adverse safety problems, 
provided sight distance is adequate (2). 

When passing lanes are provided to improve overall traffic 
operations over a length of road, they are often constructed 
at regular intervals. The designer can choose from a number 
of alternative configurations (3), as illustrated in figure 2. 
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FIGURE 1 Plan view of typical passing lane section. 

Factors that should be considered in choosing the location 
and configuration for passing lanes are discussed below. 

Location 

A primary objective in choosing the location for a passing 
lane should be to minimize construction costs, subject to 
other constraints . Data from several states indicate that the 
cost of constructing a passing lane can vary from $200,000 
to $750,000 per mile, depending on terrain. Climbing lanes 
in mountainous areas can cost as much as $1,800,000 per 
mile. Thus, the choice of a suitable location for a passing 
lane may be critical to its cost-effectiveness. A construction 
cost profile indicating the longitudinal variation of construc
tion cost per mile along the road can be a useful tool in 
selecting passing lane locations. 

The passing lane location should appear logical to the dnver. 
The value of passing lanes is more apparent to drivers at 
locations where passing sight distance is restricted than on 
long tangent sections that already provide good passing oppor
tunities. In some cases, a passing lane on a long tangent may 
encourage slow drivers to speed up, thus reducing the passing 
lane effectiveness. At the other extreme, highway sections 
with low-speed curves are not appropriate for passing lanes, 
since passing may be unsafe . 

The passing lane location may be on a sustained grade or 
on a relatively level section. If delay problems on a grade are 
severe, the grade will usually be the preferred location for a 
passing lane. However, if platooning delays exist for some 
distance along a road, locations other than upgrades should 
also be considered for passing lanes. While speed differences 
between vehicle types are often greater on upgrades than on 
level or rolling sections, particularly if heavily loaded trucks 
are present, construction costs and constraints may be greater 
at such locations. Some types of slow vehicles, such as rec
reational vehicles, are not slowed by upgrades as dramatically 
as heavy trucks; passing lanes in rolling terrain may provide 
opportunities to pass such vehicles that are just as good as 
the opportunities provided by passing or climbing lanes on 
upgrades. Passing Janes are also effective on level terrain 
where the demand for passing opportunities exceeds supply. 

The passing lane location should provide adequate sight 
distance at the lane-addition and lane-drop tapers . 

The location of major intersections and high-volume drive
ways should be considered in selecting passing lane locations, 
to minimize the volume of turning movements on a road 
section where passing is encouraged. Low-volume intersec
tions and driveways do not usually create problems in passing 
lanes. Where the presence of higher-volume intersections and 
driveways cannot be avoided, special provisions for turning 
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vehicles should be considered. The prohibition of passing by 
vehicles travelling in the opposing direction should also be 
considered on passing lane sections with high-volume inter
sections and driveways. 

Locations with other physical constraints, such as bridges 
and culverts, should be avoided if they restrict the provision 
of a continuous shoulder. 

Passing lanes can also be constructed as part of realigning 
a road segment that has safety problems. 

Configuration 

Separated or adjoining passing lanes (shown as (c) through 
(f) in figure 2) are often used in pairs, one in each direction , 
at regular intervals along a two-lane highway. 

Where pairs of adjoining passing lanes are used and passing 
by opposing direction vehicles is prohibited , the use of con
figuration (e) in figure 2 has the advantage of building pla
toons before the passing lane, whereas the reverse configu
ration tends to rebuild platoons more quickly after the passing 
lane. This configuration is also preferred because the lane
drop areas of the opposing passing lanes are not located adja
cent to each other. 

Transitions between passing lanes in opposing directions 
should be carefully designed; intersections, bridges, two-way 
left-tum lanes, or painted medians can often be used effec
tively to provide a buffer area between opposing passing lanes. 

Alternating passing lanes (shown as (g) and (h) in figure 
2) are sometimes appropriate where a wide pavement is already 
available. However, the provision of passing lanes over 50 
percent of the road length is probably excessive. Drivers may 
also feel unduly constrained when passing is prohibited on 
the other 50 percent of the road length if sight distance is 
good and traffic volumes are low. 

Short, four-lane sections, both divided and undivided, are 
particularly appropriate where the ultimate design is for the 
highway to have four lanes. Construction of short, four-lane 
sections at the least expensive locations can provide a sub
stantial proportion of the benefits of the ultimate design for 
a relatively small proportion of the total cost, particularly if 
major bridge work or right-of-way acquisition can be avoided. 
This staged four-laning will generally return a high benefit
cost ratio, while economic justification for the remaining stages 
will increase with increasing traffic volumes in future years . 
Where the ultimate design is uncertain or the need for it is 
many years away, however, the use of lower cost options 
should be considered . 

Overlapping passing lanes (shown as (i) and (j) in figure 2) 
are often used at crests where a climbing lane is provided on 
each upgrade. 
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GEOMETRIC DESIGN 

The length of the passing lane, the iane and shoulder widths, 
and the lane-addition and lan.e-drop taper designs should be 
considered in the geometric design of passing lanes. The fol
lowing guidelines for geometric design were developed by 
Harwood and Hoban (5). 

Passing lanes should generally be from 0.5- to 1.0-mile long, 
excluding tapers. Passing lanes less than 0.5-mile long are 
usually not effective in creating additional passing opportu
nities, and passing lanes over 1.0-mile long are usually not 
cost-effective (5, 6). The choice of an optimal design length 
for passing lanes on two-lane highways should be a function 
of the traffic flow rate and is addressed in a later section of 
this paper. 

The lane widths in a passing lane section usually should not 
be narrower than the lane widths on the adjacent sections of 
two-lane highway; 12-foot lane widths are desirable. It is also 
desirable for passing lane sections to have a minimum four
foot shoulder width on either side of the highway. Wherever 
possihle, the shoulder width in a passing lane section should 
not be narrower than the shoulder width on the adjacent 
sections of two-lane highway. 

The lane-addition and lane-drop transition areas at the 
beginning and end of a passing lane should be designed to 
encourage safe and efficient traffic operations. Many highway 
agencies have used relatively short lane-addition and lane
drop tapers at passing lanes. However, the use of longer tapers 
should be encouraged to minimize traffic conflicts and to get 
the greatest operational benefit from the investment in passing 
lanes. 

The lane-drop taper at the downstream end of a passing 
lane should be designed in accordance with the requirements 
for lane reduction transitions set by the FHW A Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways 
(MUTCD), Section 3B-8. The recommended geometric con
figuration is to terminate the right lane with a lane-drop taper 
and merge the traffic from both lanes into a single lane. In a 
few cases, such as alternating passing lanes on a three-lane 
pavement of constant width, dropping the left lane is appro
priate. The lane-drop taper length should be computed from 
the formula L = WS, where Lis the taper length in feet, W 
is the width of the dropped lane in feet, and Sis the prevailing 
off-peak 85th percentile speed in miles per hour (mph). At 
the termination of a 12-foot lane, the required taper length 
for a 60-mph prevailing speed is 720 feet. A wide shoulder is 
desirable at the lane-drop taper to provide a recovery area in 
case drivers encounter a merging conflict. 

There is no MUTCD requirement for the length of the lane
addition taper at the upstream end of a passing lane. The 
diverge maneuver does not require as much length as the 
merge maneuver, but a good lane-addition transition design 
is needed for effective passing lane operations. The recom
mended length for a Jane-addition taper is half to two-thirds 
of the length of a Jane-drop taper, or 360 to 480 ft in the 
example of the 60-mph design speed presented above. 

Passing Janes are most effective if the majority of drivers 
enter the right lane at the lane-addition transition and use the 
left Jane only when passing a slower vehicle. Little or no 
operational benefit is gained from passing Janes if most drivers 
continue in the left lane. The geometric design of the lane
addition transition area, together with appropriate signing and 
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marking (discussed below) should encourage drivers to enter 
the right lane of the passing Jane section. 

Safe and effective passing lane operations require adequate 
sight distance on the approach to both the lane-addition and 
lane-drop tapers. Inadequate sight distance in advance of the 
lane-addition taper may result in lack of readiness by vehicles 
wishing to pass, so that some of the length of the passing lane 
is wasted. When sight distance approaching the lane-drop 
taper is limited, vehicles may merge too early or too late, 
resulting in erratic behavior and poor use of the passing lane. 
Therefore, passing sight distance appropriate for the speed 
of the highway on the approach to each taper is recom
mended. Above-minimum passing sight distance in the taper 
areas is desirable. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 

The signing and marking of passing lanes is partially addressed 
in the MUTCD ( 4), which indicates the appropriate centerline 
markings for passing lanes and the signing and marking of 
lane-drop transitions areas. The following discussion extends 
the MUTCD criteria to provide a consistent set of traffic 
control devices for use at passing lanes, as illustrated in figure 
3. The recommended signing and marking practice presented 
here were developed by Harwood and Hoban (5) from review 
of the practices of 13 states (6) and the practices used in 
Australia and Canada (3). The recommended practice is pre
sented here not to suggest that it should be adopted in pre
cisely this form by every highway agency, but to illustrate the 
types of signs and markings that are needed for effective 
operation of passing lanes. 

Signing 

Signing is needed to convey information to drivers at three 
locations at passing lane sites: 

• In advance of the passing lane, 
• At the lane addition, and 
• In advance of the lane drop. 

Advance Signing 

A sign with the legend PASSING LANE 1/2 MILE should be 
placed 0.5 mile in advance of each passing lane. This sign 
provides advance notice of the passing lane to the drivers of 
both slow-moving vehicles and following vehicles so that they 
can prepare to make effective use of the passing Jane. Addi
tional advance signs are desirable two to five miles in advance 
of a passing Jane. Such advance signing may reduce the frus
tration and impatience of drivers following a slow-moving 
vehicle because they know they will soon have an opportunity 
to pass. Driver frustration and impatience when following 
slow-moving vehicles has been shown to be a potential safety 
problem on two-lane highways. Hostetter and Seguin (7) found, 
for example, that when forced to follow a slow-moving vehicle 
for up io 5 miles, almusl 25 percent of drivers passed illegally 
in a no-passing zone. 
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FIGURE 3 Recommended signing and marking practices for passing lanes. 

Lane-Addition Signing 

A black-on-white regulatory sign with the legend KEEP RIGHT 
EXCEPT TO PASS should be placed at the beginning of the 
lane-addition taper. This sign, in conjunction with the geo
metrics and pavement markings at the lane-addition taper, 
informs drivers of the beginning of the passing lane and 
encourages them to enter the right lane unless they are imme
diately behind a vehicle they wish to pass. An acceptable 
alternative legend for this sign is SLOWER TRAFFIC KEEP 
RIGHT, although this legend is not preferred because it pro
vides less definite instructions to drivers. Sign legends that 
refer specifically to trucks, such as TRUCKS USE RIGHT 
LANE, are not recommended because they appear to exclude 
other vehicle types, such as slow-moving recreational vehicles 
and passenger cars, which should also be encouraged to use 
the right lane. 

Lane-Drop Signing 

The MUTCD requires a black-on-yellow warning sign, either 
a symbol sign or a text sign, in advance of a lane drop. Accord
ing to MUTCD table 11-1, for a prevailing speed of 60 mph, 
a single warning sign should be placed 775 feet in advance of 
a decision point that requires a high degree of judgment, such 
as a lane-drop merging maneuver. Many highway agencies 
use two warning signs in advance of the lane-drop transition 
areas of passing lanes , and this practice is recommended. The 
first advance warning sign with the legend RIGHT LANE 
ENDS, should be located 1,000 feet in advance of the lane
drop taper . This sign may carry a supplemental distance plate 
(for example, 1,000 FEET) below the sign. The second advance 
warning sign should be the lane reduction transition symbol 

sign and should be located 500 feet in advance of the lane
drop taper. 

Signing for Opposing Traffic 

Highway agencies that generally provide signing for passing 
and no-passing zones on conventional two-lane highways, 
including the DO NOT PASS sign, the PASS WITH CARE 
sign, and the pennant-shaped NO PASSING ZONE sign, 
usually continue this practice in the opposing direction of 
travel at passing lane sites. Where passing by vehicles trav
elling in the opposing direction is permitted, some agencies 
use a regulatory sign specifically appropriate to passing lanes, 
such as YIELD CENTER LANE TO OPPOSING TRAFFIC, 
in place of the PASS WITH CARE sign. An alternative sign 
for use in the opposing direction to a passing lane is the three
arrow sign used in Australia, which is illustrated in figure 3. 
This sign does not identify whether passing by vehicles trav
elling in the opposing direction is permitted or prohibited, 
but it does inform drivers that there are two lanes of oncoming 
traffic. 

Marking 

A passing lane section with two lanes in one direction of travel 
and one lane in the opposite direction of travel should be 
marked in accordance with MUTCD figure 3-2. A yellow 
centerline marking should be used to separate the lanes nor
mally used by traffic moving in opposite directions. A broken 
white lane line is used to separate traffic in lanes normally 
moving in the same direction. Pavement edge lines are desir
able on both sides of the highway in passing-lane sections to 
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guide drivers and to delineate the boundary between the pave
ment and shoulder. 

Passing by vehicles travelling in the opposing direction to 
a passing lane may be either permitted or prohibited, as illus
trated in MUTCD figure 3-2. A study by Harwood and St. 
John ( 6) found no difference in cross-centerline accident rates 
between passing lane sections where passing in the opposing 
direction was prohibited and passing lane sections where pass
ing in the opposing direction was permitted where adequate 
sight distance was available. Therefore, passing by opposing
direction vehicles may be allowed where sight distance is ade
quate. This finding indicates that passing lanes where passing 
by opposing direction vehicles is permitted do not have safety 
problems of the type that occurred many years ago on three
lane highways with center lanes available for unrestricted use 
by vehicles travelling in either direction. Passing zones should 
be marked for the opposing direction of travel in passing lanes 
where warranted by the same criteria used in marking normal 
two-lane highways, specified in MUTCD Section 3B-5. For 
a 60-mph prevailing speed, a no-passing zone is warranted in 
the opposing direction of travel where sight distance is less 
than 1,000 feet. 

It is not a desirable practice to prohibit passing by vehicles 
travelling in the opposing direction at all passing lane sites, 
because this unnecessarily reduces the level of service in that 
direction of travel. Prohibition of passing in the opposing 
direction at all passing lanes, regardless of sight distance, may 
be counterproductive to improved safety, since some drivers 
travelling in the opposing direction may be tempted to pass 
despite the prohibition in areas of good sight distance. Some 
agencies may choose to institute a site-by-site review of pass
ing lanes and prohibit opposing direction passing at particular 
sites on the basis of unusual geometrics, roadside develop
ment, high traffic volumes, or similar factors, in addition to 
limited sight distance. The prohibition of passing by vehicles 
travelling in the opposing direction is particularly appropriate 
at sites with roadside development that generates frequent 
left-tum movements from the left lane of the treated direction 
in the passing lane section. 

Lane-Addition Markings 

The MUTCD does not provide any specific guidance for 
marking a lane-addition transition area. The recommended 
pavement marking scheme is illustrated in figure 3. The use 
of a pavement edge marking in the lane-addition transition 
area is recommended. A white dotted marking tapering across 
the left lane immediately prior to the beginning of the lane 
line is recommended. Several highway agencies have found 
this marking to be effective in guiding most drivers into the 
right lane. Drivers who desire to pass immediately upon enter
ing the passing lane are permitted to cross the dotted marking. 

Lane-Drop Markings 

Pavement markings in the lane-drop transition area should 
be provided in accordance with MUTCD Section 3B-8, as 
illustrated in MUTCD figure 3-10. For a 60-mph prevailing 
speed, the broken white lane line should be discontinued 580 
feet prior to the beginning of the lane-drop taper. The use of 
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a pavement edge marking in the lane-drop transition area is 
recommended. 

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 

The operational effectiveness of passing lanes on two-lane 
highways has been evaluated extensively in Australia, Can
ada, and the United States. The results of the recent evalu
ation of passing lanes in the United States are summarized in 
the following discussion to provide guidance on where passing 
lanes should be used and what operational benefits should be 
expected. International research has also demonstrated the 
effectiveness of passing lanes. Australian research has resulted 
in the development of minimum-volume warrants for passing 
lanes based on average daily traffic (ADT) volumes and per
cent of highway length providing passing opportunities over 
the previous 2 to 6 miles (8). Canadian research has developed 
a concept based on the percentage of highway length with 
"assured" passing opportunities to determine where passing 
lanes are needed (9, 10). Summaries of these results have also 
been presented by Harwood and Hoban (5). 

The research approach used in the United States has focused 
on tying the operational effectiveness of passing lanes to the 
levels of service for two-lane highways used in Chapter 8 of 
the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (11). These levels 
of service, illustrated in table 1, are defined in terms of the 
percentage of travel time spent delayed, such as travelling in 
platoons behind other vehicles. The percent of time delay was 
chosen as the measure of service for the 1985 HCM because 
it is more sensitive to variation in flow rate than other can
didate measures, such as vehicle speeds (12). On steep grades, 
the average upgrade speed serves as an additional criterion 
to define the levels of service. 

The operational effectiveness of passing lanes in the United 
States was previously evaluated based on field data by Har
wood and St. John (6) and Harwood, St. John, and Warren 
(13). This field evaluation compared the quality of traffic 
operations (level of service) upstr!!am and downstream of 
passing lanes. Field evaluations cannot compare the quality 
of traffic operations on a highway section with and without 
passing lanes, but comparisons of this type can be made with 
a computer simulation model. Therefore, simulation model
ing of passing lanes was recently conducted with a computer 
model known as TWOPAS (14). 

TWOP AS is a microcomputer simulation model of traffic 
operations on two-lane, two-way highways. TWOPAS is a 

TABLE 1 LEVEL OF SERVICE CRITERIA FOR TWO
LANE HIGHWAYS 

Percent Time Average Upgrade 
Level of Delay on Speed (mi/hr) on 
Service General Segments Specific Grades 

A s; 30 ~ 55 
B ~ 45 ~ so 
c s; 60 ~ 45 
D s; 75 ~ 40 
E > 75 '2: 2.5-40 
F 100 < 25-40 
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FIGURE 4 Example of the effect of a passing lane on two-lane 
highway traffic operations. 

modified version of the TWOW AF model used in the devel
opment of Chapter 8 of the 1985 HCM. TWOPAS has the 
added capability to simulate the operational effects of passing 
and climbing lanes. The TWOWAF model was validated from 
field data for conventional two-lane highways by St. John and 
Kobett (15) and by Messer (12), and the added capability to 
simulate passing and climbing lanes was validated from field 
data by Harwood and St. John (14). The latter effort found 
good agreement between model results and field data for 
traffic platooning and traffic speeds upstream and down
stream of passing lanes. 

Figure 4 presents a conceptual illustration of the effect of 
a passing Jane on traffic operations on a two-lane highway. 
The solid line in this figure shows the normal fluctuation of 
platooning on a two-lane highway with the availability of pass
ing sight distance . When a passing Jane is added, the per
centage of vehicles following in platoons falls dramatically 
and stabilizes at about half the value for the two-Jane road. 
Because platoons are broken up in the passing lane, its effec
tive length extends for a considerable distance downstream 
of the passing Jane. Thus, the installation of passing lanes on 
parts of a two-lane highway can improve traffic operations on 
the entire highway. The next section of the paper illustrates 
the determination of the effective length of passing lanes for 
different lengths and traffic flow rates , based on computer 
simulation results. 

Effective Length of a Passing Lane Used for 
.Analysis 

Figure 5 illustrates the effects of passing Janes of various lengths 
on traffic platooning within a passing Jane and downstream 
of a passing lane for flow rates of 400 and 700 vehicles per 
hour (vph) in one direction of travel. Figure 5 is based on the 
percentage of vehicles delayed in platoons at specific spot 
locations on the highway. It can be seen in figure 5 that the 
level of traffic platooning within a passing lane is less than 
half of the level observed upstream of the passing lane. Traffic 
platooning remains at a reduced level downstream of a passing 
lane. For a flow rate of 400 vph, the effects of passing Janes 
can still be substantial seven miles downstream of the begin
ning of the passing lane, especially for longer passing lanes. 
At the higher flow rate of 700 vph, nearly all of the operational 

benefits of the passing lane are gone within five miles, although 
there is a small residual effect even at seven miles down
stream. The length of the passing Jane has a strong influence 
on the improvement in traffic operations immediately down
stream of the passing lane , but this differential between pass
ing Jane lengths largely disappears farther downstream. 

The results in figure 5 indicate that the effective length of 
a passing lane can vary from three to eight miles, depending 
on passing Jane length, traffic flow and composition, and 
downstream passing opportunities. 

The concept of effective length is needed for analysis pur
poses to determine the overall effect of a passing lane on level 
of service over an extended highway section. For most cases, 
effective length can be estimated from figure 5, with adjust
ments for factors that might hasten or slow the downstream 
overtaking or catch-up process. If the two-Jane highway down
stream of the passing lane has few passing opportunities, for 
example, the effective length determined from figure 5 should 
be reduced. 

In some cases, the effective length of a passing lane is 
constrained by other road features, such as small towns, four
lane sections, or additional passing lanes a few miles down
stream. In these situations, the distance to the downstream 
constraint should be used as the effective length for analysis 
purposes, if this is less than that estimated from figure 5. 

Effectiveness Over an Extended Road Section 

Figure 6 illustrates the effectiveness of passing lanes of various 
lengths in improving traffic operations on two-lane highways, 
based on results obtained with the TWOP AS simulation model. 
The curves presented in figure 6, for passing lanes of varying 
lengths, represent their effectiveness in increasing traffic speeds 
and decreasing the percent of time vehicles spend delayed in 
platoons on a two-lane highway in moderately rolling terrain. 
The vehicle speed and platooning measures in figure 6 are 
averages over an eight-mile highway section with the passing 
lane located at the beginning; thus, these curves represent the 
combined effects of improved traffic operations in the passing 
lane and downstream of the passing lane. Figure 6 illustrates 
that passing lanes produce relatively small increases in vehicle 
speeds, but can dramatically decrease vehicle platooning. 

An eight-mile highway section is used in figure 6 because 
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FIGURE 6 Computer simulation results for operational effectiveness of passing lanes. 
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TABLE 2 EFFECT OF PASSING LANES ON PERCENT TIME 
DELAY OVER AN EXTENDED ROAD LENGTH 

PERCENT TIME DELAY 

Effective Passing lane Length (mi) 
Length 
(mi) 0 0.25 a.so 

One-way Flow Rate= lOOveh/hr 

3 33 30 20 
s 33 31 2S 
8 33 32 28 

One-way Flow Rate = 200 veh/hr 

3 50 39 29 
s so 44 37 
8 50 46 42 

One-wqy Flow Rate = 400 veh/hr 

3 70 67 57 
5 70 68 62 
8 70 69 65 

One-way Flow Rate= 700veh/hr 

3 82 79 
5 82 80 
8 82 81 

the effective length of a passing lane includes both the passing 
lane itself and the downstream section of two-lane highway 
where platooning is lower than it would be without the passing 
lane. Table 2 presents the estimated reductions in percent 
time delay for three different effective lengths-3, 5, and 8 
miles-as well as for different lengths of passing lane. 

The selection of the design length of a passing lane is dis
cussed in the following sections. Once the design length and 
the effective length used for analysis are determined, table 2 
can be used to predict the percent time delay and, hence, the 
level of service on a highway section which includes a passing 
lane. 

It should be noted that the base values of percent time 
delay for a normal two-lane highway in table 2 are higher 
than those specified in the HCM (see table 1) for ideal con
ditions. This is because the simulated results were derived for 
non-ideal conditions of terrain, no-passing zones, and traffic 
composition. Since these conditions can vary from one case 
to another, it is recommended that table 2 be entered using 
a given base value of percent time delay, rather than the traffic 
flow. In other words, the estimated two-lane highway percent 
time delay should be used to select the appropriate row of 
table 2, regardless of traffic flow. Linear interpolation in ta
ble 2 is acceptable. 

Optimum Design Length for Passing Lanes 

The optimum design length for a passing lane can be deter
mined through a cost-effectiveness analysis. This can be illus-

69 
74 
77 

0.75 1.00 I.SO 2.00 

17 17 17 17 
22 19 17 17 
26 24 22 20 

2S 2S 2S 25 
31 29 25 25 
38 37 33 30 

49 43 35 35 
S7 54 49 38 
62 60 S7 so 

63 SS 45 41 
71 66 60 52 
75 72 68 63 

trated by the data in table 3, which presents the percent time 
delay over an effective length of eight miles for passing lanes 
of various design lengths, the difference between the percent 
time delay for each design length and a conventional two-lane 
highway, and the ratio of this difference to the design length. 
This effectiveness ratio, the effectiveness in reducing vehicle 
platooning per unit length of passing lane, represents the 
relative cost-effectiveness of passing lanes, if one assumes that 
the cost of constructing a passing lane is proportional to its 
length. This assumption is reasonable for most situations, 
although the cost of constructing passing lanes can vary widely 
as a function of terrain. The passing lane lengths shown in 
table 3 were increased by 600 feet, half of the combined length 

TABLE 3 REDUCTION IN PERCENT TIME DELAY PER 
UNIT LENGTH OF PASSING LANE 

One-Way Passing Lane L.ngth (mi)g/ 
Flow Rate 
( veh/hr) 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 l.50 2.00 

100 2.8 8.2 8. 1 8.1 6.8 6.2 
200 l l. l 13. l 14.0 11.7 10.6 9.5 
400 2.8 8.2 13. l 9.0 8.1 9.5 
700 2.8 8.2 8.1 9.0 8.7 9.0 

y Unit length of passing lanes increased by 600 ft to 
account for cost of constructing lane addition and 
lane drop tapers. 
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TABLE 4 OPTIMAL DESIGN 
LENGTHS FOR PASSING LANES 

One-Way Optimal Passing 
Flow Rate Lane Length 
( veh/hr) (mi) 

100 0.50 
200 0.50-0.75 
400 0.75-1.00 
700 1.00-2.00 

of typical lane-addition and lane-drop tapers, in the compu
tation of the effectiveness ratios to account for the cost of 
constructing these transition areas. 

The optimum design lengths for passing lanes, based on the 
data in table 3, are tabulated in table 4. For flow rates of 200 
vph or less in one direction of travel, the highest effectiveness 
per unit length is obtained for passing lanes with design lengths 
between 0.5 and 0.75 of a mile. Passing lanes shorter than 
0.5 mile or longer than 0.75 mile are not as desirable at this 
flow rate because they provide less operational benefit per 
unit length. As flow rate increases above 200 vph, the opti
mum design length for a passing Jane also increases. At a flow 
rate of 400 vph in one direction of travel, the optimum design 
length for a passing lane is 0. 75 to 1.0 mile. At very high flow 
rates, such as 700 vph in one direction of travel, the optimum 
design length of passing Janes ranges from 1.0 to 2.0 miles. 
However, passing lanes longer than 1.0 mile may not be desir
able, even for highways with peak flow rates of 700 vph in 
one direction of travel, because longer passing lanes would 
be suboptimal throughout the remainder of the day when 
traffic volumes are lower. 

The effectiveness analysis indicates that short passing lanes 
are usually more effective per unit length and, therefore, per 
dollar spent on construction than long passing Janes. Thus, 
the overall level of service on a highway can often be improved 
more by constructing three 0.5-mile passing lanes spaced at 
intervals than by constructing one two-mile passing lane. The 
optimum design length for passing lanes on a specific section 
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of two-Jane highway could be based on the highest hourly 
flow rate that occurs frequently (for example, on a daily basis) 
on that specific highway section. The design hour volume, 
which occurs in only a few hours out of each year, may be 
too high to serve as the basis for the choice of a cost-effective 
passing Jane length. It may be useful to evaluate traffic oper
ations for several design hours, especially when the compo
sition of traffic differs between weekdays and weekends. 

SAFETY EFFECTIVENESS 

Safety evaluations have shown that passing lanes and short 
four-Jane sections reduce accident rates below the levels found 
on conventional two-lane highways. 

Table 5 compares the results of two before-and-after eval
uations of passing Jane installation. These studies include acci
dents of all types for both directions of travel within the por
tion of the two-Jane highway where the passing Janes were 
installed. A California study by Rinde (16) at 23 sites in level, 
rolling, and mountainous terrain found accident rate reduc
tions due to passing lane installation of 11 to 27 percent, 
depending on road width. The accident rate reduction effec
tiveness at the 13 sites in level or rolling terrain was 42 percent. 
In data from 22 sites in four states, Harwood and St. John 
( 6) found the accident rate reduction effectiveness of passing 
lanes to be 9 percent for all accidents and 17 percent for fatal 
and injury accidents. The combined data from both studies 
indicates that passing Jane installation reduces accident rate 
by 25 percent. No difference was found between the accident 
rates of passing Janes of level and rolling terrain. 

Harwood and St. John (6) found no indication in the acci
dent data of any marked safety problem in either the lane
addition or lane-drop transition areas of passing lanes. In field 
studies of traffic conflicts and erratic maneuvers at the lane
drop transition areas of 10 passing lanes, lane-drop transition 
areas were found to operate smoothly. Overall, 1.3 percent 
of the vehicles passing through the lane-drop transition area 
created a traffic conflict, while erratic maneuver rates of 0.4 
and 0.3 percent were observed for centerline and shoulder 
encroachments, respectively. The traffic conflict and 

TABLE 5 ACCIDENT REDUCTION EFFECTIVENESS OF PASSING LANES 

Percent Reduction 
No. of Fatal and 

Total Roadwgy Passing Lane All Injury 
Source T~Ee of Terrain Width 'ft} Sites Accidents Accidents 

Rinde 16 
Level , roll i ng, and 36 4 11 

40 14 25 mountainous 42-44 5 27 

Level and rolling 36-44 13 42 
sites only 

Harwood and Level and rolling 40-48 22 9 17 
St. John6 

Combined Totals for Level and 35 . 25 
Rolling Terrain 

a Total roadway width includes both traveled way and shoulders. 
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TABLE 6 RELATIVE ACCIDENT RATES FOR IMPROVEMENT 
ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative 

Conventional two-lane highway 
Passing lane section 
Four-lane section 

encroachment rates observed at lane-drop transition areas in 
passing lanes were much smaller than the rates found in lane
drop transition areas at other locations on the highway system, 
such as work zones. 

An evaluation of cross-centerline accidents involving vehi
cles travelling in opposite directions on the highway found no 
safety differences between passing lanes with passing prohib
ited in the opposing direction and passing lanes with passing 
permitted in the opposing direction where adequate sight dis
tance was available (6). The provision for passing by vehicles 
travelling in the opposing direction does not appear to lead 
to safety problems at the types of sites and flow rate levels 
(up to 400 vph in one direction of travel) where it has been 
permitted by the highway agencies that participated in the 
Harwood and St. John study. Both types of passing lanes had 
cross-centerline accident rates lower than those of comparable 
sections of conventional two-lane highway. 

Reviewing a small number of climbing-lane sites in the 
United States, Jorgensen (17) found no change in accident 
experience. In the United Kingdom, Voorhees (18) found a 
13 percent reduction in accidents where a climbing lane was 
provided. 

A safety evaluation of nine short, four-lane sections in three 
states found a 34 percent lower total accident rate and a 43 
percent lower fatal and injury accident rate on the short, four
lane sections than rates on comparable sections of conven
tional two-lane highways (5). These differences, although sub
stantial, were not statistically significant because of the limited 
number of sites available. The cross-centerline accident rates 
for the short, four-lane sections were generally less than half 
the rates for the comparable two-lane sections. 

Table 6 summarizes the relative accident rates found in 
recent research for passing lane sections and short, four-lane 
sections, expressed as ratios between the expected accident 
rate for each and the expected accident rate of a conventional 
two-lane highway. 

SUMMARY 

Passing lanes have been found to be effective in improving 
overall traffic operations on two-lane highways, and they pro
vide a lower cost alternative to four-laning extended sections 
of highway. Passing opportunities on two-lane highways can 
be increased by the installation of passing lanes in level and 
rolling terrain, of climbing lanes on sustained grades, and of 
short sections of four-lane highway. The traffic operational 
effectiveness of passing lanes can be predicted as a function 
of flow rate, passing-lane length, and the percentage of traffic 
travelling in platoons, using the procedure presented above. 
The installation of a passing lane on a two-lane highway reduces 
accident rate by approximately 25 percent. Recommended 

A 11 Accidents 

1. 00 
0. 75 
0.65 

Fatal and Injury 
Accidents 

1.00 
0.70 
0.60 

geometric design, signing, and marking practices for passing 
lanes have also been developed. Further guidance on the use 
of passing lanes and other low-cost methods of improving 
traffic operations on two-lane highways (such as turnouts, 
shoulder driving sections, intersection turn lanes, and cen
ter two-way left-tum lanes) is provided by Harwood and 
Hoban (5). 
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Design Guide for Auxiliary Passing Lanes 
on Rural Two-Lane Highways 

ALAN R. KAUB AND WILLIAM D. BERG 

The objective of this research was to determine the conditions 
under which the construction of an auxiliary passing lane on 
two-lane rural highways is economically justified. A conflict
opportunity model was developed which estimates the number 
of potential passing conflicts with an opposing vehicle that a 
given traffic volume will generate. By assigning a cost-per
conflict opportunity and adjusting for the length of passing 
zones available, the passing-accident costs for a given roadway 
segment were estimated. Based on prior research, a deter
ministic reduction of this cost was used lo e.stimate the avings 
that would result from an auxiliary passing lane. The TWOWAF 
model was then used to simulate delay and travel speeds for 
trucks and passenger vehicles for typical highway sections both 
without and with an auxiliary passing lane. Benefit-cost anal
ysis was applied to determine the average daily traffic (ADT) 
levels at which an auxiliary passing lane would be economically 
justified as a function of section length, percent passing zones 
available, cost per conflict, construction cost, and discount 
rate. 

Rural, two-lane highways constitute over 80 percent of the 
national highway system mileage but carry only approximately 
35 percent of the total annual vehicle-miles of travel (J). Yet 
this system is responsible for over 48 percent of all fatal motor 
vehicle accidents and 30 percent of all injury accidents each 
year (2). On this rural two-lane system, the head-on collision 
is the second most common type of rural fatal accident , 
responsible for approximately 5,100 fatalities annually (3). 
One of the most common and complex rural, two-lane oper
ational maneuvers, and one which has the potential to cause 
head-on or severe accidents is the passing maneuver . But it 
is also the passing maneuver which has the capability to sub
stantially reduce rural, two-lane travel time and delay . Thus, 
on the rural two-lane system there exists a need to improve 
safety performance by reducing severe accidents while main
taining or improving traffic operational performance. 

Prior research has suggested that one alternative for 
improving rural roadway passing performance is to design for 
passing opportunities such that the following driver will gen
erally not become intolerant to delay by having to seek too 
diligently for an acceptable passing gap in opposing traffic 
( 4). If passing opportunities were provided either by the absence 
of opposing traffic or by the placement of passing lanes at 
appropriate locations, much of the accident cost of the passing 
maneuver might be eliminated. On many rural highways this 
minimized probability of accident and minimized delay occur 

A. R. Kaub, Department of Civil Engineering and Mechanics, 
University of South Florida, Tampa, Fla. 33620. W. D. Berg, 
2206 Engineering Building, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
Madison, Wis. 53706. 

frequently where the volumes of traffic are light, and thus the 
probability of meeting an opposing vehicle while performing 
the passing maneuver is small. However , where the volume 
of traffic increases and the percent passing decreases such that 
delay and the probability of an accident become high, the 
construction of auxiliary passing lanes or various types of four
lane highways may be justified to provide for additional safe 
passing opportunities. 

Because of the expense associated with freeway construc
tion , auxiliary passing lane have begun to receive greater 
attention. Past research on the operational a ·pect of passing 
lanes by Franklin Research Institute (5) concluded that road 
widening, shoulder widening, and added lane construction 
would have marginal benefit-cost ratios less than 1.0. How
ever, delay benefits were not included in the study because 
of insufficient data relating delay savings to improvements in 
operating speed . In another study, Harwood, St . John , and 
Warren (6) performed an operational evaluation of auxili ary 
passing lane (non-truck climbing) performance and concluded 
that passing lanes decrease the percentage of vehicles pla
tooned, increase the rate of passing maneuvers , and have a 
small effect on mean travel speeds. A concurrent safety eval
uation of passing lanes indicated that a passing lane can reduce 
the total accident rate by 38 percent with an approximate 29 
percent reduction of fatal and injury accident rates. 
· Past research on the economic desirability of auxiliary lanes 
has concentrated on identifying those geometric and traffic 
conditions under which a truck climbing lane is warranted (5, 
7, 8). Little consideration has been given to the need for 
passing lanes where truck climbing lanes are not warranted. 
The objective of the research reported herein was , therefore , 
to e tablish general guidelines for the construction of auxiliary 
passing lanes on two-Jane rural highways based on an eco
nomic analysis of road-user benefits versus construction and 
maintenance costs (9). The scope of the research was confined 
to condition found on those State Primary Highway System 
roads having pavement widths of 20 feet or greater. These 
roads represent approximately 78 percent of the entire State 
Primary Highway System (10). 

PASSING CONFLICT MODEL 

Models for accident occurrence are generally difficult to develop 
and calibrate due to the rare nature of an accident. However , 
in research by Stockton, Mounce , and Walton (11), a conflict 
analysis of the passing maneuver for low-volume , rural, two
Iane roadways was performed using the Poisson distribution 
as the assumed t!mpirical accident model. This analysis con-
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side red the probability of simultaneous arrivals of two vehicles 
of different speeds in one direction and the probability of 
opposition to the resultant passing maneuver from the oppos
ing vehicle. This methodology was used to develop an expected 
number of annual conflicts. Although developed for low-vol
ume, rural roadways, the above procedure was judged to offer 
a reasonable basis for estimating the number of passing con
flict opportunities on the higher volume State Primary High
way System. It was further assumed that any passing conflict 
that occurs with an opposing vehicle can be assigned a pro
portional share of the total passing-accident costs on two-lane 
roadways. 

In adapting the above passing conflict opportunity model 
to this research, it was assumed that 

1. A conflict opportunity is defined as that maneuver of 
vehicle A (following), B (lead), or C (opposing), such that 
the driver of the following vehicle will have less than the 
AASHTO time exposed to traffic in the left lane (t2) plus the 
clearance time (t3), which is assumed to be a minimum of 16 
seconds when the pass is completed (12). 

2. Average speed is 55 mph, which is the average of all 
three speeds of the lead vehicle (50 mph), following vehicle 
(60 mph) and opposing vehicle (assumed 55 mph). 

3. Passing sight distance is at least 1,000 feet, which is the 
minimum operational (distance considered acceptable for 
passing operations at 60 mph speeds). Where this sight dis
tance is not available, it is assumed the pass will not be com
pleted. This minimum sight distance conforms to the require
ments of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for 
Streets and Highways (MUTCD) for the marking of no-pass
ing zones at 60 mph (13). 

4. The probabilities of passing and arrival of opposition 
assume that all vehicles arrive during a 1-hour analysis period. 

5. A passing situation occurs when a pair of vehicles arrive 
following a Poisson distribution within an assumed constant 
headway of 2 seconds or less. 

6. The average directional distribution is assumed to be 
50150. 

The probability of a passing conflict opportunity occurring 
can be calculated as follows for a highway with an assumed 
traffic volume of 250 vehicles per hour (vph) and a 50/50 
directional distribution. From the Poisson distribution 

P(X) = e - mmxlx! (1) 

The probability that any two vehicles will be close enough 
for the following driver to desire to pass in any one hour is 

P(h, < 2 sec) = 1 - P(O) - P(l) = 0.002302 (2) 

and the number of such passing opportunities per hour, per 
direction is 

[P(h, < 2 sec)] x 1800 = 4.15 (3) 

In the passing maneuver, vehicle A will be exposed to traffic 
in the left lane for an assumed 16-second time interval. If an 
opposing vehicle appears within this 16-second interval, then 
by definition a conflict with the opposing vehicle is assumed 
to have occurred. The probability of arrival of the opposing 
vehicle in the 16-second interval is given by 

P(l or more) = 1 - P(O) = 0.426 (4) 
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The number of such conflicts is given by the product of the 
number of passing opportunities per hour and the probability 
of the arrival of an oppo ing vehicle during the passing maneu
ver, or 1. 77 passing-conflict opportunities per hour, per direc
tion. 

The above conflict situation occurs over an 18-second inter
val (including the two-second headway for vehicle A) during 
which time vehicle A is rrnveling at 60 mph and traverses a 
distance of 0.3 miles . Placing the conflict rate on a vehicle
mile basis 

Conflict opportunities/veh-mi/hr = 1.77/0.3/250 (5) 

= 0.0236 

Thus, over a 1-mile segment under the above traffic con
ditions and assumptions, there wi ll develop approximately 
5.91 (1.77/0.3) conflict opportunities with oppo ing vehicles 
during the hour the 250 vph volume level exists, or each 
vehicle will experience 2.36 conflict opportunities in every 100 
miles of Lravel regardles of the direction o.f travel. Utilizing 
the above methodol gy, probable conflict opportunitie per 
mile, per hour were developed over two-way volume level · 
ranging from 0 to 1,800 vph as shown in table 1. It was further 
assumed that these values would be reduced in direct pro
portion to the amount of available passing sight distance on 
the highway segment. Thus, where 50 percent passing sight 
distance i · available, the conflict opportunities would be reduced 
from 5.91to2.95 conflict per mile, per hour. This assumption 
is a conservative approach because where pa ·sing is severely 
restricted, passing conflicts may actually increase to compen
sate for the reduced opportunity to pass. 

PASSING-ACCIDENT COSTS 

The presence of an auxiliary passing lane is intended to reduce 
the number of catastrophic passing accidents that occur due 
to the presence of an opposing vehicle in the passing maneu
ver. Such accidents normally involve high-speed head-on, or 
run-off-the-road accident types. To identify the value of 
aggregate passing-accident co t , and, ultimately the pro rata 
individual conflict costs, it was necessary to quantify the cost 
of passing-related accidents caused by the presence of an 
opposing vehicle . However, the lack of detailed data on pass
ing accidents required that an approximate accident cost 
framework be developed using summary statistics from avail
able data bases. U ing data published by the Federal Highway 
Administration and the National Safety Council (JO 14) the 
di tribution of accidents per year by severity on two-lane rural 
highways was estimated as 

Fatal Accidents: 7 ,469 

Injury Accidents: 148,591 

PDO Accidents: 1,578,800 

Total: 1,734,839 

In a study conducted by the Franklin Institute Research 
Laboratories (5), it was concluded that approximately 10 per
cent of the accidents on the two-lane system are passing related. 
Therefore, the total number of passing-related accidents was 
estimated as 10 percent of the above value, or 173,484 per 
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TABLE 1 NUMBER OF ANNUAL PASSING CONFLICTS IN THE PRESENCE OF AN 
OPPOSING VEHICLE 

AVERAGE HOURLY 

HOURLY VOLUME MILES* 

VOLUME (VPH) (MILLIONS) 

0 - 100 50 2041. 1 

100 - 200 150 333.7 

200 - 300 250 130.2 

300 - 400 350 16.7 

400 - 500 450 19.3 

500 - 600 550 

600 - 700 650 

700 - 800 750 

800 - 900 850 

900 - 1000 950 

1000 - 1100 1050 

1100 - 1200 1150 

1200 - 1300 1250 

1300 - 1400 1350 

1400 - 1500 1450 

1500 - 1600 1550 

1600 - 1700 1650 

1700 - 1800 1750 

*Ref. 10 

year. This aggregate number of passing-related accidents is 
consistent with NSC statistics, which indicate that 3.2 percent 
of all rural accidents (5,188,500), or 166,032 rural passing 
accidents, are caused by improper overtaking (14). Other 
research has estimated that 3.5 percent of all passing accidents 
involve a fatality, and 42 percent of all non-fatal accidents 
involve personal injury (10). 

Not all of the above-mentioned accidents can be attributed 
to the presence of opposing vehicles because passing accidents 
on two-way rural roads may also occur at intersections (drive
ways), railroad crossings, narrow bridges, roadside develop
ments, or other such sites. The results of other research indi
cate that 20 percent, 58 percent, an.d three percent of all 

5.4 

2. 1 

3.2 

1.1 

2.4 

0 

0.4 

0.5 

0 

0 

0.3 

0 

0.1 

PASSING ANNUAL 

CONFLICT PASSING 

RATE CONFLICTS 

(l!/MI/HR) (MILLIONS) 

.0605 123.5 

1 .437 479.5 

5.91 765.8 

14. 37 239.9 

27.27 526.3 

44.60 240.8 

66.29 139.2 

92.03 294.5 

122.0 133. 7 

154.3 370. 3 

190.1 0 

228.9 91.6 

270.1 135.0 

313.5 0 

358.9 0 

406.2 121 .9 

455. 1 0 

505.5 50.5 

TOTAL 3712.5 

passing-related accidents occurred at "special situation" loca
tions in the states of North Carolina, Texas, and Utah respec
tively (15). These particular states were selected to permit a 
representation of geographical distributions to approximate 
the effects of flat, rolling, and mountainous terrains. The 
remaining non-special situation passing-related accidents, which 
constitute 80 percent, 42 percent, and 97 percent , respec
tively, of all rural, two-lane passing accidents, were therefore 
assumed to be high-speed passing maneuvers that could result 
in catastrophic accidents. 

For this research, it was assumed that these remaining non
special situation passing accidents are passing accidents that 
occur in the presence of an opposing vehicle such that the 
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TABLE 2 ESTIMATES OF THE COST OF EACH CONFLICTING PASS DUE TO THE 
PRESENCE OF AN OPPOSING VEHICLE 

Estimated Total Passing 

Accident Costs per Year 

(Millions) 

Estimated Total Conflicts 

Per Year (Millions) 

Estimated Cost per 

Conflict (two-way) 

presence of the opposition vehicle contributed to the occur
rence of the accident. Because the Utah data were reportedly 
inaccurate, due to underreporting, only the Texas and North 
Carolina data were used to establish boundary conditions for 
opposing vehicle-related passing accidents. Values of 40 per
cent, 60 percent, and 80 percent were therefore used as esti
mates of low, average, and high opposing-vehicle passing
related accidents . The actual value will depend upon the gen
eral terrain, roadway characteristics, and other factors appro
priate to a particular state or region within a state . 

Using 1978 data, passing-accident costs were assumed to 
be $300,700 for a fatal accident, $15 ,800 for a personal-injury 
accident, and $750 for a property-damage accident (16). Com
bining these values with the estimated opposing vehicle-related, 
passing-accident frequency data, total nationwide passing
accident costs were estimated to range from $1.6 to $3.2 bil
lion per year. These accident costs were divided by the num
ber of annual passing conflicts in the presence of an opposing 
vehicle for volumes ranging from 0 to 1,800 vph , as listed in 
table 1. The resulting estimated proportional cost associated 
with each passing conflict opportunity is shown in table 2. A 
comparison of the estimated passing conflict cost over various 
average daily traffic (ADT) volumes is presented in figure 1. 
It may be noted that the 2,000 to 5,000 and the 5,000 to 10,000 
ADT ranges appear to be generating costs far in excess of 
other ADT levels. This, in general, suggests that a substantial 
number of miles of rural two-way, two-lane mileage in the 
2,000 to 10,000 ADT range should receive consideration for 
upgrading to freeway standards or being provided with aux
iliary passing lanes to reduce conflict and accident costs . 

PASSING LANE EFFECTIVENESS 

A study by the California DOT reported on the accident 
reduction potential attributable to the construction of passing 
lanes on two-lane rural highways (17). This study examined 
19 projects that reconstructed over 48 miles of rural roadway 
from their original two-lane cross-section to a three-lane cross
section composed of the original roadway plus a third lane 

Low Average High 

$1616.1 $2424.2 $3232.3 

$ 

3712 3712 3712 

0.44 $ 0.66 $ 0.88 

for passing. It was found that auxiliary passing lanes can be 
expected to reduce fatal accidents by approximately 60 per
cent, personal injury accidents by approximately 20 percent, 
and property damage accidents by approximately 20 percent. 
Applying these effectiveness measures to the previously esti
mated nationwide passing-accident data, the estimated annual 
dollar savings that could be expected if auxiliary passing lanes 
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various average daily traffic volumes. 
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TABLE 3 ESTIMATED PASSING ACCIDENT COST SAVINGS PRODUCED BY 
AUXILIARY PASSING LANES ANNUALLY 

Accident Cost Per Estimated Total Savings ($x106 ) % Of 

Type Occurrence Low 

Fatality $300,700 438.1 

Injury $ 15,800 171. 3 

PDO $ 750 5.9 

Total 615.3 

were constructed on all two-lane state primary highways are 
shown in table 3. A comparison of the total cost savings to 
the total passing-related accident costs indicated that the con
struction of auxiliary passing lanes may reduce by approxi
mately 38 percent the total cost of passing-related accidents. 
Thus, for purposes of this research, it was assumed that an 
auxiliary passing lane would be 38 percent effective in reduc
ing opposing vehicle-related passing accident costs. 

To examine the benefits of reduced vehicle operating cost 
and travel time savings, it was necessary to simulate traffic 
flow conditions both with and without the presence of an 
auxiliary passing lane. The TWOWAF model was used for 
this purpose (JO, 19) . An experimental design was developed 
to generate simulation data that could be used to estimate 
the travel-time and vehicle-operating-cost savings associated 
with auxiliary passing lanes. Parameters that were assumed 
to be randomized and held constant include 

1. Alignment. A flat , tangent alignment was assumed for 
the simulation modeling. The influence of horizontal and ver
tical curves was introduced by varying the percent of roadway 
with no-passing zones. 

2. Sight Distance . A minimum of 1,000 feet was defined 
as available except where limited by no-passing zones. 

3. Desired Speeds. A speed of 55 mph was assumed for 
autos with a standard deviation of 5.3 mph. However, because 
average truck speeds in the 10-year period preceding the 
imposition of the 55 mph speed limit were 6 mph below pas
senger speeds, it was assumed that trucks operate at speeds 
7.5 mph below passenger car speeds (20). An examination of 
this speed reduction for trucks indicated that thi 7.5 mph 
assumption reduced the speed of all vehicles approximately 
3 mph and caused an increase in delay to all vehicles of 
approximately 10 percent compared to all vehicles operating 
at identical speeds . These overall reductions were judged to 
be consistent with the general effect of trucks on rural two
lane roadways. The assumed standard deviation for trucks 
speeds was also 5.3 mph. 

4. Directional Distribution. For the purpose of developing 
average speed and delay models, A 50150 split was assumed 
as the most common directional distribution on two-lane rural 
roads. 

Average High Total 

657.3 876.2 71 

?56.9 324.6 28 

8.7 11. 7 

922.9 1230.5 100 

5. Traffic Composition. A traffic stream composed by 10 
percent trucks was assumed. 

Independent variables used in the simulation modeling were 
ADT volume, percent of the highway with permitted passing, 
and length of highway section being considered for auxiliary 
passing-lane treatment. ADT was varied from 2,000 to 9,500 
vehicles per day. The percent passing was varied from zero 
to 100 percent with no-passing zones introduced in 528-foot 
segments. Section length was defined in terms of a replicated 
standard passing lane module consisting of one passing lane 
in each direction within a two-mile module, and varied from 
two miles to ten miles in total length. The selection of these 
lengths corresponds to the California study, which recom
mended alternating the direction of the passing lane each mile 
(17). Based on this recommendation, the assumed passing 
lane plan view is shown in figure 2. 

The full experimental design would have required 880 cells 
to be tested. To reduce the computational requirements, the 
statistical technique of response s"urface methodology was 
applied (22). The TWOWAF simulation model was then used 
to develop the speed and delay values for both passenger cars 
and trucks. For the without-passing-lane configuration, data 
were generated for each flow direction and then averaged. 
Because the passing lane configuration could not be explicitly 
simulated by the TWOW AF model, an auxiliary passing lane 
was approximated by removing traffic volumes from the oppo
site direction, thus permitting passing only at specified one
mile intervals in one direction. 

Stepwise regression analysis was used to develop the speed 
and delay relationships from the TWOWAF simulation data . 
The resulting delay models are listed below, where X 1 = one 
way volume (100 to 580 vph range), X, = section length 
(10,560 to 52,800 ft range), and x3 = percent passing (0 to 
100 percent range). 

1. Without auxiliary passing lane: 

Average passenger car delay (sec/mi) 

= -0.475 + 0.020X1 + 0.000139X2 - 0.020X3 (6) 

This model provided an R2 of 96 percent with normal plots 
of residuals. · 
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FIGURE 2 Typical passing lane horizontal alignment. 

Average truck delay (sec/mi) 

= -1.82 + 0.0095X1 + 0.0001X2 - 0.0078X3 (7) 

This model provided an R2 of 89 percent with normal plots 
of residuals. 

2. With auxiliary passing Jane: 

Average passenger car delay (sec/mi) 

= 0.250 + 0.017X1 (8) 

This model provided an R2 of 88 percent with normal plots 
of residuals . 

Average truck delay (sec/mi) 

= 0.0038 + 0.0083X1 + 0.000029X2 (9) 

This model provided an R2 of 63 percent with normal plots 
of residuals . 

Examination of the above delay models indicates that the 
traffic volume , percent passing, and section lengths are all 
significant variables for a two-lane roadway. However, with 
an auxiliary passing lane in place, delay is primarily dependent 
upon the traffic volume. These delay relationships may be 
expected, since delay should be a function of all three inde
pendent variables when an auxiliary Jane does not exist. How
ever, with the addition of an auxiliary passing lane, the effect 
of percent passing becomes insignificant because passing is 
normalized at 50 percent . 

Vehicle operating costs vary as a function of travel speed 
and longitudinal grade. Because longitudinal grade was con
strained to 0 percent, the only parameter assumed to affect 
running cost was the speed of the various vehicles with and 
without the presence of an auxiliary passing lane. Regression 
analysis was again used to develop the following speed models 
from the TWOW AF simulation data. The independent var
iables are as defined above. 

1. Without auxiliary passing lane: 

Average passenger car speed (ft/sec) 

= 79.8 - O.Ol89X1 - 0.00013X2 + 0.018X3 (10) 

Thi model provided an R2 of 96 percent with normal plots 
of residuals. 

Average truck speed (ft/sec) 

= 70.3 - 0.00798X1 - 0.000088X2 + 0.006X3 (11) 

Thi model provided an R2 of 96 percent with normal plots 
of residuals. 

2. With auxiliary passing Jane: 

Average passenger car speed (ft/sec) 

= 79.1 - 0.0174X1 (12) 

Thi model provided an R2 of 87 percent with normal plots 
of residuals. 

Average truck speed (ft/sec) = 68.3 - 0.0077X1 (13) 

Thi model provided an R2 of 66 percent with normal plots 
of residuals . 

An examination of the speed models indicates that volume, 
percent passing, and section length are significant variables 
in the case of a two-lane roadway, while traffic volume is the 
only significant variable when an auxiliary passing lane is 
added . The models were used in conjunction with 1977 run
ning-cost data (22) to estimate vehicle operating costs . 

PASSING-LANE COSTS 

To determine typical passing lane quantities and construction 
cost, it wa assumed that most passing lane - would require 
some minor earthwork, 6 inches of aggregate base course, 
and 6 inches of asphalt surface course for the addition to the 
existing two lanes, and 1.5 inches of asphalt resurface over 
the entire length of the passing lane project. With this esti-
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FIGURE 3 Typical APL cross section. 

mate, figure 3 presents a typical cross-section of an auxiliary 
passing lane added to the outside of an existing two-lane 
roadway. It should be noted that the passing lane will vary 
from one side of the centerline to the other after each mile 
(thus the centerline loca tion remains constant), and that, 
assuming a 42-foot · urface width and l2-foot lanes, a six-foot 
median exists between opposing lanes. Using 1978 cost data, 
the initial cost of the typical auxiliary passing lane was esti
mated to range from $250,000 to $400,000 per mile. Main
tenance cost saving ·attributable to the construction of an 
auxiliary passing lane plus overlay surface on the existing 
pavement was estimated at $2,000 per mile , per year. The 
alvage value at the end of an assumed 20-year service life 

was estimated at $35,000 per mile, which consists of the cost 
of right-of-way and one-half the cost of earthwork from the 
original estimate as suggested by AASHTO (22). 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

The final task of the research was to incorporate the conflict , 
speed, delay, and cost relationship in an economic analysis 
model that would reveal the relative attractiveness of an aux
iliary passing lane as traffic volumes vary over peak , off-peak , 
weekday, weekend, and monthly levels for highway sections 
of a given length and percent passing. By subtracting annual 
without-passing lane road-user costs from the with-passing 
lane user costs , an estimate of the total benefits of an auxiliary 
passing lane were determined. These benefits were then com
pared to the cost to construct and maintain an auxiliary pass
ing lane after all costs and benefits were discounted to net 
pre eot valu . All cost data were adjusted to refl ect 1978 
conditions. The methodology used corresponds to that out
lined in the 1977 AASHTO guidelines on economic analysis 
(22) . 

The results of the benefit-cost analyses were used to develop 
a break-even model that used two discount rates (four and 
eight percent) cwo construction co t ($250,000 and $400,000 
per mile), and lhree conflict costs ($0 .22, $0.33, and $0.44 
per conflict) . Regression analysis was used to develop a break
even model which , for a given set of condition , would indi
cate the minimum ADT at which an auxiliary passing lane 
would be economically justified. This would be that ADT 
associated with a benefit-cost ratio of 1.0. The resulting model 

is expressed as 

ADT = exp[(17.0 - 0.369X1 - 0.386 In X 2 

+ 0.138X3 - l.84X4 + 0.00232X5)/l.82] (14) 

where: 

X 1 section length 
X 2 length of roadway with permitted passing (% ), 
X 3 = discount rate ( % ) , 
X 4 = conflict cost ($) , and 
X 5 = construction cost ($1,000's). 

An examination of the structure of the break-even model 
indicates that as the section length (number of replicated pass
ing lanes constructed) increases , the ADT required to eco
nomically justify construction of the auxiliary passing lane 
section decreases, as it does when the percent passing and 
conflict cost are increased. However, when the discount rate 
or the cost of construction increases, the ADT at which the 
auxiliary passing lane is justified increases. Both of these 
observations conform to general expectations because more 
passing lanes (length), high percent passing available on the 
old road , and higher conflict costs should lower the ADT 
required to economically justify an auxiliary passing lane . 

To simplify use of the break-even model, a nomograph was 
developed and is presented in figure 4. The nomograph is 
based on a 4 percent discount rate which has been recom
mended for safety projects (16) and includes values for pas
senger and truck delay costs ($3.50 and $10.00 per hour, 
respectively). To use the nomograph: 

1. Estimate the per-mile construction cost of the auxiliary 
passing lane for the site as well as the cost of conflicts for the 
region or state. These estimates may be updated to current 
year dollar costs if it is assumed that any cost increases since 
1978 are constant over all costs and all benefits . However, a 
better approach is to reduce current cost to 1978 cost levels. 

2. Connect these estimated values to turn line 1. 
3. Determine the extent to which passing is permitted on 

the existing road by comparing the directionally averaged 
length of no-passing zones to the total roadway length . 

4. Connect turn line 1 and the percent passing to turn 
line 2. 

5. Determine the length of roadway section that is to receive 
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new passing lane construction, and connect the point on turn 
line 2 to the length to establish the ADT that must be exceeded 
to economically justify construction of the auxiliary passing 
lane. Conversely, the existing ADT at the site may be con
nected to the point on turn line 2 to determine the length of 
section for which the construction of auxiliary passing lanes 
is justified. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The auxiliary passing lane benefit-cost model and the nom
ograph for the critical ADT are based on a number of assump
tions that constrain their general applicability. 

The conflict-probability model estimates the number of 
passing conflicts that will occur on a two-lane roadway. The 
assumption of linear reduction to conflicts as the percent pass
ing is reduced should be considered a limitation because, for 
some sites, a reduction in the percent passing may in fact 
stimulate the presence of conflict rather than reduce conflicts. 
However, since no research exists regarding an increase in 
accidents or conflicts as the percent passing is varied, the 
assumption of direct linearity appears reasonable. When fig
uring the cost per conflict, the relationship of intersection 
(special situation) passing accidents to all passing accidents 
was a determinant to the use of low, average, or high cost
per-conflict values, depending on the number of intersection
related passing accidents compared with all passing accidents. 
Care needs to be exercised in selecting an appropriate value 
for any case study application of the design warrant. 

Similarly, with regard to the cost per conflict and the benefit 
to be derived from the construction of an auxiliary passing 
lane, the assumption of the accident reduction value of 38 
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percent of the original condition was based solely on Cali
fornia data. With further study of the safety benefits of other 
auxiliary passing lanes, this estimate of accident reduction 
potential may also vary, and may be increased to reflect the 
passing lane safety savings due to reduced passing accidents 
at special situation sites such as intersections and driveways. 

The two-way traffic simulation model (TWOW AF) used to 
estimate speed and delay was capable of modeling a passing 
lane within the test section length only by eliminating traffic 
in the opposite direction . Thu , for a 6-mile segment, pa ing 
lanes were artificially introduced into alternating 1-mile lengths 
(1 mile in each direction) for the total 6-mile length. Thi was 
accomplished by restricting traffic flow in the opposing direc
tion and permitting passing only at 1-mile intervals where 
passing is permitted. Future research should use a newer ver
sion of TWOW AF, which contains a passing-lane model capa
ble of placing a specific size passing lane anywhere, and in 
either or both directions within the test section, and then 
developing several other general warrants where only one 
such lane, and not successive passing lanes, are used over 
varying length test sections. 

Further limitations of the break-even model arise from the 
use of many assumed average values that were input to the 
TWOW AF traffic simulation model to generate travel speeds 
and delays for passenger and truck vehicles. Some of these 
parameters include vehicle composition, desired travel speeds 
and standard deviations of speed, available passing-sight dis
tance and passing zone locations, as well as an assumed tan
gent roadway with a flat terrain, which inhibited truck speeds 
to 7.5 mph below passenger vehicle speeds. While it was 
necessary to normalize these and other roadway character
istics due to financial limitations placed on this research, a 
major revision of one or more of these assumed average con-
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ditions might cause the break-even model to overestimate or 
underestimate benefit-cost ratios and critical ADTs. 

In summary, the model developed in this research was 
designed to assist engineers in evaluating the need for aux
iliary passing lanes on two-lane highways. Where the critical 
ADT is determined to be substantially larger or substantially 
smaller than the ADT that exists at a site, many of the above 
limitations are expected to have only minor impact and may 
not affect the benefit-cost ratio or the critical ADT signifi
cantly. Where the critical ADT is reasonably close to the ADT 
that exists at the site in question, a detailed economic analysis 
should be undertaken using site-specific, TWOWAF-gener
ated speed and delay data. A microcomputer program is avail
able to provide detailed economic analysis of specific sites 
with specific input parameters. 
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Uniform Delay Approach to Warrants for 
Climbing Lanes 

K. M. WoLHUTER AND A. PoLus 

Current warrants for climbing lanes are discussed, and the 
consequences of their usage are explored. Data were obtained 
and analyzed to derive relationships among flow, gradient, and 
speed on South African roads. These relationships were used 
to calibrate TRARR, a simulation program developed by the 
Australian Road Research Board, and this, in turn, was used 
to establish relationships between delay and flow for various 
gradients. Actual delay is offered as an alternative warrant, 
it being pointed out that the Highway Capacity Manual offers 
delay as a criterion of Level of Service. The paper postulates 
that delay suffered would not be a function of the gradient on 
which it occurs if the climbing lane were the subject of eco
nomic analysis. Various isochronistic warrants are offered for 
consideration with the consequences of adoption of this approach 
being pointed out. 

Most vehicles can maintain relatively high speeds on level 
terrain; consequently, the flow on these grades is character
ized by low speed differentials and minimal turbulence, and 
high flow levels may occur. As soon as a gradient of any 
consequence is encountered, (in excess of about 3 percent) 
the situation changes dramatically. Speed differentials increase, 
leading to an increase in platooning of vehicles and reduction 
in the level of service. This phenomenon has long been rec
ognized, and auxiliary lanes (variously known as climbing 
lanes, crawler lanes, truck lanes and, confusingly, passing 
lanes) have been provided to overcome this problem. In this 
paper, reference will be made throughout to climbing lanes. 
Passing lanes are generally found on flat gradients and are 
intended to increase the overall capacity of a road above that 
of a normal two-lane road, whereas climbing lanes, found on 
gradients, serve to match the capacity of the grade to that of 
the flatter sections of the road and eliminate excessive delay 
due to the low speeds of trucks. 

The first problem confronting the designer in the provision 
of climbing lanes along a route is to determine at which points 
along the route climbing lanes can be installed to best advan
tage. This problem is invariably resolved by the use of war
rants. Warrants may be described as surrogates for economic 
analysis and are often based on fairly arbitrary but easily 
measured parameters. A general economic analysis procedure 
is proposed by the British Department of Transport (1). Other 
than this, economic analysis has seldom, as far as can be 
established, been seriously attempted by practitioners. 

The form and value of these warrants are legion. Warrants 
can be subdivided into five broad groups: truck speed reduc-

K. M. Wolhuter, National Institute for Transport and Road 
Research, Pretoria 0001, Republic of South Africa. A. Polus, 
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel. 

tion, speed differential between trucks and passenger cars, 
either of the above in association with a traffic volume, and, 
lastly, reduction in level of service. Reference to the literature 
reveals that, in each group, a range of values is encountered. 

AASHTO (2) recommends the inclusion of climbing lanes 
where the critical length of grade, that distance which causes 
a reduction of 10 mph in the speed of a loaded truck, is 
exceeded. AASHO (3) used a truck speed reduction of 15 
mph, whereas Glennon and Joyner ( 4) recommend the cri
terion of 10 mph, quoting increased accident risk in support 
of their contention. Polus et al. (5) proposed a truck speed 
reduction of 12 mph (20 km/h) as the speed warrant for climb
ing lanes, using the truck speed/gradient relationship quoted 
in the 1965 edition of "A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural 
Highways," and this suggests that the entry speed to a gradient 
be accepted as 40 mph (64 km/h). South Africa (6) also uses 
a truck speed reduction of 20 km/h, but assumes a truck speed 
of 80 km/h on level grades. Canada (7) considers that a truck 
speed reduction of 15 km/h warrants a climbing lane but meas
ures the speed reduction from the 85th percentile or running 
speed. It is not clear whether this is the 85th percentile speed 
of trucks or of the whole traffic stream. Botswana (8) uses a 
truck speed reduction of 25 km/h. 

The use of truck speed reduction as a warrant implies that 
passenger car speed is totally unaffected by gradient. Some 
authorities take cognizance of the fact that passenger car speed 
is, in fact, influenced by gradient and refer to the speed dif
ferential between cars and trucks as a warrant. For example, 
the Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook (9) refers 
to a speed differential of 10 mph between trucks and the 
mainline flow. 

Very often, the speed reduction warrant is associated with 
a volume warrant. The Highway Capacity Manual (10) con
siders climbing lanes as an alleviating treatment when the 
following warrants are met: 

• upgrade volumes exceed 200 vph, 
• upgrade truck volumes exceed 20 vph, and 
• a speed reduction of 10 mph or more is expected for the 

average truck. 

Wolhuter also provides a volume warrant, based on the 
catch-up rate on various grades and with various percentages 
of trucks in the traffic stream, as illustrated in table 1. 

The above warrants are intended for application to indi
vidual grades. The philosophy adopted by Australia (11), on 
the other hand, C0nsiders the need for climbing lanes based 
on examination of a considerable length of the road in ques
tion. The justification for climbing lanes is based on traffic 
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TABLE 1 VOLUME WARRANTS FOR CLIMBING 
LANES 

Gradient Traffic volume in design hour 
(%) 

5 % trucks 10 % trucks 

4 632 486 
6 468 316 
8 383 243 

10 324 198 

volume, the percentage of trucks in the traffic stream, and 
the availability of overtaking opportunities on the route. The 
speed reduction criterion is reduction to 40 km/h. Climbing 
lanes should span the full length of the grade, but partial 
climbing lanes may be considered when truck speeds fall below 
40 km/h and a full lane is not justified because of low traffic 
volumes or high construction cost. On extreme grades, where 
truck speeds are reduced to 20 km/h or less, passing bays, 
typically less than 100 m long, can be considered when all the 
following conditions are met: 

• long grades over 8 percent, 
• high percentage of heavy vehicles, 
• low overall traffic volumes, and 
• high construction costs. 

A separate class of warrants refers to level of service. Level 
of service is a descriptor of operational characteristics in a 
traffic stream, measured in terms of delay, speed, and ratio 
of volume to capacity. An important feature of this descriptor 
is that it is a representation of driver perception of the traffic 
environment and bears little or no relation to the cost of 
creating that environment or the cost of operating in it. The 
warrants suggested by the Highway Capacity Manual are-

• a reduction of two or more levels of service in moving 
from the approach segment to the grade and 

• Level of Service E (LoS E) exists on the grade. 

Polus et al. suggest that a climbing lane is warranted if the 
design hourly volume exceeds the specific grade service vol
ume for a level of service one lower than that adopted for the 
design of a level section of the road. 

Typically, the motivation given for selection of a particular 
warrant is based on qualitative arguments. An alternative 
approach to warrants for climbing lanes is presented in this 
paper. 

BACKGROUND TO STUDY 

Whereas estimation of the construction and maintenance costs 
of a climbing lane usually does not present any problem, 
derivation of the benefit accruing from this investment is more 
intractable. Economic analyses have often indicated that the 
benefit derived from time savings alone overshadows other 
benefits. However, to achieve a correct perspective, the over
all benefit is briefly discussed below. 

The benefit subdivides into benefit to the road user and 
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benefit to the community as a whole as represented by the 
road authority. Benefit to the road user involves changes in-

• extent of delay, a time benefit; 
• operating cost, an economic benefit; 
• accident exposure, a safety benefit; and 
• level of stress, a comfort benefit. 

Benefit to the community derives from-

• higher levels of service, hence postponement of the obso
lescence of a facility and 

• reduced need to provide additional passing sight distance 
elsewhere, hence a potential reduction in construction cost. 

Although sometimes described differently, it is clear that 
all these benefits have strong economic overtones, but, as 
stated above, the value accrued from time savings alone tends 
to overshadow the economic benefits derived by other means. 
For this reason, the attention of this paper is focused on the 
calculation of delay. The contention is that a specific climbing 
lane, warranted by time savings alone, could show a "profit" 
if the other factors were also taken into account; that is, such 
a warrant tends to be conservative. 

Delay does not lend itself readily to direct measurement in 
the field, hence the use of alternative criteria, such as the 
percentage of time spent following. Seeing, however, that 
delay is simply the time added to a trip by travelling at a speed 
lower than desired, simulation offers a convenient technique 
for its determination. 

MODUS OPERANDI EMPLOYED 

Time mean speeds were measured at various sites, covering 
a range of gradients and under widely varying traffic flows, 
and classified according to vehicle type. These were used to 
calibrate a simulation model, TRARR, developed by the Aus
tralian Road Research Board, to local prevailing conditions. 

Delay is a function of space mean speed. The simulation 
model was used to derive space mean speeds achieved by 
passenger cars on a range of gradients across a range of traffic 
flow. Gradients varied between 3.6% and 8.4%, and flow 
from 30 vehicles per hour (vph) to 1,500 vph. Space mean 
speeds achieved by vehicles traveling at headways of 10 s or 
longer are considered to be desired speeds, in other words, 
dictated by the hill)climbing capability of the individual vehi
cle or by the preference of the driver when the gradient is 
not sufficiently steep to govern vehicle performance. Increas
ing flow levels inevitably lead to a drop in space mean speed 
below that desired, and this reduction in speed is the basis 
for calculation of delay. 

Data collection, calibration and calculation of delay are 
described in more detail in the following sections. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Data Acquisition System 

The data were acquired for this analysis using the Traffic 
Engineering Logger (TEL) developed by the National Insti-
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TABLE 2 DESCRIPTION OF VEHICLE CLASSES 

Class Length (m) 

Short <5.9 
Light 

Long 5.91 - 10.0 

Short <10.0 

He~vy Medium 10.1 - 16.8 

Long >16.8 

tute for Transport and Road Research, South Africa. The 
TEL is a microprocessor-based system capable of collecting 
traffic data in one of three modes of operation. These are-

• roadside installation, 
• vehicle mounted installation, and 
• hand-held operation. 

For this study, the roadside installation was employed, in 
which traffic data are collected from successive induction loops 
buried in the road surface. 

The TEL differentiates among classes of vehicles on two 
bases. Cars, in spite of their lesser mass, show a greater dis
turbance of the magnetic field than do trucks because of their 
lower center of gravity. The length of v!;!hicles is measured 
on the basis of their speed and corresponding time of occu
pation of the loops. Data acquired by this system include ti.me 
of arrival (to nearest O.ls), speed (to nearest 1 km/h), vehicle 
length (to nearest O.lm), and class of vehicle, for each 
vehicle . 

Table 2 lists the classes of vehicles among which the TEL 
can differentiate. For the purpose of this study, vehicles in 
the light category were grouped together as it was found t?at 
the percentage of cars in the traffic stream that were tow1~g 
caravans (trailers) was very low. It was also found, as dis
cussed later, that further aggregations could also be employed 
with advantage. 

Data Acquired 

Two sets of data were collected and subdivided as shown in 
table 3. The observation points were located sufficiently far 

Description 

Passenger car 

Passenger car with trailer 

Single-unit truck 

Tractor + semi-trailer 

Tractor + semi + trailer 

along the grade for vehicle speeds to have stabilized to the 
gradient. 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Speed distributions for uninterrupted flow condi~ions w~re 
derived by considering only those speeds associated with 
headways of 10 s and longer and by aggregating them into 5 
km/h intervals. Typical distributions for the various classes of 
vehicles are illustrated in figure 1 for the Ben Schoeman site. 

The means and the standard deviations of the speed dis
tributions were calculated for each of the sites as shown in 
table 4. The means are plotted as shown in figure 2, which 
illustrates what appears to be an inconsistency with expec
tations, as speeds at the four-lane sites are lower than th~se 
at the two-lane sites. These lower speeds are attributed pnn
cipally to the fact that the speeds recorded on the freeway 
sections refer only to the slow lane. There is also a difference 
between the occurrence of headways longer than 10 s on two
lane roads and freeways, as illustrated in figure 3, and it is 
presumed that this would also account, even if only in pa~t, 
for the difference. Further analysis established that the dif
ference in speeds between two) and four-lane roads is statis
tically insignificant at the 5 percent confidence level. It is thus 
possible to ignore differences in cross-section in the study that 
follows. 

It was also found that the difference in speeds between 
medium-heavy and long-heavy vehicles is statistically insig
nificant . Operators match the mass hauled to the capacity of 
the tractor, and the additional trailer serves to accommodate 
high-volume, low-mass loads. It is thus not surprising that 
there should be relatively little difference in performance 

TABLE 3 DESCRIPTION OF DATA SETS 

Site Lanes Gradient Distance Sample 
(%) along size 

grade (veh) 
(m) 

Cornelia 2 3.62 1 600 9 232 
Colenso 2 5.21 3 000 17 196 
Long Tom 2 8.38 2 000 15 980 

Rigel North 4 3.54 3 100 16 132 
Rigel South 4 4.45 4 000 4 651 
Ben Schoeman 4 4.97 1 400 20 945 
Krugersdorp 4 6.44 1 800 21 254 
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FIGURE 1 Distribution of speed on a gradient of 4.97% by class of vehicle. 

between the two vehicle configurations. Consequently, only 
three classes of vehicles, passenger cars, single unit trucks, 
and semitrailers, are considered in this study. Average speeds 
derived for the semi-trailers are shown in table 5. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRADIENT AND 
SPEED 

The speeds shown for the various vehicles on the observed 
gradients (as reflected in table 4) and the aggregated speeds 
for the semitrailers (as listed in table 5) represent what can 
be considered desired speeds for the purposes of this study. 
In short, they represent the limiting performance of the vehi
cle class in question or, alternatively, the speed preferences 
of the drivers where the performance of the vehicle does not 
dictate the selection of speed. 

The following relationships between gradient and desired 
speed (or limit of vehicle performance) were derived by means 
of regression: 

Ve = 123.32 - 6.99 G (R2 = 0.986) 

V, = 76.89 - 4.79 G (R 2 = 0.994) 

Vs = 69.13 - 5.33 G (R2 = 0.946) 

where 

Ve = passenger car speed (km/h) 
V, = truck speed (km/h) 
Vs = semi-trailer speed (km/h) 
G = gradient ( % ) 

These relationships are plotted in figures 4 and 5 as dotted 
lines and represent actual performances by the various classes 
of vehicles as measured on South African roads. These are 



TABLE 4 SPEED VERSUS GRADIENT FOR VARIOUS VEHICLE CLASSES 

Num . Grade 
of Light 

Lanes (%) 

Mean S .D . 

2 3.62 100.6 15.6 

2 5.21 89.2 16.0 

2 8.38 64.5 12.9 

4 3.54 95.7 14.3 

4 4.45 92.5 14.4 

4 4.97 86.7 15.8 

4 6.44 78.2 15.1 
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FIGURE 2 Observed mean speeds on gradients by class of vehicle. 
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Note: 

The plotted value is the sum of headways in the precedinQ 
bandwidth as a percentac;ie of all headways between 10 

and 60 seconds e. Q. the 14 "• for K ruc;iersdorp aQCJinst 40 

seconds means that 14 "· of headways between 10 and 60 
seconds fall in the bandwidth 30 s - 40 s 
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FIGURE 3 Distribution of observed headways greater than 20 s. 

TABLE 5 AGGREGATED SPEED ON 
GRADIENTS FOR SEMITRAILERS 

speeds measured at a point, or spot speeds, whereas, for the 
purposes of study of delay, reference to speed will imply space 
mean speed. 

Gradient 
(%) 

3.54 

3.62 

4.45 

4.97 

5.21 

6.44 

8.38 

Speed 
(km/h) 

52.60 

51.44 

47.49 

40.83 

36.66 

31. 93 

28.00 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLOW AND SPEED 

The relationship between flow and speed on each grade was 
derived by a laborious process consisting of a number of com
putational steps, as described below: 

1. The entire period of observation at each site, typically 
with a duration of 72 hours, was divided into successive 
2-minute intervals, and the volume of vehicles in each class 
for each 2-minute interval was derived. A volume of between 
1 and 50 vehicles is thus equivalent to a flow of between 30 
and 1,500 vph. 

2. The range of speeds, between 0 km/h intervals, and the 
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FIGURE 4 Comparison of observed mean speeds of passenger cars and TRARR Vehicle Classes 9 to 18. 

number of vehicles of each class falling into each individual 
speed range calculated. 

3. The histogram of speed so derived was then aggregated 
with the histograms of other two-minute intervals with the 
same flow. 

4. Step 3 thus leads to the creation of a three-dimensional 
surface, with speed and flow as its base and number of vehicles 
as the vertical coordinate. 

5. For convenience, and to apply a degree of smoothing, 
five successive flow levels were aggregated, representing steps 
of 150 vph between the various flow levels, or a total of ten 
points between zero and 1,500 vph. 

6. Finally, the mean speed for each class of vehicle and for 
each aggregated flow level was calculated. 

7. The process described above was repeated for each of 
the seven sites. 

It was found that the relationship can be expressed as 

Vea = 128.38 - 6.89 G - 0.008 Q (R2 = 0.87) 

where 

Vea actual speed for passenger cars (km/h) 
G gradient (%) 
Q flow along upgrade (vph) 

Calibration of Model 

The simulation model, TRARR (Traffic on Rural Roads), 
was obtained from the Australian Road Research Board and 
calibrated in two stages. 

This model employs eighteen different classes of vehicles, 
and, as a first step, runs were carried out with each of the 
eighteen classes of vehicles on each of the seven gradients. 
The conditions of the runs were that the position of the obser
vation points in the simulation corresponded with the points 
at which data were actually gathered on the various gradients, 
and that flows were selected to represent headways of 10 s 
or longer. 

The desired speeds for each of the classes of vehicle on the 
various gradients as derived from the simulation were also 
regressed to secure relationships between speed and gradient, 
and these are shown as solid lines in figures 4 and 5. Visual 
inspection suggested that the best correspondence could be 
obtained by using-

• for cars TRARR Class 11 
• for trucks TRARR Class 7 
• semi-trailers TRARR Class 6 

The next stage involved running traffic streams containing 
these classes of vehicles, in the percentages observed in the 
field, on the various gradients. The delays of particular inter
est in this study are those suffered by passenger vehicles. 
Further analysis was carried out to derive a relationship between 
average passenger car speed versus gradient and flow for the 
chosen classes of vehicles in the simulation model. The rela
tionship found is-

131.660 - 6.538 G - 0.017 Q (R 2 = 0.95) 
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where 

Ve, = simulated speed for passenger cars (km/h) 
G = gradient (%) 
Q = flow along upgrade (vph) 

This relationship compares reasonably well with that found 
for the field data. 

DELAY 

As suggested earlier, delay is that period of time added to a 
trip by a reduction of space mean speed to a value less than the 
desired. Space mean speed is calculated as the quotient of dis
tance and mean journey time, and the speeds compared are 
those attained on the various grades at various flow levels against 
speeds attained on the same grades at very low flow levels. 

Delay is thus calculated as: 

Td = 3600 (l!V. - 1/V,,) 

where 

Td = delay/km/passenger car(s) 
v. = speed achieved by passenger cars at varying flow lev

els (km/h) = 131.660 - 6.538 G - 0.017 Q 
Vd = speed achieved by passenger cars. at headways of 10 

s or longer (km/h) = 131.660 - 6.538 G 

G and Q have the same meaning as before. 

Ultimately, the product of delay per passenger car and the 
passenger car flow provides the total delay per kilometer 
experienced per hour, assuming that the flow rate remains 
constant for the entire hour . 

There could be fluctuations in flow within the hour, which 
would introduce an underestimation in the calculated delay. 
For example, a flow of 750 vph could either be absolutely 
uniform or a volume of 749 vehicles in 30 minutes followed 
by a vehicle with a headway of 30 minutes. Using the above 
relationships, the total delay to passenger cars (on a 5 percent 
gradient with an assumed 15 percent trucks in the traffic stream) 
would amount to 57 .15 min/km in the case of the uniform 
flow; whereas, in the second case, the total delay would be 
134.14 min/km. It is suggested that the likelihood of such an 
extreme fluctuation is remote. However, if a flow of 750 vph 
represents a flow of 600 vph for 30 minutes followed by a flow 
of 900 vph for a further 30 minutes, there is still an under
estimation of delay, although the error reduces from 76.99 
min/km (134.14 - 57.15) to 3.01 min/km, an error of 5.27 
percent. Clearly, further research is required to establish typ
ical ranges of variation and to introduce appropriate correc
tions into the calculation of delay. 

Using the relationships derived above, delay, suffered per 
kilometer by an individual passenger car, was calculated for 
a range of gradients, 3 to 9 percent, and flows along the 
upgrade varying from zero to 1,500 vph. These are plotted as 
shown in figure 6. 
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DELAY CONSEQUENCES OF EXISTING 
WARRANTS 

On level sections, rural roads typically operate in the range 
of LoS A or LoS B, except when close to urban areas. Sea
sonal fluctuations on recreational routes could produce the 
same result. The Highway Capacity Manual suggests, as one 
of the warrants for climbing lanes, a reduction by two levels 
of service, such as from LoS B to LoS D. The contention is 
that most drivers would be prepared to accept that operating 
conditions on a steep upgrade need not be comparable to 
those on level sections, suggesting that a reduction would be 
acceptable. However, a reduction through two levels, such as 
from LoS B to LoS E, would not be acceptable, and could 
thus lead to a reduction in safety being generated by impa
tience and ill-considered overtaking maneuvers. Such a reduc
tion could also lead to a considerable increase in delay. 

By way of illustration, a curve representing service flow 
rates for LoS D for various gradients is also shown on figure 
6. The plotted values are based on the assumption of 15 per
cent trucks in the traffic stream and a grade 2.5-km (1.5-mi) 
long. This distance allows for a substantial length of gradient 
over which vehicle speeds are no longer influenced by pre
ceding gradients. 

It can be observed that the level of service warrant indicates 
a reasonably constant delay per vehicle regardless of the gra
dient. Because of the higher flows that can be accommodated 
on the flatter slopes before LoS D occurs, the overall delay 
to the traffic stream required to warrant a climbing lane is 
considerable. 

AN ALTERNATIVE WARRANT FOR CLIMBING 
LANES 

Also presented in figure 6 are five lines that represent iso
chronistic warrants for climbing lanes. These lines are based 
on the assumption that the total hourly delay for a given 
section, 1 km in this example, should remain constant regard
less of the gradient. Thus, lines for Y2, 3/4, 1, 1 %, and 1 Y2 
hours of total delay per hour are presented. These are simply 
hyperbolae of the form: 

W = Q * D * Pp/ 3600 

where 

W = constant, equal to selected warranting total delay = 
Y2, %, 1, 1Y4 or l1/2 (h/h/km) 

Q = flow (vph) 
D delay per individual passenger car(s) 

Pp = percentage passenger cars in stream 

A climbing lane will be justified to the right of each line 
and not justified to its left. 

The selection of a particular criterion (1/2, %, etc.) is left to 
the individual agency and ought to be determined beforehand, 
based on general and economic design policies. It is suggested, 
for example, that on major highways an agency may prefer 
a higher standard by opting for the Yz h/h criterion and on 
secondary roads accept the l h/h criterion. 

A decision to adopt delay as a warrant in preference to 
those currently in use has consequences that may not be over-
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looked. The most obvious of these is that the flow at which 
a climbing lane is warranted shows a dramatic decrease on 
the flatter grades and a similar increase on steeper grades. 
The ¥4 hfh warrant demonstrates a break-even point with the 
current LoS warrant at 600 pcph and a 5 percent gradient. 
Experience indicates that the majority of grndients on any 
route are likely to be less steep than 5 percent , and flows in 
excess of 600 pcph are not uncommon. It is therefore rea
sonable to expect that, if the values in the above example are 
adopted, delay would illustrate a need for more climbing lanes 
than current warrants would suggest. At low volumes there 
would be some reduction in the number of climbing lanes 
called for on steeper grades. Construction costs, in the more 
rugged terrain that these gradients imply, could be substan
tially reduced. 

A further consequence of delay as a warrant is that levels 
of service on steeper gradients may decrease , theoretically to 
beyond capacity. There is thus a logical cut-off point, in terms 
of flow and gradient, beyond which delay becomes meaning
less and, therefore, a level of service criterion may have to 
be employed. This cut-off point, as well as the exact criterion 
of total delay, is still to be established. The basic concept, 
however, of a diminishing level of service with increasing 
gradient is seen as matching driver expectations which antic
ipate worsening of conditions with increasing steepness of 
grades. This expectation can be used to advantage to provide 
climbing lanes where drivers do not expect unnecessary delay. 
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Possible Design Procedure To Promote 
Design Consistency in Highway Geometric 
Design on Two-Lane Rural Roads 

RUEDIGER LAMM, ELIAS M. CHOUEIRI, JOHN c. HAYWARD, AND ANAND PALURI 

European design guidelines explicitly address horizontal design 
consistency for two-lane, rural roads in an attempt to promote 
smooth operating speed profiles and, in turn, safe operation. 
U.S. practice qualitatively advocates consistent alignment but 
provides little objective guidance to assure that consistency is 
achieved. This paper presents a procedure for measuring the 
consistency of horizontal design as defined by operating speed 
and accidents expected. Operating speeds and accident rates 
can be predicted for various lane widths based on degree of 
curve and posted recommended speeds, as derived from meas
urement of 261 sites in New York state. Guidelines for changes 
in operating speeds and acceptable accident rates for good, 
fair, and poor designs are suggested, and various nomographs 
are developed to evaluate roadway sections based on design 
parameters. In addition, an example application is provided 
to illustrate the case of fair design practices. It is concluded 
that such a procedure could readily be adapted by the design 
community in prescribing improvements to existing facilities 
or in fine tuning new highway design. 

Abrupt changes in operating speed because of horizontal 
alignment are a leading cause of accidents on two-lane , rural 
roads, according to many experts (1-6). State and Federal 
agencies spend approximately 2 billion dollars annually to 
resurface, restore, and rehabilitate these roadways, exclusive 
of major reconstruction required to refine roadway geomet
rics (7). It seems that in an improvement program of this 
magnitude a convenient method for locating alignment incon
sistencies, which may cause abrupt operating speed changes, 
would be beneficial. Such a mechanism would enable the 
engineering agency to provide cost-effective horizontal align
ment modifications consistent with the resurfacing, restora
tion, and rehabilitation (RRR) program and thereby enhance 
traffic safety on two-lane, rural highways. An objective method 
.of identifying hazardous elements that require abrupt oper
ating speed changes would enable the agency to make geo
metric revisions at the same time that other deficiencies are 
being remedied . 

REVIEW 

An international review of existing design guidelines (8-14) 
has shown that European countries directly or indirectly address 

R . Lamm, and A. Paluri, Clarkson University, Potsdam, N.Y . 
13676. E. M. Choueiri, N. Country Community College, Saranac 
Lake, N.Y. 12982. J.C. Hayward, Michael Baker Jr., Inc., Bea
ver, Pa. 15009. 

three design issues in their guidelines much more explicitly 
than U.S. agencies (2, 15-19). French, German, Swedish, 
and Swiss designers are provided with geometric criteria which 
direct them toward-

• achieving consistency in horizontal alignment, 
• harmonizing design speed and operating speed, and 
• providing adequate driving dynamic safety. 

The objective of this research was to explore whether these 
guidelines could be adopted for U.S. practice in new design, 
major reconstruction, and, especially, RRR projects. 

Prior studies by the authors (15-21) were relied on to develop 
the proposed methodology. Research that evaluated the impact 
of design parameters (degree of curve , length of curve, super
elevation rate, lane width, shoulder width, sight distance, 
gradient, and posted recommended speed) and traffic volume 
on 261 two-lane, rural highway sections in New York state 
demonstrated that the most successful parameters in explain
ing the variability in operating speeds and accident rates 
were degree of curve and posted recommended speed limits. 
The relationship of operating speed and degree of curve is 
quantified by the following regression model (15-18) between 
operating speed and various design and traffic volume 
parameters: 

V85 = 34.700 - 1.00SDC + 2.081L W 

+ 0.174SW + 0.0004AADT 

where 

R 2 = 0.842 

SEE= 2.814 

V85 Estimate of operating speed, expressed by the 
85th-percentile speed (mph) of passenger cars 
under free-flow conditions, 

DC = Degree of curve (deg./100 ft.) (range: 0° to 27° 
for investigations on operating speeds, and 1° to 
27° for investigations on accident rates, since the 
accident situation on tangents is clearly affected 
by variables other than those on curves), 

LW = Lane width (ft .), 
SW = Shoulder width (ft.) , 

AAD T = Average Annual Daily Traffic [range: 400 to 5 ,000 
vehicles per day (vpd)], 

R2 = Coefficient of determination, and 
SEE = Standard error of estimate (mph). 
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The independent variables in the above equation were 
selected by the step-wise regression technique in the order: 

Note that this regression equation has an R2 value of 0.787 
and its standard error for estimating the observed operating 
speed is 3.259 mph. It is clear including the additional design 
and traffic volume parameters adds little to the predictive 
capability of the model. 

DC, LW, AADT, and SW. For instance, DC had the highest 
correlation with the dependent variable (V85); thus, it was 
the first variable included in the equation, and so forth. 

Design parameters, sight distance, length of curve, and 
gradient (up to 5 percent) were not included in the regression 
model because the regression coefficients associated with these 
parameters were not significantly different from zero at the 
95 percent level of confidence. Superelevation rate and posted 
recommended speed were withheld from the regression anal
ysis because they are highly correlated with degree of curve. 

However, in comparing the above equation with the fol
lowing equation, which only includes the design parameter 
degree of curve, note from the coefficients of determination 
(R2) that the influence of LW, SW and AADT in the above 
equation explains only an additional of about 5.5 percent of 
the variation in the expected operating speeds. 

V85 = 58.656 - 1.135 DC R2 = 0.787 

SEE= 3.259 
(1) 

Similar relationships were established between operating 
speeds and posted recommended speeds, and accident rates 
and degrees of curve; table 1 shows some of the results. Note 
that (1) the models are valid for road sections with grades up 
to 5 percent, and low and intermediate traffic volumes (between 
400 and 5,000 vpd); and (2) a cross-validation of the models 
on a new sample of 61 rural, two-lane, curved sections deter
mined that they can be used, with a marked degree of con
fidence, for prediction purposes. It is likely that grades over 
5 percent and AADT volumes greater than 5,000 vpd will 
measurably influence operating speeds and accident rates on 
two-lane, rural highways; however, because of a lack of data 
(less than 20 percent of the two-lane, rural highway network 
in New York is made up of sections where grades are greater 
than 5 percent and traffic volume exceeds 5,000 vehicles per 
day), these effects were not analyzed. 

TABLE 1 PREDICTIVE REGRESSION EQUATIONS OF OPERATING 
SPEEDS AND ACCIDENT RATES FOR DIFFERENT LANE WIDTHS (16-18) 

All lane1 

-;;;-:-;8.656 - l.135DC; R2 • 0.787 
V85 • 25.314 + 0.554RS; R2t 0.719 
ACCR • -0.880 + l.410DC; R • 0.434 

10-f t lanes 

V85 • 55.646 - l.019DC; R2 • 0.753 
V85 • 27.173 + 0.459RS; R2 • 0.556 
ACCR • -1.023 + l.513DC; R2 = 0.300 

11-ft lanes 

V85 • 58.310 - l.052DC; R2 = 0.746 
V85 • 29.190 + 0.479RS; R2 = 0.744 
ACCR • -0.257 + l.375DC; R2 = 0.462 

12-ft lanes 

V85 • 59.746 - 0.998DC; R2 = 0.824 
V85 • 26.544 + 0.562RS; R2 = 0.835 
ACCR • -0.546 + l.075DC; R2 = 0.726 

where 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(la) 
(2a) 
(3a) 

(lb) 
(2b) 
(3b) 

(le) 
(2c) 
(Jc) 

V85 Estimate of the operating speed, expressed by the 
85th-percentile speed for passenger cars (mph), 

DC =Degree of curve (degree/100 ft), range: 0° to 27°, 

a2 • Coefficient of determination, 

ACCR • Estimate6°f accident rate for all vehicle types 
(acc·./10 vehicle-miles), range: 1° to 27°, 

RS • Posted recommended speed in the curve or curved 
section (mph). 
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TABLE 2 T-TEST RESULTS OF ACCIDENT RATES FOR DIFFERENT DEGREE OF 
CURVE CLASSES (16-18) 
----------------~----------------------------------------------------------------

Degree of Curve 
Classes 

Mean Ace ident 
Rate 

t t Significance Remarks 
calc. crit. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
tangent <oo > 1.87 Considered as 

4.00 > 1.96 Yes 
io - 50 3.66 Good Design 

7.03 > 1.96 Yes 
> 50 - 10° 8.05 ----- Fair Des i gn 

6.06 > 1.99 Yes 
> 10° - 15° 17.55 Poor Design 

3.44 > 1.99 Yes 
> 15° - 26. 9° 26.41 Poor Design 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In addition, the resear~h studies (15-21) determined that 

1. No statistically significant difference exists between 
operating speeds on dry and wet pavements, as long as visi
bility is not affected decisively. 

2. The gap between operating speeds of passenger cars and 
trucks increases with increasing degree of curve, but not in a 
manner that could create critical driving maneuvers on gra
dients up to S percent. 

3. Accident rates increase with increasing degree of curve, 
despite the presence of stringent traffic warning devices at 
curved sites . 

4. Vehicle acceleration and deceleration end or begin about 
700 to 7SO feet from the end of an observed curved road 
section. 

S. Consistency in horizontal alignment, as reflected by a 
smooth operating speed profiles, can be achieved by exam
ining the degree of curve. 

6. For evaluating horizontal design consistency or incon
sistency, the following changes in degrees of curve and their 
subsequent impact on changes in operating speeds, based largely 
on mean accident rates (see table 2), provide a reasonable 
(and quantifiable) classification system for differentiating good 
design and poor design: 

Case 1 (good design) : 

Range of change in degree of curve: t:.DC s S0
• 

Range of change in operating speed: 6. V8S s 6 mph (10 
km/h). 

For these road sections, consistency in horizontal alignment 
exists, and the horizontal alignment does not create incon
sistencies in vehicle operating speeds. 

Case 2 (fair design): 

Range of change in degree of curve: S0 < t:.DC s 10°. 
Range of change in operating speed: 6 mph < 6. V8S s 12 

mph (20 km/h). 

These road sections have at least minor inconsistencies in 
geometric design. 

Case 3 (poor design) : 

Range of change in degree of curve: t:.DC > 10°. 
Range of change in operating speed: 6. V8S > 12 mph (20 

km/h). 

These road sections have strong inconsistencies in horizon
tal geometric design combined with breaks in the speed profile 
that may lead to critical driving maneuvers. 

As shown in table 2, the results indicate significant increases 
(at the 9S percent level of confidence) in the mean accident 
rates among the different degree of curve classes compare. 
In other words, higher accident rates can be expected with 
higher degree of curve classes, despite stringent traffic warn
ing devices often installed at the curve sites. 

The results of table 2 indicate that gentle curvilinear hor
izontal alignments consisting of tangents or transition curves 
combined with curves up to S0 showed the lowest average 
accident risk. These observations agree well with the findings 
of some European guidelines (8, 10, 11) and the statements 
of AASHTO 1984 (14, pp. 248f) concerning "General Con
trols for Horizontal Alignment." 

For horizontal alignments with changes in degrees of curve 
between S0 and 10° between successive design elements (defined 
as fair designs), the average accident rate in table 2 is twice 
as high as for those between 1° and S0

• For changes between 
10° and lS 0 of curve (defined as poor designs), the accident 
rate is four times the rate associated with degrees of curve 
between 1° and S0

• For greater changes in degree of curve, 
the average accident rate is even higher. This confirms that 
changes in degree of curve between successive design ele
ments that exceed 10° should be interpreted as poor designs 
while those in the range between S0 and 10° can still be judged 
as fair designs. 

NOMOGRAMS FOR EVALUATING OPERATING 
SPEEDS AND ACCIDENT RATES 

The regression models for all lanes combined, formulated in 
table 1, are depicted in figure 1. From the resulting nomo
gram, the designer is able to roughly predict operating speeds 
(8Sth-percentile speeds) and accident rates on cuives or curved 
sections of two-lane, rural highways from beforehand knowl
eqge of the degree-of-curve or posted-recommended-speed 
parameters. 

On the other hand, the regression models for the individual 
lane widths formulated in table 1 are depicted in figure 2. As 
the figure shows, operating speeds decrease with increasing 
degree of curve, for different lane widths, in a nearly parallel 
manner. 

With respect to the relationship "accident rate vs. degree 
of curve" figures 1 and 2 reveal that accident rates increase 
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VSS = Estimate of operating speed, expressed by the BSth-percentile speed (mph) 
(range up to 27 °), 

ACCR =Estimate of accident rate (acc./106 vehicle-miles)(range: 1° - 27°), 
RS = Estimate of recommended speed (mph). 

FIGURE 1 Nomogram for evaluating operating speeds and accident rates in curves or curved sections 
as related to degree of curve and posted recommended speed for all lane widths (17). 

with increasing degree of curve, despite the presence of posted 
advisory speeds at curved sites (see figure 1). Furthermore, 
as figure 2 reveals, for degrees of curve :S5°, there appear to 
be non-significant differences in accident rates between the 
individual lane widths. For higher degrees of curve, the gap 
between accident rates on 12-foot and 11/10-foot Janes becomes 
wider and wider. 

For all lanes combined, one can expect, as figure 1 reveals, 
an accident rate of about six accidents per million vehicle 
miles (mvm) for a 5° of curve, and an accident rate of about 
thirteen accidents per mvm for a 10° curve. That means that 
the accident risk on sections with a change in degree of curve 
of D.DC > 10°, as compared to sections with a change in degree 
of curve of D.DC > 5° is at least twice as high . For higher 
degrees of curve, these comparisons are even more unfavor
able. Similar results are obvious from figure 2, too, when 
comparing the accident rates for individual lane widths. Note 
that the differences between 12-foot and 11-foot lane widths 
are , more or less, more pronounced than those between 11-
foot. and 10-foot lane widths. 

These relationships between roadway geometry , oper
ating speeds and accidents in conjunction with the classi
fication system form the basis for a design methodology. 
From geometric definition, the designer may predict oper
ating speeds. Wide variations in operating speeds are shown 
to be further indicators of accidents. Reasonable judgments 
can then be applied to discriminate good, fair, and poor 
design on the basis of safety indicators but using only design 
information. 

TUNING OF RADII-SEQUENCES 

For an easy illustration of the following design procedure, the 
recommended boundaries for good, fair, and poor designs, 
as related to degree of curve, were converted to radii of curve. 
For instance, figure 3 shows the tuning of radii-sequences for 
succeeding curves, in the same or in the opposite direction, 
for different design cases. As figure 3 demonstrates, a radius 
of R = 500 feet can be combined, for example, in the case 
of-

• good designs: with a range of radii between - 350 < 500 
< 900 feet and 

• fair designs: with a range of radii between - 270 < 500 
< 3,500 feet . 

Regarding a sequence tangent-to-curve , the boundaries of 
good designs (DC ::; 5°) correspond to radii of curve (R 2:: 

1,200 ft); thus, curves with radii R 2: 1,200 feet should follow 
an "Independent Tangent" in order to not create inconsis
tencies in vehicle operating speeds. The boundaries of fair 
designs (5° < DC::; 10°) correspond to radii of curve (1,200 
ft > R 2: 600 ft); radii within this range should follow an 
"Independent Tangent" in the sequence tangent-to-curve for 
fair design practices. These values agree well with the mini
mum radii for design speeds of 60 mph (good design) and of 
about 45 mph (fair design) for a superelevation rate of 8 
percent in table III-6 (14). 

By applying figure 3, the designer could immediately decide 
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FIGURE 2 Nomogram for evaluating operating speeds and accident rates as related to 
degree of curve for individual lone widths. 

whether or not certain radii of succeeding curves fall into the 
range of good, fair or poor design practices. For example, 
combining a radius of 1,000 feet-

• with 300-foot radius would be a poor design, 
• with a 500-foot radius would be a fair design , and 
• with a 700-foot radius would be a good design . 

EVALUATION OF TANGENTS IN THE DESIGN 
PROCESS 

Lamm et al. (companion paper in this Record) have estab
lished boundaries for tangent-lengths that are to be regarded 
as "independent" or "non-independent" design elements. For 
independent tangents, the sequence "tangent-to-curve" con
trols the design process , while for non-independent tangents, 
it is the sequence "curve-to-curve" that controls the design 
process. 

Table 3 shows maximum allowable lengths of tangents that 
are regarded as non-independent design elements. The values 
with an asterisk represent lengths of tangents on which 85th-

percentile speeds of 58 mph can be reached, as determined 
by Lamm et al. in a companion paper in this Record. 

When dealing with tangent lengths, the following three cases 
must be distinguished. 

Case 1 

The existing tangent length is smaller than the maximum 
allowable one in table 3 that corresponds to the nearest 85th
percentile speed of the curve with the higher degree of curve. 
From this it follows that the tangent is to be regarded as non
independent (companion paper in this Record by Lamm et 
al.). Changes in degree of curve and operating speeds must 
be related to any two successive curves since the tangent in
between can be assumed to be negligible in the design process; 
that is, the sequence curve-to-curve controls the design proc
ess in this case. 

Case 2 

The existing tangent length is at least twice as long as the 
values listed in the last column of table 3, again related to the 
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TABLE 3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TANGENT LENGTHS 
AND 85TH-PERCENTILE SPEED CHANGES FOR SEQUENCES: 
TANGENTS TO CURVES 

V,85 V85 in Tangent 
in 

Curve 34 40 46 52 58 

22 250 425 625 850 1100 

28 325 500 725 1000 

34 375 600 850 

40 425 675 

>46 475 -

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

i=::=J Maximum allowable Lengths of Tangents, 
regarded as "Non-Independent Design 
Elements", (ft) 

V85 85th-Percentile speed in curve o~ 
tangent (mph) 

* For these values the highest operating speed 
in tangents V85 = 58 mph can be expected. 
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nearest 85th-percentile speed of the curve with the higher 
degree of curve. In this case, it can be assumed, without any 
calculations, that the tangent is independent (Lamm et al.), 
and that operating speeds of 56 to 60 mph are good estimates, 
depending on the individual lane widths (see equations (la) 
through (le) of table 1). In other words, the sequence tangent
to-curve controls the design process. 

Case 3 

The existing tangent length lies somewhere between Case 1 
and Case 2. The operating speed in the independent tangent 
can be estimated from figure 4 and equations (2) through (4), 
as derived by Lamm et al.; in other words, the sequence 
tangent-to-curve controls the design process for both direc
tions of travel. 

PROCESS FOR EVALUATING HORIZONTAL 
DESIGN CONSISTENCY WITH EXAMPLE 
APPLICATIONS 

Primarily at lower design speeds, the changing alignment may 
cause variations in operating speeds, which may, in turn, 
increase the accident risk by substantial amounts. Therefore, 
one of the important tasks in modern rehabilitation of the 
two-lane, rural road network in the United States is to ensure 
design consistency and to detect critical inconsistencies in hor
izontal alignment, especially with regard to RRR projects. 

In what follows, the various steps of the design procedure 
are presented: 

(a) Assess the road section where new designs, major 
reconstructions, or redesigns, such as in the case of RRR 
projects, may be considered. 

(b) Determine for this road section the degree of curve of 
each curve within the section and the existing tangent length. 

(c) Determine the expected 85th-percentile speed for each 
curve, in accordance with degree of curve, by applying figure 
1 for a rough estimate or figure 2 for a more accurate estimate 
depending on the lane width. Compare equations (la) through 
(le) also. 

(d) Conclude whether or not each tangent is an independ
ent design element. For independent tangents, the tangent
to-curve sequence is of prime importance in the design process. 
For non-independent tangents, it is the sequence curve-to-curve. 
For independent tangents, determine the corresponding oper
ating speeds according to Case 2 or Case 3 of the previous 
section. 

(e) In accordance with the results of step (c) and step 
(d), calculate the change in degree of curve (tiDC), and the 
change in operating speeds (Ii V85) for the independent tan
gent-to-curve or curve-to-curve sequence. 

Good Design Practices 

U1) Determine all road sections where changes in degree of 
curve and changes in operating speeds correspond to the 
boundaries of good design practices: 

Range of change in degree of curve: tiDC s 5°. 
Range of change in operating speed: Ii V85 s 6 mph (10 

km/h). 
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Result 

For these road sections, consistency in horizontal alignment 
exists and the horizontal alignment does not adversely detract 
from the expected operating speed profiles. Thus, RRR 
improvements can be made in most cases without considering 
traffic warning devices or horizontal alignment redesign. The 
majority of existing state routes in the United States exhibit 
these characteristics. 

Note 

The radii of successive curves should fall into the range of 
good design practices as shown in figure 3. For a tangent-to
curve sequence, at least curves with radii (R 2'.: 1,200 ft) should 
follow an independent tangent. 

Rough estimates of expected accident rates may be made 
possible from figures 1 and 2 or equations (3a) through (3c) 
in table 1, depending on the lane width. 

Fair Design Practices 

(/2) Determine all road sections where changes in degree of 
curve and changes in operating speeds correspond to the 
boundaries of fair design practices: 

Range of change in degree of curve: 5° < tiDC s 10°. 
Range of change in operating speed: 6 mph s Ii V85 s 12 

mph. 

Result 

These road sections exhibit at least minor inconsistencies in 
geometric design. Normally, correcting the existing alignment 
is not necessary since low cost projects such as traffic warning 
devices may, to a certain extent, be successful in correcting 
these defects. For instance, RRR improvements can be installed 
which consider appropriate recommended speeds (see figure 
1), unless a safety problem has been documented. One should 
note that despite traffic warning devices, road sections with 
changes in degree of curve that fall into the range (5° to 10°) 
have average accident rates that are about twice as high as 
those falling into the range of good design (see table 2). 

Note 

The radii of successive curves should fall into the range of 
fair design practices, as shown in figure 3. For a tangent-to
curve sequence at least curves with radii (1,200 ft> R 2'.: 600 
ft), equipped with posted recommended speeds (see figure 1) 
and arrow designations, should follow an independent 
tangent. 

Rough estimates of expected accident rates may be made 
from figures 1 and 2 or equations (3a) through (3c) in table 
1, depending on the lane width. 

To achieve a high level of driving safety, superelevation 
rates and stopping-sight distances should be related to the 
expected operating speeds wherever possible. 
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Example Related to Figure S 

Step (a) 
State of New York, 
County No. 3604, 
Route Number SR34 (mile markers 3094-3115), 
Lane Width 11 feet. 

Step (b) 

Design 
Element 

Degree uf 

Section 

A-B 
B-C 
C-D 
D-E 
E-F 

Step (c) 

Expected 85th
Percentile Speed 

Curve BC 

Curve DE 

Step (d) 

Tangent 
Curve 
Tangent 
Curve 
Tangent 

Curve 

0 
6.4 
0 
8.0 
0 

From Figure 
or Equation 

52 mph 

50 mph 

Length 

0.2 mi - 1,060 ft 
0.2 mi - 1,060 ft 
0.1 mi - 530 ft 
0.1 mi - 530 ft 
1.5 mi - 7 ,920 ft 

Measured 85th
Percenti/e Speed 

Figure 2 or 
Eqn. (lb) 

53 
mph 

Tangent AB (1,060 feet) In accordance with Case 2, see the 
section on "Evaluation of Tangents." The expected operating 
speed in the following curve is 52 mph; the nearest value in 
table 3 is 46 mph; two times the value of the last column of 
table 3 is 950 feet < 1060 feet. That means that tangent AB 
is independent. It follows that V85 = 58 mph, according to 
figure 2 or equation (lb) for a lane width of 11 feet. 

Tangent CD (530 feet) In accordance with Case 3, see the 
section on "Evaluation of Tangents." The expected operating 
speed in the curve with the higher degree of curve is 50 mph; 
the nearest value in table 3 is 46 mph; the maximum length 
of tangent regarded as non-independent is 475 feet < 530 
feet. That means that tangent CD is independent. Thus, the 
operating speed in the tangent can be estimated, according 
to Figure 4 (from the companion paper in this Record), as 
follows: 

x = (52 + 50) . (52 - 50) = 80 f 
2. 1.302 t 

(2) 

TL - X = 530 - 80 = 450 ft 

-2 · (52) ± V4 · (52)2 + 5.208 · (450) 
Ll V85T = 2 (3) 

This implies the operating speed in Tangent CD is 

V85T = 52 + 5 = 57 mph (4) 

Tangent EF (7,920 feet) Independent, V85 = 58 mph. 
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Step (e) 

Sequence 

Tangent AB 
to Curve BC 

Curve BC to 
Tangent CD 

Tangent CD 
to Curve DE 

Curve DE to 
Tangent EF 

Step (f2) 

Change in Degree 
of Curve !iDC 

I0--6.41 = 6.4 

16.4-0I = 6.4 

I0--8.0I = 8.o 

18.0-0I = 8.0 

Change in Operating 
Speed !iV85 

158-521 = 6 mph 

152-571 = 5 mph 

157-501 - 7 mph 

150--581 = 8 mph 

For the existing alignment of figure 5, step ( e) reveals that 
changes in degree of curve, and changes in operating speeds 
between tangent AB and curve BC in the direction AF, between 
tangent CD and curve DE in the direction AF, and between 
tangent EF and curve DE in the direction FA fall into the 
range of fair design. 

Note that the degrees of curve of 6.4° and 8.0° correspond 
to radii of 900 feet and 720 feet. Since these radii lie between 
600 feet and 1,200 feet, curve BC and curve DE, combined 
with independent tangents, fall into the range of fair design. 
This can be determined from figure 3, too, when radii of 720 
feet and 900 feet are combined with a tangent (R is greater 
than or equal to 6,000 feet), according to the scale. The exist
ing recommended speed of 45 mph combined with arrow des
ignations, see figure 5, agrees well with the value of about 45 
mph that can be determined from figure 1 for curve DE with 
a degree of curve of 8°. The expected accident rate can be 
determined from figure 2 or calculated from equation (3b). 
The observed accident rate was calculated from the following 
equation: 

ACCR = (No. Acc.) · (10r.) 
(365) · (No. Years) · (L) · (AADT) 

(5) 

where 

ACCR = number of accidents per 1 million vehicle 
miles, 

No. Acc. = number of accidents per years investigated, 
No. Years = number of years investigated, 

L = length of curve or curved section in miles, 
and 

AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic (vehicles in 
both directions). 

This implies that 

Curve BC 
Curve DE 

Expected Accident 
Rate 

8.5 
10.7 

Observed Accident 
Rate 

6.9 
9.1 

The expected accident rates agree, relatively well, with the 
observed ones and the mean accident rate for fair design of 
table 2. 

Thus, one can conclude that the horizontal alignment of 
figure 5 corresponds to fair design practices and does not 
necessarily need improvements in geometric design. But it 
should not be forgotten that at least minor inconsistencies in 
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a) 

VB S (mph) 

vas 1 

TL-X x 

TL 

L 

Legend: 

TL Tangent length, greater than the maximum allowable lengths 
for "Non-Independent Tang en ts" of Table 3 (ft) , 

X Acceleration or deceleration distance between curve 1 and 
curve 2 (ft), 

VBS 1 ,vas 2 Operating speeds in curves (mph), 

* 

x 

Operation speed in tangent (mph) , 

Difference between the operating speed in the curve 
with the lower degree of curve and the operating 
speed in the tangent (mph) . 

(V8 51 + V85 2 ) · (VBS1 - V85 2 ) 

2. 6 04 

VBS 1 + 1WBST 
.~~~--....~~~~~~~ 

+ 5.208(TL-X) 

(4) 

(5) 

-2· (VBS
1

)± /4(V85
1

) 2 
6V85T = ~~~~~~~---,,2~~~~~~~~~ (6) 

Note that for determining VBST always the operating speed of 
the curve with the lower degree of curve has to be selected. 

FIGURE 4 Example for estimating the operating speed in an independent 
tangent. 

Poor Design Practices 
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horizontal alignment do exist. For instance, despite the pres
ence of traffic warning devices (recommended speeds of 45 
mph and arrow signs), the accident rates on the observed 
curved sites are about twice as high as the mean accident rate 
for good design, as shown in table 2. 

(f3) Determine all road sections where changes in degree of 
curve and changes in operating speeds correspond to the 
boundaries of poor design practices: 

To achieve a high level of driving dynamic safety, it is 
recommended to increase the existing superelevation rates 
from six percent to nine percent during the next resurfacing 
project, as shown for curve DE by the following calculation: 

DC· V852 

emax 85,660 - JR 
8. 502 

emax = BS 660 - 0.14 = 0.09 

where fR = side friction factor obtained from table 111-6 (14); 
fR = 0.14 (estimated for an operating speed of 50 mph). 

Similar calculations have to be performed if stopping sight 
distances are insufficient. 

Range of change in degree of curve: /::,.DC> 10°. 
Range of change in operating speed: /::,. V85 > 12 mph (20 

km/h). 

Result 

These road sections represent strong inconsistencies in hori
zontal geometric design, combined with those breaks in the 
speed profile that may lead to critical driving maneuvers. 

Despite stringent recommended speeds combined with arrow 
designations and chevrons (see figure 1), road sections with 
changes in degree of curve that fall into this range (10° to 15°) 
have about four times an average accident rate as those that 
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State: New York 
County No. : 3604 
Route Number : SR34 
Section Number: 34-9/10 
Data Base: NSF 
Design Speed: 50 mph 
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Date: Sept . "25, 1985 · 
Time: 3: 30 p.m. 
Weather Condition: dry 
Section Length: 2.1 mi . 
Lane Width: 11 ft. 
AAOT: 2000 vpd 

4d:Ji D §~,_. 
c i 45 mph 

"" 
Ithaca 

A B 

3094 3096 

.-----<> 
~_j 
3 

"O 
'::J" 

Curve BC Curve DE 

Degree of Curve 6.4° 8.0° 
Superelevation Rate 

* 
6% 6% 

Measured 85th-percentile Speed -- 53 mph 
(Average for both directions) 

Stopping Sight Distance 0 .1 mi. 0.1 mi. 
Grade 0% ±0. 5% 
Recommended Speed 45 mph 45 mph 

Number of Accidents++ 
(Arrow Signs) (Arrow Signs) 
3 2 

* Not required for the design procedure, here only presented for comparison reasons. 

++For an investigated period of three years (Jan. 1982 to Dec. 1984). 

FIGURES Case study of State Route 34 in the State of New York. 

fall into the range of good design, and about twice as high as 
those that fall into the range of fair design (see table 2). 
Normally, for example, for RRR projects, high cost projects 
such as redesigns of at least hazardous road sections should 
be recommended, unless there was no documented safety 
problem. 

Note 

• Ranges of radii of successive curves that would represent 
poor design practices are shown in figure 3. For a tangent
to-curve sequence, curves with radii (R ( 600 feet) should not 
be allowed to follow an independent tangent. 

• Rough estimates of expected accident rates may be made 
possible from figures 1 and 2 or equations (3a) through (3c) 
in table 1, depending on the lane width. 

PROCESS FOR EVALUATING DESIGN SPEED 
AND OPERA TING SPEED DIFFERENCES 

All reviewed highway geometric design guidelines (8-14) 
indicate that the design speed should be constant along longer 
roadway sections. Furthermore, the design speed (Vd) and 

the 85th-percentile speed (V85) must be well balanced to 
insure a fine tuning between road characteristic, driving 
behavior, and driving dynamics. Experiences (J, 5, 6) have 
shown that the design speed is sometimes lower than driver 
expectations and judgement of what the logical speed should 
be, especially on independent tangents. Therefore , harmo
nizing design speed and operating speed is another important 
goal that should be considered in rehabilitation of two-lane , 
rural highways. 

To achieve this goal, it is recommended that the designer 
refer to step ( c) and step ( d) of the previous section and 
determine the expected 85th-percentile speed of every inde
pendent tangent or curve in the observed road section. 

The 85th-percentile speed (V85) of every independent tan
gent, curve, or curved section must be tuned with the existing 
or selected design speed (Vd) in the following manner: 

1. V85 - Vd ::s: 6 mph (10 km/h) (good designs); no adap
tations or corrections are necessary. 

2. 6 mph < V85 - Vd ::s: 12 mph (fair design); superele
vation rates in curves or curved sections and stopping sight 
distances must be related to the expected 85th-percentile speed. 
Thus, it is inferred that the driving dynamic safety demand 
will not exceed the driving dynamic safety supply under wet 
pavement conditions, compare step (f2). 

3. V85 - Vd > 12 mph (20 km/h) (poor design) . The 85th-
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percentile speed should not be allowed to exceed the design 
speed by more than 12 mph (20 km/h). If such a difference 
occurs, normally the design speed should be increased. For 
example, redesigns of hazardous road sections are recom
mended, unless there was no documented safety problem. 

With regard to a well-balanced design one should strive for 
a uniform design speed within an observed road section of 
substantial length, especially between independent tangents 
and curves. This conclusion is well expressed in the AASHTO 
Design Guide (14), as follows: 

In horizontal alignment, predicted on a given design speed, 
consistent alignment always should be sought. Sharp curves 
should not be introduced at the end of long tangents. Sudden 
changes from areas of flat curvature to areas of sharp curvature 
should be avoided. Where sharp curvature must be introduced 
it should be approached, where possible, by successively sharper 
curves from the generally flat curvature. 

This can be done by applying the ranges of good designs, 
or, if necessary, of fair designs in figure 3. 

In an example related to figure 5, where the design speed 
is 50 mph, 

Design Speed: 50 mph 

Section 

Tangent AB 
Curve BC 
Tangent CD 
Curve DE 
Tangent EF 

V85 - Vd 
(mph) 

58 - 50 
52 - 50 
57 - 50 
50 - 50 
58 - 50 

6.V (mph) 

8 
2 
7 
0 
8 

The results are inconsistent. At least for three design ele
ments the differences between operating speeds and design 
speeds correspond to fair design practices 6 mph < V85 -
Vd :::; 12 mph. That means that minor inconsistencies in hor
izontal alignment do exist. However, correcting the existing 
alignment is not necessary since a documented safety problem 
related to fair designs does not exist (compare step (!2)). 

Superelevation rates on curves have to be adjusted to the 
expected operating speeds to achieve a high level of driving 
dynamic safety , as it was shown in step (!2) . 

CONCLUSION 

By applying this procedure, the highway engineer can easily 
control good and fair designs and can detect poor horizontal 
designs during RRR project planning. The procedure has 
been illustrated using existing alignments to verify its validity, 
but such a technique could be applied as well for new designs, 
major reconstructions, or redesigns. From knowledge of degree 
of curve of each curve, and the existing transition length (length 
of transition curves or length of tangent) between two curves, 
the highway engineer can evaluate the horizontal alignment 
during the design stages according to the discussed design 
procedure. 

For example , where the design analysis reveals road sec
tions of fair or even poor designs, these sections can be cor
rected by changing the design element sequences in question. 
Such changes may be an independent tangent-to-curve 
sequence, or a curve-to-curve sequence, according to design-
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element sequences for good design practices shown in fig
ure 3. 

The impact of tuning the alignment in this way would result, 
in general, in more curvilinear alignments . Furthermore, the 
designer can predict expected operating speeds and accident 
rates on curved sections by applying the nomograms of figures 
1 and 2. However, because of the low coefficients of deter
mination for the accident rate related regression equations, 
caution should be exercised when using the equations for 
prediction purposes. In addition, the designer can predict 
appropriate recommended speeds by using figure 1 in cases 
where fair designs have to be maintained, or even newly intro- · 
duced, such as when poor designs can only be improved to 
fair designs because of terrain or other constraints . 

Finally, the design speed concept can be applied in the 
future in a more appropriate way by harmonizing design speeds 
and expected operating speeds for the selected design element 
sequences, already during the design stages. 

It is felt that routine use of a procedure such as this by 
design agencies could lead to more cost effective and safe 
geometry for new designs, major reconstruction, and, espe
cially, RRR projects. It is hoped that such procedures will be 
adopted and will ultimately become a part of national and 
state guidelines. 

Note, the prediction equations formulated and cross-vali
dated in this study are based on data from a limited geographic 
area of the state of New York and may only be appropriate 
for investigations within that state or region. Some caution 
should be exercised in extrapolating the design procedure to 
other areas with differing laws, law enforcement, driver 
behavior, terrain, weather , and traffic control devices. The 
models are quite possibly applicable in wider areas (and that 
is certainly desirable), but testing will be required to deter
mine their suitability in other geographical areas. 
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Tangent as an Independent Design Element 

RUEDIGER LAMM, ELIAS M. CHOUEIRI, AND JOHN c. HAYWARD 

Reviews of design guidelines for rural roads in Germany, France, 
and Switzerland reveal that highway designers adhere to con
trols on maximum and minimum lengths of tangents between 
successive curves. Minimum tangent lengths are prescribed to 
promote operating speed consistency, and maximum lengths 
are suggested to combat driver fatigue. Current U.S. practice 
does not set maximum or minimum lengths of tangents; instead 
current AASHTO policy favors long tangent sections for pass
ing purposes on two-lane, rural roads. This paper presents a 
recommended strategy for U.S. highway designers to consider 
tangent lengths explicitly in rural highway design. The pro
posed approach uses recommended operating speed differences 
between successive horizontal geometric elements (curves and 
tangents) and acceleration or deceleration profiles derived from 
car-following tests to establish limits. Recommendations are 
also provided for transition lengths (tangent length) between 
successive curved roadway sections for (a) tangents that should 
be regarded as "non-independent" design elements; that is, 
the sequence "curve-to-curve" is the most important element 
of the design process and (b) tangents that should be regarded 
as "independent" design elements; that is, the sequence "tan
gent-to-curve" is the most important element of the design 
process. 

In the highway geometric design process, tangents and hor
izontal curves with or without transition curves are regarded 
as design elements. Most of the reviewed highway geometric 
design guidelines (1- 7) give recommendations for maximum 
or minimum tangent lengths. 

For example, in the Federal Republic of Germany (2, 3) 
tangent lengths between curves are limited by the design speed. 
The maximum length in meters of tangent sections between 
two curves may not exceed twenty times the design speed of 
that roadway. In this way long tangents are controlled and a 
curvilinear environment is encouraged. 

Minimum tangent lengths must be at least six times the 
design speed. For a typical design speed of 100 km/h (-60 
mph) this would correspond to a maximum tangent length of 
2,000 meters (6,500 feet) and a minimum tangent length of 
600 meters (2,000 feet). 

To avoid driver fatigue, it is recommended in France (6) 
that tangent sections be limited to a maximum of 40 to 60 
percent of long roadway sections with maximum single tan
gent lengths between 2,000 and 3,000 meters (6,500 to 10,000 
feet). 

Swiss highway officials (3, 4) also limit tangent lengths to 
limit driver fatigue. Designs that permit more than one minute 

R. Lamm, Clarkson University, Potsdam, N.Y. 13676. E. M. 
Choueiri, N. Country Community College, Saranue Lake, N.Y. 
12982. J. C. Hayward, Michael Baker Jr., Inc., Beaver, Pa. 15009. 

of driving on a straight section are not permitted. Minimum 
tangent lengths are related to "project speeds," which roughly 
translate to American practice as "theoretical operating 
speeds." For example, for a project speed of 100 km/h (-60 
mph) a minimum tangent length of 150 meters (500 feet) 
would be permitted. 

In the 1984 AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of High
ways and Streets (1), specific values for maximum or minimum 
tangent lengths are not specified. But the following statement 
is listed under General Controls for Horizontal Alignment: 
"Although the aesthetic qualities of curving alignment are 
important, passing necessitates long tangents on two-lane 
highways with passing sight distance on as great a percentage 
of the length of highway as feasible." This statement clearly 
supports the application of long tangents, especially for the 
design of two-lane, rural highways. 

The only method developed to evaluate acceleration or 
deceleration movements between sequences of curve-to
curve or tangent-to-curve was found in the geometric design 
guidelines of Switzerland (3, 4). The Swiss have developed 
a formula for calculating transition lengths (tangent length), 
that is, the distance required for acceleration or decelera
tion of a vehicle as it approaches or leaves a curve based 
on the project speed difference between two curves or 
between a tangent and a curve. Unallowable ranges, or 
those that should be avoided for these transition lengths, 
are also tabulated (8). 

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE 

In several publications and research reports (8-15) the authors 
recommend the following boundaries for changes in degree 
of curve and operating speed between successive design ele
ments for good, fair and poor design practices. With the 
exception of some very good designs, the existing American 
design for low-volume, two-lane rural roads consists of se
quences of curves and tangents where the transitions are rarely 
equipped with transition curves. 

• Good design is present where successive changes in degree 
of curve are limited to 5°, and changes in operating speeds 
are limited to 6 mph (10 km/h) between successive design 
elements. The horizontal alignment operates well. 

• Fair designs exist where changes of 5-10° in degree of 
curve are present, and changes of 6 mph to 12 mph (20 km/ 
h) in operating speeds between successive design elements 
are permitted. Normally, low-cost projects such as traffic 
warning devices are warranted unless there is a documented 
safety problem. 

• Poor designs show changes of more than 10° in degree 
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of curve and differences of more than 12 mph (20 km/h) in 
operating speeds. Normally, high-cost projects such as rede
sign of at least hazardous road sections are recommended, 
unless there is no documented safety problem. 

Furthermore, the following prediction equation was devel
oped in references ( 13-15) for the relationship between expected 
operating speed and degree of curve, including all investigated 
lane widths from 10 feet to 12 feet. 

V85 = 58.656 - l.l35DC; R2 = 0.787 (1) 

where 

V85 = Estimate of operating speed, expressed by the 85th
percentile speed for passenger cars (mph), 

DC = Degree of curve (degree/100 ft), range: 0° to 27°, 
and 

R2 = Coefficient of determination. 

(The above equation is valid for road sections with grades 
less than or equal to 5 percent and annual average daily traffic 
(ADT) values between 400 and 5,000 vehicles per day.) 

To illustrate the application of equation (1), the following 
operating speeds could be expected in a sequence from a 
tangent to a curve with a degree of curve of 15° or vice versa: 

Tangent: DC = 0° ---'> ---'> V85 - 58 mph 

Curve: DC = 15°---'>---'> V85 - 41 mph 

The speed change from the tangent to the curve is /::,. V85 
17 mph. This value is far beyond the maximum allowable 
change in operating speeds, even for fair design practices 
defined above where /::,. V85 :s 12 mph. 

However, this statement would be true only for a relatively 
long tangent. The tangent must be long enough that a driver 
can reach the top 85th-percentile speed of 58 mph expressed 
by equation (1) for DC = 0°. For shorter tangents between 
succeeding curves, it would be expected that the average driver 
in a typical vehicle would not be able to accelerate or decel
erate in such a way that the boundaries for good design prac
tices (/::,. V85 :s 6 mph) or even for fair design practices (/::,. V85 
:s 12 mph) may be exceeded. In those cases, operating speed 
changes would be related to the two successive curves, and 
the relatively short tangent between could be neglected in the 
design process for evaluating horizontal design consistency or 
inconsistency and for harmonizing design speed and operating 
speed. Therefore, the task of this research is to provide rec
ommendations for transition lengths (tangent lengths) between 
successive curves for 

• Tangents that should be regarded as non-independent 
design elements and the sequence curve-to-curve controls the 
design process, and 

• Tangents that should be regarded as independent design 
elements and the sequence tangent-to-curve controls the design 
process. 

ACCELERATION AND DECELERATION RATES 

The transition length (TL) is that road section where the 
operating speed is changing between two design elements with 
the operating speeds V85 1 and V852 as assumed in the fol-
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lowing sketch (3, 4). The transition lerigth is given by 

VSS Driving Direction . ---------------- -· 
I 
I 
I V85 
I ' l 

1--------
1 I V85 
I I l 

I I - -- ------
1 I TI.• ? I 
I l<----->1 
J I I 
· · ····· ·······------------ > L 

oc oc 
2 

where 

TI. -

-

2 2 
(v v ) I 2a 

1 2 

v + v v - v 
1 2 1 2 

................ 
2 

V85 . .c.V85 

0.465a 
(2) 

V85 average 85th-percentile speed between successive 
curves (mph), 

/::,. V85 difference between the 85th-percentile speeds 
(mph), 

TL transition length (tangent length) (ft), and 
a = acceleration/deceleration rate (ft/sec2). 

When the degrees of curve of two successive design ele
ments are known, the expected 85th-percentile speeds can be 
determined by equation (1). To evaluate the transition lengths 
from equation (2), acceleration or deceleration rates between 
successive design elements must be known. 

To determine an estimate of the coefficient a in equation 
(2), typical accelerations and decelerations were studied 
between tangents and specific curved sections of two-lane 
rural highways (13-15). Because of financial and time con
straints, acceleration and deceleration movements from tan
gents-to-curves or curves-to-tangents were made at curves 
where speeds of 30 mph (three sections), 35 mph (two sec
tions), and 40 mph (one section) were recommended. The 
study sites were located in St. Lawrence County in New York. 

The optimal procedure required that the speeds of individ
ual vehicles be recorded. To accomplish this, an investigation 
car (the "follow car"), a car observed in the field (the "test 
car"), and a tape recorder on which to place any relevant 
information were used. Note that two persons, a driver and 
an observer, were required in the "follow car" to allow obser
vation of the situation while speed data were being recorded. 

Measurements of travel speeds were made at particular 
points along the routes. The measurement points were uni
form in characteristics: 

• Sections were horizontal (longitudinal grades less than 
1.5%). 

• Intersections and places where an influence on traffic flow 
might be expected through changes in the highway surround
ings were not present in the sections. 

• Cross sections were representative with regard to the width 
of the roadway. Three sections with 10-ft lane width and three 
sections 11-ft lane width were selected. 

• Sight conditions at measuring points were adequate. 
• Points of measurements were equipped so as not to be 

recognizable as such by drivers but obvious enough to be seen 
by the observers in the follow car. 

In all cases, eleven spots (from the beginning of the curve 
into the tangent section) marked with driveway reflectors were 
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set up along the routes investigated on both sides of the road
way. The distance between two spots was 250 feet; thus, the 
measurement sections were about 1/2-mi long. On the average, 
the recommended speed plates were located about 500 feet 
(0.1 mile) from the curves in the deceleration direction, while 
in the acceleration direction at this spot the normal speed 
limit of 55 mph was posted. 

The car speeds were measured during off-peak periods of 
the week, during dry conditions, and in daylight. The traffic 
flows were light, and cars were capable of attaining the speeds 
they desired under the conditions of the site; in other words, 
a car was selected for speed survey if it had sufficient headway 
to be considered travelling at its own free speed. 

With regard to the analysis process, the observer in the 
follow car observing the cars crossing his field of view had to 
select the cars to be sampled. Once a car was spotted under 
free-flow conditions, an initial acceleration by the driver of 
the follow car was made in order to catch up and adjust his 
speed to that of the test vehicle. Then, at each of the study 
spots along the highway, the observer in the follow vehicle 
would record the speed of the test vehicle by reading the 
speed from the speedometer of the follow car. Other relevant 
information, such as the sex and approximate age of the driver 
of the test vehicle and the type and mark of the test vehicle, 
were also recorded, but their effect was not considered in this 
study. A distance of at least one mile was necessary for the 
follow car to accelerate and adjust its speed to that of the test 
car. 

All conflicts in which evasive action was taken, such as 
turning maneuvers into driveways before the end of the speed 
measurements, were recorded, but those measurements were 
not considered in the analysis. 

Normally the speeds of at least twenty passenger cars (test 
cars) were recorded on the tape recorder at each of the eleven 
test points along the routes investigated from the tangent to 
the curve (deceleration) and from the curve to the tangent 
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(acceleration). The data on the tape recorder was later ana
lyzed, and the 85th-percentile speed at each of the set-up test 
spots was determined. 

Regression equations relating the 85th-percentile speeds to 
distances travelled are as follows: 

Acceleration: 
Recommended Speed in Curve: 30 mph 

V85 = 37.0 + 0.05DT - 0.00002DT2 

Recommended Speed in Curve: 35 mph 

V85 = 42.0 + 0.04DT - 0.00002DT2 

Recommended Speed in Curve: 40 mph 

V85 = 47.0 + 0.04DT - 0.00002DT2 

Deceleration: 
Recommended Speed in Curve: 30 mph 

V85 = 33.0 + 0.05DT - 0.00002DT2 

Recommended Speed in Curve: 35 mph 

V85 = 38.0 + 0.04DT - 0.00002DT2 

Recommended Speed in Curve: 40 mph 

V85 = 43.0 + 0.04DT - 0.00002DT2 

where 

V85 estimate of 85th-percentile speed (mph), and 
DT = distance travelled (feet). 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

The above equations are plotted in figures 1 and 2. The 
acceleration and deceleration processes are clearly indicated 
to end or begin at about 700 to 750 feet from the end of the 
observed curved sections. This means that any reaction from 

4 4 
0 5 
0 0 

a 40 mph 
m 35 mph 
a 30 mph 

5 5 6 6 
0 5 0 5 
0 0 0 0 

7 7 
0 5 
0 0 

Distance Traveled (FT.) 

FIGURE 1 85th-Percentile speed vs. distance traveled; passenger cars 
(acceleration). 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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0 

Distance Traveled (FT.) 

FIGURE 2 85th-Percentile speed vs. distance traveled; passenger cars 
(deceleration). 

the driver in the deceleration direction begins nearly 200 to 
250 feet from the recommended speed plates, which are nor
mally posted 500 feet in front of a curve or a curved section. 
Another finding is that the operating speeds at the beginning 
of a curve in the deceleration direction are nearly 4 to 5 mph 
lower (figure 2), than those at the end of the curve in the 
acceleration direction (figure 1). 

Related to the distance of 750 feet, the average deceleration 
and acceleration rates ranged between 2.8 and 2.9 ft/sec2 for 
the tested six road sections consisting of tangents (length of 
at least Vi mile) followed by curves with recommended speeds 
between 30 and 40 mph. Since the differences between decel
eration and acceleration rates are more or less negligible, an 
average acceleration or deceleration rate of 2.8 ft/sec2 was 
selected for the following analysis. This value agrees well with 
the deceleration and acceleration rate of 0.8 m/sec2 (2.64 ft/ 
sec2 ) on which the design of transition lengths in the Swiss 
Standard (3, 4) is based. Furthermore, this value agrees well 
with the values in the AASHTO design guide (J), table 
111-4, where average acceleration rates of about 2.1 ft/sec2 for 
passing maneuvers in the speed groups 30 to 40 mph and 40 
to 50 mph are tabulated. 

DETERMINATION OF NECESSARY TRANSITION 
LENGTHS (TANGENT LENGTHS) 

For traffic safety reasons driving behavior during the dece
leration process is a particularly important factor. 

As previously outlined, operating speed differences A V85 
between two successive design elements greater than 6 mph 
should be avoided for good designs and greater than 12 mph 
for fair designs. An illustration of the above conclusion is 
given in figure 3. 

With an average acceleration or deceleration rate of a = 
2.8 ft/sec2 the transition length in equation (2) now reads: 

TL = VSs · AV85 
1.302 

(5) 

where 

V85 = average 85th-percentile speed between successive 
curves (mph), 

A V85 = difference between the 85th-percentile speeds 
(mph), and 

TL = transition length (tangent length)(in feet). 

DC,-

VB5(mph) 

al Good 

Design 

bl Fair 
Design 

V85 (mph) 

DC1 - DC2 :!ii s
0 

VB51 - VB52 :15 6 mph 

0 0 
5 < DC1 - DC2 :1510 

6< VB51 -VB52 ~12mph 

FIGURE 3 Transition length between successive 
design elements. 

l 

l 
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TABLE 1 NECESSARY TRANSITION LENGTHS (TANGENT LENGTHS) FOR 
GOOD AND FAIR DESIGN PRACTICES 

I v 22 
I 8 
I 5 28 115* 
I 1 -------
I 34 260 I 145* 
I r --------------
I e 40 430 315 I 170* 
I s ---------------
I p 46 625 510 370 I 200* 
I ---------------
I 52 850 735 595 425 I 225* 
t v ---------------
J 8 58 1105 990 850 675 I 480 I 255* 
t 5 -------------------------------------------------
I 2 22 28 34 40 46 52 58 
-------------- - -----~--------------------------------------

V85 (mph) resp. V85 
I 2 1 I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* good designs 

1 __ 1 fair designs 

Based on the above equation, necessary transition lengths 
for good and fair design practices are shown in table 1. The 
values with an asterisk represent good design practices, mean
ing a driver is able to decelerate or accelerate within the range 
of operating speed changes of up to 6 mph. The values within 
boxes represent fair design practices, meaning a driver is able 
to decelerate or accelerate within the range of operating speed 
changes of up to 12 mph (see figure 3). 

Thus, from the viewpoint of reasonable changes in degree 
of curve and the corresponding changes in operating speeds, 
the transition lengths (mostly expressed by tangents) in table 
1 should represent maximum boundaries for good and for fair 
design practices. 

In all the other cases (see, for example, the unmarked 
values in table 1), a driver is able to exceed the recommended 
operating speed changes, which may result in critical driving 
maneuvers, especially during the deceleration process. 

An illustration of the above statement is given in figure 4 
for a sequence of two curves (DC = 16.5°) joined by a rel
atively long tangent (DC = 0° , L = 1,500 ft). The 85th
percentile speeds can be determined from equation 1. As can 
be seen from figure 4, a driver is able to accelerate within the 
tangent from an operating speed of 40 mph in the curve to 
the highest operating speed of 58 mph in the tangent, for 
which, according to table 1, a transition length of 675 ft is 
needed. In this example the maximum allowable operating 
speed change even for fair designs of ~ V85 s 12 mph has 
thus been exceeded, a clear indication of poor design 
practices. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TANGENTS 

The majority of transitions between curves on the two-lane, 
rural highway network in the United States consist of tan
gents, with the exception of very good designs where tran
sition curves are applied and operating speed changes exceed-

Poor 

Design 

V85(mph) 

58 r,-- - - - -
.CI 
C. I 
E• 

401--~~~~::__~--~I 
I ( ') 

TL=675' 

- - - - -""' 
I .C 
' c. :e :m ,-

'( ) 

( Length of Tangent ) 

L =1500
1 

DQi=16.5° DC ::o0 
DCz=1 .5° 

6DC = 16 . sci > 10° (poor design) 

6V8S = 18 mph > 12 mph (poor design) 

FIGURE 4 Example of poor design practices. 

L 

ing the boundaries for good design or even fair design normally 
do not exist. 

With regard to tangents between succeeding curves the fol
lowing criteria must be distinguished: 

1. The transition lengths (tangent lengths) given in table 1 
represent maximum boundaries to allow non-critical deceler
ation or acceleration movements between successive curves 
for good or fair designs. In order not to be too conservative, 
tangent lengths between two successive curves, which fall in 
the range of fair design practices (table 1) may be considered 
as non-independent design elements. That means, changes in 
degrees of curve and operating speeds between two successive 
curves may be calculated directly without regarding the tan-
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gent in-between as an independent design element. By this 
assumption the most critical case for fair design practices, 
especially during a deceleration process (ii V85 = 12 mph, 
see figure 3b) is covered. In all the other cases (iiV85 < 12 
mph) the tangent lengths are not sufficient for the average 
driver to decelerate or accelerate in such a way that the assumed 
boundaries of operating speed changes for fair or even good 
designs arc exceeded. 

Note that the values of the transition lengths for fair design 
practices (table 1) agree well with the lengths of superele
vation runoffs provided in table 111-14 (1) in case of a reversal 
in alignment, for example, for a maximum superelevation rate 
of 8 percent. 

2. Tangent lengths between successive curves that exceed 
the values of fair design (table 1) should be regarded as inde
pendent design elements. In these cases a driver is able to 
accelerate or decelerate in such a way that even the maximum 
allowable operating speed changes for fair designs (ii V85 5: 

12 mph) may be exceeded; that means, critical driving maneu
vers already have originated. Therefore, in case of a relatively 
long tangent between two successive curves, changes in degrees 
of curve and operating speeds on this section must be cal
culated by regarding the tangent in between as an independent 
design element (see, for example, figure 4). 

DESIGN PROCEDURE WITH EXAMPLE 
APPLICATIONS 

The results of table 1 are rounded in table 2, where the values 
within boxes represent the maximum allowable lengths of 
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tangents regarded as non-independent design elements, as 
outlined in the previous section. The values with an asterisk 
represent lengths of tangents for which, related to the speed 
changes of table 2, 85th-percentile speeds of 58 mph can be 
reached. As the research of the authors (11, 15) has revealed, 
on long tangents an 85th-percentile speed value of 58 mph is 
a good estimate for a degree of curve DC = 0°, see equation 
(1). Thus, the maximum operating speed in tangents will be 
confined in what follows to this value. 

To evaluate a tangent between two successive curves as 
independent and to estimate the expected operating speed in 
the tangent (V85T), the following procedure is recommended: 

(1) Assess the tangent length (TL) between the two suc
cessive curves (these may be in the field, as in the case of 
RRR projects, or in the design stages for new designs, major 
reconstructions, or redesigns). 

(2) Determine for the degree of curve 1 (DC1) and the 
degree of curve 2 (DC2 ) the corresponding 85th-percentile 
speeds (V85 1 and V852) by applying equation (1). 

(3) Compare the existing tangent length between the two 
successive curves with the maximum allowable tangent length 
(from table 2) that corresponds to the nearest 85th-percentile 
speed of the curve with the higher degree of curve. 

(4) Conclude that if the existing tangent length is smaller 
than the maximum allowable one, then the tangent is to be 
regarded as non-independent. That means changes in degree of 
curve and operating speed will be especially related to the two 
successive curves since the tangent can be assumed to be neg
ligible. Note that the requirements for sufficient lengths of super
elevation runoffs should be fulfilled. 

TABLE 2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TANGENT LENGTHS 
AND 85TH-PERCENTILE SPEED CHANGES FOR SEQUENCES: 
TANGENTS TO CURVES 

V,85 V85 in Tangent 
in 

Curve 34 40 46 52 58 

* 22 250 425 625 850 1100 

28 * 325 500 725 1000 

34 375 600 * 850 

* 40 425 675 

* . >46 475 -

c::::::::J Maximum allowable Lengths of Tangents, 
regarded as "Non-Independent Design 
Elements", (ft) 

V85 85th-Percentile speed in curve or 
tangent (mph) 

* For these values the highest operating speed 
in tangents V85 = 58 mph can be expected. 
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Example 

TL 300 ft, 
55 mph, 3°~~~ V85 1 

9°~~ ~ V852 48 mph, see equation (1) . 

The 85th-percentile speed in table 2 that is closest to 48 mph 
in the curve with the higher degree of curve is 46 mph. (This 
simplification was done for an easier application of table 2.) 
For 46 mph the maximum length of tangents regarded as non
independent is 475 feet. Since TL = 300 feet < 475 feet, the 
tangent has to be evaluated as non-independent design ele
ment, and no individual operating speed (V85T) is to be assigned 
to the tangent. 

Thus, only the sequence curve-to-curve with the corre
sponding operating speeds (V85 1 and V85 2) plays an important 
role in the design process for evaluating horizontal design 
consistency or inconsistency, since the tangent in between can 
be assumed to be negligible. For the example discussed a 
change in degree of curve and operating speed 

D.DC = 13° - 9°1 = 6°, and 

D. V85 = 155 - 48 mphl = 7 mph 

a) 

VB5 (mph) 

VBS 1 

VBS(mph) 

1 TL-X X 

TL 
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can be expected on the above road section. In conformity 
with the recommended boundaries for good, fair, and poor 
design practices, the existing horizontal alignment thus cor
responds to fair designs (D.V85 > 6 mph). 

(5) Conclude that if the existing tangent length between 
successive curves is greater than the maximum allowable (table 
2), then the tangent is to be regarded as an independent design 
element. That means, changes in degree of curve and oper
ating speed are to be especially related to the sequence tan
gent-to-curve. The 85th-percentile speed in the tangent (V85T) 
can be estimated as outlined in the following examples, see 
figure 5. 

Example Related to Figure Sa 

TL = 0.20 mi~ 1,050 ft, 

DC1 = 6° ~ ~ ~ V85 1 = 52 mph, 

DC2 = 22.4° ~ ~ ~ V85 2 = 33 mph, see equation (1). 

The 85th-percentile speed in table 2 that is closest to 33 mph 
in the curve with the higher degree of curve is 34 mph. For 
34 mph the maximum length of tangents regarded as non
independent is 375 feet. 

LIVBST VBS 
2 

L 

I 

x I 
- - - - - --~-"-------

b) 

TL-

TL 
I 
~ 

Legend: 

TL = Tangent length, greater than the maximum allowable lengths 
for "Non-Independent Tangents" of Table 2 (ft), 

X = Acceleration or deceleration distance between curve 1 and 
curve 2 (ft), 

VBS 1 ,ves 2 Operating speeds in curves (mph), 

VBST = Operation speed in tangent (mph) , 

LIV85T = Difference between the operating speed in the curve 
with the lower degree of curve and the operating 
speed in thetangent (mph). 

FIGURE 5 Typical examples for estimating operating speed in 
independent tangents. 
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Since TL = lOSO feet > 37S feet the tangent has to be 
evaluated as an independent design element. Thus, the sequence 
tangent-to-curve plays an important role in the design process 
for evaluating horizontal design consistency or inconsistency 
for both directions of travel on this road section. The 8Sth
percentile speed in the tangent (V8ST) can be estimated as 
shown below (see figure Sa). 

Equation (S) is used to calculate the acceleration or dece
leration distance (X) between curve 1 and curve 2. This implies 

X = \185 · l.lV85 
l.302 

x = 42.S . 19 = 620 f 
1.302 t 

Then, the remaining tangent length is 

TL - X = lOSO - 620 = 430 feet 

(Sa) 

along which a driver is able to perform additional acceleration 
or deceleration maneuvers . (Exceptional case: DC1 = DC2 

- - - V8S 1 = V85 2 X = O; perform the calculations in the · 
same way with X = 0). By transforming equation (S), in order 
to calculate the difference A V8ST between the operating speed 
in the curve with the lower degree of curve (V8S1) and the 
estimated operating speed in the tangent (V8Sr), the formula 
now becomes (see figure Sa): . 

[V8S1 + (V8S 1 + AV8Sr)]·l.lV8Sr _ (TL - X) 
2 . 1.302 - 2 

or 

(6) 

It follows that 

-2. (S2) ± v'4(52)2 + 5.208(430) 
AV8Sr = 

2 
· = S mph 

Thus, the operating speed in the independent tangent for 
evaluating the sequences tangent-to-curve in both directions 
of travel becomes V8Sr = V8S 1 + % V85r = S2 + S = S7 
mph. 

For the discussed example the following changes in degrees 
of curve and operating speeds can be expected between 

tangent to curve 1: 
ADC = I0° - 6°1 = 6°, 
A V8S = IS7 - S2 mphl = S mph, and 
tangent to curve 2: 
ADC= I0° - 22.4°1 = 22.4°, 
AV8S = IS7 - 33 mphl = 24 mph. 

The changes in operating speeds reveal that the sequence 
independent tangent-to-curve 1 corresponds to good design 
practices (AV85 < 6 mph), while the sequence independent 
tangent-to-curve 2 corresponds to poor design practices (AV85 
> 12 mph). In the event the calculated 8Sth-percentile speed 
in the independent tangent exceeds the value of S8 mph, it is 
recommended that the 8Sth-percentile speed in the examined 
tangent be confined to this value. As previously mentioned, 
S8 mph is a good estimate for the 8Sth-percentile speed in 
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long tangents for the nationwide speed limit of SS mph on 
two-lane , rural roads. 

Example Related to Figure Sb 

TL = O.lS mi = 790 ft, 

DC1 = 27° - - - V8S = 28 mph, 

DC2 = 22.4° - - - V85 = 33 mph, see equation (1). 

The 8Sth-percentile speed in table 2 that is closest to 28 mph 
in the curve with the higher degree of curve corresponds 
exactly to 28 mph. For 28 mph the maximum length of tan
gents that is regarded as non-independent is 32S feet. Since 
TL = 790 feet < 32S feet, the tangent has to be evaluated 
as an independent design element. 

The 8Sth-percentile speed in the tangent, related to figure 
Sb, can be estimated in the same way as discussed in the 
previous example. 

According to equation (Sa), the acceleration or decelera
tion distance between curve 1 and curve 2 is as follows: 

30.5. 5 
x = 1.302 = 117 ft. 

Therefore, the remaining tangent length becomes 

TL - X = 790 - 117 = 673 feet 

According to equation (6), the difference between the oper
ating speed in the curve with the lower degree of curve and 
the operating speed in the tangent now becomes 

- 2(33) ± V4C3)2 + s.208(673) 
AV8ST = 

2 
= 11 mph 

Note that for the example of figure Sb curve 2 is the curve 
with the lower degree of curve. 

It follows that the operating speed in the independent tan
gent is 

V8Sr = V8S 2 + AV85T = 33 + 11 = 44 mph. 

For the discussed example the following changes in degrees 
of curve and operating speeds can be expected between 

tangent to curve 1: 
l.lDC = I 0° - 27° I = 27°, 
l.lV8S = I 44 - 28 mph I 16 mph, and 

tangent to curve 2: 
ADC = I 0° - 22.4° I 22.4°, 
AV8S = I 44 - 33 mph I = 11 mph. 

The changes in operating speeds reveal that the sequence 
independent tangent-to-curve 1 corresponds to poor design 
practices (AV8S > 12 mph), while the sequence independent 
tangent to curve 2 can be still evaluated as fair design (AV8S 
< 12 mph). 

(6) The calculations of step (S) must not be performed 
on long tangents between two successive curves . The length 
of those tangents must be at least twice as high as the values 
listed in the last column of table 2, related to the nearest 
8Sth-percentile speed of the curve with the higher degree 
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of curve. In these cases, it can be assumed without any 
further calculation that the tangents are independent, and 
that an operating speed of 58 mph is a good estimate on 
those long tangents. 

A typical example for such a case is shown in figure 4. 

Example Related to Figure 4 

TL 1500 ft, 

DC1 16.5° - - - V85 1 = 40 mph, 

DC2 16.5° - - - V852 = 40 mph, see equation 1. 

The 85th-percentile speed in table 2 that is closest to 40 mph 
is exactly 40 mph. To accelerate or decelerate from 40 mph 
to the highest operating speed of 58 mph in the tangent a 
distance of 675 feet is needed (compare corresponding value 
in the last column of table 2): 2 · 675 = 1,350 feet < 1,500 
feet. Thus, it can be concluded that the tangent is independent 
and an operating speed of V85T = 58 mph is a good estimate 
in the long tangent. For the example the following change in 
degree of curve and operating speed can be expected for this 
road section: 

Di.DC = I 0° - 16.5° I = 16.5°, 

Di. V85 = I 58 - 40 mph I = 18 mph. 

It follows that the existing horizontal alignment corresponds 
to poor design practices since Di. V85 > 12 mph. 

CONCLUSION 

Several countries have limitations on maximum and minimum 
tangent lengths between curves. The procedure presented above 
is a rational method to set tangent guidelines for U.S. practice 
and to provide recommendations for transition lengths (tan
gent lengths) between successive curved roadway sections for 

• tangents that should be regarded as non-independent design 
elements; that is, the sequence curve-to-curve is the most 
important element of the design process, and 

• tangents that should be regarded as independent design 
elements; that is, the sequence tangent-to-curve is the most 
important element of the design process. 

The method can be used for new design as well as evaluating 
in-place roadways in need of safety upgrades. 
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New and Improved Model of Passing Sight 
Distance on Two-Lane Highways 

JOHN c. GLENNON 

A mathematical model is derived for describing the critical 
nature of the passing maneuver on two-lane highways. This 
model is based on the hypothesis that a critical position exists 
during the passing maneuver where the passing sight distance 
requirements to either complete or abort the pass are equal. 
At this point, the decision to complete the pass will provide 
the same head-on clearance to an opposing vehicle as will the 
decision to abort the pass. Current highway practice in both 
designing and marking for passing sight distance uses a model 
that assumes that once a driver starts a pass, he must continue 
until the pass is completed. In other words, the model assumes 
that the driver has no opportunity to abort the pass. Because 
this hypothesis is unrealistic, the model derived here is rec
ommended for determining new passing sight distance require
ments for both designing and marking passing zones. Sug
gested values are given for these requirements. A brief analysis 
is also presented of the sensitivity of passing sight distance 
requirements to vehicle length. This analysis shows that the 
effect of truck length is not as dramatic as previously reported 
in the literature. 

Although significant advances have been made since 1971 in 
understanding the critical aspects of the passing maneuver on 
two-lane highways, the highway community still clings to false 
and archaic principles. Actually in the current practice for 
both the design and the marking of passing zones, these zones 
are neither designed nor marked directly. Current marking 
practice in the 1978 Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
(MUTCD) (1), for example, is concerned with no-passing 
zones, and passing zones merely happen where no-passing 
zones are not warranted. In highway design, the current prac
tice is stated in the 1984 Policy on Geometric Design of Streets 
and Highways (2) by the American Association of State High
way and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). In AASHTO 
policy, which has remained unchanged since 1954, the design 
of passing sight distance (PSD) only considers the percentage 
of highway that has PSD, regardless of whether that PSD 
forms passing zones of adequate length. 

Another inconsistency exists in that, although the AASHTO 
design and MUTCD marking practices are based on the same 
hypothetical model, they use completely different criteria to 
exercise that model. Whereas the current AASHTO practice 
assumes a 10-mph speed differential between passing and 
impeding cars for all design speeds, the MUTCD practice 
comes from the 1940 AASHO policy (3), which used speed 
differentials ranging from 10 mph at a 30-mph design speed 
to 25 mph at a 70-mph design speed. 

John C. Glennon, Chartered, 8340 Mission Road, Suite B-12, 
Prairie Village, Kans. 66206. 

Besides the inconsistencies ~!ready discussed, the basic 
hypothesis underlying both current PSD design and PSD 
marking practices is flawed. Although this hypothesis cor
rectly considers the opposing vehicle and the final head-on 
separation distance as integral components of the critical pass
ing maneuver, it determines overly long PSD requirements 
by assuming that the passing driver has no opportunity to 
abort the maneuver. 

This paper first addresses the development of a more appro
priate model for PSD requirements. With this model devel
oped, the paper then focuses both on the application of the 
model to proper highway design and marking practices and 
also on the sensitivities of PSD requirements to vehicle length. 

RESEARCH SINCE 1971 

In 1971, Weaver and Glennon (4) and Van Valkenberg and 
Michael (5) independently recognized that the AASHTO model 
(2-3, 6- 7) for PSD fails to address the critical nature of the 
passing maneuver. These studies also both recognized that a 
safe passing maneuver not only requires continuously varying 
amounts of PSD (depending on the lesser of the needs for 
completing or aborting the maneuver), but also has a relative 
position between the passing and impeding vehicles where the 
ability to complete the pass is equal to the ability to abort the 
pass. Weaver and Glennon called this the critical position, 
and Van Valkenberg and Michael called it the point of no 
return. Neither study, however, attempted to mathematically 
define this critical position. 

In 1976, Harwood and Glennon (8) attempted to better 
explain the state-of-the-art concerning PSD requirements. This 
paper contributed further definition of the critical position as 
that point where the PSD needed to complete the pass is 
equal to the PSD needed to abort the pass. As shown in fig
ure 1, the pass starts with a minimal PSD needed to abort, 
the PSD increases through the maneuver until the PSD needed 
for either completing or aborting the maneuver is equal, and 
then the PSD decreases through the remainder of the maneu
ver based on the temporal needs for pass completion. 

Lieberman (9), in 1982, added further insight by developing 
a mathematical time-distance model that identified the critical 
position and the critical PSD as a function of design speed. 
however, he incorrectly concluded that AASHTO require
ments for PSD were inadequate by calculating his PSD 
requirements as the sum of both the critical PSD and the 
distance needed for the passing vehicle to get from the initial 
trailing position to the critical position. His model also ignored 
the direct effects of vehicle length and the elapsed time for 
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PHASE 1 - START OF PASS 

i----PSD--! 

PSD requirement is minimal based on abort needs 

PHASE 2 - EARLY PART OF PASS 

-----PSD- ----+1 ... 
PSD requirement increases based on abort needs 

PHASE 3 - MIDDLE OF PASS 

PSD requirement is maximum where need to abort equals need to complete 

PHASE 4 - LATER PART OF PASS ... 
PSD requirement decreases based on pass completion needs 

FIGURE 1 Four phases of a passing maneuver. 

perception-reaction in the abort maneuver. Regardless of these 
shortcomings, the Lieberman formulation was conceptually 
correct and, as such, provided the inspiration for the model 
developed in this paper. 

Saito (JO), in 1983, re-emphasized the importance of the 
abort maneuver in determining PSD requirements. To that 
date, his modeling came closest to determining true PSD needs. 
However, he looked only at the needs of the abort maneuver 
and ignored the trade-offs between the completed and abort 
maneuvers. In other words, rather than calculating the critical 
position, he assumed that position was where the passing 
vehicle is immediately behind the impeding vehicle. As indi
cated later, this assumption gives PSD requirements that are 
not too different from those found by using a critical position 
calculated as a function of design speed. 

DERIVATION OF A CRITICAL PASSING MODEL 

Figure 2 shows time-space diagrams for both the completed 
passing maneuver and the aborted passing maneuver from the 
critical position where the PSD needed for safe completion 
equals the PSD needed for safe abortion. If an opposing vehi
cle appears before the passing vehicle reaches the critical 
position, the PSD needed to abort the pass is less than the 
PSD needed at the critical position. Likewise, if an opposing 
vehicle appears after the passing vehicle reaches the critical 
position, the PSD needed to complete the pass is less than 
the PSD needed at the critical position. Therefore, the max
imum or critical PSD is that needed at the critical position. 
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The proposed model assumes that the opposing vehicle 
travels at the design speed, that the passing vehicle accelerates 
to the design speed at or before the critical position and con
tinues at that speed unless the pass is aborted, and that the 
impeding vehicle travels at a constant speed at some increment 
less than the design speed. 

Since the initial part of the pass is of no consequence in 
determining the critical sight distance, Sc, figure 2 starts the 
passing vehicle at the critical position and equates the two 
possible maneuvers in time and space. The sub-model for the 
completed pass assumes that each vehicle maintains a constant 
speed and that at the end of the pass there is an acceptable 
clearance, C, between passing and opposing vehicles and an 
acceptable gap, G, between passing and impeding vehicles. 
For the aborted pass, the impeding and opposing vehicles 
maintain their constant speeds, but the passing vehicle after 
a one-second driver perception-reaction time decelerates at 
rate, d, until it achieves an acceptable gap, G, behind the 
impeding vehicle and an acceptable head-on clearance, C. 
[Note that the one-second perception-reaction time is also a 
part of the completed pass time, but can be ignored in this 
part of the analysis because it does not affect any of the key 
time-distance parameters.] 

To develop a usable model for the critical PSD requires 
simultaneous solutions of equations for both the completed 
and aborted passes, knowing by definition that their critical 
positions and critical sight distances are equal. The following 
sections illustrate the development of this model. 

Equate Critical Positions 

The critical position for the completed pass is shown on figure 
2A as: 

.:ic + Vt1 = LP + G + (v - m)t1 

or 

(1) 

The critical position for the aborted pass is shown on figure 
2B as: 

( v - m) + ( v - m)t2 - G - L; 

or 

.:i; d~~ - m(t2 + 1) - G - L1 (2) 

Since by definition lie = .:i" Equations 1 and 2 can be solved 
simultaneously for t1 , as follows: 

dt~ (2G + L, + L,,) 
11 = 12 + 1 -

2
m + 

111 
(3) 

Equate Critical Sight Distances 

The critical PSD for each maneuver is taken directly from 
figure 2 as the total distance between passing and opposing 
vehicles when the passing vehicle is in the critical position. 
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(A) (B) KEY 
DIAGRAM OF CO~PLETED PASS 

FROM CRITICAL POSITION 
DIAGRAM OF ABORTED PASS 
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Ac= Ac' = Critical Separation 
Between P&Sll lng 
and Impeding 
Vehicles, ft 

C =Clearing Between 
Passing and 
Opposing Vehicles 
at End of Pass, ft 

G =Clearance Between 
Passing and 
Impeding Vehicles 
and End at Pass, ft 

Lp =Length of Passing 
Vehicle, It 

L1 =Length of Impeding 
Vehicle, It 

v =Design Speed, 
Speed of Passing 
and Opposing 
Vehicles, ft/sec 

m =Difference in Speed 
Between Passing 
and Impeding 
Vehicles, ft/sec 

d =Deceleration Rate 
of Passing Vehlcle 
Abort ion, ft/sec2 

t1 =Time from Critical 
Position to End of 
Completed Pass, 
sec 

I· t1 I· + ------t2,-----et 
1 sec 

t2 =Time from Critical 
Position to End of 
Aborted Pass Less 
One Second for 
Perception 
Reaction, sec 

ELAPSED TIME (sec) 

FIGURE 2 Time-space diagrams for the critical passing maneuver. 

Equating these distances and solving for 11 gives: 

dt~ 
2vt1 + C = v + vt2 - 2 + C + v(t2 + 1) 

Solve Time Relationships 

(4) 

By simultaneous solution of Equations 3 and 4, t2 can be 
isolated as a function of definable parameters as follows: 

dt~ dt~ (2G + L, + l e) 
t2 + 1 - 4v = 12 + 1 - 2m + m 

or 

since 

4v(2G + Lr + Lp) 
d(2v - m) 

t1 = t2 + 1 - dt~ 
4v 

then 

1 + 
4v(2G + L, + LP) 

d(2v - m) 

(2G + Lr+ LP) 
2v - m 

(5) 

(6) 

Solve the Critical Position 

Equations 1 and 6 can be solved simultaneously to derive an 
expression for the critical position as a function of design 
speed, v, speed difference, m, desired gap, G, deceleration 
rate, d, and lengths of vehicles, Lr and LP, as follows: 

Ac = LP + G - mt1 

or 

" = L G [(2G + L, + Le) .,.c P+ -m+m 2 v - m 

4v(2G + Lr + Le)] 
d(2v - m) 

(7) 

Assuming a minimum acceptable headway of one second for 
G , then G = m and Equation 7 is revised as follows: 

" = L [(2m + Lr + Le) .,.c P + m 2 v - m 

4v(2m + L, + LP)] 
d(2v - m) 

(8) 

[Note that the same relationship is found if, in Figure 2, the 
passing vehicle is assumed to be behind the impeding vehicle 
at the critical position.] 
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Solve the Critical Passing Sight Distance 

Using Figure 2 and Equation 1, the passing sight distance, Sc, 
can be solved for any design speed as a function of the critical 
position, ac, speed differential, m, and length of passing vehi
cle, Lp, as follows: 

Sc= 2vt1 + C 

and 

therefore 

S = C + 2v(Le + G - a c) 
c m 

Having already assumed G = m and also assuming a minimum 
acceptable head-on clearance of one second, then C = 2v. 
Therefore: 

2v(Lr + m - a,) 
Sc = 2v + -'-'-------'-

m 

or 

[ 
L - A ] Sc = 2v 2 + Pm c 

PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS 

(9) 

Now that a usable model has been developed for the critical 
PSD, the question remains how to apply it to the design and 
marking of a passing zone. Obviously, Sc defines the minimum 
PSD required for any part of the passing zone where a passing 
vehicle can reach the critical position. As a worst-case sce
nario, it seems appropriate to provide Sc at the end of a passing 
zone, assuming that it is reasonable to expect the critical 
situation at this point. It is not reasonable, however, to expect 
that the passing vehicle will be in the critical position at the 
beginning of a passing zone. Actually the PSD requirement 
at the beginning of the zone is something less than Sc; how
ever, because passing operations vary widely by speed dif
ferentials, opposing vehicle speeds, and vehicle lengths, an 
added safety factor would be incorporated by starting the 
passing zone where Sc first becomes available. 

Recognizing that the assumptions used to develop the 
critical passing model may be subject to some interpretation 
and adjustment, this section provides recommendations for 
PSD requirements based on the following additional 
assumptions: 

1. The AASHTO use of passenger cars for the passing and 
impeding vehicles are appropriate criteria. 

2. The length of the average passenger car is 16 feet. 
3. A reasonably safe deceleration rate in the abort maneu

ver is 8 ft/sec2
• 

4. Based on the Weaver and Glennon study (4), the fol
lowing table of critical (15th percentile) speed differentials is 
appropriate: 

Design Speed 
(mph) 

30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

Speed Differential 
(mph) 

12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
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Substituting Assumptions 1 through 3 into Equations 8 and 
9, the critical passing model is reduced to relationships that 
are a function of the design speed and the speed differential 
as follows: 

Sc = 2v [ 2 + 16 : Ac] 
where 

A = 16 + m [(2m + 32) -
c 2v - m 

v(2m + 32) 

2(2v - m) 

Using these equations and solving for the design relation
ships found under Assumption 4 above, table 1 shows the 
derived PSD requirements. In comparing these recommen
dations with current AASHTO and MUTCD requirements, 
they are found to be considerably less than the AASHTO 
requirements, but very close to the MUTCD requirements 
(even though the MUTCD requirements were derived with 
a completely different set of models and criteria.) 

Although this paper does not analyze the requirements for 
passing zone length, previous studies (4, 11) have shown that 
very short zones, such as the 400-ft default length allowed by 
the MUTCD, are not appropriate for safe highway opera
tions. Therefore, the recommendations of Weaver and Glen
non ( 4) for minimum passing zone length, based on 85th 
percentile passing vehicle distances, should be implemented 
unless another rationale is shown to be more appropriate. 
These passing zone lengths are also shown in table 1. 

TRUCK LENGTH CONSIDERATIONS 

Several authors (9, 12-14) have expressed alarm at the sup
posed inadequacy of PSD requirements (most particular 
AASHTO requirements) for passes involving trucks in gen
eral and longer trucks, in particular . These studies were dra
matized by Donaldson (15) as follows : 

The recent research of Lieberman demonstrates the thorough 
inadequacy of the AASHTO sight distance formulae for the 
successful execution of the passing maneuver . . . . Lieberman 
has shown that significantly longer sight distances are needed 
when the impeding vehicle is a truck .... The research of 
Gericke and Walton demonstrates that the AASHTO sight 
distance formulae for geometric design are inadequate for any 
vehicle and especially inadequate for cars passing trucks .... 
Saito shows that successful aborts are impossible under most 
high-speed conditions on the basis of current MUTCD stand
ards . . .. If one extrapolates his kinematic model, it shows 
substantial increases in the lengths of time and distances for 
successful aborts of cars attempting to pass longer trucks .... 
The passenger car/truck relationship in the passing maneuver 
is highly dangerous on many thousands of our rural arterial 
and collector routes that have inadequate sight distance but 
which are marked to permit passing maneuvers that cannot be 
accomplished by most of the vehicles making the attempts. 
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The flaw in the remarks quoted above is that none of the 
studies cited by Donaldson were based on a correct analysis 
of passing sight distance requirements. Of the sources cited, 
Lieberman (9) failed to correctly apply his own insights on 
the definition of the critical sight distance, Saito (JO) ignored 
the trade-offs between completed and aborted passes, and 
Gericke and Walton (12) used the [incorrect] AASHTO 

model to derive their results, as did Fancher (13) and 
Khasnabis (14). 

Table 2 shows the sensitivity of the derived PSD require
ments to vehicle length. As can be seen, the PSD require
ments increase as a function of vehicle length but not as dra
matically as previously stated in the literature. 

Whether a truck should be considered as a design vehicle 

TABLE 1 DERIVED PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Design Speed (mph) 

40 

so 

60 

70 

Critical Position 
Front of passing 
vehicle relative 
to front of imped
ing vehicle (ft) 

-43 

-38 

-32 

-2S 

Maximum 
Abort Position 
Front of passing 
vehicle relative 
to front of imped
ing vehicle (ft) 

-10 

-10 

-8 

-s 

Minimum Length of 
Passing Zone 
(Ref. 4) 

600 

900 

1200 

lSOO 

PSD Requirement 
(ft) 

670 

830 

990 

1140 

TABLE 2 DERIVED PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF PASSED 
VEHICLE LENGTH 

Design Speed (mph) Rounded PSD Requirements for Various Passed Vehicle Lengths (ft)* 

Passenger Car SS-ft. '!'ruck 65-ft. Truck 110-ft. Truck 

40 670 760 780 8SO 

so 830 960 980 1080 

60 990 llSO 1180 1320 

70 1140 1320 1380 lSSO 

* Uses passenger car for passing vehicle 
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for PSD is a moot point, considering, first, that the vehicle 
length is really only critical for an end-zone pass and, second, 
that passing drivers have adaptive behavior that considers not 
only their position in the zone but the vehicle length to be 
passed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The current AASHTO (2) model for passing sight distance 
requirements ignores the possibility of an aborted maneuver 
and thereby determines overly long distances. This paper derives 
a more appropriate model that considers the trade-offs between 
aborted and completed passes. The passing sight distance 
requirements derived with this model are considerably less 
than the AASHTO requirements but are surprisingly close to 
those presented in the MUTCD (J). Application of the derived 
model also shows that the effect of truck length is not as 
dramatic as previously reported in the literature. 

The derived model should be used to revise both the 
AASHTO and MUTCD practices so that a correct and con
sistent basis is used for both the design and marking of passing 
zones. In doing so, the assumption of a one-second, head-on 
clearance; a one-second gap; an 8-ft/sec2 deceleration; and a 
15th-percentile speed differential should all be questioned. 
However, because the critical condition addresses only the 
infrequent pass at the end of a zone, care should be exercised 
in being overly conservative in selecting these values. For 
example, the one-second, head-on clearance and one-second 
gap seem short but may be reasonable considering the rarity 
of a [small] 15th-percentile speed differential and a [relatively 
low] 8-ft/sec2 abort deceleration. 
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Abridgment 

Development of Limiting Velocity Models 
for the Highway Performance Monitoring 
System 

GARY E. ELKINS AND JEREMY SEMRAU 

A study was performed for the Federal Highway Administra
tion to increase the efficiency of vehicle speed models for the 
Highway Performance Monitoring System analytical process. 
Probabilistic and deterministic models developed by the World 
Bank were adapted for conditions in the United States. These 
models estimate vehicle average travel speed as a function of 
relevant road and traffic characteristics. This is done by eval
uating a set of constraining speed models that consider the 
influence of vertical grades, horizontal curves, roughness, traffic 
congestion, and highway type. These models were adapted to 
conditions in the United States using engineering judgment and 
limited available data. Although further research is needed to 
refine these models, the models produce reasonable results and 
are recommended for use in planning models as a basis for 
computation of road user costs. More research is needed in 
this general area from the engineering community. Input from 
experts in vehicle mechanics, dynamics, and human factors 
would be particularly helpful in determining driver reactions 
and behavior and further developing speed prediction models 
as a function of road characteristics and vehicle class. 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) uses a set of 
approximately 92,000 annually monitored sample pavement 
sections across the United States to assess the condition of 
the nation's highways and road network. This system is called 
the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS). One 
part of the HPMS analysis package is used for planning pur
poses to study the impacts of different funding scenarios on 
highway users. A complex, time-consuming, computer algo
rithm is presently used to estimate vehicle speeds on each 
sample section from which travel time, fuel consumption, and 
vehicle operating cost impacts are computed. This paper sum
marizes the development of an efficient speed prediction model 
for use in the HPMS analytical process (J) and discusses prob
lems encountered in development of the model. 

LIMITING VELOCITY MODELS 

Limiting velocity models developed by the World Bank were 
chosen for adaptation to United States conditions (2). Using 
the results of past studies and engineering judgement, the 
following limiting velocity models were formulated . One model 

G. E . Elkins, Texas Research and Development Foundation, 
2602 Dellana Lane, Austin, Tex. 78746. J . Semrau, Department 
of Civil Engineering, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Tex. 
78712. 

relates a vehicle speed to the minimum of five constraining 
speeds: 

Vss = Min (VDRIVE, VBRAKE , 

VCURVE, VROUGH, VDESJR) 

where: 

Vss = steady state speed, 
VDRIVE = maximum possible driving speed, 

VBRAKE = maximum allowable braking speed on 
downgrades, 

(1) 

VCURVE = maximum allowable speed on horizontal curves, 
VROUGH = maximum allowable ride severity speed 

VDESIR = desired speed. 

This model is called the Minimum Limiting Velocity Model 
(MLVM). 

The second model treats each constraining speed as a ran
dom variable . This model, called the Probabilistic Limiting 
Velocity Model (PLVM), is: 

Vss = exp (S2/2)/[(l!VDRIVE) 118 

+ (l!VCURVE) 118 + (l/VBRAKE) 118 (2) 

+ (l!VROUGH) 118 + (l!VDESIR) 118 ] 8 

where: 

S2 = variance associated with unmeasured vehicle, road, 
and speed measurement characteristics, 

B = a constant parameter for each vehicle class. 

The PL VM has several interesting features. When two or 
more speeds become equally dominant, the probabilistic speed 
drops below the deterministic speed by a larger amount. Also , 
as more speeds begin to lower the probabilistic speed, they 
do so at a diminishing rate. Thus, the stochastic nature of 
driver perception is modeled such that as the driver reacts to 
a greater number of speed constraints , he or she will drive 
slower than the minimum of the constraining speeds. 

MODEL PARAMETERS FOR UNITED STATES 
CONDITIONS 

The parameters of the limiting velocity models that were 
examined for adjustment to U.S. conditions are: 
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• The constraining speeds for each class, including VD RIVE, 
VBRAKE, VCURVE, VROUGH, and VDESIR; 

• The exponential parameter B for each vehicle class; 
• The variance term S2

, which represents the errors asso
ciated with speed predictions for each vehicle class. 

Ideally, calibration of these models for United States con
ditions should be based on direct field measurements. To best 
model the effects of various road characteristics, actual sites 
that have only one dominating characteristic must be selected. 
Vehicle spot speeds should be measured and the model fitted 
to the data. Unfortunately, no suitable data representative of 
conditions in the United States could be found. 

Maximum Possible Driving Speed (VDRIVE) 

The maximum possible driving speed is the speed a vehicle 
travels when all the available driving power is used. VDRIVE 
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becomes a constraint on the speeds of vehicles on positive 
vertical grades. The force balance and power relationship used 
to find VDRIVE is 

Av(VDRIVE)3 + mg(GR + CR)VDRIVE 

= 375 HPDRIVE (3) 

where 

VDRIVE = maximum possible driving speed, mph; 
HPDRIVE = maximum available driving power, 

horsepower; 
m = vehicle mass; 
g = acceleration due to gravity; 

CD = aerodynamic drag coefficient; 
Av = frontal area of vehicle; 
GR = vertical gradient; 
CR = rolling resistance coefficient 

The terms HPDRIVE, m, CD, Av, and CR are vehicle 

TABLE 1 1985 U.S. VEHICLE FLEET MODELING PARAMETERS 

Frontal 

Vehicle Area 

Class Sq. Ft. 

Small 

Auto 

Medium 

Auto 

Large 

Auto 

Pickup 

2A-SU 

Truck 

"3A-SU 

Truck 

2S-2 

Semi 

3S-2 

Semi 

22.8 

25.9 

28.7 

30.8 

36.9 

55 

90 

90 

Vehicle 

Weight Drag 

lb. Coef. 

2, 720 0.42 

3,780 0.45 

4,560 0.49 

5,000 0. 59 

12,000 0.70 

35,000 0. 70 

50,000 0.80 

62,500 0.80 

(l)NOTE: v - speed, mph 

n - 2 for autos and pickups 

n - 1 for trucks and semi 

Rolling Resistance(l) 

CR - RCl + RC2 (v)n 

RCl RC2 

. 0125 6.5E-07 

.0125 6.5E-07 

. 0125 6.5E-07 

. 016 6.5E-07 

.0076 9.0E-05 

.0076 9.0E-05 

.0076 2.0E-05 

. 0076 2.0E-05 

HPDRIVE 

Hp 

93 

140 

200 

175 

230 

275 

325 

325 
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dependent. The values of these parameters developed for the 
U.S. vehicle fleet are shown in table 1. All terms but HP DRIVE 
are from automotive industry literature. HPDRIVE is the 
available horsepower after accounting for internal power losses. 
To find this parameter, HPDRIVE was back-calculated from 
Equation 3 by inserting the observed top speeds of various 
vehicles on 0-% grades. For automobiles it was found that 
the calculated HP DRIVE approximated the SAE net braking 
horsepower, which includes the effects of internal power losses. 
This quantity is recommended as HP DRIVE for automobiles. 

A different approach to the estimate of HPDRIVE was 
required for trucks with diesel engines. The best source of 
information found for U .S. trucks was a 1970 study by the 
Western Highway Institute (WHI) (3). The WHI recom
mended multiplying the rated horsepower of a diesel engine 
by a factor varying from .78 to .85, depending on the number 
of axles, gear range, and engine size. This equation is sus
pect since the truck population has changed significantly since 
1970. Although the relationship is used in this study, these 
results should be reviewed in future studies to determine its 
suitability. 

Maximum Allowable Braking Speed (VBRAKE) 

On steep downgrades, a maximum constraining speed, or 
braking crawl speed, has been observed (4, 5). The braking 
crawl speed is believed to be related to vehicle braking capa
bility resulting through use of the retardation power of the 
engine (downshifting) and the brakes. In general, only large 
vehicles have been observed to slow down on steep down 
grades. Limiting crawl speeds on downgrades are not gen
erally found on grades less than 4% or shorter than 3,000 
feet. 

Although large trucks may have braking speeds, little infor
mation examining this effect was found. The 1985 Highway 
Capacity Manual (6) indicates that very few studies have been 
performed to analyze the impact of heavy vehicles on traffic 
flow on downgrades. Due to the lack of information on this 
behavior, this term is not included in this model. 

Maximum Allowable Curve Speed (VCURVE) 

Most drivers decrease their speed to negotiate sharp hori
zontal curves . The effect of curves on vehicle speed has been 
widely studied. The World Bank model (2) related vehicle 
speed on a horizontal curve to the "maximum perceived fric
tion ratio," called FRATJO. FRATJO is defined as the ratio 
of lateral forces on a vehicle to the normal force on the vehicle. 
The vehicle speed on the curves, with simplifying assumptions 
can be written as 

VCURVE = [(FRATJO + SP) g RC]05 

where: 

VCURVE = maximum allowable speed on curves, 
FRATIO = maximum perceived friction ratio, 

SP = superelevation of curve, 
RC = radius of curvature. 

(4) 

The FRATJO value is used to characterize different vehicle 
classes. A FRATJO value of 0.155 was found to provide a 
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good fit to the speed-curve model used in the present HPMS 
for automobiles, pickups and single unit trucks . For large 
trucks and semitrailer units, a value of .103 was used, based 
on the relationship between cars and trucks determined from 
the World Bank study. 

Other forms of this model could be used; however, the 
PL VM requires that this model predict high speeds on curves 
with large radii to avoid interaction with other terms in the 
PL VM that would falsely decrease the predicted speeds . Field 
studies of the performance of trucks on curves and the suit
ability of this model for U.S. conditions appear warranted. 

Maximum Allowable Ride Severity Speed (VROUGH) 

It is a common observation that road roughness influences 
vehicle speed. Few studies, however, relate vehicle speed to 
the roughness measures used in the United States or in the 
HPMS. A model is needed that explains differences in vehicle 
type and road type and accounts for limiting roughness thresh
olds and minimum speeds at maximum roughness levels. 

Based on the information developed in Brazil and the speed
roughness model used in the current HPMS analytical process, 
the following equations were developed : 

VROUGH = 1.01 

(.0250 - .00275(PSR)) automobiles (5) 

VROUGH = 0.91 

(.0255 - .00333(PSR)) large trucks (6) 

where 

VROUGH = ride severity speed, mph; 
PSR = present serviceability rating, (0-5) . 

More work is needed on speed-roughness relationships. 
The above equations are primarily based on engineering judg
ment. Relationships derived from direct measurements and 
based on common roughness m~asures used in the U.S. are 
needed to extend the accuracy and usefulness of these speed 
prediction models. 

Desired Speed of Travel (VDESIR) 

The desired travel speed is the speed at which drivers travel 
when they are not constrained, typically less than the maxi
mum possible speed a vehicle can attain. This speed is gov
erned by subjective considerations of safety, speed law 
enforcement, fuel cost, and vehicle wear. For the purposes 
of the HPMS, the term should also be sensitive to the effects 
of traffic congestion and traffic control devices. 

A limited nationwide source of information on VDESIR is 
the annual free flow speed tables published by the FHW A 
(7). Average, median, and 85th-percentile speeds on high
ways on which the 55-mph speed limit is the primary speed 
constraint are published. 

To incorporate the effects of traffic congestion and traffic 
control devices into the model, tables of average speed as a 
function of highway type, traffic control, number of lanes, 
and speed limit were developed (J). These tables were devel-
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oped from tables of initial running speed contained in the 
current HPMS model and are based on and extrapolated from 
the general speed-volume capacity relationships shown in the 
1965 and 1985 Highway Capacity Manuals. 

Due to the generalized information from which these speeds 
were developed, more work is needed to relate the desired 
speed constraint to physical road characteristics. A separate 
speed constraint term related to a simple measure of traffic 
congestion such as volume capacity ratio should also needs 
be developed, particularly for signalized urban streets. 

B and S2 Parameters 

The exponential B parameter and variance parameter S2 are 
part of the probabilistic limiting velocity model (PLVM). They 
are included to account for the stochastic nature of observed 
vehicle speeds. B and S2 are primarily used to reduce the 
predicted speed when two or more constraining speeds become 
dominant. The B parameter acts similarly to the coefficient 
of the standard deviation of a normal distribution typically 
used to determine confidence levels. The smaller the value 
of B, the closer the probabilistic speed is to the minimum 
constraining speed. Meanwhile, the S2 parameter is associated 
with errors in speed prediction, due to variations in vehicle 
and road characteristics, and other errors, due to speed meas
urements and quantification of road attributes. 

These parameters are properly determined using a nonlin
ear least-squares regression analysis between observed speeds 
and speed constraint terms. Because there is no U.S. data 
base from which to develop these parameters, the values of 
B = 0.1 and S2 = 0.01 were selected to cause the model to 
predict speeds that are Jess than the minimum speed con
straint. The choice of these values causes the ML VM and 
PL VM models discussed in this paper to produce essentially 
the same results. 

SUMMARY 

The minimum and probabilistic forms of the limiting velocity 
model offer an excellent method to predict vehicle speeds as 
a function of relevant constraining speeds due to curvature, 
gradient, road roughness, braking capability, and other road 
features. The models presented here can be implemented into 
planning models for use in predicting user impacts. As dis
cussed, further development of these models is required in 
order to better define the interrelations between road char
acteristics and vehicle speed. 

The recommended method of further refinement of these 
models is through a structured nationwide study of vehicle 
speeds. This study would consist of spot speed studies on 
sections selected to study a particular speed constraint term. 
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A full statistical analysis similar to that performed by the 
World Bank should be performed on this data base. In the 
face of a more limited study, the authors feel that the speed 
models presented here could best be improved by studies into 
the following topics in the following order: 

1. Effects of signalization and traffic control 
2. Effects of traffic congestion 
3. Effect of roughness 
4. Large truck performance on downgrades and horizontal 

curves 

Input from experts in vehicle mechanics, dynamics, and 
human factors is also important in better defining the needed 
speed estimation models. 
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